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ON WINNING 
e mourn the recent passings of our good friends Mitch 
Post, Jimmy Dean and most recently, Ken Sykora. Ken 

was owner of Sykora's Old Timer Model Supply, a long time 
advertiser in SAM Speaks and purveyor of wonderful things for 
old time rubber builders. He died suddenly in his workshop on 
December 13, just before we sent this issue to the printer. We are 
left with their memories and the task of disposing of their 
airplanes and equipment. When confronted with a man's lifelong 
collection of aeromodeling stuff we find ourselves musing on the 
purpose of our hobby and why we do it. 

We amass huge amounts of balsa and covering materials, 
screws, dope, timers, engines, radios, wheels, even wheel collars. 
Most of us have more airplanes than we can fly in a lifetime; 
shiny new hot competition models, sport flyer scale models of 
our favorite warbirds. and ancient moldering dusty hulks await- 

ing repair. Just close your 
eyes for a moment and 
picture yourself in your 
workshop immersed in the 
smells and surrounded by 
your tools and treasures. 
Its a warm, secure feeling, 
isn't it? Ken Sykora was 
in heaven when he died. 
He was 67. 

Continuing the muse, 
why do we do it? To win of course. We go to contests to win. 
Winning is important. After all, what is the purpose of competi-
tion if not to determine a winner? We have raced autos and 
motorcycles, sailboats and skis and miniature airplanes, and we 
did it to win. But in recent times, things have become 
different, the focus has changed. Winning is no long-
er represented by a purse or trophy; it has become a 
moment-by-moment experience of the joy of living, and is found 
in places and at times least expected. You don't compete for it, or 
even look for it, you just find it. Here are some personal wins. 

One Friday morning last November, we landed the Bonanza 
full of model airplanes at Taft to fly in a contest. The 20 year old 
green Blazer and Honda chase bike are stored there in a friend's 
hangar. First thing we noticed when the prop stopped was the old 
Blazer sparkling in the sun in front of Kern Charter, Taft's finest 
FBO. Owner Randy Griffith walked over to greet, and in the 
course of conversation mentioned that Taft pilot Nick Edgecomb 
had washed and waxed it early that morning before going to 
work. "Why," we asked, and as if the answer were too obvious 
for comment, Randy shrugged and said: "He likes you." 

It had been a long tough flight across Nevada and the Sierras in 
headwinds, turbulence, clouds and ice. I was already tired, but 
those three words made me feel like a winner. It was a supreme 
way to start the weekend. It was a win, and it made the need to 
win a free flight event seem trivial. 

We drove to Lost Hills, and in the course of unloading the stuff, 
mentioned to flying buddy Wes Funk that we needed to buy a 
different chase bike, one with an automatic shift so the young 
daughters could chase on it. So 1 was planning on spending some 
time trying to market the Honda this weekend. Just at that 
moment, famous old time flyers, Jack Jella and Dennis King 
walked by. Dennis is planning to take up the art of free flight and 
was looking for a pristine chase bike like mine, with 990 miles on 
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it. Dennis said "I'll buy it," and it was a World Series win for 
both of us. 

It happened again last October at the Grando Collecto in 
Colorado Springs, walking from one display to another looking 
for a rare item, a crankshaft for a McCoy 60. A collector said no, 
and at that moment there was a tap on the shoulder, and there 
standing behind was Old Charlie Reich. He had a McCoy 60 
crankshaft in his palm. "I have no use for this, do you?" he said." 
He would take no money for the thing he didn't need, and he got 
the win of seeing an expression of astonishment, gratitude and 
respect. You can tell when a man considers himself your friend, 
all you have to do is look at him. Charlie considers himself 
everone's friend. For sure he's mine. 

The crankshaft is in an airplane now, and every time it flies we 
remember the day we got the new crank and the smiling face of 
Old Charlie holding the treasure in his open palm. Every time 
that airplane flies, we win. Winning is not a score, it is a feeling. 
It is the joy of experiencing who you are. 

In our Society, we have something no other model airplane 
organization has. The Preamble. It is the key writing of all our 
documents, because it sets the tone for our competitions and 
reminds us that the purpose of our hobby is to relax and have fun. 
Yes, it is. So if there is something about your hobby that is not 
providing you with relaxation and fun, consider why it is there 
and what you can do to make it go away. We all hear complaints 
about rules, ineligible designs and engines. These things detract 
from the fun of it, and they don't have to. 

The reality is that the guys who are really winning may not be 
the guys who are winning the events. Have you been following 
this? And the guys winning the events are not doing so because 

they have illegal engines or airplanes, or because 
they are taking advantage of loopholes in the rules. 

	 They are just good builders and flyers, and it makes 
no difference what the rules are. The skilled and dedicated, 
motivated contestants who study and practice will prevail in all 
sports. You can see a man take a trophy, but you have to look at 
his face, listen to him, to know if he is having fun. The contes- 

tants having fun 
with their hobby or 
sport will go home 
the winners. 

All of us are born 
winners. All we 
need to do is allow 
ourselves to 
experience the little 
wins that pop into 
our lives all the time 
when we least 
expect it. Mostly the 
big wins we look 
for are nothing more 
than vapors when 
we get there. Focus 
not on the ultimate 
goal, but please 
enjoy the journey. 

It's all there is. 
• • • • 

Rave fun out there ) 
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A Source for Silk 
by "Old Charlie" 

Folks remember I told you I got a lot of tips from the guys at 
the SAM Champs. Well here's a "Dusey"! How about a 

direct from the importer, source for purchasing silk? Read on. 
Thai Silks carries a full line of Habotai Silk which is 100% 

China Silk. In looking at their different grades available we are 
immediately confronted with a Chinese term called momme, a 
unit of weight for silk. 

Thai carries a stock 
number #21F in a 
5nun (momme wt...not 
millimeter thickness) 
"Paj" Light China Silk, 
36" wide in natural 
white only, and this 
may be the one to use 
on our smaller model 
use and get this...It 
only costs $3.15 a 
running yard. 

A slightly heavier 
stock number #210 is 
6mm (momme) natural 
white China Silk in a 
45" width costs $4.75 a 
yard. 

The coup de grace is 
stock number #26A in 
8mm (momme) and is 
available in 40, yes...I 
said 40 absolutely 
beautiful colors in a 45" width for $5.80 a yard in natural white 
and $7.30 a yard in any of the 40 colors. 

Now that I have your attention here's how you can purchase 
these goodies. The address is as follows: Thai Silks, 252 State 
Street, Los Altos, CA. 94022. Phone toll free (800) 722-SILK 
or in California call (800) 221-SILK. Call the 800 number and 
ask for their brochure as it contains a listing of their full product 
line, a 10% discount card that can be applied against your first 
purchase and most importantly a new customer application to 
send in for your silk sample kit. 

In order for you to pick and choose your favorite colors and to 
see, touch and feel the differences in weight between the 5mm, 
6mm and 8mm it is to your benefit to purchase the silk sample kit 
offered. Thai's silk sample kit costs $20.00 and it contains 
swatches from each of their 450 products carried in inventory. If 
you place an order within 30 days you will receive $18 off your 
first order and you keep the swatch package for future reference. 
If you decide to send the swatch sample pack back within thirty 
days they will issue an $18 refund. 

Thai Silk takes Mastercard, Visa and American Express. There 
is no minimum order and shipping is 6% of invoice. 

Enjoy!... and give special thanks to SAM's Eastern VP, Jack 
Bolton, for revealing his secret source. 

(Bob Edelstein just wrote in and said the 21F 5mm natural 
white is good stuff at $3.00/yd for 36" width, and $2.85/yd for 
over 10 yard orders. Ed.) 

NEW BOOKS ABOUT OLD TIMERS 
By Jim Adams 

C everal new books about Old Timer models and Old Timer 
modeling have appeared in recent months. I would like to 

give our readers a brief review of each. 
The SAM 35 year book number 8 was released early in 1995. 

This little book has become a regular printing by the SAM 35 
chapter located in London. The Author for the past several years 

has been Peter Michel, a professional writer and 
expert model builder. SAM 35's year book features 
articles written about the early days of modeling in 
England and the post war years. The articles range 
from personal experiences to stories about famous 
modelers and semi-technical articles about modeling. 
The soft bound book contains 150 pages. Ninety eight 
pages are text and the rest is old timer plans. 

Most authors are well known English writers, and 
there are articles by familiar names in modeling from 
America, Canada, and Germany. Such names as 
George Aldrich, Mik Mikkelson, Ken Sykora, Gerhard 
Everwyn and David Owen from SAM 86 are included. 
I found this issue to be the best of the series of eight 
that have been published. They are all collector items, 
to be treasured (issue #1 is reputedly selling for $100 
in England). It may be because the articles are about 
live modelers and modeling stuff that I am familiar 
with from being a reader of the British Aeromodeler 
magazine. I particularly enjoyed an article by Group 

o o Captain James Pelly-Fry, famous British wartime pilot 
and life-long model builder. He has just released 
another book about his life in the RAF during World 
War II which is must reading, and will be reviewed in 

the near future. The price for the SAM 35 year book is $12.00 
postage included in the US. Overseas customers should include 
extra postage and indicate if they want the book sent airmail. 
Order from SAM BOOK SUPPLY (Jim Adams), 2538 N. 
Spurgeon St. Santa Ana, CA. 92706 

Another very recent British release from well known David 
Baker and SAM chapter 1066 is a reprint of a selection of early 
Flying Aces magazines. This printing is similar to the Air Trails 
Classics that were done in California several years ago. This soft 
cover book is a 190 page collection of the best articles and plans 
from pre-W.W.II Flying Aces magazines. 

David did not explain why, but he has chosen to release Volume 
3 first. I can assure you that this is an excellent collection of Flying 
Aces plans and maga-
zine articles. Also in-
cluded is a reprint of 
one of the best of the 
Phineas Pinkam sto-
ries. If you were a fan 
of Joe Archibald and 
the Phineas stories, 
you will enjoy this 
one. There are lots of 
plans and articles that 
will bring back 
memories from your 
youth. 

an 
Old Charlie picks the cactus spines ou 
his leg at the 95 SAM Champs last Oc 
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There is even a cause to support in buying the Flying Aces re-
release. The profits from this first edition will support the printing 
of additional volumes and the profits from the sale of the books 
will eventually fund the purchase of a model flying field to be 
owned and operated by SAM 1066 in England. The English 
government is being asked to underwrite the purchase of the 
flying field, but first they want to see some proof of the sincerity 
of the British SAM 1066 chapter. This should certainly give them 
the proof they are looking for. The price is $19 plus $3 postage. 
The books are available from Aerodyne, 1924 E. Edinger, Santa 
Ana, CA. 92705; Oldtimer Model Supply, P.O. Box 7334, Van 
Nuys, CA. 91409; and Hannan's Runway, P.O. 210, Magalia, CA. 
95954. 

JOE BESHAR COMMEMORATIVE 

By Bucky Walter 
T arry and Elaine Davidson ran the Commemorative for a well 
Lideserving guy - Joe Beshar. Joe was a past president of SAM 
who built up the membership to about its present count. And he 
did this in 1976. Not only did he help SAM but has helped out in 
many different areas of model aviation. Joe has been building 
model airplanes all of his life. 

On Saturday night we gathered at a restaurant to honor Joe. 
Larry Davidson presented Joe with a beautiful plaque for his efforts 
in the SAM organization. Of course Joe responded with a sincere 
speech. John Delagrange (designer of the logo for the Commemo-
rative) presented Joe with a huge card which had various photos of 
Joe Beshar. The theme of the card was about Joe's efforts in 
forming the first Armenian Air Force. Joe Beshar came up with the 
first Armenian model for his Air Force. It looked exactly like a 
Korda Wakefield and had the words Armenian Air Force on the 
fuselage. 

Larry and Elaine Davidson and my wife Joan ran the 21 free 
flight events. Joe Beshar ran the Korda Mass Launch event. A 
total of 36 events with something for everyone. About 34 
entrants in RC assist and there were free fighters all over that 
field. 

-"`...z..... ,...._...,... 
'"":.... 	"••• .-.7.: .1 
zz......:::::  • ___7..--........ :,› 
-........„ 	..... 	,..;„:,._.., 

.- .'":`• 	---- 	,..• 	-----:.?, 
4111111". 

Joe Beshar, from Oradell, NJ. 

The field is on U.S. Government property and is called "Special 
Operation Training Center." The locals and the free flighters call 
it the "Galeville Field". The field has two concrete runways at 
right angles with a large weed field and a few trees around the 
runways. Larry had the weeds mowed for use as a landing area 
for the RC models. 

Flying started and everything was going great Then the 
military showed up. The officer in charge informed Larry that 
army reservists were going to practice parachute jumping from 
helicopters right where we were flying RC assist. Larry had 
reserved the field months earlier, but rather than giving the 
officer a hard time, Larry took down his score keeping tent and 
tables and told us to move to the other end of the airstrip. When 
the army reservists went up in the helicopters for their parachute 
jumps, Larry stopped all RC assist flying. It was neat seeing the 
army reservists parachuting from the helicopters. My wife Joan 

loved it. 
Sunday morning was overcast with light rain. Flying 

went on. Later in the day the clouds got a little higher 
and just about all the flyers got their flights flown. Joe 
Kovel of KG fame came with his radio control version of 
the KG. Larry Davidson flew it for Joe and got Joe to fly 
it for the first time. Leon Shulman also came to fly. Joe 
Elgin and Dick Korda had to send their regrets. 

The big RC assist winner was SAM RC Coordinator 
Fred Mulholland. Fred flew 13 of the 14 events and 
placed in 12 of the events, with a whole lot of first 

„-•• places. Mike Salvador and Walt Geary followed. There 
711; were countless other world famous aeromodelers in 

attendance. 

I• ank Ryan 

Larry Davidson 

Bucky Walt11 . 	. 

Bucky Walter 
5807 Cambridge Circle 
Sandusky, Ohio 44870 
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SAM President Don Bekins VTOs his Ron St. Jean designed 
Ramrod at Colorado Springs. Ed Nevels of Napa, CA, starts the 
official clock.. 
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PRESIDENT'S COLUMN 
By Don Bekins 

M y first year as SAM president has 
been a busy one. 

Survey: We started out asking the 
members via the Survey how they felt 
SAM was doing and what the members 
are flying in old time modeling. John 
Delegrange created the questions and Ed 

Hamlet accomplished the immense task of tabulating the mound 
of data contained in the nearly 600 questionaires received. 

SAM Brochure: Then we put together a new SAM Brochure. 
utilizing some of the pioneering work of Jim Adams, but creating 
a chapter address insert, so it can be updated from time to time 
without altering the basic format. Charlie Reich, our new Public 
Relations Coordinator, has found many new ways to spread the 
SAM word with the brochure through OT kit manufacturers, 
MECA collectos, and model industry shows. 

New SAM Speaks Editor:We appointed a new SAM Speaks 
editor, Bruce Augustus [well known OT free flighted, who has 
brought a new perspective to our favorite newsletter. Bruce has 
also taken over the administrative chores for the advertising that 
is a part of SAM Speaks and is offering his services for creating 
ads for the newsletter. 

Rules Proposals: Rules proposals from the year before were 
tabulated and sent to the members via SAM Speaks for a vote. 
Approximately 400 members voted, primarily on RC rules 
changes. 

1996 Rules Book:We are preparing to publish the new rules 
book which will incorporate the approved changes and fold in the 
prior changes which were included as an insert in the old '92-'93 
rule book . There are some provisional rules in the old rule book 
that have never been used — Static Judging of OT Duration 
Models and Class A/B Antique. These provisional events have 
been deleted from the publication and those Special Events that 
have been flown widely around the country and in the SAM 
Champs will be included as Provisional Rules. Some have been 
flown for years, like the Ohlsson Sideport [13 yrs.] Ohlsson 23 
[ 6 yrs.], OT Glider [7 yrs.]. Others like the Brown Jr. and 1/2 A 
Texaco Scale Events gained instant popularity and now appear 
regularly in both regional and national contests. The membership 
should consider proposing the veteran provisional special events 
lie Ohlsson Sideport] to become Standard Events sometime soon 
in order that they may count toward sweepstakes points at the 
SAM Champs. 

Approved Designs Review Board: This important committee 
has been chaired by Bob Larsh and Ernie Linn. They published 
the Approved Designs Lists for gas and rubber models which 
have been the basis for our old timer model flying and competi-
tion. Recently, Bob Larsh revised the list to alphabetic order for 
ease in searching for model designs. Bob has now retired from 
the committee. Freeflight competitor and computer guru, Wes 
Funk of Truckee, CA, has been appointed to continue the 
outstanding work of Larsh and Linn. Wes' goal is to process the 
backlog of design approvals and publish an alpha-list with 
pictures, drawings or three-views by each design — a formidable 
task for the 2,000 odd designs which are on the list. 

SAM Public Relations Coordinator: Charlie Reich, Grants 
Pass, OR, has been appointed to the new position as PR Coordi- 

nator. "Old Charlie", a pen name used in his SAM Speaks 
articles, travelled at his own expense to the last two SAM 
Champs for the sole purpose recording the contests on film. He is 
the person you should contact in the future for SAM Brochures, 
back issues of SAM Speaks , SAM decals and patches. Charlie 
has begun working with NFFS, MECA and AMA to publish 
SAM membership applications and promote SAM activities. He 
is now working to establish a SAM web-site on the Internet. 

By-Laws Review: At the 1994 Champs in Muncie. your Board 
discovered there to be some substantial weaknesses within the 
SAM By-Laws. They appointed a committee of Ed Hamlet and 
myself to review the current By-Laws and recommend changes, 
if any. We have made some suggestions which have been passed 
on to our Legal Counsel, Mike Myers, for review. Mike, an active 
freeflighter, is legal counsel to Arco Petroleum in southern 
California. A draft of his suggestions has been forwarded to your 
elected officers and the Flying Rules Coordinators for their 
review. The Board expects to submit proposed amendments to the 
By-Laws to the general membership for comment and mail vote 
sometime early in 1996. 

It's been a busy year and 1996 will be even more active. We 
want to welcome the new SAM chapters that have been formed 
and particularly SAM Japan that joined the fold just before the 
'95 Champs. Takuya Yamainuta has sent old plans of gas and 
rubber models and magazines from before 1942. Fascinating! 
Yes, SAM is growing, the world over. Happy New Year and 
Thermals! 

( SAM MEMBERSHIP ROSTERS AVAILABLE  
SAM Member Rosters are again available to SAM 
members only for $12.00 postpaid. The Rosters are 
for non-commercial use only, and may be pur-
chased from Larry Clark, SAM Secretary/Treasurer. 
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NEWS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM - The Vanishing 
Rings of Saturn by Bruce Augustus 

E veryone is familiar with the planet Saturn. It is the fifth 
1..../planet from the Sun and is the one with the unmistakable 
multicolored rings. The rings were discovered by Galileo in 1610, 
and until recently it was believed that Saturn was the only planet 
with rings. Then in 1986. the Voyager 2 spacecraft discovered 
that Uranus has rings; at least eleven of them, in addition to 
some 15 moons. Jupiter too has a ring. 

Saturn is one of the gas giants of the outer solar system and is 
the second largest, after Jupiter. Its diameter is 75,000 miles. 
about 10 times that of Earth, and its mass is 95 times that of 
Earth. The pale butterscotch-yellow planet is composed mainly of 
hydrogen gas and the rings are made up of countless small 
particles ranging in size from dust specks to house-sized boul-
ders. The rings are very wide, about 170,000 miles in diameter, 
but only about one mile thick. Prior to last summer there were 18 
known satellites. Incidentally, Saturn spins rather fast on its axis, 
and a Saturn day is only 0.43 Earth days (10 hrs. 19 min.), which 
means the surface rotational velocity is 22,831 MPH, twenty one 
times faster than Earth's. 

Saturn is visible to the naked eye and the rings are one of the 
most popular viewing sights with a backyard telescope. But for 
much of 1995, the rings were invisible in small scopes, and for 
the rest of the year they were little more than a razor thin line 
along the planet's equator. A beneficial side effect of the rings 
disappearance is that six of Saturn's seven brightest satellites 
appear most prominent because glare from the rings does not 
overwhelm them. For this reason, ring disappearances are the 
best time to hunt for additional satellites, and from 1655 to 1980, 
13 Saturnian satellites were discovered during such ring 

disappeaances. The other 5 were discovered by the Voyager 
spacecraft. 

In the Summer of 1995, astronomers using the Hubble Space 
Telescope observed an additional 2 moons and another object 
roughly 23 miles across, that is probably a new satellite, bringing 
the total number of known or suspected satellites to 21. Two of 
the new moons may be as small as 10 miles across. We get some 
sense of the resolving power of the HST when we realize that the 
objects were seen from a distance of 925 million miles. But we 
digress. Why do the rings disappear? 

The planets in our solar system lie almost in the same plane, 
having evolved from a so called accretion disc composed of gas 
and debris left over from the formation of the Sun some 4-5 
billion years ago. But Earth's orbit does not lie in exactly the 
same plane as Saturn's orbit. And just as Earth's axis is tilted to 
the plane of its orbit, so is the axis of Saturn, so the planet and its 
rings are exposed to a seasonal variation of sunlight in the same 
way as Earth. And since the Saturnian year is equal to 29.5 earth 
years, each Saturnian season is 88 Earth months long. 

The geometry is complicated to describe, but the result is that 
Earth and Sun each pass through the plane of the rings, which 
essentially coincides with the plane of Saturn's equator. So like 
an Earth summer, only once every 15 years, the Sun stands 
directly over the planet's equator. Therefore one side of the rings 
is illuminated before the Saturnian solstice, and the other side 
afterwards. And because our orbit is not exactly in the same plane 
as Saturn's, we pass through the ring plane three times in a nine 
month period. With each ring plane crossing, our view of the 
rings is edge-on, so the rings seem to disappear, and we see only 
the thin line of the ring shadow on Saturn's surface. 

The three crossings and ring disappearances occurred on May 
22 and August 10, 1995 and will occur again on February 11, 
1996. But for most of 1995 and 1996, we still see only a very 
oblique view of the rings. 

Epilogue, Jupiter: Last July we talked about the comet impact 
on Jupiter and mentioned the spacecraft Galileo was fortuitously 
in position to record the event. Galileo's mission is to visit Jupiter 
and several of its satellites, and to launch the first ever probe into 
the Jovian atmosphere. The probe was launched from Galileo on 
July 13, 1995. and plunged into Jupiter's equatorial zone on 
December 7. Galileo entered orbit around Jupiter on the same 
day, having traveled 2,354,399,035 (2.3 billion) miles in six 
1-1 	.-• -• years. Data 

from the probe 
was transmit-
ted to Galileo 
during the des-
cent into the 
atmosphere 
and will slow-
ly be relayed 
to Earth. We 
will have an 
update on 
these pages in 
a few months 

.14 when the data 
has been 

- decoded and 
analyzed. 
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OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS #19 
McCoy Spark Ignition Engines 

by Charlie Bruce 

ick McCoy of California is a true 
Lsuperman of model engine design. 
Starting in the 1940s and continuing in the 
field at this writing, Dick is responsible for 
over 100 different production engine designs 
in spark, glow and diesel ignition types. Un-
satisfied with available engines for midget 
tether car racing, he designed his own 
McCoy 60. It was very successful 
and became the MCCR and 
MCCA series of racing engines, 
produced commercially by Duro-
Matic in 1945. Early in 1946 a 
McCoy Super 60 with slightly 
different castings was produced. 
The early engines were plain gray 
matte finish. The Black Case Red 
Heads followed in 1946 in both 60 
and 49 sizes. In 1947 the Red Head 
29 was added to the line. The 19 came 
in 1948 along with the updated Series 20 
Silver Case Red Head 60, followed shortly 
by its smaller cousins the Series 20 McCoy 
49 and 29. The Series 20 60s had a new 
crankcase casting with enlarged bypass and 
increased port capacity. The Series 20 49 and 
29 had increased port capacity. All engines 
had enlarged venturis. If you are going to 
run in the SAM horsepower race, you need 
the Series 20 McCoys. 

The Engine Collector's Journal issue 
#103, Dec. 1992, has a complete list and 
pictorial review of all of Dick McCoy's 
commercial engines. I highly recommend 
it as a source of reference. This analysis 
will cover the spark ignition engines sold 
commercially in 1945 through 1948. 

The spark engines were all of similar 
layout and construction so service will be 
essentially the same. Differences will be 
noted as we proceed. First a general note. 
The 60, 40 and 29 used no gaskets, while 
the 19 had conventional composition 
gaskets on the head and front case 
surfaces. All engines used aluminum 
pistons with two rings and had a twin ball 
bearing supported crankshaft, though the 
spark 19 had only one ball bearing at the 
rear of the crank. 
Disassembly: 

Prop drive: The 60, 49 and 29 have an 
aluminum spool keyed to the crank with a 
steel 1/16" sq. key. Remove the prop nut 
and washer, then pull the spool forward 
being careful not to lose the tiny key or the 
special ground surfaced spacer washer at 
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the rear of the spool. A small gear puller 
may be required. 
The 19 has a taper-scat friction drive 
which usually falls off easily. 

Timer: The 60 and 49 timers are moved 
by loosening the knurled arm, then 
moving the frame to desired position and 
re-tightening the arm. This is all done 
within a scant inch of the spinning prop. 
Not safe! 1 recommend fixing the advance 
and using an electric starter. To remove, 

loosen the knurled arm or pinch 
screw, compress the end of the 

moving point spring slightly and 
remove the 6-32 screw from 
the fiber spool. Release ten-
sion on the spring and slide 
the timer frame forward off 
its seat, noting that the mov-
ing point slides off its pivot 

pin as you remove the frame. 
On the 29 timer, the knurled end 

arm has nothing to do with the fric- 
tion setting. There is a 4-40 pinch screw 

which sets that. Loosen the pinch screw and 
compress the end of the moving point spring 
to disengage it from the double ended fiber 
spool. You can inch the frame off forward 
while working the moving point off its pivot. 
Keep the spring compressed till the frame 
is far enough forward for the spring to be 
released and clear its support bar. Sounds 
harder than it is. Don't lose the little fibe 
spool. Once the spring tension is off it will 
usually drop out and roll off behind some-
thing. 

The 19 timer is enclosed and quite 
similar to that used on the Bantam 19. 
Remove the two 2-56 screws holding the 
timer case to the arm. Note that the top 
screw is longer and fits between ribs cast 
in the front cover to limit timer advance 
and retard. Slide timer off front 
being careful not to lose the 

point buffer, a small section of aluminum 
tubing with a notch in it which fits over 
the tail of the moving point. The arm will 
slip out of its groove in the front bushing. 
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Head: Remove 6 screws (6-32 on the 60 
and 49; 4-40 on the 29 and 19). No gasket 
on the 60, 49 and 29 but the composition 
gasket on the 19 will probably be stuck. 
Heat it up to loosen, and remove head. 

Cylinder Sleeve: If you decide to 
remove the sleeve be sure the engine will 
turn over. You may have to remove the 
backplate (not on the 19, it's integral) and 
heat and lubricate the engine to get it to 
turn over. The sleeves in the MCCR, 
MCCA, Super 60, Red Head Black case 
engines (60, 49, 29) and the 19 are a tight 
shrink fit. The case must be quite hot 
(approx. 350-400°F) to expand the 
aluminum enough to release the cast iron 
sleeve. The Series 20 engines have a slip-
fit sleeve but if the engine has been run 
and put up for several years, the lube has 
probably turned to gum and you'll still 
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have to heat the case but not as hot. 
Put a prop on the engine and position an 

old glow plug gasket (copper or alumi- 
num) on top of the piston so that it just 
protrudes into one of the exhaust ports in 

the sleeve only enough to 
engage the sleeve but not 
enough to hit the case. For 
the 29 and 19 engines you'll 
have to file a couple of flats 
on the plug washer so that it 
will engage the port suffi-
ciently to move the sleeve. 
Hold the hot engine with 
thick gloves and rotate the 
crank to push the sleeve 
upwards. At the top of the 
stroke quickly grasp the 
sleeve with a gloved hand 
and pull it free. It may help 

to rotate it back and forth. 
Rear Cover: Remove the 4 screws and 
work the rear cover out. It's best to do this 
and also loosen the front cover while the 
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case is warm and the gummy goo is soft. 
Note that you may have to unscrew one or 
both needle valve stubs to access the rear 
cover screws. The 19 rear cover is integral 
with the case casting. 

The rotary valve disc will be attached to 
the rear cover. If you wish to remove it 
you'll find various systems are used on the 
different engines. The MCCR, MCCA, 
Super 60, Red Head Black Case 60 and 49 
have a brass washer soldered to the outer 
end of the rotor shaft. Block up the rear 
cover (protect the joint surface) so that the 
rotor disc is free to move downward when 
you melt the solder and push the shaft out 
through the washer and rear cover 
bushing. It will take a large soldering iron 
and lots of heat to melt this joint due to the 
heat sink effect of the rear cover. There 
should be a thin (.001*-.002") steel shim 
between the disc and rear cover. Don't 
lose it! 

The Series 20 engines (60 and 49) have a 
pressed on friction lock ring which usually 
has to be pried off and ruined in the pro-
cess. If the lock ring doesn't break, it can 
generally be flattened and re-used. If you're 
going to run the engine I recommend re-
placing the friction lock with a soldered 
washer. Some Series 20 engines have a full 
faced steel shim between the disc and cover, 
with ears fitting into the cover intake port, 
to prevent rotation. Be sure the ears are in-
tact. 

The 29 and 19 engines have the rotor disc 
retained by a headed rotor pin which is a 
press fit into the rear cover on the 29 and 
into the case of the 19. The pin is station-
ary and the rotor spins on it. As with the 
other engines there is the thin shim between 
the disc and cover. 

The 19 front cover must be removed to 
access the rotor disc. Some 19's have a 
small coil spring under the head of the 
rotor pin to keep the rotor pressed against 
the back cover. You may find the full face 
shim on some engines as well. 

The venturi may be unscrewed from all 
engines but the 19. It's usually not 
necessary to remove the venturi but if you 
do, remove the needle valve parts and 
insert a snug fitting rod or drill bit in the 
holes to use as a lever to turn the venturi. 

Front Cover: Remove 4 screws and work 
the cover out forward. The piston and rod 
assembly can now be removed out the top 
of the engine. You do not have to remove 
the sleeve to remove the piston and rod 
assembly. The wrist pin is a push fit in the 
piston. McCoys have pressed-in aluminum  

wrist pin pads. Be sure they are in your 
engine. The rings may be removed by the 
"thumb nail and finger" system with the 
piston held gently in a padded vise. If you 
break 'em, replacements are available 
from Dick McCoy or Frank Bowman. 

The front cover contains two ball 
bearings (one in the 19) which support the 
crankshaft. Except for the 19, which is an 
easy push fit, the cranks are usually tight 
in the bearings. If you plan to remove the 
crank or bearings, use a 
press or large vise with 
proper fitting bushings 
to protect the sealing 
surface as you press the 
crank out to the rear. 
Don't use heat in this 
step or the rear bearing 
will come out with the 
crank. Sometimes it 
does anyhow; then a set 

of opposing wedges and 
considerable swearing is 
generally necessary to persuade 
the bearing from its seat on the 
crank. To remove the rear 
bearing from the front case, heat 
it quite hot and smack it down 
on a piece of wood with a hole 
to take the bearing. The front 
bearing can be pushed out 
forward with a proper size wood 
dowel. Never hammer on ball 
bearings! 

The ball bearings used are as 
follows: (MRC numbers) 
All 60's and 49's: Front 38F 
(shielded); Rear R-8 
29's: Front R-4; Rear R-6 
19's: Rear R-4. 

Reassembly:  Clean up all the gum and 
varnish using a suitable solvent or active 
detergent. Be careful with flammable 
solvents and follow the manufacturer's 
instructions for personal protection. The 
paint on certain parts of these engines will 
be removed by lacquer thinner, acetone 
and similar solvents, so be wary or plan to 
repaint your engine. If the bearings are 
rusty or feel rough after cleaning, they 
should be replaced. 

Front Cover: Heat up the cover and 

0 

0 

So, what do you do with a McCoy 
60? Bud Romak (left) flies a Super 
Zomby. Bob Oslan (above) and 
Bruce Augustus fly Sailplanes. 
Oslan claims to have have a 
Dooling in his, but Romak and 
Augustus revealed they suspect a 
McCoy is lurking in that cowl. 
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insert bearings. Use the cleaned up crank 
to align and scat bearings by pulling tight 
with an old prop. sometimes it takes a 
light tap with a plastic mallet to seat 
bearings fully. The shaft should spin freely 
when it's in right. 

Rear Cover: If you removed the rotor 
disc, replace it being sure the shim is in 
place. Allow a tiny bit of end play so that 
the disc spins freely. On the 19 with the 
spring loaded rotor, the head of the pin 
should be about 1/16" above the disc. 
Don't over-compress the spring. 

Sleeve and Case Assembly: If you 
removed the sleeve, heat up the case and 
insert the sleeve being careful to align the 
ports with the openings. Also be sure the 
exhaust ports (highest and most numerous) 
are on the exhaust side, Series 20 sleeves 
should fit with no heating. If you are 
installing new rings, check the end gap 
before you place them on the piston. To do 
this, compress one ring at a time and insert 
into the top of the sleeve. If it won't enter, 
carefully file the ends at the gap until it 
will just enter the sleeve. Go easy here, a 
heavy hand will open the gap too much 
very quickly. Line up the ring squarely 
with the bore by pushing it with the 
bottom of the piston. Use a feeler 
gauge to measure a .004 to .005 end 
gap. It's a cut-and-try process. Too little 
gap will wear out the rings and may score 
the sleeve. Too much gap will leak 
compression. 

Assemble the piston, rings, wrist pin and 
con rod. McCoy rods are all symmetrical 
front to back. If there is a bronze bushing 
in one end, it goes on the crank pin. Insert 
the assembly into the sleeve using finger 
nails or a piece of soft aluminum to force 
rings to enter the sleeve. Keep downward 
pressure on the piston crown and work 
around the ring, pushing it into the piston 
groove. Push piston down into the sleeve 
and be sure the wide side of the baffle 
faces the exhaust. 

You can install the front case so that the 
exhaust will be on either the left or right 
side of all engines but the 19. Be sure the 
mating surfaces are clean and fit the front 
case in place. Timer point opening is at the 
top on the 60, 49 and 29. Piston clearance 
cut is on top on the 19. Fit the crank pin 
into the con rod. On the 19 line up the big 
end of the con rod with the round drive 
recess in the rotor disc, then insert the 
crank pin into both. When it all mates up, 
turn the shaft a few times to be sure 
everything works freely, then put in the 
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screws, tightening them evenly. Check 
rotation frequently; there should be no 
binding. 

On all engines but the 19, the rear cover 
fits in place with the venturi in the upper 
right hand corner looking from the back. 
Be sure the crank pin engages the drive 
recess. Peek in the venturi and turn the 
crank to make sure it all works freely 
before tightening the screws. 

The head is installed so that the lobes fit 
the piston. You my have to lap the head-
to-sleeve joint to get a good seal. A little 
pumice or powdered cleanser in some 
light oil will usually grind it in with a few 
turns. Try for a narrow bright ring and be 

sure to clean all the compound out before 
final make up. A .002" copper gasket will 
help seal stubborn leakers. Use an asbestos 
type composition gasket on the 19. 

Timers go back on by reversing the 
removal procedure. Point gap adjustment 
is made by moving the threaded fixed 
point retained by a lock nut. The 19 
adjustment is cut and try with washers 
under the fixed point. Don't try to bend 
the 19 moving point; it will break! McCoy 
instructions say to set all point gaps at 
.004 to .006. Plug gaps are .015 to .018. 
McCoy recommends the Champion VR-2 
plug for all engines. Due to variation in 
head and gasket thickness the piston baffle 
on the 19 may hit the plug electrodes. Try 
a V-3 plug if this is a problem. 

Parts and Engines: Because of the large 
number of engines produced and the 
durability of McCoys, there are quite a 
few available at MECA Collectos. You 
may have trouble finding one that hasn't 
been cut or filed by a U/C speed flyer, but 
most cut ones run well anyhow. 
Dick McCoy is still in business. Send 
$3.00 for his parts catalog to: 
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Dick McCoy 
5674 San Bernardino St. 
Montclair, CA 91763 
For piston rings for McCoy and others: 

Frank Bowman 
1211 N. Allen 
Farmington, NM 87401 
For ball bearings (catalog $3.00): 
Boca Bearing Co. 
7040 W. Palmetto Park Rd. 
Suite 2304MI 
Boca Raton, FL 33433 
For repro parts try: (catalog $6.00) 
Acro Electric (Woody Bartelt) 
1301 W. Lafayette St. 
Sturgis, MI 49091 

There is an excellent engine book out by 
Dave Gierke. It's titled, 2-Stroke Glow 
Engines but it has many excellent pictures 
of the old engines. Much of the text 
applies to any 2 cycle engine. I highly 
recommend it. Published by Air Age 
(Model Airplane News) and available at 
your hobby shop for about $20.00. 

Test Runs: All on 3/1 Methanol/castor 
oil. 
Red Head-Black Case 60: 

Rev Up 13/6 - 9200 
Rev Up 12/6 - 10,600 

Red Head-Black Case 49: 
Rev Up 12/6 - 10,100 
Top Flite Power Point 11/6 -

11,900 
Red Head-Black Case 29: 

Top Flite P.P. 10/6 - 9,900 
Top Flite P.P. 9/6 - 11,200 

Red Head 19: 
Rev Up 10/4 - 8700 
Rev Up 9/4 - 10,400 

Note: All Series 20 engines run with case 
pressure fuel feed. 
Series 20-60: 

Rev Up 13/6 - 10,200 
Rev Up 12/6 - 11.800 

Series 20-49: I don't have one 
Series 20-29: 

Top Flite P.P. 10/6 - 10,000 
Top Flite P.P. 9/6 - 11,600 

Next Analysis; OK Super 60. 

Charlie Bruce 
Rte. I, Box 766 
Milano, TX 76556 
Phone (512)455-9543,FAX (512)455-3921 

HERE'S HOW YOU CAN HELP YOUR 
SOCIETY IMPROVE ITS EFFECTIVENESS 

1. Recruit New Members 
2. Give a Gift Membership 
3. Nominate New Members 
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PRODUCT REVIEW: 
Electronic stopwatch 

By Bob Angel 

In SAM Speaks 104, I pointed out some 
specific shortcomings of most elec-

tronic stopwatches. I still prefer a good 
mechanical watch. But in our changing 
world, mechanical watches are increas-
ingly hard to find, so let's accept progress. 
Here's the best electronic stopwatch I've 
found for our needs. It comes from Radio 
Shack as stock no. 63-5014. The choice is 
based on simplicity, ease of use, and the 
absence of features we don't need. That 
makes it least likely to cause a timing 
error. I found the large me high LCD 
numerals easy to read without having to 
put on my reading glasses. 

This is a single purpose stopwatch. You 
won't get the time of day from it, nor the 
date, day or month. That's good. because 
it eliminates the need for a mode button 
and possibly a set button, plus a complex 
set of instructions. This leaves us with just 
the simple foolproof basics: a single row 
of large numerals showing hours, minutes, 
seconds, and hundredths. And a nice big 
start/stop button on the right, with a nice 
big reset button on the left. That's it. 

The only feature that might not be 
needed is the single lap time-out feature, 
available by pushing the reset button while 
the watch is running. But even this could 
come in handy should you want to time a 
Texaco engine run separately, while still 
preserving total flight time. The case is 
highly visible yellow plastic and fits the 
hand well. The lanyard is lightweight, 
bulky, and resists tangling. The black cord 
won't show dirt. 

The large distinctive buttons can be used 

without looking at them. They lack the 
crisp click of a mechanical watch, but they 
do have a nice firm feel, and there is a 
fairly audible beep for each activation. 
I've seen watches with cheap button 
switches that sometimes "stutter" if you 
don't hit them just right, and they'll start/ 
stop with a single push. No good. I wasn't 
able to induce any stutter on the buttons of 
this one. It's made in China and priced at 
$20, with a one year Radio Shack war-
ranty. 
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CS ENGINES - BOON OR BANE? 
By Allen Heinrich 

When SAM was first formed, spark 
ignition engines were plentiful. As 

the movement grew, the demand for the 
old engines also grew which forced prices 
up. When the prices got high enough, 
manufacturers started making reproduc-
tions of the old engines. 

Some of these projects have been 
excellent and others have left a little to be 
desired, but at least engines are available. 

The current largest manufacturer of 
reproduction engines is CS Engines of 
Shanghai, China. There have been several 
people who have worked with CS to 
produce reproduction engines. Joe Tschirgi 
and I have the ED Hunter project so we 
are familiar with what it takes to supply 
our customers with a good engine (Joe's 
working on the .21s and I'm working on 
the .19s). I have talked to some of the 
other people who have done projects with 
CS and they have encountered similar 
problems to what Joe and I have found. 
We all refer to the engines as engine 
"kits." The basic engines are sound and 
well made but the attention to detail is not 
there. The manufacturing defects are 
common enough that I disassemble every 
engine, check the parts, reassemble, and 
then start the engine to make sure it will 
run. Even with these precautions there 
have been a few small glitches that have 
slipped by. The reward for this effort is an 
engine that is an excellent runner and a 
satisfied customer. 

There are currently some dealers out 
there who are selling the CS engines as 
they come from the factory. If you 
purchase one of these engines, you might 
like to know what problems we have run 
into so that you can make a good running 
engine out of what you have purchased. 

Some of the defects that we have  

encountered with the Hunter are: 1. The 
Chinese screws that hold the cylinder 
down are not strong enough and tend to 
break when the engine is running. As a 
solution, we send CS the 4-40 socket head 
cap screws to use in our engines when 
they are made. 2. Over 90% of the 
engines need to have the rear rotor disc 
machined. The recess for the retainer pin 
is not cut deep enough and the rod will hit 
the pin when the engine is running. The 
interference is not great but it will either 
bend the rod or chew enough out of it to 
clear and this will weaken the rod. 3. 
About 35% of the engines need to have 
the contra piston lapped a little more. If 
this is not done, the contra piston will not 
move in the cylinder when the engine is 
running. Caution: do not overdo this 
because you want as tight a fit as possible 
to ensure top end seal. 

Some other areas of concern that we 
have encountered are: over hardened wrist 
pins which break when the engine is run, 
bent conrods right from the factory, contra 
pistons and pistons that are undersize, 
intake bypasses not milled deep enough, 
and bearings that were not properly seated. 

Many of the above mentioned items are 
not unique to the Hunter. I have run into 
some of the same shortcomings on the 
Olivers and Elftns that I have received. 

Is the purpose of this article to recom-
mend against using the CS engines? Not at 
all. The CS engines when set up properly 
are excellent runners and are a good buy 
when considering the price that some 
people are asking for original engines, 
which for the most part, don't run as well 
as the repros. The reason for this article 
was to give you some additional informa-
tion about products that are available. 

If you have any questions or problems 
will be happy to help, regardless of where 
you bought your engine. 

Allen Heinrich 
1924 E. Edinger 

Santa Ana, CA 92705 
(714) 258-0805 
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RUBBER POWER 
By Tom McCoy 

Uire are some thoughts on making old time rubber models 
more consistent. Old time rubber models by their nature 

tend to be difficult to get properly adjusted. primarily caused by 
the short coupled designs. If you recall, this was caused by the 
cross section rule 12/100. Model designs of that era tended to go 
with short fuselages to keep them from getting too fat. Another 
factor was the old T56 rubber. This rubber did not build to high 
torque like our modern Tan and Tan II does. It was kind of flat 
and would take a lot of turns. These two factors, the nature of the 
designs, and the type of rubber they used give us our biggest 
adjustment challenge. 

If you analyze the problems of ob-
taining a good flying rubber model, 
you will find they fall into two catego-
ries, the power phase and the glide. I 
have always felt the glide part of this 
whole thing is the most important. Be 
sure your model is really gliding, not 
mushing. Check for excessive inci-
dence, keep the glide flat but moving 
ahead. A circle of two hundred feet in 
diameter is about right. This is large 
enough that the model is not banking 
excessively. Shim the stab to get the 
best glide and try stab tilt to give you 
the turn you want. Keep at it, add nose 
weight or shift the wing until you feel Tom McCoy with his yellow 
you're real close to the glide you want. Stick at Vincen 
This part of the adjustment phase is a lot of work as it requires 
many short flights that really don't get too high. 

I would suggest you not wind the model over 100 turns during 
this part of your new model's life. Sometimes I've taken two or 
three flying sessions to really get the glide part right. I fly right 
power, left glide and like this pattern. It's your call. A lot of 
modelers fly right-right with great success. During this glide 
adjustment period I would suggest you start using your DT 
system. This is a very important part of a good rubber model's 
flight. See that the stab raises to a 45 'angle and the model 
mushes nicely. This is important that all works freely and you 
have a good solid DT. 

If you have the glide part and the DT working, it is time to start 
into the power portion of the adjustments. This is the tricky part. 
Any mistakes here can literally destroy your model. My best 
advice at this point is thinli n  If you analyze this problem you will 
add down thrust and right thrust to control the power. I would 
suggest you start out with about 3' down and 3' right thrust. Now 
begin adding 50 turns at a time and make the thrust adjustments 
as you go. Use 1/32 plywood shims; don't use balsa, it crushes 
and will change. When you reach 650 turns and all is going well, 
it is getting into the danger zone. 

From here to your final turns limit will require that you start to 
measure torque. Actually, a torque measurement is your only 
way of getting back to your adjustments every time. To better 
explain this you will find big variations in rubber from batch to 
batch. A used motor will deliver less torque than a new one. 
Things like temperature and the amount of rubber lube all  

contribute. By acquiring a torque meter, you can fix your rubber 
power to a torque number. This takes out all of the variations in 
the rubber and you can safely fly under most conditions. 

There have been plans and articles on how to build your own 
torque meter. If you look I am sure you will find one. There are 
commercial units available. I use one built by an old friend Rex 
Hinson. Rex makes three different models and they fit right on 
the end of your winder. My best advice is to call Rex and talk 
torque meters. (Rex Hinson, 1141 S. Waterview Road, Inverness, 
FL 32650. (904) 344-5931. If you have acquired a torque meter 
you can safely move up to higher turns and torque. Start playing 
with motor sizes and length. Remember, the more rubber you 
add the more you will have to carry around in the glide. 

I would suggest a motor that will give 
you good height and run about one 
minute. This will be close if your 
model is light. You can increase the 
motor run 10 to 20 seconds. Okay. 
now that your new model is all 
adjusted you will have to permanently 
build in the down and right thrust and I 
am sure you will write down the torque 
reading and your final motor size in a 
book you carry in your flight box. I fly 
twelve different rubber events; SAM, 
FAC and AMA. All these motor sizes 
can get bewildering, so I have stan-
dardized to 1/8" rubber. I make up 
motors and put them in zip lock 

and black Lanzo Duplex sandwich bags carefully marked with 
nes in 1988 
	

their size and the model I use them in. 
To avoid any confusion, I developed a little sticker that I put on 

all my rubber models. This gives me the motor size, turns and 
torque amounts. Having the information right on the model 
simplifies things and stops all the confusion. I reproduce these 
stickers on a copy machine. In closing, I would suggest that you 
never be satisfied with the model's performance. just keep fine 
tuning. 

Tom McCoy 
203 N. Brockfield Dr. 

Sun City Center, FL 33573-6368 

Dick Korda and Chet Lanzo on the ocassion of Chet's 74th 
birthday in 1986. Peggy Lanzo bought Chet a sailplane ride at 

Dick's airport, and Dick flew the tow plane. 
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STABILITY AND TRIM FOR FREE FLIGHTS 
By Joe Tschirgi 

his is the first in a series of short articles. Each will be 
complete in itself and contain practical applications. For 

example. assume we replace a symmetric (or flat) sectioned 
horizontal tail with one of the same plan form and weight but 
having a Clark Y cambered airfoil. After adjusting stab incidence 
to re-establish the original glide path, which stab produces the 
most lift during the glide? The answer, contained in this article 
along with the "why" may surprise you. 

First of all, it's necessary to understand the fundamental prop-
erties of an airfoils. These are widely misunderstood — even by 
engineers in full scale aircraft design work. The drawing defines 
airfoil nomenclature universally used in all technical literature. 
Note that angle of attack is measured relative to the chord line -
not the tangent to the bottom of the wing. 

The first characteristic is surprising. The change in lift coeffi-
cient for each degree change in 
real angle of attack is the same for 
all normal airfoil shapes, about 
0.11 for each degree. This does 
not mean that all airfoil shapes 
have the same maximum lift since 
flow separation limits this quan-
tity. But in the normal operating 
range of lifting surfaces (prior to the occurrence of significant 
airflow separation), it is true to an accuracy of a few percent. 

Secondly, all aerodynamic pressure forces, lift and induced 
drag, are centered at 25% of the chord (called Aerodynamic 
Center) of all airfoils. Again, this is true with very small depar-
ture "prior to significant flow separation. So Center of Pressure 
information, found in wind tunnel data published before the mid 
thirties, should be ignored. This parameter has no meaning in 
aircraft dynamics. 

Aerodynamic pitching moment associated with airfoils is a 
difficult concept to grasp. We usually think of a moment as a 
single force acting through a distance as in the torque exerted on 
a bolt when we pull on a wrench. But there is another kind of 
moment, called a couple, which has no net force associated with 
it. It can be pictured as caused by two equal but opposite 
(canceling) forces whose lines of action are separated. An 
airfoil's aerodynamic moment is a pure couple and, as such, its 
effect on aircraft motion is totally independent of the location of 
the surface that produces the moment. It is not affected by lift 
and remains constant through the usable angle of attack range. In 
other words the moment still exists when the lift is zero. 

Normally cambered surfaces (camber line always above the 
chord line) all have negative (nose down) moments that are 
proportional to the maximum camber and hence symmetric 
airfoils (zero camber) have no moment. Reflex cambered 
surfaces may have positive moments as do all inverted normal 
airfoils. It is worth noting that moving the point of maximum 
camber aft increases the nose down moment. Unfortunately, the 
best airfoils with zero or positive moments have lower maximum 
lift coefficients than ones with negative (nose down) moments, 
particularly in the speed/size (Reynolds Number) regime of free 
flight models. 

A reason aerodynamic moment is important to both full scale  

and model aircraft is the phenomenon called "aeroelasticity." It 
simply twists the wing, and normally cambered surfaces tend to 
wash out. I believe a number of models "go over the top" under 
power for this reason. It's worth observing that many FAI power 
models now have wings covered with hard aluminum foil to 
increase their torsional stiffness. But the problem is not limited 
to high speed power models; indoor rubber models use fine wire 
bracing for the same reason. We also must trim out all moments 
to establish a steady flight path. Hence, other design factors 
being equal, a model with more camber in the wing or stab will 
require more angular difference between wing and stab. 

The last major airfoil characteristic is the angle of zero lift. As 
in airfoil moments, this quantity depends only on camber. All 
normally cambered surfaces have negative angles of zero lift that 
are proportional to the maximum camber. For example, the ever 
popular NACA 6409 develops zero lift at an angle of attack of 
minus six degrees— about minus one degree for each percent 
camber. Symmetric or flat sections have an AOZL of zero and 

reflexed cambers, as used in 

	

aercdynarrnc cenlet 	
tailless configurations, may 

	

camber lip 	 have positive values of AOZL. 
Where lift is concerned, the 

only angle of attack that has 
any physical significance is the 

chord We 	  one measured from the zero lift 
line. Consider a typical rubber 

powered propeller with considerable undercamber. Its effective 
pitch is much greater than one with a thin flat bottomed airfoil 
even though the geometric pitch, measured relative to the chord 
line, is identical. Similarly, a 6409 wing mounted at zero degrees 
incidence relative to a symmetric sectioned (AOZL)) stabilizer 
actually has an aerodynamic angular difference of six degrees. 

Returning to the problem of replacing the flat (symmetric) stab 
on a model with one having normal camber, let's assume that the 
flat bottomed Clark Y type section has 3% camber yielding an 
AOZL of minus 3 degrees. In addition, this airfoil's chord line is 
inclined about 1 deg. to its flat bottom. But cambered airfoils 
have negative (nose down) pitching moments. With typical 
model proportions, about 1/2 degree negative stab incidence will 
be required to cancel this nose down moment caused by the 
cambered stabilizer airfoil. Thus, if the new stab's flat bottom is 
mounted at minus four and one half degrees to the old flat 
surface, the glide path should be nearly identical to the original. 
But the lift generated by the new stab will be less than that of the 
old because of the additional 1/2 degree negative incidence 
needed to cancel the new stab's nose down moment. 

Incidentally, I didn't mention the academic title of the material 
we've been discussing for fear of losing prospective readers. It's 
called Thin Airfoil Theory and was developed by a number of 
applied mathematicians during the first quarter of this century. 
But a German by the name of Prandtl is credited with the final 
results listed here. Next time we'll talk about the effects of 
aspect ratio, also credited to Prandtl. 

Originally published in GAS LINES, the newsletter of SAM 
13, (SCAMPS) Gene Wallock, Editor. 

Correction: The November-December issue of SAM Speaks 
contaimed a membership application which stated incorrect 
membership dues. The correct dues are $18 for residents of 
USA and Canada. Membership Application is on page 25. 

angle of attack 
angle of zero Irft 

—1/4 chord 
1C. 	 

max camber 



rules allow scaling up or down of model 
designs. This was mostly settled several 
years ago by Democratic vote. I say 
mostly because a few purists still don't 
agree with the majority view. This 
disagreement shows up from time to time 
in special event rules which specifically 
disallow scaling; 	O&R Sideport, 
Ohlsson 23, Brown Junior, and many so-

called pure events frequently proposed or flown at local levels. 
The Pure Antique event was started by a member who felt 

scaling was politically incorrect. He first tried to eliminate 
scaling in Antique, but the vote failed. He persisted, and later got 
the Pure Antique event vote in. Maybe we should have taken his 
first offer, because now we're stuck with two Antique classes in 
our ever growing event inventory. 

There are a couple of good arguments for scaling. One is that it 
allows some models to be built and flown in competition, which 
would otherwise never be seen. Another is that it was very 
standard practice even in the good old days to take a published 
design and scale it to fit whatever engine one was lucky enough 
to own. Most well known designs were flown in several sizes 
other than that originally published. 

Whether or not you approve of scaling, it's probably here to 
stay, so let's review how to do it properly. Let's assume you have 
a nice running Johnson .29 glow engine and because you built a 
Dennyplane years ago, you'd like to build another and fly in 
Class B LER competition. The SAM rule book says you must 
have 225 square inches of wing area for each .10 cubic inch of 
engine displacement for a glow engine. Most .29 engines are 
actually .299 in size, or for practical purposes a .30. So you'll 
need a minimum wing area of 225x.30, or 675 square inches to 
compete with your Johnson engine. 

But when you look up the Dennyplane in your SAM Approved 
Designs listings, you find its wing area is only 558 square inches. 
So you'll need to scale up the 558 squares to at least 675 to fly it 
in competition. There's a neat little formula that will give you a 

RC MATTERS: Basics of Scaling 	 scale factor. You can then use this scale factor as a multiplier for 
By Bob Angel 	 each of the original airplane's dimensions to arrive at the new 

dimensions. Scale Factor = Square root of area desired/Square 
root of original area 

So for the example above, we plug in our scientific calculator 
whose batteries are dead from lack of use. and find that the 
square root of 675 is 25.98, and the square root of 558 is 23.62. 
Dividing 25.98 by 23.62 gives us a scale factor of 1.0999, which 
may be rounded to 1.1, or a 10% enlargement. 

Now let's apply this scale factor to see what our new wing span 
will be. The Dennyplane has a 66" wingspan, and 66 inches 
multiplied by our scale factor gives us a new wingspan of 72.6". 
You must use the factor on every dimension of the new ship. 

I don't have a Dennyplane 
plan, but let's assume it's root 
chord is 9". Multiplying by the 
scale factor gives us a new 
chord of 9.9". If the plans show 
a dihedral dimension, you must 
also multiply that by the scale 
factor to get your new dihedral 
dimension. Wheels too, even 
in 1/2A Texaco. 

If you decide 72.6" is not the 
span you want, and you'd rather 
have a nice even number for 
wingspan. such as 74", you 
can adjust the scale factor for 
that dimension. It's even sim-
pler to get a scale factor if you 
have a known 66" wing span 
and want a 74" span. 
No square roots involved. Just divide the desired span by the 
original span, and in this case you'd get a scale factor of 1.12. 
But keep in mind that the new scale factor applies to every linear 
dimension, and by squaring the scale factor, you can compute 
areas. Your new wing area would be 700 square inches instead of 
675. 

You might wonder how the scale factor works when the original 
plan is to be scaled smaller instead of bigger. Everything, 
including the formula works just the same, but the scale factor 

20  simply ends up as a number smaller than one, say .928. You can 
Q. still use it to multiply each dimension of the original plan to get 
5 the new smaller dimensions. In a future installment, I'll describe 
g my favorite method of producing scaled working drawings using 

the scale factor, no computers, and little drawing equipment. 
Now let's acknowledge some mail. Most of the bad gasoline 

problem is behind us with the rules change allowing alcohol 
based fuel. But some folks will still be using gasoline for Texaco, 
or because of preference or having no alcohol resistant fuel tanks. 
R.C. Burnett of Saudlersville MD wrote to say he can still get 
"1935 white gas" through a Mennonite group store for $1.85 a 
gallon. These folks don't use electricity, and have been able to 
hang on to real white gas. R.C. reports the fuel works fine for 
him, and if you have such a religious settlement in your area, you 
might be able to find white gas there. 

Thanks also to Bill Mitch, W.E. Conrad, Warren Behmer, Ross 
Wert, Eldon Breazier, Kip Merker, and others who have written, 
some sending inputs. We'll try to fit your material in where we 
can, but sometimes it takes a while, so please be patient. 

(Am difference between SAM Free 
k...1Flight and RC rules is that the RC 

Eat Tileston's metallic blue V-Tail 
Swallow gets a heave on its last 
flight before winning Worst Crash 
award at 95 Champs. 

■ A 
Bob Angus, of Tuscon, AZ with his yellow silk O&R powered 1938 
Old Standby at Muncie in 1994. Bob won the Brown Jr Texaco 
event at the 1995 Colorado Springs Champs with a Lanzo RC-1. 
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Greg Davis of Vancouver. B.C. with his Hal 
Cover designed Blue Flame at the NWFFC in 
Tangent OR, Covered in blue and white sAk 
and powered by a K&B green head, it Is a 
fine ftyer. Bill Burt photo 

January • February 1996 

Nostalgia Coordinator 
By Hal Cover 

Now that the dust has settled after the 
SAM Champs I can look back at the 

contest and feel very pleased with how 
successful the Nostalgia events went, To 
say the least Nostalgia fliers were very 
busy with all 5 FF events on the same day. 
The events were very well organized and 
run. Art Hillis and Bill Etherington and 
their assistants did a masterful job. 

Believe it or not, there were 24 different 
designs flown in the nostalgia events I personally enjoyed 
watching the 1947 Phoenix design perform (someday I'll build 
one). 7.,eeks, Jay's Bird, Texans, and Sal's Racer were worth 
watching too. I must admit after 20 official flights in one day and 
chasing on a mini bike with no suspension my body hurt every-
where but it was worth it 

I think the number of entries and the flight times will assure that 
we will see Nostalgia events for a long time to come at the SAM 
Champs. With the success of these events perhaps the Nostalgia 
events can be spread out over 2 or 3 days. I'm sure this would result 
in even a larger number of entries. Also if we reduce the motor runs 
I'm sure it would cut down the number of flyoff flights needed to 
complete the nostalgia events. Even the die hard old timer fliers will 
have to admit Nostalgia designs do fly a little bit longer than old 
timer designs. 

I received a post card from Bob Beecroft, President of NFFS 
commenting on how pleased he was with the compatibility of our 
SAM Nostalgia free flight events with NFFS rules. This allows 
SAM or NFFS members nostalgia models to be acceptable in any 
meet sponsored by SAM or NFFS. I know that I am looking 
forward to assisting Bob in any way needed to further the 
cooperative atmosphere we have between SAM and NFFS. 

If you have any comments concerning Nostalgia (or any other 
model subject) please send me a letter, and if you have a good 
picture of a nostalgia model send it to me and I'll try to con 
Bruce into publishing it. P.S. See, I do fly something besides a 
San De Hogan. (Hal won both NOSGAS free flight events at 
Colorado Springs with a H! Fli. Ed.) 

Po .e 15 

Bruce Matthews holds his Spacehopper powered 8-Bali Bruce 
hails from Burnaby, BC, and is a master builder and tissue 
artist. Even the wheels are decorated. 

NOSTALGIA AT THE 1996 CHAMPS 

By Jack Bolton 

The Pensacola 
Freeflight Team 
will sponsor 
freeflight nostal-
gia events, with 
Bob Junk as CD. 
He will file his 
own AMA sanc-
tion for the events 
to be held in 
conjunction and in 
coordination with 
the SAM Champs. 
NOSGAS events 
to be held 12/13 
October. Entry fee 
to be minimal 
$10.00 first event, 
$5.00 each addi-
tional event for a 
max fee of $25. 
The Pensacola 

ireeflight Team 
will provide the 
NOSGAS awards. 

Max Bleck's magnificent green and yellow Don Wensel designed 
Stardust soars above Colorado Springs at the '95 Champs. Left, 
Max launches. 

Adidas  
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Bill Cohen of Sunrise, FL holds Black and yellow O&R powered Gordon 
Murray Topper. 

— 

Bob Laybourne's beautiful Miss Fortune X with red silk wing and tail. 
black fuselage. Brown Jr. power. Take a look at the shape of that 
stabilizer and elevator. Bob flew both RC and FF events. 

-ea& 
Bill Vanderbeek of Los Altos Hills, CA and his red and white 
Bantam powered Brooklyn Dodger. Bill flew it to a second 
place in B Fuselage using a different motor. He also placed 
second in C Fuselage flying a Playboy cabin. 

Above - Tandy Walker drove that 
huge motorhome from Arlington, TX 

• . 	• 	to his first SAM Champs. He brought 
this Playboy and a Ben Shereshaw 
Cumulus. Transparent red Monokote 
reveals fine workmanship. 

Left - Olin Tisdale of Pensacola, FL 
will be right at home at the 19% 
Champs. Shown here with his rarely 

' j 	1939 Tom McLaglan Big Ole 
Plane. Power is an inverted Super  
('vke. Red wing, gray fuselage. Olin 
says its a real sleeper - flies as well 

as a Sailplane. 
 

x :  .0 

95 SAM CHAMPS IMAGES 
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Below - Larry Fair of Henderson, NVflies his Elfin 
diesel powered Hayseed to 4th place in Class A 
fuselage FF. White silk, Larry produced a fleet of fine 

in2 airplanes. 

The Gopher Hole Waltz," performed in Colorado Springs as Marcy 
Martin leads and Don Blackburn flies. Don was 1st in Small Nostalgia RC, 
5th in Pure Antique & C Ignition. Marcy was 4th in A Texaco & O&R 23. 

Jim Kutkuhn from Augusta, KS and his Bantam 19 
powered 1938 Cleveland Cloudster. Red wing, blue 
fuselage with white stripe. 

Aran UrAt 

S\ala css 
co rimMol4  

H. Johnson 

Below - Clarence Bull of Eugene, OR starts the Fox 25 in his Lanzo 
designed Swayback Also flies Ignition Nostalgia with a Delong 30. 
Clarence won Fuel Allotment Antique at Colorado Springs with a 20 
minute flight, flying an OK 60 powered Lanzo Bomber. 

Below - Holger Menrad, from Wolfsburg, Germany 
launches Leo Bussmeier's V tail Anthoffer, powered 
by Webra 2.5cc diesel. Found it to be underpowered 
at 5500 ft. field elevation. 
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LEON SHULMAN 
Your efforts in the new SAM Speaks looks good and 1 am 

happy about your thoughts as editor. Having read about your 
background it is likely that our paths have crossed along the way. 
Your comment about the Drone and the DeBolt Bipe sounds 
familiar. 

You mentioned you wanted articles and photos - here is one, 
attached. This is a drawing made by Jim Newman of M.A.N. 
(Hints & Kinks) while at an ice cream parlor at one of the model 
hobby trade shows several years ago in Chicago. Jim was from 
England and an ardent free-flighter in his "ute" (this is Brooklyn-
ese for youth - h la the movie, My Cousin Vinny. While slurping 
down the ice cream, Jim sketched this on a napkin and gave it to 
me as a remembrance. You are welcome to use this, and the 
attached letter in Sam Speaks. (If you do it up nicely, I'll send 
some more trivia.) Leon Shulman, 173 Essex Ave., Metuchen, NJ 
08840 

(Jim's letter said: "...It is always such a pleasure to meet with 
you, however briefly, at the shows. It is even more of a thrill to 
just stand by and hear you chat with others about names, places 
and contests that to me, on the other side of the Atlantic, were 
just words and photos in the back pages of Aeromodeller...." Ed.) 

LARKEY APPROVED 
Dear Wes, 
"...Thank you for the Larky plan...showing the 1942 copyright 

76. 	 date. This surely makes the Larkey an Old Timer. It will be on 
A. 	a"- 	the next list....Don Garafalow who worked for Scientific and was -n-ca 

Larkey designer now confirms the 1942 date. Back in 1980 
when he was questioned about it he said 1943. Hence it was 

CHARLES KLIVANS 
Enclosed picture of the small Sailplane I just completed, and 

the full size model built in the 40s by Dave Kloepfer. It is grossly 
under powered with an O&R 60. As a matter of fact, some 
modem OT Sailplanes seem to climb much faster than 
Goldberg's original. 

The small one is Elfin powered, uses Texas timer and fuel 
shutoff, and Texas DT timer. I received a lot of support during 
the construction from John Targos (Elfin) and Al Heinrich 
(materials) and Ed Mate (plans and nostalgia). I hope I can find 
the time and ambition to compete with this model as it appears 
capable. I usually build very heavy but the weight saving in using 
a diesel has the model only an ounce or two over-weight. 

I knew the original builder, Dave Kloepfer, as we belonged to 
the same club, the Gas Model Aeronuts. Dave was well over 60 
when I knew him back in the 40s. There may be some Chicago-
ans who still remember me (like Ed Mate) and I would like them 
to see that I am still alive and kicking. Charles 1. Klivans, 141 
Via Pasqua!, Redondo Beach, CA 90227 

Right - Charles Klivans and two Sailplanes at his house in 
Redondo Beach. Bright red analine dye on silk. You can see the 
town and the beach to the left of the roof 

da dt 1942 i 	li to 	 M 	 i 	1 	ri k ft 40 to 	pos 	n our s g.Memoriess p ay t c s a er 
years." 
George B. Armstead, Jr 
Chairman, Design Approval Committee. 
(An original Larkey kit was reviewed in the September issue by 
Wes Funk - Ed.) 
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RC RUBBER 
Related to the brief article "RC Rubber Power in Issue no. 125, 
the 1964-1965 Zaic Yearbook printed plans for an RC Wakefield 
by S. Zurad of Poland. 

In the Summer of 1990 I saw and photographed Valter Ricco 
flying an American Maffei Winner equipped with a Futaba 
receiver and a Cannon servo at a contest in Molinela, Italy. And 
very successfully - he is a superb builder and flyer, and an active 
member of SAM Italia. My notes say that he first built and flew 
a MD 17 in 1988 - a model that is now in the Pisa OT Museum. 
Ricco is an accomplished rubber and gas free flight modeler. 

I last visited with the Italian contingent at the Middle Wallop 
Champs in 1994 but the conversations never got around to any 
update on RC rubber, other than Valter was now flying two 
channels. Eldon E. Breazier, 1130 North Pine, Kingman. KS 
67068 

Tileston photo 
Double size Sparky built by Brad Allen for Spirit of SAM Electric. 

ART CHRISTENSEN ON SIMMERS AND RITZ 
I've been a free flighter for since 1942 and do some writing for 
NFFS. Chris Weinreich suggested I send some photos to you. 
This one is my new Chester Lanzo Stick. I built my first one in 
1972 and this is number 6...easy to adjust and handles all kinds of 
power. Exceptional glide and big enough to find in high grass. 

Art Christensen's latest Lanzo Stick The fin, wingtips, stab 
tips and propeller are blue. Fuselage is red. Art has 3 
airplanes hanging in the museum at Muncie. 

The Jabberwock and Gollywock in the display at Muncie were 
built by me at Wally Simmers' request. I also reconstructed Gerry 
Ritz's 1959 FAI World Championship glider, which is also on 
display at Muncie. He and I were fellow Chicago Aeronuts for 
many years. Arthur H. Christensen. AMA 200, 315 S. Donald 
Ave., Arlington Hts, IL 60004-6850 

ELECTRIC 
Colorado Springs was the second SAM Champs that I have been 
to, and hopefuly many more to follow. This is also my second year 

as a SAM member. I have been 
in modeling for about 25 years. 
The last fifteen years have been 
flying RC sailplanes. The reason 
for joining SAM was that RC 
sailplanes and equipment were 
getting cost prohibitive. This is 
my Playboy Cabin from a Klarich 
kit which I flew in electric Texaco 
and LMR....In LMR it was set up 
with a Trinity Sapphire 17 turn 
can motor with a 2 degree ad-
vance. Leisure 3 to 1 gearbox, 
aeronaut 14-7 prop, SAM legal 7 
cell 800ma pack and FX35D 
controller from Airtronics. All up 
flying weight 40 oz. Mike 

McIntyre, 23546 Fern St., Plainfield, IL 60544-2324. 

DIESELS - 
It's refreshing to find someone who is fasci-
nated with diesels. I Flew control line in the 
late forties with a Drone. After getting back 
into the hobby upon retiring in 19901 was 
amazed to find so many diesels available. So 
far, I have four...but no one in 
our club, the Central Arizona 
Modelers, with over 100 
members, flies diesels....Your 
two reports on the Hunter and Micro diesels 
were great. Why not have a 
diesel column in every issue? It 
might create an interest. Ross N. 
Wert, 60 Panorama Lane, 
Sedona, AZ 86336-7152 
(Ed. note - Ross makes the fine SAM coffee mugs advertised in 
SAM Speaks. Do we have any volunteers for a diesel column? It 
would not necessarily have to be in each issue.) 

1/2 A TEXACO POSTAL RESULTS 
Please publish the Postal results in some future issue of SAM 
Speaks. Thank you for your great first issue and for your 
refreshing doctrine. Bob Grice, 4351 Greenvale Rd, Fairoaks, 
CA 95628. 

1995 INTERNATIONAL 1/2A TEXACO POSTAL 
CHALLENGE RESULTS, SAM CHAPTER 51, HOST: 

1. SAM 27, Napa. CA - 8951 pts 
2. SAM 26, Santa Maria, CA - 8907 
3. SAM 51, Sacramento, CA - 8831 
4. SAM 56, Wichita, KS - 8715 
5. SAM 82, Houston, TX - 8617 

• • • • • OOOOOOOOO • • • • OOOOOOOOOO • 

Thanks jiff all the mail, guys, and all the kind words. We really 
appreciate it. Your comments make this job worthwhile. And it's 

really gratifying to see that folks actually read the editorial page. 
Regretably, there is insufficient time for a personal response to all 
the mail, but please know we read every word. If you warn' your 
letters published, please type or submit on a disc. Ed. 
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SAL TAIBI 
Here is a photo of the "Penis Flyers." We meet and fly every 

wednesday at a field in Penis, CA, 2.5 miles southwest of the 
Railroad Museum. From left to right is Ken Wilson, Bud Fenner, 
Fred Dunn, Fernando Ramos, Carl Moiling, Jim Quinn, Sid 
Durant, Sal Taibi, Earl Mosely, Gary Sherman, Bob Goldie and 
Jim Adams. To the far left with trunk open is my '56 Chevy, now 
with 687,000 miles on it. Sal Taibi, 4339 Conquista, Lakewood, 
CA 90713 

BOB STALICK 
This is Foggy's Red Zephyr powered by a Brown Junior. Clay 
Moorehead, Earle's son, and grandson stand with Dave Vincent at 
Parker's Field in Tangent, OR, on the ocassion of the Zephyr's 
first and only flight.at  the Northwest Free Flight Champs, last 
August. (Ed. note: Foggy is Earle Moorehead, president of the 
Willamette Modelers Club for 25 years. Dave completed the 
airplane after Earle's death last year. Following its one and only 
flight it was retired to hang in Trump's Hobbies, in Albany, OR, 
home of the WMC and where Bob lives.) Bob Stalick, 5066 NW 
Picadilly Circle, Albany, OR 97321 

GEORGE N MAUER 
I am trying to locate Harold Coovert, winner of the 1938 

Nationals Berryloid Best Finish event held in Detroit. Coovert's 
model and plans appeared in the November 1938 Air Trails 
magazine. I took third place in the event and would like to 
contact Harold who just may have photos of the model. Or, 
perhaps another SAM member may just have happened to take a 
picture of my model. It has a 7'2" wingspan, red, and was a low 
pylon design. NAA-975 in white on the wing and was Brown 
powered. All letters will be answered. George Neibauer, 1405 E. 
Vegas Valley Drive #281, Las Vegas, NV 89109. (702) 737-1051 

SAM LIFE MEMBERSHIPS AGAIN BEING OFFERED 
Life memberships can be purchased by members age 40 up to 

age 80 during 1996 at thefollowing rates: 
Age 40 thru 44: $370 Age 60 thru 64: $270 

45 — 49 350 65 — 69 230 
50 — 54 325 70 — 74 190 
55 — 59 300 75 — 79 155 

Pro-rata credit will be allowed for dues paid for any period in 
advance of the life membership commencement. For example, in 
purchasing a life membership on a July 1st, if dues are paid 
through December 31st, a $9.00 credit to the appropriate rate 
will be allowed. 

A photo of the member's driver's license or passport (no 
birthdate fudging!) along with a check for the amount due is all it 
takes. Life members receive a plaque recognizing their status and 
the letter L will then follow their SAM membership number. 
Interested members contact SAM Secretary/Treasurer. Larry 
Clark, P.O. Box 528, Lucerne Valley, CA 92356 

HARRY BRAUNLICH 
You mentioned your soldering iron (in #125), lucky you. Mine 

was a wide bladed screwdriver heated over the burner on the 
kitchen stove...I, too had a big box ground base XMTR with 8' 
antenna...seems like the set had to be tuned about once a week. 
Best flying FF I had was a Frank Ehling Request with an O&R 
23. Flew at Creedmore, Hicksville & Holmes airports. Long 
flights were always trim test flights - never on the clock. Harry 
R. Braunlich, 47 Lynaugh Rd. Victor, NY 14564 



(Ted is owner of Schreyer Model Aircraft, a purveyor of fine kits 
and plans, and an advertiser in SS.) 

TED SCHREYER 
I've enclosed some stuff pertaining to our kits just so you can 

get an idea of what we have. The designs are for an easy-to-build 
model that is strong enough to withstand a lot of Sunday flying 
and yet be light enough to fly well. The Fairchild 51 in the 
picture was based on an Alaskan bush plane flown by Bob Reeve, 
who was written up in GLACIER PILOT by Beth Day Romulo. The 
model has been flown as a landplane, on floats, and on skis....I 
joined SAM because it seemed to be a group that had the old time 
modelers who appreciated balsa models and the outlook of guys 
who had been building and flying since back in the 30s and 40s. 

One thing that has come to me is that the design of model 
aircraft is an art just the same as painting pictures or sculpting or 
any other creative work of people. I am thinking specifically of 
the designs of people like Earl Stahl who could put the essence of 
the real aircraft into a small balsa and tissue model. Comparing it 
to art, it would be something like the Impressionists whose 
pictures are not line for line like what they are portraying, but in 
viewing the picture the feeling one gets is like looking at the real 
thing. Ted Schreyer, P.O. Box 132, Newfane, VT 05345 

Fairchild 51 built from a Schreyer Model Products kit. This one is 
scaled from an Alaskan bush plane flown by Bob Reeve. Yup, even 
the model is sitting on the snow, Available with floats or skies. 

1995 SAM CHAMPS — JACK BOLTON 
SAM East has agreed to host the 1996 SAM Champs with 

SAM 17 (Pensacola Freeflight Team) being the principle sponsor-
ing activity together with assistance from SAM members 
throughout the region. Planning is well underway with contest 
dates of October 11-16, over the Columbus Day weekend. After 
consideration of several sites (there has never been a SAM 
Champs in the Southwest), we ultimately focused on the USN 
Outlying Field (OLF) Spencer Field located in Pace, Florida near 
Pensacola. OLF Spencer is an active helicopter training field 
hence the selection of the SAM contest dates so as to minimally 
impact the USN training at the field. 

OLF Spencer is one mile square of mowed grass with a star of 
David WWII concrete runway system layout in the center. 
Spencer, as a minimum, is a more than adequate Cat. III field and 
we adjust flyoff maxes with the intent of keeping models on the 
field. We chase with cars both at Spencer and at our other FF 
field, Site 8A. Local weather in October (Opal being an aberra-
tion) is normally gorgeous with light winds prevailing. 

I have locked in all the rooms at the Ramada Bayview Hotel for 
the SAM Champs dates. Special SAM rates are good at $44 per 
night. The Bean Feed will be at the Ramada, and will be a North 
Carolina Barbeque (beef and pork, veggies, etc.) all you can eat 
at $8.95 plus tax. 

I have also booked the Naval Aviation Museum for the Awards 
Banquet. I have in the past attended several catered banquets at 
the museum and they were great. One drinks and dines among 
Corsairs, Hellcats, Wildcats, Dauntlesses, Avengers and a myriad 
of other wonderful aircraft (pre WWI to the present). But don't 
limit your visit to the museum to only banquet night, it is open 
9AM to 5PM seven days a week. 

The MECA Collecto will kick off at 4PM Saturday at the 
Ramada. Charlie Bruce, Jim Walston and Darrel Peugh are to 
handle the collecto. 

So plan on coming down for a great visit to the Florida Pan-
handle's whitest beaches in the world (although Opal did a 
number on them). Visit the Naval Aviation Museum, the Air 
Force Special Operations Museum at Hurlbert Field (27 miles 
from Pensacola, USS Alabama, great seafood restaurants, and 
much more. Jack Bolton, 1996 SAM Champs Contest Manager, 
9521 Scenic, Pensacola, FL 32504. 

FRED MULHOLLAND and HAL DEBOLT 
Pappy DeBolt showed up at our contest in December 

with his RC Thunderbolt shown in the picture. Its 
approval was published in issue #109 of SAM Speaks, 
but it was listed as the "Whizzawing." Seems Hal 
designed the airplane in 1939 or 1940, but it wasn't 
published until the winter of 1943 in Flying Aces. The 
editor thought the name would cause confusion with 
Republic Aircraft's Navy Thunderbolt fighter, so against 
Pappy's objections, he dreamed up the name 
Whizzawing, and that's how it appears in the SAM list. 
Hal says please don't call it that. 

Thunderbolt was built in 3 sizes, and the airplane 
pictured is 43" span, 350 square inch area with a 15 
glow engine and retracting gear. It's red and white with 
a round strip planked fuselage and climbs very fast. 
Fred Mulholland, 15410 Stonecreek Lane, Tampa, FL 
33613. 



Checking Account $1,486 
Savings Account $7,233 
Fidelity Mutual Fund $26,902 
Vanguard Mutual Fund $15,810 

Following is the 1995 Profit and Loss Statement, and for 
comparison, the proposed 1996 budget. 
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attributable to 1995 but received and spent in previous years 
amounted to an estimated $7,000. The accompanying Profit and 
Loss statement shows a profit of over $17,000, but take away the 
gift of $25,000 and there is a loss of over $7,000. 

So what happened to the $25,000? We put $15,000 into a 
mutual fund which together with the existing mutual fund 
account now approximately equals the estimated life membership 
liability. We also put $7,200 in an interest bearing savings 
account which funds the major amount of the advance dues 
liability for 1996 and on, paid in 1995. The remainder was 
needed to cover expenses. 

How did 1995 compare to 1994? Ignoring the McLaughlin 
money, 1995 income was approximately $58,000 compared to 
1994's $41,100 and the bottom line on the same basis was -
$7,638 and-$13,160, respectively. In conclusion, SAM's liquid 
assets at this time are as follows: 

Account Description 1995 P&L 1996 Budget 

INCOME/EXPENSE 
INCOME 
3000-REVENUE: 

3010-Individual Members Dues 24,960.00 36,990.04 
3020-Rule Books/Decals/Etc. 2,444.10 2,903.22 
3025-Plans 396.50 387.05 
3030-Library Sales 267.00 266.16 
3032-SAM Speaks Back Issues 45.00 48.42 
3035-Foreign Bulk Subscription 2,281.00 2,419.31 
3040-SAM Champs Revenue: 

3042-1995 SAM Champs Rev. 20,906.00 0.00 
3043-1996 SAM Champs Rev. Q,QQ 19.354.87  
Total 3040-SAM Champs Rev. 20,906.00 19,354.87 

3050-Ad Revenue-SAM Speaks 2.907.28 1870.92 
TOTAL 3000-REVENUE 54,206.88 66,239.99 

4000-OTHER INCOME 
4050-Gifts 25,000.00 0.00 
4100-Dividend Income 1,804.13 2,419.31 
4105-Capital Gains (Losses) -85.88 0.00 
4110-Funds: Adj to Curr FMV 2,121.78 0.00 
4200-Interest Income 32.55 58.06 
TOTAL 4000-OTHER INCOME 28,872.58 2A77.37 

TOTAL INCOME 83,079.46 68,717.36 

EXPENSES 
4500-DIRECT EXPENSES: 

4510-Costs-Model Plan sales 	107.91 121.00 
4520-Costs-Rule Books/Etc 	2,375.39 2,903.22 
4525-Library Expenses 	 84.40 87.09 
4530-Membership Expenses: 

4531-Continuing Member Expense 639.28 387.05 
4532-New Member Expense 	0.00 193.58 
4538-SAM Hall of Fame 	508.56 580,64 

Total 4530-Membership Expenses 1,147.84 1,161.27 
4540-SAM Speaks Expenses: 

4541-SAM Speaks-Editor 	1,000.00 6,387.09 
4542-SAM Speaks-Editorial Exp. 	3,719.37 2,322.58 
4546-SAM Speaks-Printing 	23,570.41 22,258.10 
4548-SAM Speaks-Labels 	661.14 653.22 
4549-SAM Speaks-Other 	 727.74 677.38 
Total 4540-SAM Speaks Exp. 	29,678.66 32,298.37 

4560-SAM Champs Expense: 
4561-1994 SAM Champs Expense 	38.28 0.00 
4562-1995 SAM Champs Expense 23,615.71 0.00 
4563-1996 SAM Champs Expense 	117.98 19,354.87 
4564-1997 SAM Champs Expense 	QM 483.90 
Total 4560-SAM Champs Exp. 	23,771.97 19,838.77 
4570-SAM Promotional Expenses 	0.00 532.56 
4590-SAM Recognition Expenses 	304.25 
TOTAL 4500-DIRECT EXP. 	57,470.42 57,039.01 

4700-GENERAL & ADMINISTRATIVE: 
4740-Bank Service Charge 	 6.00 0.00 
4750-Club Business Meals 	22.17 48.42 
4760-Contributions 	 30.00 48.42 
4800-Computer Expenses 	 20.55 96.73 
4810-Database Maintenance 	584.86 484.25 
4820-Depreciation 	 0.00 841.93 
4900-Office Expense 	 559.68 580.64 
4910-Petty Cash Expenses 	 0.00 19.39 
4920-Postage 	 2,125.74 2,128.99 
4940-Professional Fees 	 225.00 145.16 
4980-Repairs and Maintenance: 

4984-Computer Repairs 	 0.00 96.73 
4986-Equipment Repairs 	215.00 208.10 

Total 4980-Repairs and Maint. 	215.00 304.83 
5020-Telephone 	 1,681.80 1,645.20 
5040-Travel: 
5042-Transportation/ Lodging 	1,885.44 2,903.22 
5046-Travel Meals 	 670.57 967.70 

Total 5040-Travel 	 2,556.01 3,870.92 
5900 - Miscellaneous Expense 	116.06 96.73 
8000-Taxes 	 104.00 2.(223 
TOTAL 4700-GEN.& ADMIN. 	8246.87 10,408.34 

Expenses-Other 	 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES 	 65,717.29 67,447.35 
TOTAL INCOME/EXPENSE 	17,362.17 1,270.01 

its 

For SAM's financial condition there is 
some good news and some not so good 
news. First, the good news based upon a 
sad event. Tommy McLaughlin, a long 
time SAM member (#586), died in 1994 
and bequeathed $25,000 to SAM. The not 
so good news is that the 1995 SAM 
Champs lost over $2,700, and dues 



SAM PLANS LIBRARY 
The following Lanzo Plans are available, including some new 
drawings. Many other plans are also available: 

Lanzo RC-1 
Racer 12 ft. 
1/2 size Racer 
Bomber 
Bomber RC 
in size Bomber 
Baby Burd 
Classic 
Duplex 
1940 Record Holder 
1945 Record Holder 
1940 Cabin 
1933 Cabin 
Detroiter 
Puss Moth 
1938 Airborne 

Antique cabin gas 84" span 
Antique gas RC, 2 sheets 
72" span, 2 sheets 
Antique gas pylon, 96" span 
80" span 
48" span RC 
37" Bomber 
1938/39 cabin & Wakefield 
1936 cabin, stick & Wake 
300 sq. in. rubber stick 
350 sq. in. Class E cabin, 64" 
300 sq. in. rubber 
30" span rubber 
1947 Wakefield 
51" span semi scale 
Antique glider, 108" span RC 

$7.50 
12.50 
7.50 

10.00 
10.00 
7.50 
6.50 
7.50 
7.50 
7.50 
7.50 
7.50 
5.00 
7.50 
7.50 

15.00 

All prices include postage. Send check to Floyd Reck, 10332 
Tristan Drive, Downey, CA 90241 

HIGHLY REFLECTIVE  HOLOGRAPHIC  SELF-STICKING 
TRIM FILM FOR YOUR HIGH-FLYING MODELS 

CHEAP INSURANCE AGAINST FLY-AWAYS 
Check or M.O. for $5.00 for a 3"x18" strip 

For a Free Sample send SASE to: PEP AVIATION 
111 E. GENEVA DR. TEMPE, AZ 85282-3638 

(602) 966-6384 
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Condor Field, Taft, March 2 & 3, '96  
SCIF 
30 Sec. Antique 
Scale Gas 
A,B, and C Fuselage 
A,B, and C Pylon 
1/2A Texaco 
.020 Replica 
Small Rubber Cabin 
Large Rubber Cabin 
Small Rubber Stick 
Large Rubber Stick 
4 oz. Wakefield 
Vintage Wakefield 
Twin Pusher 

BLACK SHEEP 
A & B Electric, Combined 
E-30 
EX-30 
Scale P-30 
P-30 
Scale Catapult 30 
Tow Line 30 
Above events, both days 

On Sunday only: 
P-30 Mass Launch 

and our new 
Control Line Balloon Bust 

Chris Christensen, CD 
	

Doug Borden, CD 
(805) 831-5018 
	

(818) 443-5138 

Class"A" NFFS Nos Legal, Cox .051 Medallions 
The National Free Flight Society has arranged a special run of 
Nostalgia Legal Class "A" engines. This engine will never be for 
sale anywhere else. Once the minimum order number has been 
met, the engines will be produced. To ensure your engines will be 
held for you, send no money now, but do send a self-addressed. 
stamped post card indicating the number of engines you will 
purchase to: Bob Beecroft 1014 Daisy Court, Carlsbad, CA 
92009-4846. Remember, send no money now. The engines will 
be $30 each, plus $3 each s & h. Your postcard will be returned 
when they are available; payment due before shipment. 

NFFS MEMBERSHIP AND RENEWAL APPLICATION 

Mail to: 

NFFS 
19 Frederick Drive 

Make Checks payable 
to the National Free Flight Society 

Newport News, VA 23601 
Subscription rates include annual fee of 5.50 for membershp in ha National Free 
Flight Society. The balance of the lee in each category Is for Subscription to FREE 
FLIGHT. the NFFS Digest. Subscnptions are not available without membership. 

MEMERSHIP FEES AND SUBSCRIPTION RATES (1 and 2 yr.) 

Age 19 & over and 
residents of foreign 
countries. 

1 yr. $15.00 15.50 rnrtershp lee A* $14.50 Subscrbtlon) 

2 yr. $27.00 ($1.00 merriwshg tee plus $26.00 subscription) 

Age 18 & under. 
I yr. $7.50 (5.50 membership tee plus $7.00 subsaip1irm) 

2 yr. $13.50 ($1.00 rrembersh0 as pin $12.50 subscrgtion) 

Subscriptions are not available without membership. 

Ages are as of July 1 of the current year. Please circle appkable fees. 

New member ❑ 	Renewal ❑ 	Address change ■ 

Current expiration date: 	Mo. 	Yr. 
Name 	 AMA* 

Address 	 Telephone number 

City, Stale 	 Zip 

This is a NFFS membership application! 
SAM membership application is on page 25 



COLLECTOR'S EDITION 

OLD TIMERS JOURNAL 
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO Sept 10-15 1995 
• Memorabiba 1930s & 40s • Nostalgia Plans - FAI 
• Old Timer Photo History • Results & Photos '95 Champs 

--- 1995 

K.' 	RAMP 

CZC1 / 

Book has 40 pages of historical coverage including the first Old Timer 
contest in Denver 1963 Also the first Texaco gas model contest in 1936. 
GET THE REST OF THE STORY — 1995 SAM Champs. This special 
report is 12 pages with 33 photos. Complete results to third place. 

* COMPLETE BOOK $10.00 POSTPAID * 

CONOVER MODEL WORKS, P.O. Box 628. Longmont, CO 80502 

NEW ELECTRONIC IGNITION SHUT-OEF"THE HOT SPOT" 
Working with a friend who is an electronic engineer and a top scale modeler we have what 
I think is the best and easiest way to cut off your ignition for RC assist, Easier and better 

than a mirco or pull switch. After over a year of flying the Not Spot is free of the interference 
picked up by most electronic switches. I hove over 100 flegOns on one rest nude!. 

The HOT SPOT includes the tromilatorized ignition system all on the same pc 
board.Easy to wire up, Just 3 wires + ground, about 112 ounce. 

No mini servo or transistorized ignition system needed. Specify servo plug - 
JR (Futaba) or Airtronics. 

Latest model has a shorting plug which will let you run your engine at a contest 
without your transmitter. 

PRICE $40.00 Post paid. 

BOB HOLMAN P.O. BOX 741 SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92402 
1909) 885 3959 credit cards OK 

ARGO - U.S.A.  

Elfin 
2.49 cc 

3229 Dianora Drive - Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90275 
(310) 377-6186 

AL DRICH loPeria. MODELS 
12822 Tarrytown, San Antonio, TX 78233 

(210)656-2021 (Fax on 6th ring) 

CUSTOM TUNING AND RESTORATION 
OF OLD TIME ENGINES 
Complete Chrome Service 

Superior Accuracy and Quality 
Light Weight ignition Systems 

S.A.S.E. for brochure 
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FREE FLIGHT NEAR TAFT 

Black Sheep Champs  
Fun Fly - Memorial Day, 1996 

May 25, 26, & 27 

Old Timer Events 
Gas Events 
AMA Gas on Monday 

CO2  Events 
Catapult Glider 
Tow Line Glider 
Rocket Events 

Rubber Events 

Indoor Saturday Night 
In the Taft High Gym 

Electric Events 
Night Fly on Sunday 
Hatrack Flying Wing 
Helicopter Events 

$1,000 SHOOT OUT AS IN 1995 

1995 winner won $1,000 with under a 60 minute flight (8 contestants) 
1995 Junior winner won $250 with an 18 minute flight (2 contestants) 

In 1995 there were 86 contestants and over 80 events 

CONTEST DIRECTOR: Steve Moffatt 	(818)504-9096 



ADVERTISING 

DAVE'S WOOD PRODUCTS 
12306 BERGSTRASSE 

LEAVENWORTH, WA 98826 
(509) 548-5201 

• CONTACT CEMENT- INDUSTRIAL GRADE, HEAT 
RESITANT, WATER BASED, NON TOXIC. 
•• HOBBY LOBBY DEALER DISCOUNTS ON ALL HOBBY 
LOBBY ITEMS. 
• OBECHI VENEER, SELECT AND STANDARD GRADES. 

VISA 
	• CALL OR SASE FOR INFORMATION • At  

Fine Products From 

2301 Sonata Drive • Rancho Cordova,CA 95670 
ANTIQUE & OLD TIMER MODELS 
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT 

Send $1.00 for catalog of over 300 kits 
Credit cards acceptable 

SHORT KITS 	 (916) 635-4588 

SAM MEMBERSHIP AND RENEWAL APPLICATION 

Subscriptions to SAM Speaks are not available without member-
ship. Membership rates: 

❑ 1 yr. Residents of Canada and the U.S. - $18.00 
❑ 1 yr. Foreign - US $30.00 (Air Mail only) 
O Renewal ❑ New Membership 
Name 	  
Address 	  
City 	 State 	Zip 
AMA No. 	SAM No. 	SAM Chapter No._ 
Sponsor: 	  

I agree to follow the rules of the Society of Antique Modelers 
and uphold the principles stated in the SAM Preamble. 
Signed: 	  

Note: Membership in the AMA is required to fly in SAM contests. 
Be sure to put your SAM number on your check if renewing. 
Make checks payable to the Society of Antique Modelers. 

Send to: Larry Clark 
P.O. Box 528 

Lucerne Valley, CA 92356 

ies= JOHN POND 	 
Old Time Plan Service 

-he largest selection of plans In the world at the 

ig
most reasonable prices 

7,5  i 	NO. 25 RUBBER/CONTROL LINE/RC $2.00 
NO. 25 OLD TIMER/FREE FUGHT NOSTALGIA $2.00 

NO. 25 FLYING SCALE A-K $2.50 
NO. 25 FLYING SCALE L-Z $2.50 

New plans prices effective Jan. 95 to Dec. 95 
VISA ACCEPTED — Minimum Order $10.00 

P.O. Box 90310 

-1-----1:-:1:—....----.„   San Jose, CA 95109-3310 
(408) 292-3382 (Tues. or Fri.) 

CARBON FIBER-KEVLAR-BORON 
Pulltrusion-Cloth-Filament-Tow-Thread  

LIGHTWEIGHT COVERINGS 
Mylar -.000059 - .00025 -.0005 -.015 
Polyspan. - polyester tissue paper 

Flourescent Dye Pigments 
Microfilm, Plastic-Stic CA glues 

Special roll quantity pricing for clubs and 
manufacturers with $200 per item min. order 

MODEL RESEARCH LABS 
25108 Marguerite #160 

Mission Viejo, CA 92692, USA 
SEND $1 FOR FULL CATALOG 

SAM MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION 
Larry Clark, Secretary -Treasury 

Annual dues includes a subscription to SAM Speaks pub-
lished by the Society every other month. 

Dues for U.S. and Canadian members are US $18 per year 
(6 issues of SAM Speaks). For other than U.S. and Canadian 
members, the individual rate is US $30. Special rates for 
foreign bulk shipments of SAM Speaks are available. Con-
tact the Secretary /Treasurer. Dues payments for up to 
three years in advance are accepted. 

Membership expiration dates are shown on SAM Speaks 
address labels. If renewal dues are not received by the 
expiration date, a "Dues are due" notice will be sent. 

New members receive a SAM decal, Rule book, and 
Approved Gas Models Designs Book along with their initial 
membership card. Additional SAM decals (small, medium 
& large) are $.50 each. Rule books ($1), Approved Gas 
Model Design ($3) are also available. Send checks payable 
to SAM, c/o Larry Clark, Secretary /Treasurer, P.O. Box 
528, Lucerne Valley, CA 92356 

SAM Library, which has all model magazines dating back 
to early 1930's, provides copies of original articles on de-
signs for a small fee. Contact Gene Wallock, 220 Leroy Ave., 
Arcadia, CA 91007. Phone (818) 445-5091 

SUPPORT kluAR cA1-1 
CPGACC isivGizr-IsGRc 



ELECTRIC POWER 
Don't Be fooled By Hot Names & High 

Prices 
LEISURE MOTORS SWEEPS ELEC- 

TRIC TEXACO 3 YEARS IN A ROW AT 
THE SAM CHAMPS. 

Congratulations Phil Pearce - 1995 winner! 

Leisure Electronics 
2950 Airway Bldg. A-4 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

(714) 435-9218 
VISA 

SUPPLIES FOR THE HOBBIEST 

NEW PRODUCTS 
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SAM Plans Library - Floyd Reck (310) 861-4769 

STILL BEEPING MODEL 	FINDER STILL TATTLING 
I tic compact, lightweight sound transducer, now helping 
,modelers all around the world. Just turn the TATTLER 
on before launch. It beeps once to let you know it is 
functioning and alter a none minute delay starts emitting 
a piercing I second beep at 10 second rttervals for up to 
12 hours, Can be heard at distances of 300 feet. 

TOP VIEW 

FATTLERs' 

5witch 

0 Battery 
Holder 

• 	
..--.- 

Fikl 7 7 cr 
WI," agms(.28oz) 

I 

L. 	SIDE VIEW 	2.65" 
ReIcrence 

Send check or money order to: 	TripleAProducts. Inc. 

John Walters 	 P.O. Box 1232 
(616) 968-7181 	 Battle Creek, MI 49016 

QUAN. 	DESCRIPTION 	FRICF TEA. 	4. vas 	rotAL 
___ . 	Tattler Unit 	332.50 w/2 bat. 	+ $2.50 Glti 	___......_ 
_ ___ 	BR 1216 Battery 	$2.25 	 N/C 	---- 

BR 1225 Battery 	$2.25 	 N/C ____ 
Please add 6% sales tax within Michigan-- 	___ 

TOTAL ORDER--S______ 

E.O. 	 repro $135.00 	Elfin 2.5cc repro $100.00 

011v•q TIg•r MkIII repro $110.00 

Add $3.00 per •ngln• for po•t•g• 

Calif. r••. add 8% for sales fax 

1924 E. EdInp•r: Santa Ana CA 92706 17141258-0805 

OLD TIME MODEL AIRPLANE & ENGINE 
SWAP MEET 

To be held at the DC Entertainment Complex 
25740 N. St. Rt. 25 (N. Dixie Hwy.) Perrysburg, Ohio 

April 12, 1996 - 4pm to 10pm 
(During the time of the Toledo RC Show) 

For further information and map, send a SASE to 
Don Belote 

15731 Five Point Rd., Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 
419-878-8144 

Tell them you saw It In 
SAM Speaks 

SAM 35 YEARBOOK #8 
SAM is offerring this valuable compendium, 
published each year by SAM 35, England. 

Send a check for $12 (post paid) made out 
to SAM: 

Jim Adams 
2538 N. Spurgeon St, Santa Ana CA 92706 

ANNOUNCING 

MAXWELL D.T. TIMERS 
Modified Tomy for Rubber Models 

ACCURATE • RELIABLE • LIGHTWEIGHT • SAFE 
Complete With Instructions 

$12.95 + $2.5 P&H 
M1K'S MODELS 
P.O. BOX 1373 

HOLLWOOD, CA 90078 



How To: 

A MANUAL: HOW TO THERMAL 
OLD TIME RC MODELS 

LOCATE THERMALS 
FLY IN THERMALS 
TRIM FOR THERMALS 
BEST OLD TIMERS, ETC. 

Written By TOM WILLIAMS 
Send $14.00 (P.R) Money Order to: 

709 Royal Ave. 
Midwest City, OK 73130 

SAM Coffee Mug 
Large 11 oz. white 
ceramic mug with 
fired on SAM 
emblem.$7.50 plus 
$2.00 s h. 

R.N. Wert 
60 Panorama Lane 
Sedona, AZ 86336 

Panto Sesace Wide 2iitio 
Owner 

"4014 1116044. 
Manufacturer of Super Cyclone Engines 

Custom Motor Work. Replacement of All Threads 
Glow to Ignition Conversions 

AMA 458234 SAM 3120 
665 Chaparro Road • Covina, CA 91724 • (818) 332-0023 

P.A.W. DIESELS - .09 & .15 TEXACO SPE- 
CIALS. THE NEW .40 IS 
PERFECT FOR BIG TEXACO. 
PRICES & DIESEL INFO $1. 

ERIC CLUTTON 
913 Cedar Lane 

Tullahoma, TN 37388 

ADVERTISING 

TALES OF AN 
ANCIENT MODELER 

Stories about growing up with modeling in those 
"Good '01 Days." It's a funny, nostalgic and moving 
rendering of how modeling used to be. Entertaining 
and well documented with over 100 photos of model-
ing, spanning over 60 years. 

$14.95 P.P. USA only 	 Check / M.O. 
Norm Rosenstock 
124 Granada Street 

Royal Palm Beach, Fl 33411 

PLANS - Old Timer and Nostalgia. Scale and Sport. Powered, 
rubber, towline. RC sailplanes, scale, sport and electric. All 
illustrated. Catalog $2.00. CIRRUS AVIATION LTD. P.O. Box 
7093, Depot 4, Victoria, B.C. V9B 4Z2 Canada. 

THE RAMBLER rules the skies in 30 Sec. Antique. Two huge 
sheets of finely detailed plans along with 7 pages of building and 
flying instructions. $20.00 postpaid. Bruce Augustus P.O. Box 
450, Sun Valley, ID 83353. (208) 788-2927. Topgun plans still 
available too. F1J or 1/2A $12.00 including instructions postpaid. 

ENGINES for sale: SUPER TIGRE G21 - .35 Combat Special 
twin BB engines. New, made up from parts by Hubschmidt. 
$125 ea. SUPER TIGRE G40 - .40 RR. cross scavenged, new in 
box, never run. $130. OS FS 60  - 4 stroke, open rocker arm 
engines. 1st, 2nd, and 3d models, N.I.B. $225 ea. For each 
engine add $5.00 2nd day air & ins. Francis X. Ryan, Rte. 1, 
Box 66, Depot Hill Rd, Amenia, NY 12501. (914) 373-8358. 

PLANS: Rubber powered OTs including Lidgard's Eugene. Gas 
Including the Swoose .19, LaTorre's Alert in full & .020 sizes. 
Schoenbrun's Theo-radical. Several rubber scale. One OT RC 
sailplane, several Nos gas & modems. Send $2.00 for catalog. 
JIM O'REILLY'S MODEL PLANS. 213 Wyndmere Place, 
Garden City, GA 31408. (912) 964-7634. 

FLYING SCALE KITS: Aeronca C-3. span 58" $39.95: 
Fairchild 51, 51.5" $49.95: Northrop Gamma, 50.8", $44.95: 
Stinson 108-2, 55.3" $49.95: Taylor Cub, 53" $44.95. Kits 
include balsa, ply, wire, silkspan. Float kits for above models 
$19.95. Designed for 3 ch. RC, can be flown wicket. power. 
300 sq. in. plans available. Send SASE for info: Schreyer Model 
Aircraft, PO Box 132, Newfane VT 05345 (prices pp). 

HAVE WE GOT A MOTOR FOR YOU! - E.M.P.S. (Electric 
Model Plane Stuff) The new source for the MM I motor, and its 
derivatives and a lot of other goodies for small electrics. Business 
size SASE gets you our free catalog. Double stamp it and get the 
catalog and Dick Miller's latest "What Works" list as well. 
E.M.P.S., Box 134, Robesonia, PA 19551. 

ALL METAL FUEL TANKS for O&R S1DEPORT engines. 
20%-25% more capacity than standard plastic tanks. Use for 
alcohol base fuels. $16.00 each + $3.00 S&H per order. Order 
from: Victor G. Didelot, 410 Lorna Lane, Erie, PA 16506-1422. 

Foreign 
sales -
write 



ANTIQUE-TYPE 
IGNITION 

ENGINES LEGAL 
FOR SAM 

COMPETITION 

4 

41111114 

All sizes and models 
$225 plus $4.50 ship- 

ping & insurance 
VISA and Mastercard accepted.  

Texas residents please odd 725% tax 

SHILEN 
AEROSPORTS 

P.O. BOX 1300 
205 METRO PARK BLVD .  

ENNIS, TX 75120 
(214) 875-1442 

FAX (214) 875-5.402 

Torpedo .24, 29. .32 
To order, or for a free 

Shilen Old Timer 19 	brochure, call, FAX, 
or write. 

• r►  

ENGINE RESTORATION & REWORK 
My engines used by winners in SAM contests 
including the SAM Champs. Transistorized 
Ignition Systems, Coils, Hi-Tension Leads. 

NEW: HARD CHROME 
SASE for free list. 

BLACKBURN AERO ENGINEERING 
P.O. Box 15143, Amarillo, TX 79105 

(806) 622-1657 
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POMPA11 
TISSUE 

NON - WOVEN POLYESTER FIBRES 
ARE TOUGH, MOISTURE PROOF 

AND PUNCTURE RESISTANT. 
EASY TO APPLY WITH ORDINARY 

NITRATE DOPE, THEN SHRINK IT WITH 
A HEAT IRON 

REPLACES SILKSPAN AND SILK 
ROLL, 12 FT. X 20" - $15.00 + $2.00 POST 

ALSO 
ANALINE DYE LIQUID, 2 OZ. BOTTLES $5.50 

RED, YELLOW, BLUE, ORANGE, BLACK 

ORDER FROM 

STARLINE INTERNATIONAL 
6146 E. CACTUS WREN ROAD 

SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85253 
(602) 948-5798 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

POWIPIIII IS A TRADE MARK OWNED BY 
STARLINE INTERNATIONAL 

   

TEXAS TIMERS FOR FREE FLIGHT 

 

   

 

THE TIMERS OF CHOICE 

  

• OLD TIMER B (Ignition) • S39.50 
• MAX I (eng. + 5 min OT) - $33.00 
• FUEL OFF (pinchotl) - 524.00 
• ABC (two function) - $31.50 

• OLD TIMER A (w/fast DT) • S42.00 
• MAX III (eng. + 3 min DT) - 533.00 
• DT TIMER (8 min) - $30.50 
- MINI (two function) - S31.50 

Add 52.50 for P&H 
SASE for complete Information. 

TEXAS TIMERS, 3317 Plne Timbers Dr., Johnson City. TN 37604 

Phone/FAX (423) 282-6423 

EXPECT THE BEST - FLY THE BEST - TEXAS TIMERS 
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Czech Lundk Gliders in 1949. See letter 
from Australian Bruce Abell on page 21. 

EDITORIAL Page 3 

THE CHAMP 

L ast month we flew down to the Southwest Regionals, a big 
contest where they fly SAM RC and FF as well as AMA 

rubber and gas, Nostalgia, and six FAI events. There were 20 
contestants in AB Glow LER and 19 in C Ign. LER. Ten flew RC 
Texaco. The contest is held out in the desert near the little town 
of Eloy, about a half hour Bonanza ride from Scottsdale, Arizona, 
home of two-time World F1C Champion, Randy Archer. 

It's an important meet for FM flyers because it counts for the 
Americas Cup competition and team selection. Contestants came 
from all over the country. Most FAI flyers are serious about their 
sport and when they are not actually flying, they usually can be 
seen working on their airplanes, studying the atmosphere, or just 
relaxing a semi-meditative state. They don't seem to want their 
concentration disturbed. So what was the world free flight champ 
doing between rounds of the Americas Cup event? When he 
wasn't playing ball with his two year old son Ryan, he was flying 
his .020 replica Goldberg Interceptor with the SAM guys. We 
Antique Modelers know that the Preamble is central to our 
organization, but we don't own an exclusive license for it. The 
Champ knows about it too. 

Consider the last World Championships, the one in 1995 where 
he was going for his third consecutive win, the only such ever. He 
was deprived of the win in the last round because the visibility 
was poor, and his airplane was so high the timekeepers lost sight 
of it. The other contestants' airplanes were closer to the ground 
and surely would have scored shorter flights, but were near 
enough to be seen. So Randy's flight was called 00S and he lost 
the World Championship by seconds, even though his flight was 
minutes longer than the others. Just reading about it, we can feel 
the disappointment in our guts. The unfairness. 

Randy came home from Hungary without the cup but a winner. 
Not angry, nor embittered, nor determined to try harder. Just with 
the knowledge that he went there to do his best and have fun and 
that's what he did. Just like he was flying his Interceptor for fun 
between rounds of an Americas Cup meet. He could write the 
book on relaxed flying and good sportsmanship. Make no 
mistake, Randy is the world's best power flyer. He builds and 
flies model airplanes at a skill level found only in world class 
athletes in any sport. And another thing. Just watching Randy and 
Cathie playing with their children is enough to brighten anyone's 
day. We were witnessing some world class parenting too. 

We here at the palatial and well lit offices 
of SAM Speaks have a vision for our Society. 
The way we see it, SAM is a hobby group 
which sets the standard for growing old in 
good health and grace and with the wisdom 
we always knew we would have when we got 
old. Many things are vital to our Society, 
membership being among the most vital. As 
soon as the rest of the aeromodeling world 
learns about what a fine group we are, they 
no doubt will want to join. But in the meantime, some attention is 
required on our part to increase our membership. Not hard effort, 
just intention. All we have to do is share with others our joy and 
good attitudes about aeromodeling. 

Larry Clark, our Secretaryfrreasurer informs me that our 
membership drive is giong well and membership applications are 
coming in with sponsor's names on them. We have selected a fine 
engine for the membership raffle prize, to be awarded at the 1996 
SAM Champs banquet. The prize is well worth the minimal effort  

71vo time World Champion in power free flight (FAI class F1C) 
Randy Anther with aluminum and carbon fiber airplane. 

required to enroll a new member. It's easy to give a gift member-
ship — surprise someone. Do it today. Please make it your priority 
to enroll at least one new member before the 1996 Champs and 
have a shot at winning the prize. 

Just got a very nice letter from Frank Zaic, one of the all time 
great contributors to the sport of aeromodeling. He kindly sent a 
copy of his 1991 book, Frankly Speaking. We read the book 
shortly after it was released, and it was pleasant to thumb through 
it again. Frank has collected stories, poems, humor, photographs 
and a bit of homespun philosophy, combined with personal 
historical anecdotes to make an entertaining and enlightening 
read. Available from Aero Dyne, or direct from Frank Zaic, 
16915 Kinzie St, North Hills, CA 91343. 

Well, it's unanimous. 100% of the letters received stated that 
our members want to see all the SAM Champs results published 

in SAM Speaks. We will continue to request 
from the contest managers the complete 
results of each event along with the type of 
airplane, the size, and the powerplant used. 

Advertising revenue in SAM Speaks 
covers more than one fourth of our printing 
cost. Our advertisers are showing their 
confidence in our Society; read the last 
paragraph of the Texas Timer product review 
to see what Hank Nystrom is doing for 

SAM. And we have two new major ads this month. On page 19 is 
a full page ad from RJL Industries, purveyors of fine engines. 
only a sample of which appear in their ad. On page 17 is Hobby 
Supply South, who sent us a copy of their beautiful catalog. It is 
replete with photographs of hundreds of products in their 
inventory. Send for both these catalogs. Please show our advertis-
ers that their confidence is not misplaced. Please tell them you 
saw their ads in your magazine. 

And have fun out there. 
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AERODYNE ACQUIRES KEN SYKORA'S OLD 
TIMER MODEL SUPPLY 

A llen Heinrich of Aero Dyne just announced that he has 
acquired the business and inventory of the late Ken Sykora's 

Old Time Model Supply. Allen will continue to publish the 
OTMS catalog in an expanded version which will include Aero 
Dyne products which arc specifically suited to old timer model-
ling. The Aero Dyne catalog will continue to be published, and 
will include those items which are useful in other areas of 
aeromodeling. 

Aero Dyne will remain at it's present location at 1924 E. 
Edinger, Santa Ana, CA, 92705, and may be reached by telephone 
at (714) 258 0805. 

The entire staff here at SAM Speaks wishes Allen the best of 
good fortune in his new expanded operation. 

PEE WEE ANTIQUE 
The SCAMPS (SAM 13) of Southern California have added a 
new free flight event to be flown for the first time in 1996. The 
event was conceived and will be sponsored by Dan Heinrich, son 
of Aero Dyne's Allen Heinrich. Rules are as follows: 
1. Any antique gas model design is legal 

a) scaling is allowed 
b) structural changes are allowed as long as the original 
moments and outlines remain the same as the original 
design 

2. Engine must be a Cox Pee-Wee .020 with stock fuel tank. 
3. Flying regulations: 

a) airplane must ROG unassisted. 
b) engine limited to amount of fuel in the tank 

I) priming is allowed for starting 
2) Topping off tank after engine is running is 
prohibited. 

c) no fuel formula restriction - any fuel is allowed. 
4. Flight times 

a) Best flight of three official flights is scored. 
c) Timekeeper must stay on field. 

Says Daniel about the event. "Although I cannot say that the 
idea for this event was my own, the concept has been an attractive 
one to me. It was my intention to sponsor an event that allowed 
modelers to build those designs that may not be as competitive in 
other events. It is also intended to generate more interest in flying 
for fun as these models will not cost a lot to build and should trim 
fairly easily. I have tried to keep the rules simple so that it will not 
become a one design event and also so that we may be able to 
generate some interest with some of our newer modelers." 

There surely is interest among the experienced modelers. Daniel 
has built a Scientific Mercury, Sal Taibi and Gene Wallock have 
Powerhouses, Hal Cover built a Shulman Skyscraper (aka Tambe) 
Jim Hanson is working on a Clipper Mk 1, and Allen Heinrich is 
building a Super Buccaneer. 

MEMBERSHIP ENGINE RAFFLE 
SAM Secretary/Treasurer Larry Clark announces that some new 
member applications have come in without the name of a sponsor 
specified. If you have joined since September 1995, please 
contact Larry and name a sponsor so someone will receive a 
raffle ticket for the engine to be given away at the 1996 SAM 
Champs Banquet. The winner need not be there to win. 

NAVE YOU ENROLLED YOUR MEW MEM8ER YET? 

1/2 A TEXACO POSTAL 
A rt Lane of Ontario, Canada writes that SAM 89 will be 

Ckholding it's annual Canada Challenge, a 1/2 A Texaco RC 
postal event, between June 1 and August 31, 1996. 

Standard SAM rules, 3 flights for 2 officials, 8 inch maximum 
propeller, 5.1cc tank, 8 ounce wing loading, 15 minute max. 
Placings will be calculated as a percentage of maximum. 

You can hold the event any day between June 1, and August 31, 
1996. but all flights must be flown on the same day. Results must 
be submitted by September 14 to be considered. All contestant 
clubs will receive tabulated results. 

Entry forms are available from Art Lane, 9-617 Wharncliffe 
Rd. S. London, Ontario, N6J 2N7, Canada, (519) 685-7002. An 
entry fee of US$3.00 is required with each completed entry form 
to cover the cost of printing and mailing the results. 

SAM 89, the SWOOT club, is holding it's annual Kick Off 
contest on May 25 and 26, with most SAM events and the new 
ACE (All Canadian Event). Contact Art for details, and see page 
17 for information on other postal meets. 

SOD BUSTERS NEWSLETTER 
From Sioux Falls, South Dakota, comes the newsletter of the Sod 
Busters RC Club. The first newsletter yet seen in COLOR. The 
editor and chief writer is Mark Glammeier, and the newsletter is 
well worth seeing and reading. Mark has been producing it since 
1985, when it was typed by his co-editor's wife during her lunch 
hour, and the photos were pasted in. It wasn't bad looking then, 
and now it is produced entirely on a computer and all 65 copies 
are printed at Mark's office using a color printer. Subscriptions 
are avaiable from Mark at 312 S. Sherman Ave, Sioux Falls, SD 
57104. 

More photos and news from Mark about aeromodeling in South 
Dakota can be found in the Air Mail section on page 20. 

Mark Glammeier's 10 foot Goldberg Sailplane on display in a 
shopping mall. It is yellow with red, white and blue trim. OS 61 
FSR power, 14 pounds. Mark likes them big. Futaba radio with 
standard servos and 800 mah battery. Wing and tail are covered 
with Micafilm and trimmed with Monokote. Fuselage is covered 
with Sig Coverall and doped. It's a delight to fly but takes a big 
field to land because it just doesn't want to come down. 
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SAM CHAMPS IN AEROMODELLER 

The January 1996 edition of the fine British modelling 
magazine Aeromodeller devotes the entire front cover to a 

full color photo of Shirley Moore holding her very colorful polka 
dotted Korda Wake, The Wonder Bread Special, at the 1995 SAM 
Champs. 

Additionally the interior contains an excellent multi page 
article with many photos of the Champs.Thanks to our visiting 
English friend, Ron Moulton for his sterling article and to editor 
John Stroud for their most generous and beautiful layout. 

• 

OLD TIME CONTROL LINE 

From Carl Geary of SAM NX211, the Lone Eagles of St. 
Louis MO, we received an announcement of the fourth 

annual Old Time Control Line Competition. The meet is sched-
uled for August 4, 1996 in Buder Park, south of St. Louis. 

Four events will be flown, Old Time Slow Flight, 1/2 A Texaco 
(duration), 1/2A Golden Age Racer (speed), and Old Time Stunt. 
(PAMPA rules). Slow flight rules allow any SAM eligible aircraft 
with no scaling allowed. Any SAM legal spark ignition or diesel 
engine may be used, as well as certain specified glows. Exotic 
construction materials are prohibited, except for Cyano glue. 
Three attempts are allowed for two official flights of 7 timed 
laps. Slowest speed wins. 

SAM PROMOTIONAL ITEMS AVAILABLE 
SAM Decals - Distinctive red, white and blue. Available in 

small, medium and large. Can be used for application to inside of 
windows or directly to opaque 
(airplane) surface. Any size 
500 each, prepaid. SAM 
Patch for Jacket. Shirt or Cap 
- An outstanding, high quality 
cloth patch embroidered in 
red, white and blue. $2.00 
each, prepaid 

Order from: Charlie Reich, 
SAM Public Relations 

Coordinator, 4165 Riverbanks Road, Grants Pass, OR 97527. 

OLD TIMERS JOURNAL 
Larry Conover is a long time SAM member, former member of 

the USA Free Flight team, designer of the world famous Lucky 
Lindy gas model, and educator of children in the ways of aero-
modeling. Larry has prepared a 52 page history of model flying 
in pictures and prose and is offering it to us for $10.00 postpaid. 
It includes photos of the first gas model contest in 1936, the first 
Old Timer contest in Denver in 1963, and the 95 SAM Champs. 

The book also features old advertisements, plans, 3-views, 
cartoons, stories and both covers in full color. Order from 
Conover Model Works, PO Box 628, Longmont, CO 80502. 

Golden Age Speed class old time controliner built by Ron Carr. 
Ron placed second in the 1995 contest, in which 14 airplanes 
flew. His speed was 60.4 mph which was just 2.1 mph slower 
than the winnner. Ron placed second in 1/2 A Texaco and old 
time stunt also. 

The 1/2 A Texaco event is basically the same a.s the RC rules, 
and three attempts are allowed for two officials. Speed rules 
allow any Cox .049 reed valve engine with any standard fuel in a 
1929 through 1939 Thompson Trophy Racer of 18" minimum 
wingspan. Scale color and markings are required, but there is no 
scale judging. Six laps arc timed during three attempts at two 
official flights, and the fastest single flight is scored. Proxy fliers 
are allowed. Stunt flyers use Pampa rules for aircraft designed 
through December 1952. 

For information or a contest announcement with complete 
rules, contact Carl Geary, 10233 Dandridge, St. Louis MO 
63123. (314) 849-1225. Carl flies SAM free flight and RC as 
well as control line. 

At the 1995 contest, Ron Carr holds the handle while John 
Schifico starts the Mr. Mulligan racer, and CD Roy White assists. 



(Rod Persons of SAM 27 
robviously enjoying his Hi-Ho 

Bob Copland and his GB3 Streamliner at South Warwick in 1987. Bob flew this 
airplane in the 1939 Wakefield event in the USA. He died after a short illness 
in England last November 9, at the age of 78. Tom McCoy photo. 
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THE PRESIDENT SPEAKS 
by Don Bekins 

In the last issue of SAM Speaks, I 
 mentioned the Board of Directors has 

been doing a thorough By-Laws review. 
Going back to Muncie, at my first 
Executive Committee meeting, we 
discovered, in reviewing the By-Laws and 
Rules, that there exist some substantial 
weaknesses which need to be corrected. 
And there are items that should be 

addressed, though they might be open to differing opinions. 
These recommendations will improve and clarify the By-Laws 
for future administrations. Here is a summary of your Board's 
deliberations: 

Changing the By-Laws: Under the current system any 
member may stand up at the Members Annual Meeting [at which 
rarely more than 100 are present] and make a By-Laws change 
proposal. If he has a second there must be a vote. If the majority 
of those present vote in favor, a proposal that has had little study 
by the Board or membership could be passed. Thus a very small 
minority of the SAM's 2,700 members could push through 
something the majority might not like. 

This has happened twice 
in the past. Changing the 
By-Laws should be at 
least as democratic to ac-
complish as changing the 
flying rules. This weak-
ness will be addressed 
through a By-Laws 
change proposal by your 
Board of Directors. The 
proposal will mirror the 
flying rules change proce-
dures. 

Engine and Plans Re-
view Committees: These 
are currently autonomous 
committees which 
evolved in the Free Flight 
section of the SAM Rules. 
Other committees and co-
ordinators fall under the 
By-Laws and are account-
able to the Board and 
membership through formal review/approvals or vote. A proposal 
will be submitted to bring all committees and coordinators under 
the Committees section of Article VIII in the By-Laws. 

Flying and Rules Coordinators and their Committees: As 
now authorized under Article VIII of the By-Laws. Coordinators 
and their committees are only empowered to "screen proposals 
for redundancy, impracticability, or conflict with present rules," 
and they may count votes and report results to the membership. 
They have no authority to review the rules structure or make 
recommendations for improvement, to submit rules proposals, or 
to return proposals submitted by a member with recommenda-
tions for improvement or strengthening, or rejected as impracti-
cal. Presently, any qualified proposal received from a member, 
must be submitted without amendment for a general vote of the 
membership. A proposed change in Article VIII seeks to em- 

power the rules Coordinators/Committees to review the whole 
rules structure, to make suggestions for improvement on propos-
als, and to submit their own proposals to the Board for approval, 
thence for a vote by the membership. Thus, a double set of checks 
and balances are created before passage of any rule change 
occurs. 

Director's Term of Office; Staggered Terms: Under the 
current By-Laws, Directors/Regional V.P.s have two year terms 
of office, all expiring at the same time. When all V.P.s choose not 
to run at the same time, we have a situation where all continuity 
within the SAM management is lost. This occurred when I took 
over as president. The Board is proposing a By-Laws change 
where the Eastern and Mid-western V.P.s be elected on even 
years and Rocky Mountain and Western V.P.s be elected on odd 
years. 

Board Review, Improvement, and/or Possible Rejection of 
Proposals: Under the current Bylaws, Articles IX and X, any 
rules or by-laws change proposals must be submitted in their 
original form to the membership for vote. In addition, impractical 
or unacceptable proposals can be disapproved under Article IX, 
Sec. 3, but only if referred by a committee. However, under 
Article VIII of the By-Laws, coordinators/committees can only 
screen proposals for "redundancy, impracticability, or conflict"— 

they cannot recommend 
changes or improvements 
on the proposal to the 
Board. Thus, Sec. 3 has no 
validity unless the 
coordinators and commit-
tees are empowered to act 
rather than react. The 
majority of the Board of 
Directors felt the Board's 
power should be clarified. 

Timetable For Mem-
bership Vote: The text of 
the proposed By-Laws 
changes will appear in the 
May-June issue of SAM 
Speaks, with a request for 
comments from the 
membership. A ballot for 
membership vote along 
with pro and con argu-
ments will appear in the 
July-August issue. 

Please read your current Rules and By-Laws carefully. These 
have evolved over a long period of time without comprehensive 
review. 

These By-Laws amendments create a more cohesive, demo-
cratic check and balance system, and one in which the member-
ship may change the By-Laws and improve the rules fairly and 
democratically, with a view of the overall structure. 



Naval Aviation Museum where the Victory Banquet and 
awards presentations will be held Wednesday evening, 
October 16. 
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SAM CHAMPS UPDATE 
By Jack Bolton, Contest Manager 

P lanning for the Champs is progressing. We have the hotel, field, banquet site and the general schedule lined up. The following 
pertinent data is provided for your personal planning. 

SAM CHAMPS 1996 
Site: 	Spencer Outlying Field (OLF) Pace, Florida 
Date: 	October 11-16 (Friday through Wednesday) 
Hotel: 	Ramada Inn Bayview, 7501 Scenic Highway, Pensacola FL 32504. Tel. (800) 282-1212, (904) 477-7155 
Events: All FF and RC basic events will be flown except FF Fuel Allotment Antique. Selected special FF/RC events are sched-

uled. Special event FF Gas Scale will not be flown. 
Additional Special Events: 	Wally Simmers Gollywock event (all variants). 

Sal Taibi Brooklyn Dodger Event (56" class B engines only) 
Jimmy Allen Rubber Event 
Spirit of SAM Electric RC Rubber Event 

GENERAL SCHEDULE 
Friday. October 11: 

1:00 to 5:00 pm - Contest registration at the Ramada 
5:30 to 9:00 pm - Bean Feed at the Ramada 
7:00 to 8:00 pm - Contest Brief at the Ramada 

Saturday, October 12: 
9:00 am to 4:30 pm - Contest at Spencer and registration 
5:30 to 10:00 pm - Grando Collecto at Ramada 

Sunday, October 13: 
8:00 am to 4:30 pm - Contest flying 
Evening free 

Monday, October 14: 
8:00 am to 4:30 pm - Contest flying 
7;30 to 9:00 pm - SAM Business meeting and Hall of Fame at Ramada 

Tuesday, October 15: 
8:00 am to 4:30 pm - Contest flying 
12 noon to 3:00 pin - Tour of NAS Whiting Field. USN bus departs an 

returns to Spencer Field. 
6:00 to 8:00 pm - Spirit of SAM Concours at Ramada. Door prize 

results posted at Ramada 
Wednesday, October 16: 

8:00 am to 3:00 pm - Contest flying 
5:00 to 6:00 pm - Special tours at Naval Aviation Museum 
6:00 to 7:00 pm - No host cocktails at Museum 
7:00 to 10:00 pm - Victory Banquet and awards. 

We will publish the SAM event schedule and registration form in the May-June issue of SAM Speaks. Also, we will include the 
event schedule and separate registration form for the NITS free flight Nostalgia events. 

The Pensacola FF Team is sponsoring FF NOSGAS with a separate sanction and CD. Six NOSGAS events will be offered: 1/4A, 
I/2A, A, B, C, and combined ignition. They will be flown October 12 and 13. Entry fees for Nostalgia competition are $10 for the 
first event, and $5 for each additional with a maximum of $20. We will schedule fewer SAM free flight gas events on the two 
Nostalgia days to minimize conflicts. RC and rubber events will be flown on those days. 

The RC Contest Director, Fred Mulholland reports that in addition to the RC rule book events, Ohisson Sideport and Pure Texaco 
will be included in the spark ignition championship. Glow championship events all will be rule book events. There will also be nine 

other RC special events which are 
not included in either the glow or 
ignition championships, all of which 
will be flown under existing rules. 
Contestants may fly any or all of the 
contest events. 

Get your reservations early. We 
already have 44 confirmed reserva-
tions at the Ramada Bayview. 

Spencer OLF — '96 SAM Champs 
Flying Site, with Contest Manager 
Cdr. Jack Bolton, USN Retired. One 
square mile of mowed grass! 
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Versa-Tip 
Multi-Purpose Tool 
For use in soldering, wood burning, 
plastic and foam cutting and many 
other hobbits 
and 2497 
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   THE HOT KNIFE 
By Bob Angel 

This useful tool is needed for just two special purposes: When 
I you need to correct a building mistake, or when you are 

repairing a crash. If you never get into either of these situations, 
you can save yourself some time by skipping the rest of this 
review. 

Now that we have your attention; if you've never tried a hot 
knife, you'll be pleasantly surprised at the way it can slowly slice 
between wood joints and separate glued parts. The heat seems to 
melt every type of glue and lets you follow and separate joined 
seams precisely. There is little apparent charring of the wood. 
The heat also seems to aid in slicing through solid balsa, but that 
goes a little slower. 

I hadn't seen a hot knife offered 
for years. but the local Home 
Base store advertised the Dremel 
"Versatip Plus" wood burning 
tool, model 1550. It's a multi pur-
pose tool with 5 tips, including 
soldering tips. The iron is 30 Watt. 
max. temperature 1,050° F. It's 
made in the USA, and has a 2 year 
warranty. Price was $25. 

The 5 tips are screw-in type, 
and the only minor problem found 
was that I had to run an 8-32 die 
over the threads of the knife collet 
(only) to get it to screw by hand. 
This would be an annoyance if 
you don't have a die handy. 

The collet is made of hard brass and accepts a standard #11 
knife blade. The mating surface with the iron has a flat wide 
shoulder and appears to be sturdy enough for the job. It's an 
improvement over the homemade knife I've used for years when 
I couldn't find a commercial one. 

But you might be interested in my "do it yourself' knife, 
because you just might already have the parts to make one up. I 
had an older 25 Watt Weller soldering iron, designated "SP-23". 
It had a screw in tip with a 10-24 thread. That's the same thread 
that most standard #1 hobby knives use to hold the #11 blade. 

I had to use a thick washer as an adapter/spacer, because the 
knife collet base wasn't quite right. That knife did the job, but 
with a little less authority than the new Dremel. The extra 5 
Watts of the Dremel speed the job, but also char the wood a tad 
more. And despite the larger thread size, the aluminum hobby 
knife collet isn't quite as sturdy as the Dremel brass collet with 
it's wider shoulder base. 

Bob's do it yourself hot knife made from an old 25 watt soldering 
iron with an X-acto collet and blade. 

TEXAS OLD TIMER 
By Bruce Augustus 

exas Timers are built by Hank Nystrom in Johnson City, 
Tennessee. The company was originally formed by Texan 

Jim Summersctt in about 1991. Jim died suddenly in 1993, and 
Hank bought the business from Jim's widow. Then, based on 
feedback from a questionnaire sent to a group of Jim's customers, 
he improved the original products and added several new ones to 
the line. Among them is the Texas Old Timer, built especially for 
SAM ignition fliers. 

We reviewed the Texas Old Timer A model, which includes a 
quick DT feature. The B model is identical in every respect 
except the rotating disk has no slot or DT wire. Both the A and B 
are offered in the ready-to-install configuration with wires and 
capacitor installed. The basic construction and clockwork 
mechanism is identical to other Texas Timer products. The Old 
Timer differs from the other products in that it has a built-in 
ignition switch, and a special spring and pawl to ensure the timer 
will provide a full 30 seconds. 

The timer weighs 22 grams complete with micro switch and 8" 
wires. It feels and looks solid and runs about 35 seconds, with a 
six second delay for the quick DT. It speeds up only slightly 
when the engine is running, but still runs over 30 seconds. 

The electrical micro switch is a quality unit, quite small, and is 
rated for 6 amps current. The electrical contacts are gold flashed 
for low resistance and extended contact life. The switch origi-
nally was planned to be on the front of the timer, but based on 
SAM member feedback. Hank moved it to the back. This 
increased the cost somewhat, but makes for a cleaner installation. 
and places the wires and switch inside the fuselage away from 
dirt and fuel. 

A capacitor is installed across the switch contacts, serving to 
reduce the amount of spark that occurs if the micro switch 
happens to open while the engine points are closed. The capacitor 
serves to extend the life of the gold contacts, which is valuable if 
a conventional ignition system is used. When used with transistor 
ignition systems, the benefit is minimal since the breaker point 
current is just milliamps. 

The switch is driven directly from a machined cam on the main 
spring shaft, where torque is at its maximum, leading to a reliable 
action. Hank found that using the cam to hold the (normally 
open) switch closed and release it at the point of engine cutoff, 
was a more reliable configuration than the other way around. The 
mechanism stops with the switch remaining open, rather than 
continuing to unwind, which would cause the cam to close the 
ignition circuit during subsequent revolutions. Continued p. 22. 



Frank Tlush with his Mite. It was the smallest gas powered 
model airplane in 1936. Powered by the Tlush small bore 
engine, was lost on a test flight. 

Hank Stumpf and Brown D powered 
Ohlsson Pacemaker. Red wing and 
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   FRANK AND CHARLIE TLUSH, GAS MODEL 
PIONEERS 

By Hank Stumpf 

F rank and Charlie got interested in airplanes in 1927, when 
Charles Lindbergh flew to Paris. They became regulars at 

contests in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and the New York area. At 
a meet on Long Island they saw Maxwell Bassett win the contest 

with his Miss Philadelphia 
powered by the revolution-
ary Brown gas motor. 
Since everybody else was 
flying rubber powered 
models, all Bassett had to 
do was put in enough fuel 
to beat the best rubber 
model time. This was in 
1934, and one year later 
gas models were required 
to fly in a separte category. 

tail, white Aselage. 	 Realizing gas models 
were the wave of the future, the two brothers decided to make a 
motor of their own. Charlie, who is 15 years older than Frank, had 
a job with Bendix Eclipse Aviation as a machinist. He had his own 
lathe with milling attachment and a drill press in his 
basement. Charlie is most responsible for the de-
sign and manufacture of the Tlush motor. 

The engine was origi-
nally intended for their 
own use, but the power 
and reliability of the Tlush 
motor was soon recog-
nized by other modelers. 
As a result, the Tlush Su-
per Ace Motor Co. came 
into being, offering the 
engine for $21.50. 'flush 
motors were only sold by 
mail order and were on 
the market from 1934 to 
1937. 

Frank designed and 
flew models powered by Charlie flash at age 94 in the 
the Tlush motor at numer-  machine shop in his home in Florida. 
ous contests and achcived Inset - Tlush Super Ace. 
many successes. 

Most noteworthy was his rust place win of the Texaco Trophy 
at the 1936 National Contest in Detroit. His model, which he 
called simply the Texaco Job was beautifully streamlined with a 
fully planked eliptical cross section fuselage, tightly cowled 
engine and a graceful 9 foot wing. The original model is on 
display at the AMA Museum in Muncie. 

The Texaco event, then as now, was a limited fuel, maximum 
duration contest. In 1936 Frank got 1/4 ounce of fuel per pound 
of model weight, and acheived a winning flight of 45 minutes. 

His next design was the 1937 Inspirer, a cabin model with a 78 
inch wingspan. It is one of Frank's favorites and used a crutch 
type fuselage construction, a method commonly used in those 
days. 

In 1938 Frank designed his 66 inch Mercury Meteor. It featured 
a pod and boom fuselage with a fully cowled engine. A 2 inch 
extension shaft was fitted to the engine to permit better nose  

streamlining. This model is also displayed in the AMA Museum. 
His last design, also in 1938, was the Mite with a 42 inch 

wingspan. It was used to test a small bore (5/8") Tlush motor that 
never reached production. This airplane and prototype engine 
were lost from Lyndhurst, last seen heading for New York. 

All the designs described above were published in Air 
Trails, a leading model magazine at that time, and plans for 
all are still available. 

I recently met both Charlie and Frank and this article is 
based on that interview. Charlie is now 93 years old and 
Frank is 78. Both were founding members of the AMA and 
both were inducted into he AMA Hall of Fame. In addition 
to Frank's models, a case displaying Charlie's engines 

including tooling, casting dies, machined parts, etc., is also in the 
AMA Museum. 

Charlie stayed with Bendix until his retirement and was 
General Manager of their plant in Teterboro, New Jersey. Frank 
formed his own company, American Standard Corp. in Trevalose, 
Pennsylvania, making precision gimbal parts for inertial naviga-
tion systems. The last 'Flush Super Ace Motors were made in 
Frank's plant in 1973, with a run of 200 engines. These were sold 
mainly to MECA collectors. 

Charlie now lives in Cape Coral, Florida and maintains a well 
equipped machine shop in his garage. Frank has a winter home 
nearby and spends summers in Yardley, Pennsylvania. 
Hank Stumpf 
1040 SE 43rd Street 
Cape Coral, FL 33904-536I 

Frank's 1936 Texaco Trophy winner, powered by Tlush Super Ace. 
This airplane is on display in the AMA Museum at Muncie, 
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OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS #20 
I lerkimer OK SUPER 60 

By Charlie Bruce 

K engines were produced by the 
V Herkimer Tool and Model works, 
Herkimer, N.Y Charles Brebeck Sr. ran the 
company and originated the OK line of en-
gines in the late 1930s. Early engines were 
of side port induction but in 1941 the 
Tornado 60, with front rotary valve 
induction and sub-piston porting 
was introduced. Very few of 
these engines were made before 
WW-H essentially shut down 
model engine production. When 
the war ended and production 
resumed, the name was changed 
from Tornado to Super 60, due to 
an infringement suit by the Curtis-
Wright Co., who had a full scale en-
gine also called Tornado. 
The Super 60 was one of the first engines 
to become available in 1945. Original 
engines came with a separate fuel tank of 
either red or white bakelite plastic with a 
cast aluminum top. I have a soft spot in 
my heart for the Super 60 because it was 
the first new engine I obtained after WW-
II. Mine was really set up tight, and took a 
full two hours of bench running to break 
in. I flew many models with it; not fast but 
dependable. 

The Super 60 was produced essentially 
unchanged for several years, later being 
sold as a glow model without timer and 
with a blanked back plate. The very last 
engines had a gold anodized aluminum 
head staked in place and black cylinder. 

The OK motto was "A snap to start" and 
this was true if you did your part; however 
on a cold morning it would snap your 
fingers too. 

Disassembly: 
Timer: Remove completely the 4-36 

pinch screw and slip the timer assembly 
off to the rear. This odd thread screw fits 
into a recess in the back plate and you can 
break the timer frame by trying to remove 
it with the screw in place. 

Needle Valve: The original OK needle 
valve body was threaded into one side (left 
looking at front) and held in place with a 
5-40 lock nut. The jet hole points back or 
slightly down. 

Cylinder: The cylinder is 
retained by two 6-32x3/8 
screws with lock washers 
which also hold the exhaust 
stack in place. Be sure the 
piston is not stuck so you don't  

bend the con rod when removing the 
cylinder. You may have to heat the case to 
free a stuck gasket, then remove the 
cylinder by twisting it as you lift. There is 
a thin paper gasket between the cylinder 
and case. The wrist pin should push out 
easily releasing the piston. Note that most 
engines have a solid bronze pin which 
does not require end pads, however there 

are a few engines with a tubular 
steel pin and two loose discs of 

aluminum for end pads. Don't 
lose 'ern. 

Backplate: The backplate is 
retained by three 6-32x1/4 
screws. There is a thin paper 
gasket. The camshaft will 
come out with the backplate. 

The con rod is easily removed 
at the bottom of the stroke. 
Crankshaft: The crank is a very 

tight fit in the front ball bearing and is 
best removed with a press or a large vise, 
pushing it out to the rear. Carefully block 
the rear of the case to clear the crank pin. 
The drive washer (if stuck) will be 
released when you push out the crank. The 
front bearing is removed by heating the 
case to about 350°F and pushing it out the 
front with a wood dowel or soft punch 
slightly smaller than Ur diameter. 

Re-Assembly: It should go back 
together in reverse of the disassembly 
procedure. Here are some things of 
special note. The front ball bearing is 
MRC no. R-6-F, single shielded. The 
shield goes to the front. You will have to 
heat the case to re-install the bearing. It 
can be pulled in place with the crankshaft 
using the prop drive washers and an old 
prop. You may have to tap the crank front 
or back to get the bearing to seat properly. 
The crank should spin freely if installed 
correctly. 

Note that the con rod has an offset in the 
lower end to clear the counterbal- 
ance. Be sure it's installed 
correctly. Incidentally 
the fragile die 

cast Super 60 rod can be replaced by the 
much stronger forged rod from the OK 
twin by placing a 0.100" thick washer on 
the crank pin next to the crank disc to 
provide clearance for the counterbalance. 
Length and bearing sizes are the same as 
the Super 60 rod. 

The camshaft has three drive holes to fit 
the crank pin. There are three positions 
possible for the timer also. Be sure your 
selected tinier position matches the 
selected drive hole. Points should just 
break at top dead center in the retarded 
position. Side note: The drive disc (w/3 
holes) is riveted to the camshaft and 
sometimes works loose, resulting in erratic 
spark timing or failure to run at all. To 
check your camshaft, look at it from the 
rear; the cam flat should line up with a line 
drawn evenly thru the lower portion of any 
two of the drive holes. If it does not or if it 
is loose in the disc, line it up and silver 
solder or spot weld in place. Be sure the 
crank pin enters the hole in the plate when 
installing the rear cover, and all turns 
freely. 

The cylinder can be installed with the 
exhaust on either side. Just be sure the 
piston matches the cylinder (wide side of 
the bypass faces the exhaust.) 

OK instructions call for a breaker point 
gap of .012 to .015 and a spark plug gap of 
.010 on the V size (3/8") plug. Recom-
mended fuel is 3/1 gasoline and 70 oil. 

Parts and Engines: There were several 
thousand Super 60s made and they are 
very durable (except for the timer arm) so 
there are quite a few for sale at swap 
meets. 

Ted Brebeck, grandson of Charles Sr. is 
still in business at: OK Engines, PO Box 
355, Mohawk NY 13407. His catalog is 
$2.00. He has a number of OK parts, small 
engines and literature. He also has an 
interesting if controversial 72 page book 
on the history of OK engines, titled "They 

Should Have Kept the Bear." 
Burnis L. Ray at Parts Is Parts, 6027 

W. Ken Caryl Pl, Littleton, CO 80123 
has Super 60 exhaust stacks as well as 
parts for other engines. Send him a SASE 
with your request. 

Test Results: 
OK Super 60 SN31837 3/1 gas & 
oil, Rev Up 14-6 prop - 6000 RPM. 
Next Analysis: O&R Sparkers. 

Correction: Dick McCoy's price 
sheet is free, not $3.00 as I stated in 
Old Engine Analysis #19. Send him 
a SASE with your request. C. Bruce 
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Poor Performance? 
or, How Straight Is Your Rod? 

by Old Charlie 
oes your 

L./buddy have 
an identical engine 
and his puts out a 
lot more power 
and RPM? Did 
you just acquire a 

4 used gassie from a 
swap meet and she 

just doesn't sound or run like it should? 
Compression good yet low power? Fuel 
and ignition systems working properly and 
no power? Just doesn't develop anywhere 
near the RPM that it should? 

Don't give up on her yet...Help is on the 
way. 

At some point in your engine's life did it 
ever make a sudden stop into terra firma, or 
even worse, blacktop or cement? If that old 
girl was winding her heart out at full speed, 
turning 8000 RPM for example, and sud-
denly slams to a stop within milliseconds, 
something has to give. And usually that 
given something turns out to be the connect-
ing rod. Unfortunately the normal procedure 
after a major crash is to clean off all the ex-
terior dirt, clean out the fuel system and fire 
her up to see if it still runs. Yep, she still 
runs like a champ. No problem, let's go fly-
ing. Not so fast, fellas. 

Nothing spinning that fast and suddenly 
slamming to a dead stop can survive 
without hurting, at least a little bit. And 
usually that little bit is called a connecting 
rod...excuse me, it's now called a bent 
connecting rod. 

If a connecting rod becomes bent or 
twisted it causes binding, cocked pistons, 
cylinder wear, piston scuffing, vibration 
and all the other stuff that contributes to 
power loss. 

As an example, the Ohlssons went 
through a series of four connecting rod 
modifications and upgrades during their 
manufacturing lifespan. The early rods 
were made out of a material slightly 
stronger than aluminum foil. Any unusual 
event resulting in the prop striking 
something and suddenly stopping would 
create a guaranteed bent connecting rod 
and a resulting guaranteed power loss. 

OK, I think you've got the message. 
Now let's get on to the cure. 

Naturally the first step is to dismantle 
the engine and remove the connecting rod. 
How to do this first major step is so 
different for each individual engine that it 
is a subject for another book. For now,  

let's assume that you managed to remove 
the connecting rod and have it in your 
sweaty little paw. 

Visually inspect the connecting rod for 
any obvious cracks, worn wristpins and 
wallowed out rod bearing or wristpin 
bores. 

Measure the crankpin and the wristpin 
diameter and make a trip to your local 
machine shop or metal supply distributor 
and purchase two pieces of drill rod.* 
These are relatively inexpensive and 
normally available in 12" lengths. Get one 
rod each for the crankpin and wristpin 
diameters. Also purchase two 3/4 sq. x 6" 
lengths of bar stock. The latter will be 
used as alignment gauges during your 
connecting rod straightening process. 

Lathe turn a 4" section of each of the 

drill rods to the diameters of the crankpin 
and wrist pin. A loose fit of the turned drill 
rods in either of the connecting rod bores 
indicate worn or wallowed out wrist pin or 
crankpin bores. If your connecting rod 
bores need rebushed perform this proce-
dure first. An accurate alignment cannot 
be performed until tolerances are back to 
specifications. Note: The smaller turned 
drill rod can also serve as a replacement 
wrist pin if polished to a smooth surface 
finish. 

Place your two lengths of square bar 
stock parallel to each other spaced about 
1" apart. These must lay on an absolutely 
level, flat hard surface. Insert your 4" 
lengths of drill rod through each of the rod 
ends and lay them across the parallel 
blocks. The rod should now be suspended 
between the parallel blocks and all four 
ends of the drill rods should be touching 
the blocks. Whoops, only three ends are 
touching - the other one is sticking up in 
the air. Worse yet if only two ends are  

touching. 
Pick up the connecting rod by holding 

the drill rods and then slowly and carefully 
twist the drill rods, bending the connecting 
rod in the proper direction until all four 
corners of the drill rods lie absolutely flat 
on the parallel bars. 

Do your bending by hand only. No 
pliers, no vises. Just brains and a little 
muscle power is all that's necessary. Take 
your time and bend carefully. Bend only a 
little bit at a time until you get the rod 
bores parallel on the horizontal axis. 

Now take a set of calipers and measure 
the distance between the wrist pin and 
crank pin drill rods extending out both 
sides as they lay flat on the parallel blocks. 
You may find that your connecting rod is 
bent on this axis also. 

Take your time and keep 
bending and adjusting until your 
connecting rod lies absolutely flat 
on the parallel blocks and there is 
equal distance between the drill 

• rod ends protruding on each side 
of the connecting rod. 

Once completed your connect-
ing rod is straight, and the bores 
are concentric with each other. 
Congratulations for a job well 
done. Now you can look forward 
to a sweeter running engine. 

*Note: The following is a mail 
order source for small quantity 
purchases of drill rod, bar stock, 
bronze bushing/bearing material, 

plus a multitude of other items of interest 
for the modelers needs. A catalog is 
available from: 
Blue Ridge Machinery and Tools, Inc., PO 
Box 536, Hurricane, West Virginia 25526 
(800) 872-6500 

Jim Hanson also has an OK super 60 in 
his Ray Heil designed Scram. Green and 
yellow, fine flying antique. B Y&O pro-
peller by Clarence Bull of Eugene, OR. 

_ . 
Jim Hanson of Costa Mesa. (1 starts the OK Super 
60 in his Playboy Cabin as Sal Taibi assists at Taft. 



Andre Trude! of Quebec holds his Airspan 
covered Bugaboo, a post-SAM Dutch design 
rom Aeromodeller. The wing and tail are pink 
ourescent, fuselage yellow flourescent. Andre 

is one of the more enthusiastic members of 
SAM. Mme. Trudel photo 
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    THREE HEAT-SHRINKABLE TISSUE 
REPLACEMENTS - LITESPAN, AIRSPAN AND 

FIBAFILM 
By Dave Larkin. SAM 86 

The Solarfilm company 
produces three tissue 

replacements: Litespan, 
Fibafilm and Airspan. 
Litespan has been around 
for at least 5 years. it was 
joined a year or so later by 
Fibafilm and now there is 
Airspan. Airspan and 
Litespan look very like 
coloured tissue in appear- 
ance. Fibafilm is essen- 
tially similar to Micafilm 

and gives a somewhat more glossy appearance. I've been using 
Litespan since it came out and found it very satisfactory for 1/2A 
Texaco models and for my small sport vintage models. When it 
was introduced, it was somewhat oversold to the British SAM 
public who were very upset at the aspersions cast on their 
beloved dope-and-tissue, however true, and rightly pointed out 
that Litespan did not provide the kind of torsional rigidity 
required for rubber model fuselages. It does have the advantage 
of being easy to use, light and not prone to introduce warps in 
flying surfaces. 

It does not become brittle with age. like tissue. Later 
the manufacturer. Derek Hardman of Solarfilm, intro-
duced Fibafilm, which does provide torsional rigidity 
and is still pretty light. Now he has brought out Airspan, 
which is lighter than Litespan. has more rigidity, and 
requires just a couple of coats of thinned dope to finish 
the tautening and to seal the pores. All these materials 
are available in colours. 
LITESPAN 

Litcspan shrinks, but not like Monokote or Solar-film. 
Cut according to the grain and make sure that the ma-
terial is fairly taut before attaching it. For wingtips you 
may have to use separate pieces just like you used to 
do with tissue, but expect it to shrink less than 
watershrunk tissue finished with taughtening dope. You 
do have to apply an adhesive to the structure, or to the 
material for overlapping joints. You can use either 
Balsarite or BalsaLoc, the latter having some advan-
tage of no odour. Some of our local SAM chapter swear 
by UHU purple glue as an adhesive. 

As with all films, and perhaps more so than most., 
accurate iron temperature is important 90-100°C 
(194-212°F) for tacking, 125-130°C (257-270°F) for shrinking. If 
you go too high, the material will lose its elasticity and you will 
be plagued with wrinkles over time. I've used a Coverite ther-
mometer in the past, and now use one of their new fancy irons 
with accurate temperature control. 

It is not necessary, or even useful to put clear dope on Litespan. 
It isn't doped on my 5 year old floatplane. 

I have found the material to be relatively puncture proof though 
it will yield to a really determined thistle if your plane alights on 
it vertically. The silver Litespan is less puncture proof than the 
other colours, but is easily patched. Be careful though, one side is  

usually slightly darker than the other. I've had a few nasty 
crashes with 1t2A Texacos that lead me to respect Litespan's 
ability to keep the structure hanging together on impact. 

Basically it should be used as a tissue replacement for all those 
places where you would use tissue, except rubber model fuse-
lages. If your model does look like a tennis ball then be prepared 
to cover it very carefully in sections. Your technique will 
improve with experience. You will be rewarded with a low 
maintenance, longer-lasting finish that looks good and doesn't 
bring down the torrent of conjugal wrath that the application of 
dope can provoke. 
AIRSPAN 

Airspan is the latest synthetic tissue replacement. It has a grain 
and there is a slight difference in texture and colour between the 
two sides. After heat shrinking, it should be doped with one or 
two coats of 50% thinned clear dope (shrinking) to fill the pores. 
It is available in a range of colours (see table), is very light-
weight, and fairly easy to use. An instruction sheet is provided. 
But most of us don't read instructions, so here are some more of 
them, if I may be permitted an Irishism. To give new users the 
best chance of success may I emphasize a few points. The 
comments made about iron temperature for Litespan apply 
equally to Airspan. As with Litespan, if you use a conventional 
Monokote iron, use a Coverite thermometer to check the tem-
perature. Better still use one of the new Coverite micro-processor 
controlled irons that hold the temperature to within one degree. 

Like Litespan, Airspan may be attached with Balsaloc, or 
Balsarite (or UHU purple 
glue). If you insist, you can 
certainly use dope. if that is 
the method with which you 
are most comfortable. The 
four phases of tautening are: 
1) Attach the Airspan over 
the framework putting it on as 
taut as possible. Hold it in 
place by sealing the edges 
with an iron. This iron should 
be set to the minimum 
temperature that will cause 
the material to bond in place 
(about 90°C, 194°F) and the 
material should be as taut as 
reasonably possible. Run the 
iron over the perimeter of the 
framework. The iron tempera-
ture should be the very 
minimum possible that still 
causes the material to bond in 
place. 

2) At the same temperature, or very slightly higher, go around 
the perimeter again, with the iron, pulling on the excess material 
to tauten the covering as the iron releases the bond. If you've 
used dope to attach the material I guess you'll have to use some 
thinner to free the bond in this phase. Try to get rid of all 
wrinkles at this point. 
3) After covering the whole assembly, then raise the iron 
temperature to about 130°C (270°F) and shrink the panels taut. 
4) Dope the finished model with a coat or two of 50% thinned 
clear shrinking dope, fuel proof if appropriate. This should ensure 
that the surface is sealed as well as taut. 
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To date, I find that the structure remains warp free without any 
special precautions such as pinning down. I have just finished 
doping a small 112A, 33" free flight model 'in the air' with no 
sign of any warps. It was supposed to weigh 6 ounces but, despite 
a heavier engine, came out at 5 1/2. Other Airspan users report 
similar weight savings over conventional materials when cover-
ing new models or re-covering old standbys. 

As you have to apply extra adhesive after you have put on the 
first surface, while this dries it is a good idea to avoid delay by 
covering several components at the same session. After doing one 
panel you apply the fresh adhesive in the areas where the new 
panel will overlap and set it aside to dry while you work on 
something else. If you are adding adhesive around a wingtip after 
you have tacked on a second panel, I find it best to do this before 
cutting the radial cuts to permit smooth covering on the overlap 
at the wingtips. When you are applying the adhesive, remember 
that undoped Airspan is porous and some adhesive will go 
through, onto the surface below, which could be tiresome unless 
you are doing it over a plastic sheet. 

As with tissue, letters and other decoration can be cut out from 
Airspan and attached to the covering. When doing this I found it 
best to tape the Airspan over the template so that it didn't move 
while I was cutting out the shapes. Of course you need to use a 
fresh blade for this task. It might be best to apply the adhesive to 
the back of the material and let it dry before cutting the shape out. 

Typically Airspan requires one coat of thinned dope on the 
wing and two on the fuselage. Don't overdo the dope or the 
covering will start to become brittle. One modeller decided to use 
6 coats then wondered why the fabric shattered when the model 
DTd onto tarmac. I've seen an Airspan-covered FAC Scale model 
that was given a subsequent coat of silver lacquer and it looks 
gorgeous. 

How does Airspan compare with other lightweight covering 
materials? It has only been on the market since the late summer 
of 1994 so it is early days yet. It appears to be most suitable for 
small and medium size free flight (power, glider or rubber) and 
RC models; it's not what you would want to use on your Gold-
berg Valkyrie. Use it where you would otherwise use lightweight 
silkspan or Jap tissue. In comparison with another newcomer, 
Polyspan, it is probably not quite as torsion or puncture resistant 
but it is much better than most traditional materials. It is avail-
able, unlike Polyspan, in a range of colours, including some 

Parameter Litssoan Airspan Matlim 
Weight, glsq. meter 28 to 30 22 to 25 40 to 45 
Dope required No 2 Thinned coats No 
Seal Temp 90°C/194°F 90°C/194°F 90°C1194°F 
Shrink Temp 130°C/270°F 130°C/270°F 130"C/270'F • 
Resilience High Med Med 
Torsion Resistance Med Low Med High High 

Size 
Npmberg4Solours 

20X36,20X 
9 

72' 20X36, 
8 

29 X 72" 
6 

White 
Black 

4 

'I 
\ , 

11 

N1 

Yellow 4 ■1 Ni  

Orange 4 4 .,1 

Red 4 4 Ni 

Blue +1 4 ' I  
Dark Green 
Cream 

'I 
si 

Fluorescent Yellow 11 
Fluorescent Pink 11 
Silver ..1 
Aluminum .1 

Temperatures up to 160T/320°F may be used to deal with stubborn wrinkles.  

fluorescent ones. As it requires less dope, the finished product is 
20-30% lighter than Polyspan. In comparison to Litespan it is 
also lighter, much more resistant to torsion and stays tauter. We 
don't know yet if it is going to be suitable for a Mulvihill or a 
pre-1952 Wakefield, but it's certainly fine for all parts of a Golly-
wock and any 1/2A power model. 

It should be possible to get Airspan from your Solarfilm or 
Litespan stockist, and it should be the same price per sheet as 
Litespan. It comes in 22 by 36 inch sheets. I believe Bob Pent 
(Balsa Products) will be stocking it. 
FIB AF1LM 

Where more torsional strength is needed the manufacturer 
offers Fibafilm, also very light, but fibre-reinforced. Unfortu-
nately it doesn't really simulate clear-doped colour tissue, it has 
more the appearance of a light coat of coloured dope (the 
material is glossy and slightly translucent). Aluminum Fibafilm 
can be used to simulate metal areas. It is equivalent to Micafilm, 
which is now made by the same manufacturer. No dope is 
required. Great care is required on compound surfaces, and it 
may be necessary to cover these in sections. It offers superior 
resistance to punctures. It is available in most colours, but not 
black. It comes in 72" by 29" rolls. 

Dave Larkin, 685 Farmington Ave., Ottawa, Ont. KIV 7H4 
Canada. 

A Sticky Wicket 
by Old Charlie 

B ob Stalick, the prolific columnist of the Free Flight column 
in Model Builder, recently wrote an article in his northwest 

free flight club newsletter, WMC Patter, reflecting on the loss of 
good adhesion in the modem nitrate dopes. 

In Bob's words "For the past several years, I have been 
lamenting the deterioration of stickiness in nitrate dopes. The 
result has been that tissue covering has become more difficult 
using the traditional dope and thinner methods. The stuff doesn't 
stick like it used to." 

Upon reading Bob's comments they immediately triggered a 
conversation I bad with Sal Taibi at the recent SAM Champs 
regarding the same topic. I grabbed my notebook and found the 
magic words of wisdom from the maestro scribbled within. 

Sal uses a nitrate based adhesive called Super Scam. It is used 
to adhere the covering to full scale aircraft, and is available from 
Aerodyne, however be aware it is a little spendy at $22.95 a 
quart. The saving grace is, can you imagine how many two dollar 
tubes of Ambroid you could fill out of a quart? As Sal stated "a 
quart should last a guy a lifetime." He describes Super Seam as 
being thick, almost like an old-time cellulose glue, and he does 
use it in an unthinned state as an adhesive for building his 
models. The following is Sal's covering technique. 

First apply a 50-50 thinned nitrate dope to the structure to be 
covered. Sand off the fuzz and raised grain. Now coat the 
structure with Super Seam that is thinned with nitrate thinner just 
enough so it won't create a spider web (string) when pulling the 
brush from the can. When dry, apply the covering by brushing 
acetone through the covering. Sal suspects that once you use this 
method you will never go back to using regular nitrate dope for a 
covering adhesive. 

The source for Super Seam is: Al Heinrich at Aerodyne, 1924 
E. Edinger, Santa Ana, CA 92705. (714) 258-0805 



Mark Galmmeier has done some serious scaling here. It's hard to tell from the photo, but 
the small fuselage is a full size (84" span) Taibi Powerhouse. The big one has been 
scaled to double size - 14 foot span. Mark used 181/2 rolls of Monokote. Engine is a 
Super Tiger 3000 turning a 24" pmpellet: 
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   BASICS OF SCALING - PART 2 
By Bob Angel 

Dart I discussed how to determine a 
scale factor. We'll conclude with how 

to apply it to paper to produce a scaled 
working plan. 

- One easy method is to simply take the 
original plan to a blueprint shop and have 

' it enlarged or reduced to the needed size. 
Apply the scale factor to the wingspan to 
make sure you're getting what you need. 
If the original print has a 66" span and the 

scale factor is 1.1 (or 110%) just ask the operator to enlarge by 
10% and check that the finished print has a span of 72.6", or 10% 
more than 66". You can usually use the new plan as a working 
drawing by making minor adjustments in wood sizes, etc. 

There will be times when you need to actually re-draw a plan 
using the scale factor. One such occasion is when the construc-
tion method needs to be changed. For example, I'm redrawing a 
scale plan for 1t2A use. The original plan was for a larger, higher 
powered model, and the fuselage construction needs to be 
lightened from solid wood to a built up structure. 

Another occasion would be when a plan is copyrighted, 
printer recognizes 
that it's illegal for 
him to reproduce it. 
Or you might want to 
produce a finished 
drawing for publica-
tion and use by oth-
ers. 

An easy way to pro-
duce a drawing is by 
using fade out paper. 
Drafting and artist 
supply stores have 
this paper in various 
sizes. They also have, 
or can order it in 
more economical 
rolls. Specify 1 inch 
squares with 10 X 10 
cross section. What 
you'll get is lightly 
ruled paper with 1" squares, and each square sub-divided into tenths 
of an inch. The name "fade out" apparently comes from the fact 
that the lightness and color of the ruling fades out in the reproduc-
tion process and doesn't show up on copies. 

By measuring key dimensions from the original drawing, and 
applying the scale factor, you can re-draw on the fade out paper. 
You'll need a calculator, a straightedge and a scale graduated to 
at least 1/16". The paper won't have to be taped down, nor is a T 
square needed, because the ruled squares are true right angles. 

You'll usually be working from inches and fractions on the 
original drawing and converting to inches and decimal inches 
after applying the scale factor. If you measure 4-7/16" on your 
original, and you don't remember, or don't have a decimal 
equivalent chart handy, just divide 7 by 16 to find .4375" as the 
decimal equivalent of 7/16" and add that to 4" to get 4.4375". 
Now, multiplying by your scale factor of 1.1, you get 4.81'  

(rounded) which you'll use on your drawing. You can read the 
4.8" directly on the fade out paper, but you must interpolate 
(estimate) that final one hundredth of an inch, which is just 1/10 
of the smallest division. 

It's usually easiest and best to lay out the drawing just like the 
original. But sometimes you can benefit by a different layout. 
One reason might be that the new scale fits the available paper 
size better if re-arranged. 
We can't give a full drafting course here, but here are a couple 

of basic reminders. Establish a vertical and a horizontal baseline 
for each major part, such as a fuselage view, or a wing panel. For 
example, the face of the firewall is often used as the fuselage fore 
and aft baseline. Draw in each of the baselines along a 1" fade 
out division line. Then measure and scale everything from the 
baselines. 

Let's say the wing leading edge is straight across, and we use 
that as the wing's horizontal baseline. If we're drawing the wing 
as two panels we'll probably use the wing center, or root as the 
vertical baseline. Now let's say we're laying out rib spacing, and 
the ribs are 2" apart. We measure 2" over from the wing center 
line and place the first rib. We do not then measure over another 
2" for the second rib, because this would create a cumulative 
error by the time we reached the final rib. Instead we measure 4° 

over from the 
baseline to place 
the second rib, 6" 
for the third rib, 
etc. This may seem 
a bit more work, 
but for accuracy we 
must always 
measure and lay 
out each dimension 
from the baseline. 

When laying out 
straight lines, all 
we need to do is 
properly locate 
each end and 
connect the two 
dots with our 
straightedge. 
Curves require 
more work. 

Working from both baselines, we need to locate and transfer 
enough dots from the original drawing, so that we can duplicate 
the curve with reasonable accuracy. Then we can use French 
curves, flexible curves or even go freehand to connect the dots. 

If we're not going to loan out or publish the plans, we can take 
shortcuts. Keep the original drawing on hand for reference, and 
draw just enough detail on the scaled plan to produce the model. 
Each rib for example, might be represented by just a single tic 
mark along the leading edge. 

In the case of the scale model mentioned above, I can use some 
of both techniques described. I've had the original plans reduced 
to the exact size needed. Next I'll trace the different parts 
outlines, which eliminates scaling and re-drawing all the curves. 
And finally, I can draw in those parts which need to be rede-
signed and lightened structurally. 
Bob Angel. 

and the 
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EQUAL CLIMB PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
By Dick Huang 

What is the power or RPM required of one type of engine to 
equal the climb performance of another type engine when 

the difference in engine run times are taken into consideration? 
The SAM LER glow engine events provide a run time of 18 
seconds for the Schnuerle engines and 23 seconds for the 
conventional cross-scavenged engins. The included Figure 
labeled LER Glow Old Timer Events compares these two engine 
types using the same identical propeller and the stated engine run 
times. For example, a cross-scavenged engine must run at 17,509 
RPM or greater to equal a Schnuerle engine running at 19,000 
rpm if both engines are using the same propeller. 

The basis of the analysis uses the following equation: 

RPMcs = ((RPMsch) 3x 0.7826)• 333  

RPMcs 

• RPMci 

Where: RPMcs is the RPM of the cross-scavenged engine. 
RPMsch : is the RPM of the Schnuerle engine and 18 

sec/23 sec = 0.7826 

The above equation is based on the fact that a propeller's 
horsepower varies as the cube of the RPM ratio and assumes 
equal efficiency at conversion from power to thrust. In other 
words we are comparing thrust times engine run time or total 
impulse of one engine type versus another engine type. 

The other events are: LER Antique Events, Ohlsson 23 Event, 
and Nostalgia Events. Dick Huang, 4032 Deep Valley Drive, 
Dallas, 7X 75244-7231 (214) 247-1016 
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Equal Climb Performance 
Noslalgin R/C Era a 

Here's one that does not lack for climb performance. It is Eut 
Tileston's 400 square inch Toledo Win-Aire, a rarely seen 1936 
design in metallic blue and white, with ED 3.46 Hunter diesel. 

Legoid .  
RPMsh - RPM of Schnuck engine 

RPM= = RPM of Cross Scavenged engine 

RPMei RPM of convened ignition engine 

RPMo= RPM of orig.nal ignition engine 
RPM RPM of Ohlsson 23 front intake ignition engine 
RPM* .• RPM of Olds-son 21 side part ignition envne 
RPMslo RPM of Nostalgia glow engine 
RPMig = RPM of Nattalgie ignition engine 
TRUINxe. - SAM LER engine run runes in seconds, the same lower aerie letter 45. elx•C 

ITC used to identify the speak engine type . 

RPM - engine propeller spood m revoltiona per minute 

rEqual Climb Performance 
Ohiseen 23 Event 

Equal Climb Performance 
LER  Glow Old Time Events 
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Its not Nostalgia RC, it's a free flight, and it's owned by Roger 
Lloyd. Superb workmanship in transparent red Monokote with 
McCoy 29 power. Carl Goldberg designed Cumulus. 

SAM RC NOSTALGIA FLIGHT RULES 1996 
by Loren Schmidt, 

Nostalgia RC Coordinator 

A fter reviewing the results of the survey I took at several 
contests last year, some changes have made to the RC 

Nostalgia rules. The changes to the original rules are underlined. 
No major changes, just small things. 
1) Any model airplane designed, killed or published between 
1/1/43 and 12/31/56 is eligible. 
2 Any production glow or diesel up to .65 or spark ignition 
engine up to 1.20 cubic inches of loop/cross scavenged design is 
eligible. Not eligible are schneurles, PDP, ABC piston types 
or converted glow to spark ignition. 
3) There are two classes: 

Small Engine: .000 -.300 for glow & diesel 
.000 -.350 for ignition 

Large Engine: .301 -.650 for glow & diesel 
.350 -1.20 for ignition 

4) All NOS models require a power loading of 100 ounces per 
cubic inch displacement. (i.e. a .19 powered model must weigh 
19.0 oz. minimum) 
5) Model must ROG/VTO. Some part of the model must touch 
the ground on takeoff. 
6) Engine run times: 

Glow = 18 seconds 
Ignition = 25 seconds 
Diesels = 18 seconds 
OK 
OK 

7) Pressure: 
8) Scaling: 
9) 2 wheels: 	OK on one wheel models 

1 Wheel NOT OK on 2 wheel models. 
10) 5 attempts for 3 official flights of 7 minutes max. flight. 
Attempts can be called during engine run. 
11) Fuel: 

	

	Gas and oil or FAI fuel for ignition. No Nitro. 
Any nitro for glow. 

12) Cam operated points only (no photo cell or Hall effect for 
ignition) 
13) John Pond Plan Service has Nostalgia plans. Send large 
SASE to Loren Schmidt for approved list. Any questions call. 
Loren Schmidt, SAM Nostalgia RC Coordinator. (916) 684-2265 
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   SAM NOMINATING COMMITTEE 
By Jim Adams 

D on Bekins, SAM president, announced the appointment this 
month of a nomination committee for selection of SAM 

officer candidates. The committee's job is to choose officer 
candidates to fill the positions of the elected officers of SAM, 
such as President, Vice-presidents, and Secretary/treasurer. 
Further duties of the committee would include preparation of the 
ballot and direction of the vote process. 

The committee will consist of Jim Adams, Chairman, and 
committee members, Bob Angel(CA), Art Hillis(CO), Robert 
Bucky Walter(OH),and Jack Bolton(FL). The positions are 
permanent until such time as they are changed by the president. 

All board positions for 1996-98 are open for nomination, and 
several are also vacant (incumbent not running). The vacancies 
include the positions of President, as well as the Vice Presidents 
for the Eastern and Rocky Mountain Regions. The selection of 
new officers by ballot is conducted every other year on the even 
numbered years during the month of May, by direction of the 
SAM By-laws. 

The committee is accepting nominations for 1997 officer 
candidates at this time. Nomination letters should be addressed to 
the chairman Jim Adams at 2538 N. Spurgeon St. Santa Ma, CA 
92706 

SAM HALL OF FAME 
By Jim Adams 

ach year during the annual SAM business meeting, 
.1..../presentatons are made to a number of candidates who are 
chosen to receive lifetime memberships and special awards for 
their contributions to model aviation. 

Nominations to the SAM Hall of Fame are now being accepted. 
The committee chairman, Jim Adams, has asked that members 
who wish to submit names, do so at this time. Nominations 
should include resumes highlighting the person's accomplish-
ments. 

After being chosen, nominees will be asked to attend the annual 
meeting at Pennsacola in October, where they will be presented 
with their awards. Nominees can be chosen for several different 
reasons. Model design ability, competition skills, leadership in 
model aviation and leadership in SAM, being some of the 
parameters. 

SAM Hall of Fame members are: Maxwell Bassett, Walter 
Good, Dick Korda, Chester Lanzo, Gordon Light, Irwin OhIsson, 
Bert Pond, John Pond, Sal Taibi, Frank Zaic, David Baker, Joe 
Beshar, William L. Brown, Frank Ehling, Joe Elgin, Mike 
Granieri, Charles H. Grant, Joseph Kovel, Irwin Polk, Nathan 
Polk, George Perryman, Mickey De Angelis, George Armstead, 
Jerry Stoloff, Ben Shereshaw, Earl Stahl, Henry Struck, Elbert J. 
Weathers, Herbert J. Greenberg, Jim Bohash, John Brodbeck, Vic 
Cunnyngham Sr, Dick McCoy, Claude McCullough, J.G. 
McNorgan, Tim Dannels, John Drobshoff, Carl Goldberg, 
Edward Lidgard, Donald Lockwood, Leon Shulman, Wally 
Simmers, Bob Scampers, Peter Sotich, Herb Wahl, John Worth, 
Jim Adams, Jack Bolton, Bob Cahill, Carl V. Carlson, Robert P. 
Dodds, Larry Jenno, William Winter, James Noonan, Joseph 
Konefes, Edward Konefes, Donald Garafalow, Karl Spielmaker, 
Carl Hermes, Tommy McLaughlin, Ernie Linn, Ralph Kummer, 
Bruce Norman, Bud Warren, and Woody Woodman. 

Please send nominations to Jim Adams, 2538 N. Spurgeon St. 
Santa Ana, CA 92706. Deadline is June 1, 1996. 
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POSTAL MEETS 
Q everal 1/2 A Texaco postal meets are scheduled for 1996. In 

addition to the SAM 89 meet mentioned on page 4. the 
following are also scheduled: 
1) SAM 35 in the U.K. will hold its meet June 16 and 17. In this 
event, the amount of fuel you can use is governed by the weight 
of the model, to the nearest 1/2 pound, at 2cc per pound. Engine 
must be Cox 049 reed valve with 5cc or 8cc tank. 8 ounce wing 
loading, maximum propeller 8". 

112 A Texaco Scale will also be flown. Cut off date for 
airplanes in both events will be 1950. For more information and 
entry form, write to Selwyn J. Knowles, 106 Warrensway, 
Woodside. Telford, Shropshire. TF7 5QE, England. Tel 01952 
585479. 
2) SAM 27 International postal contest will be flown August 2-
4. For information contact ED limier, 3379 Crystal Ct, Napa, 
CA 94558. (707) 255-3547, Fax (707) 944-8606. 

The annual Jimmie Allen Air Races postal event will also be 
held on any date selected by your club during the months of July, 
August and September. More details will be provided in the May-
June issue of SAM Speaks. For information, contact Larry 
Oliver, 1011 Olive Avenue, Coronado. CA 92118. 

San Diego Orbiteers won the 1995 Jimmie Allen Air Race postal 
contest and will sponsor the 1996 event. They are shown here 
mass launching at Otay Mesa, near the Mexican border on 
October 1, 1995. 

JUHASZ FERENC 
Excepts 45, there are 22 persons in Hungary who deal with 

antique models. SAM 97 represents Budapest and its neighbour-
hood where 3 million people live, this is almost 113 of the entire 
population of Hungary which can explain the strange rate. 
Altogether there are 1400 persons in Hungary who deal with any 
kind of models. 

Juhdsz Ferenc readies his RC glider. It is towed aloft on a 100m 
line or high start. 3 minute max, and then must land within 60 
seconds. Points subtracted for excess time or distance from spot. 

Kuntszentmiki6s is situated about 50 km south from Budapest, 
it is surrounded by a national park. In 1995 the International 
Model World Championship was held here. This years meeting 
will be held 11-14 July. You're welcomed here. 

Enclosed we're sending Benedek GyOrgy's BV-1 model draw-
ing. It was designed in 1945. Benedek Gyorgy designed the B 
"wing-profile family" [Airfoils - Ed.]. Last year Papp Gyorgy 
won in Austria with a model of this type. Juluisz Ferenc (SAM 
97) Csepeli Modellezo Sportegyesulet Hungary 1213 Budapest 
.)0(1 Damijanich J. U. 131. 
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  LARRY JENNO 
Here is a photo of my Hayseed taken at last year's SAM 

Champs. It has one of my ORR engines in it. It is a Class C free 
flight model, 930 square inches and weighs 57 ounces. It is red 
with navy blue trim and silver pin stripes. 

2 

The engine is the ORR 65 reproduction that I am now making. I 
have three engines that are turning a 13-5 Rev-Up propeller at 
better than 10,000 rpm (after break-in). I run them on FM fuel. 
Larry Jenno 4341 Flandes St., Las Vegas, NV 89121 (702) 731-
4029. 

JOHN MAKO 
Enjoyed reading your editorial [Issue #125] about you and your 

first diesel, the Mite. It was my first, too. The fellow who 
designed the Mite was Howard Manderville. He belonged to our 
club, the Astoria Airscrews, in 1945, and 46. We used to meet at 
Guy's Hobby Shop on Steinway Street in Astoria, Long Island. 
A buddy of mine chipped in with me and we bought a hand 
assembled Mite from Howard. We flew it in a U/C biplane; it 
went on for ever and ever - tons of fun. 

Howard was a crackerjack machinist, a virtuoso, really. He 
made all his engines on a 6" Atlas lathe that he had reworked. 
All his machining was done in the kitchen of his apartment. He 
also made a .15 diesel with variable compression. Polk's 
Hobbies in NYC sold them, but they were accepted for sale only 
after a young Chinese modeler tested them in free flight models. 
Howard was a simple, honest man, and I believe he died in the 
early 50s. John Mako 13660 Heartside Pl., Dallas, TX 75234 

SAM president 
Don Bekins has a 
Hayseed also. 
Shown above 
held by Bill 
Hermes, son of 
designer Carl 
Hermes. The 
airplane is radio 
equipped, cover-
ed with yellow 
silk and powered 
by an O&R 60 
front rotor: Right, 
Don takes off at 
Taft. 

SLICKER, NOT EIGHTBALL 
On page 15 of the January/February issue the picture of Bruce 

Mathews with Eightball: Eightball it's not - It's a Slicker as kitted 
in England, 1947 by Keilkraft— built in the thousands at the time. 
Was eventually kitted in 32", 42" (original), 50" and 60" spans. It 
was designed by Bill Dean, now president of Bill Dean Books, 
N.Y. He was chief designer for Keilkraft into the early 50s and 
published many designs in Aeromodeller and other magazines. 
He had developed versions of the Slicker, unpublished, including 
the 84", .60 City Slicker. Jim Moseley, 19 Banner Crescent, 
Ajax, Ont. LIS 3S8 Canada. (905) 683-3014. 



ELFIN 1.49cc Diesel 
Reproduction el the famou5 Elfin 09 engine 
produced in England around 1950 No Nelda or 
muffler. Avatable wah tapped paten. like the 
original. or ABC version. 

Limited Supply $49.99 .4 
Retail Value $99.99 

MODELECTRtC COIL 	  18.95 
1/4 - 32 SPARK PLUG   15.00 
CONDENSER 	 1.00 
PLUG CLIPS 	 2 FOR 1.00 
HIGH TENSION LEAD PER FOOT.... 1.00 
COMPLETE IGNITION KIT 'INCLUDES ALL ABOVE) 35-00 

Super High Performance HP .40 g . 61 Rear Intake free flight Engines 

Forster .99 
Ignition 

$289.00 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM 
RJL is the only factory parts source for these engines: • 

RJL --- German HB Forster Cox/K&B/RJE. Conquest .15 --- REMCO .29 	" ■ 
U.S. & Austrian made HP (Hirtenberger) 	HGK 	Kraft .61--- Holland Hornet .049 	■ 
Kavan FK -50 	Taipan .40 Testor McCoy Series 21 (Black Head, Finned Case) 	■ 

Viking Twin .65 --- DEW & Kustom .51-- Hassad Bluestreak 	Edco Sky Devil .65 	■• 
Cunningham .647 (some parts fit Orwick .64} 	 ■ 

••••• MMMMMMMMM • •11111•••••11111111111•111•11112••••••• 

■ 
■ 

■
 ■ 

■ 
■ 
■ IIII 
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Americas Mail° 2/1 Qua/fly! 

CONVERSIONS 
For Cox .0491.051 and .09 

This grand locks%) & fantastic performing 
RJL Douai head occiverwo uses a true o- 
ring seated contra pinion. Screws right onto 
your Cox Tee Dee. Medallion and Killer Boa 

engine (Engine not included) 

049!.051 $12.99 

RI! DIESEL HEAD 

NEW RELEASE 	 Virago Engines from 	America "s Most Modern Model Engine factory. 

Cunningham Blue Streak.64 
The Cunningham Blue Streak .647 is basically an Orwick with a ball bearing crankshaft and cast on 
mounting lugs and venturi. Produced in the 40's, it is a very rare engine as very few were made. It's 
actually better than the Orwick because it has a more conventional design and a ball bearing crank. 

Like the original, this current production model feature a lapped iron piston, bar stock connecting rod, 
and ball bearing crankshaft. The originals came with a 'make' timer which the cam actually closes the 
contact point. You can order our current production with original timer or Orwick style "break" type timer 
where the cam opens the contact. 

Differences from the original: Knurled prop drive, Slightly larger crank diameter, and a Better 
looking blue finish. 	 Special Price $239,99 Reg. Price $269.95 

Specifications: Spark ignition set not included. Ball Bearing Crankshaft. 
Loop Scavenged, Lapped Iron Piston 
Bore 	 .937 
Stroke 	 .937 
Displacement 	 .647 
Weight: Ignition version 	 12.6 az 

VINTAGE SPARK ACCESSORIES 

##t. 

sir 
For OS FP.40, FSR.40 and Tower Hobbies .40 

COnvel. your O.S_ FP 40 into a great 
RIC dile* at a very reasonable price.  

R-131119h ProOroloo conversion utilizes 
o sugar reliable ci-raig sealed coma 
piston and the special design combos. 
lion chamber provides superior eon 
and throttle response compared to oth. 
ern (Engine .s not included! Retail 
Vague 559.95 

Great Price 
Only $19.99 

CUSTOM HEAD ADAPTERS 
SO YOU CAN USE STANDARD GLOW RAGS 

COX 049 ADAPTER FOR LONG PLUG 4.99 
COX .049 ADAPTER FOR SHORT PLUG .. 4.99 
COX 15 TEE DEE & MEDALLION ADAPTER - 8.99 
TESTOR McCOY 049 ADAPTER LONG PLUG 5.99 

These heSd MOONS raked Med COmentmi te use SWUM iVee 
pup and your glow driver. {Engrg. & pLti nor rcluded ) 

RJL Conquest .15 
This is the hottest .15 around.  
It will even keep up with most 
.25's. Double ball bearings, 
rear exhaust and Schnuerle 

porting. USA MADE. 
Compare to retail of S200.00 

11 11/ 411111r  

RIC or Free Flight 
ABC Version $99.99 

Lapped Version $89.99 
 

SEND $1.00 FOR CATALOG 
of Engines, Parts, and Technical information. 

included FREE WITH EVERY ORDER. 
ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED - NO C.O.D.'s 

Prim; p.:b•c: in charge mina.' niece. :armlet' a.gptr n anon 
Prices good thiu May 30. 1096 or Voss supply lasts on some items, 

Shipping & Handling in continental U.S. $4.75 any size order 
miska,H4wat S nlernalona tvgiar Ware Resideros aerie 	Sales TO 

.09 $16.99 

Schnuorte Ported 
Double Ball Bearings 

Forged and bushed con rod 
ABC Ringed vo'cluorned bore 

Extremely high power to weight ratio 

These Forster engines are new production from 
RJL. They are made from the original casting dies 
and machined with RJL's modern CNC equipment. 

VINTAGE 
FORSTER 
ENGINES 

Forster .29 
Ignition 
S150.00 

The HP .40 is the 

smallest & lightest 
of any 40 made 
today at only 9.5 oz. 

Retail 
Value 

$269.95 

Inausfries P.iiD Box 5 Sierra Madre, CA 91025 
Telephone: (818) 359-0016 FAX: 818 301 0298 Email: RJLENGINES@aol.com  
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Hubert Lacey (left) with 
his Buhl Pup and Robert 
Caley. 

BILL COOKSEY 
The two ten foot Comet Clippers were built from John Pond's plans. Lan Turner is on the left with a Laser .75 powered blue and 

yellow version. I'm on the right with a Supertiger .71 in mine, which is mostly yellow with white trim. Both aircraft are covered with 
Super Monokote and weigh 11 1/2 pounds each. The photos was taken at our field in Brasstown, NC. 

The highly modified GHQ Special was built in New Zealand in 1936. It is Loutrel powered and flown as a free flight. I recovered 
and repainted it silver in New Zealand in 1988, and it is strictly a display model now. The original igniton system is still intact 
although it can be seen the original builder took a lot of liberties with the design. I think it is much improved. Bill Cooksey 2334 
Crawford Rd., Blairsville GA 30512 

ROBERT CALEY 
Hubert Lacey's Buhl Pup that won the 1935 AMLA National 

Free Flight contest in St. Louis was discovered in almost flying 
condition with its original Brown B motor, serial #32. This 61 year 
old model was carefully stored away in a wooden packing box in 
Hubert's basement with only the covering on the fuselage in need 
of repair. I believe the AMLA was the predecessor of AMA that 
was formed in 1936. Hubert Joined in that year, #6943 and is still a 
member. 

I met Hubert in 1949 during my summer high school job at 
Northway Airport in Columbus, Ohio. At the time he was em-
ployed at North American Aviation and flying his beautifully 
restored Culver V. We had a common interest in aviation and 
model building and became lifetime friends. 

Hubert was born January 23, 1914, started model building in 
1924 after being influenced by American Boy magazine that 
published a plan for an ROG model every month. From 1932 to 1935 Hubert honed his skills by building the factory display models 
for Geo. D. Wanner's Model Co. in Dayton. The most famous of these models was the Bluebird racer. Many of the Wanner model 
planes are still available through Ken Sykora's Old Timer Model Supply. now Aero Dyne. In later years he built two radio control 
versions of the Buhl Pup. These were very successful flyers. The model in the photos displays very well and has been offered to the 
AMA Model Museum in Muncie. A photo of Hubert and this airplane in its original form appears in Danny Shields hnok on page 4. 
Robert C Coley, 2847 Maplewood Dr, Columbus, OH 43231. (614)882-5062 

UI 



Bullet, designed by Torn Su 
built by Gil Morris. 

AIR MAIL Morch • AorII 1996  

BRUCE ABELL 
For a long time now I've been looking for a vintage glider with 

a long nose so I wouldn't have to shove a fistful of lead in the 
nose to get the CG in a reasonable position. When I saw the 
photo of Rado Cizek's Lunak in one of the SAM 95 newsletters, I 
wrote for the plans. 

The Lunak is typical of most of the European designs of that 
early post-war period with lots of spruce and lightening holes in 
the ribs. etc. I didn't have to add any ballast at all in the nose 
because two standard servos, receiver and 500 mah battery pack 
were sufficient to get the CG at about 50%. The first flight, off a 
175 meter hand tow, was over 10 minutes when I brought it 
down. 

It is a sheer delight to fly, it flies itself and I only interfere to 
change direction. It only needs the merest whiff of lift to climb 
out like a soaring eagle. Only problem is it is difficult to get 
down out of even moderately strong thermals, and in any wind 
stronger than about 8 mph the penetration is not good. At 
thermalling speeds just above a stall, the rudder response is poor. 
Otherwise Lunak is a joy to fly. 

I'm also ready to try a vintage control line speed model with a 
McCoy 29 in it and have a vintage A class team-racer with an 
Oliver Tiger 2.5cc in it. Bruce Abell, 17 Ferguson St., Cessnock 
NSW 2325, Australia. 
(The glider was designed in 1948 and won the Czech Nationals in 
1949. Rado subsequently lengthened the wing and tail and 
designated it Luna II. We don't know which version Bruce 
built; maybe he or Rado will provide us with more information 
on the subject. Ed.) 

GIL MORRIS 
Enclosed is a photograph and three-view of Tom Suter's 

1940 Class A Gas model, "Bullet." It was SAM approved 
last year. I thought you may want to include it in an issue 
of SAM Speaks. 

Tom was my mentor when I was a kid. He designed and 
built this model in 1940. I proxy flew it for him in a 
contest and liked it so much that I copied it and built one 
for myself that same year. I had documented it in detail 
and used that documentation for approval. Tom lives in 
Dayton, Ohio. He retired from the wind tunnel test facility 
of Wright Patterson Air Force Base something like 20 
years ago. 

I have plans available for the Bullet at $5.00 a copy 
postpaid in the States. If there is any further information 
you would like. I'd be pleased to hear from you. Gil 
Morris 2810 Brackley Rd., Columbus, OH 43220, 

MARK GLAMMEIER 
From left to right, David Everetts with his dad's yellow and red Trenton Terror. Bill Congdon also has a red and yellow Trenton Terror 

and I have my 10 foot Goldberg Sailplane. The third Trenton Terror, held by John Boyd is also red and yellow. My Sailplane was built by 
Buck Zehr of St. Joseph, MI. Buck was a long time SAM member and competitor. My closest friend, Dean Everetts, and the organizer of 
our local SAM chapter (Sioux Falls Gas Model Club, SAM 53) was a friend of Buck. When Buck died, his friend Gene Ireland of Berian 
Springs, MI oversaw the dispersal of Buck's models for his widow. Dean purchased the model originally and I picked it up in Michigan on 
my way back from the Toledo show one April. After a while Dean realized that he had no way to transport the model so he sold it to me. 

My grandfather started me building plastic airplanes when I was about 6 years old. I think he did this so I would leave his trains and RC 
boats alone. That was 40 years ago and I thank him for it. We need more grandfathers and fathers to get today's youth involved with 
hobbies of all kinds and get the kids off the streets and out of gangs. (End of soapbox). 

I progressed from plastic models to control line and finally single channel RC with vacuum tube receivers and rubber band escapements. 
I took a 14 year hiatus from modeling...and returned in 1982. While I compete in our local contests, I never do very well. Basically, I just 
fly for the pure enjoyment and pleasure. I don't fly ignition engines because that is too much work for something that is supposed to be 
fun. Give me a good 2 or 4 stroke engine that starts with only a couple of hand flips and I'm in the air and soaring with the birds. Mark 
Glaninteieg 312 S. Sherman Ave., Sioux Falls, SD 57103. (605) 339 0541 



Name 	  
Address 	  
City 	  
State & ZIP 	  
Dues Are: 	 Phone: 	  
$25 [US & Canada], $40 [for all others. US funds only] 

MEGA # Lir renewaq_ 

New Member? 	 
No PO boxes for New Members 

Make checks payable to Model Engine Collectors Association 

Send Application and Remittance to: 
Bob McClelland 
3007 Travis St. 
West Lake, LA 70669 

MECA Pledge: i, the underwed, do agree to uphold and practice the 
Model Engine Collectors Association's 

'Code of Fair Practices and Ethics' 
as follows 	1. To Protect the Interest of fellow Members 

2. To be Honest in my Dealings. My Word is my Bond 

Signet    Date:   	
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EUT TILESTON 
This world record thing is getting out of hand, and should be set 

straight. [See below. Ed.] 
I've spoken with Fred Mulholland about the Spirit of SAM 

Electric event at the 96 Champs. The event will appear on the 
entry form this year. I'll furnish trophies, and will sponsor a 
perpetual Colin Borthwick Memorial trophy to be awarded for 
the longest flight made by a Spirit of SAM Electric model. Colin 
was an Australian SAM 84 member who died on January 6, 
1996. He was well loved by all and was granted the honorary 
title of SAM World Ambassador. 

Eut with Colin in 1990 at Brisbane, Australia. Colin holds his 
Scorpion. Black fuselage, white wings and tail. cowled Bunch 
en ire. 

On another matter, it is distressing that after many years of peace 
with the RC flight rules, we have lately begun a repeat of the 
former turmoil over continual changes. I think it would be best 
for all if we instituted a five year rules cycle, so that we could 
have some certainty of what the rules will be for at least a five 
year period. Eut Tileston, 1800 Carmello Drive, Carmichael, CA 
95608. 

TILESTON SETS RECORD. NOT! 
Eut wants the record set straight about his world endurance 

record reported in the September-October 1995 issue of SAM 
Speaks. As many of you may have guessed, the story was 
intended as humor, and was entirely untrue. It was the invention 
of the editor, who erroneously thought it would be easily recog-
nized as satire. Eut has reported that many people he has spoken 
with believed the story, and he has received correspondence from 
all over the world about the story, including model magazines 
requesting photos of the Lysander. We regret the confusion. Ed. 

TEXAS OLD TIMER 
Continued from page 8 

The timer start is a trip wire, much like the old Tatone timers. 
One of the potential drawbacks is that the friction fit of the wire 
may not hold it with engine vibration. This has been solved with 
all Texas Timer products through the addition of a kink bend at 
the end of the wire where it meets with the clockworks. The wire 
latches to the clock in a way to prevent an accidental trip. The 
amount of latch force is easily set by a small change in wire 
angle. As shipped, the wire is formed so that once tripped at the 
start, it cannot vibrate back into the hole. 

The quick DT feature is extremely useful, and if installed on all 

old time airplanes would result in far fewer wrecks during initial 
flight testing. Hank solicited inputs from a wide range of ignition 
FF fliers. The responses were inconclusive, so he decided to offer 
the two models. We recommend the A model so you have the 
option, and you can ignore the quick DT function if you don't 
want to use it. 

A detailed instruction sheet is provided that covers installation, 
use, and maintenance. 

Some ignition fliers are now using their timers to trip a separate 
micro switch. The Texas Max, which has no ignition switch, has a 
DT scroll like a Seelig, and provides a forward facing trip wire to 
activate a separate switch. If so used, you would have an ignition 
timer with a DT function that can be used for quick DT as well as 
full max DT. 

Hank has been quite supportive of SAM, and has offered to 
include a SAM brochure with all literature he mails in response 
to information requests. Still better, he offers a 20% discount to 
any new SAM member who buys a Texas Old Timer within 6 
months of joining SAM. For information and a catalog, send an 
SAE to Hank Nystrom at 3317 Pine Timbers Drive, Johnson City 
TN 37604. Phone or FAX (423) 282-6423. 

The TEXAS MAX timer from Hank Nystrom. Not set up for 
ignition cutoff, but the left trip wire can easily be rigged to a 
separate micro switch. So configured, the timer provides engine 
cutoff, quick DT and full flight DT 
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FOR SALE  Remaining handful of 
cap souvenir badges from the 1995 
SAM CHAMPS in Sept. held in 
Colorado Springs, by SAM 1 member 
and designer, David R. Janson. Gold 

with black lettering, red airplane and blue sky. Only 
$5.50 pp to Dave at 2005 Dartmouth Ave, Boulder, 
CO 80303. First come, first served. Beautiful little 
mo-mentos and only a few left. Club gets the money. 

-MY 2511igg 
HIGHLY REFLECTIVE  HOLOGRAPHIC  SELF-STICKING 

TRIM FILM FOR YOUR HIGH-FLYING MODELS 

CHEAP INSURANCE AGAINST FLY-AWAYS 
Check or M.O. for $5.00 for a 3"xl 8" strip 

For a Free Sample send  SASE  to: PEP AVIATION 
111 E. GENEVA DR. TEMPE, AZ 85282-3638 

(602) 966-6384 
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OLD TIMERS JOURNAL 
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO Sept 10-15 1995 
• Memorabdia 1930s & 40s • Nostalgia Plans - FAI 
• Old Timer Photo History • Results & Photos '95 Champs 

Book has 40 pages of historical coverage including the first Old Timer 
contest in Denver 1963 Also the first Texaco gas model contest in 1936. 
GET THE REST OF THE STORY - 1995 SAM Champs. This special 
report is 12 pages with 33 photos. Complete results to third place. 

* COMPLETE BOOK $10.00 POSTPAID * 

CONOVER MODEL WORKS, P.O. Box 628, Longmont, CO 80502 

ALDRICH . MODELS 
12822 Tarrytown, San Antonio, TX 78233 

(210)656-2021 (Fax on 6th ring) 
CUSTOM TUNING AND RESTORATION 

OF OLD TIME ENGINES 
Complete Chrome Service 

Superior Accuracy and Quality 
Light Weight ignition Systems 

S.A.S.E. for brochure 

Off Electric Plans - LMRiTexaco 
630 sq.in. 35 oz. 7 cell-800 

PLAYBOY SR, Foote WESTERNER, 
KERSWAP, Megow CHIEF, ATOMIZER 

$10.00 each folded or $13.00 rolled 

MODELAIR-TECH 
Bob Aberle 	Tom Hunt 

P.O. Box 12033 
Hauppauge, NY 11788-0818 

NFFS MEMBERSHIP AND RENEWAL APPLICATION 

Mail to: 
NFFS 
19Frederick Drive 
NewportNews,VA23601 
Subscription rates include annual tee ol $.501or 
Society. The balance of Melee in each category 
NFFS Digest Subscriptions are not avaitable without 

MEMERSHIP FEES AND SUBSCRIPTION 

Make checks payable 
to the National Free Flight Society 

membership in the National Free Flight 
is f or Subscription to FREE FLIGHT, the 

membership. 
RATES (1 and 2 yr.) 

Age 198 over and 
residents°, foreign 
countries. 

1 yr..91 5 0015,50 membership tee Plus S14.50 sitscriPhan I 

2 yr.$27 00 WI .00 membership fee plus S26.COsubscripeon) 

Age 18 & under. 
1 yr. 57.50 (5.50 members hip lee plus $7.00 subscripeon) 

2yr.S13.50(91.00membershipreeplusS12.50subsaiptior) 

Subscriptions are Rol avadable 

Ages are as otJuly 1 of the current 

without membership. 

year. Please circle applicable lees. 

Renewal El 	Addresschanoe ❑ 

Mo. 	Yr. 
Newmember ■ 
Currentexpiration date: 
Name 	 NAM 

Address Telephone I 

• 
City, State rip 

This is a NEU membership ApplicAtionl 4 SAM membership application is on page 25  

SAM PLANS LIBRARY 
The following Lanza Plans are available, including some new 

drawings. Many other plans are also available: 
Lanza RC-lAntique cabin gas 84" span 	 $7.50 
Racer 12 ft. 	Antique gas RC, 2 sheets 	12.50 
1/2 size Racer 	72" span, 2 sheets 	 7.50 
Bomber 	 Antique gas pylon, 96" span 10.00 
Bomber RC 	80" span 	 10.00 
1/2 size Bomber 	48" span RC 	 7.50 
Baby Burd 	37" Bomber 	 6.50 
Classic 	 1938/39 cabin & Wakefield 	7.50 
Duplex 	 1936 cabin, stick & Wake 	7.50 
1940 Record Holder 300 sq. in. rubber stick 	7.50 
1945 Record Holder 350 sq. in. Class E cabin, 64" 7.50 
1940 Cabin 	300 sq. in. rubber 	 7.50 
1933 Cabin 	30" span rubber 	 5.00 
Detroiter 	 1947 Wakefield 	 7.50 
Puss Moth 	51" span semi scale 	7.50 
1938 Airborne 	Antique glider, 108" span RC 15.00 

All prices include postage. Send check to Floyd Reck, 10332 
Tristan Drive, Downey, CA 90241 

Class"A" NFFS Nos Legal, Cox .051 Medallions 
The National Free Flight Society has arranged a special run of 
Nostalgia Legal Class "A" engines. This engine will never be for 
sale anywhere else. Once the minimum order number has been 
met, the engines will be produced. To ensure your engines will be 
held for you, send no money now, but do send a self-addressed. 
stamped post card indicating the number of engines you will 
purchase to: Bob Beecroft 1014 Daisy Court, Carlsbad, CA 
92009-4846. Remember, send no money now. The engines will 
be $30 each, plus $3 each s & h. Your postcard will be returned 
when they are available; payment due before shipment. 

UI 

I 
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    Condor Field, Taft 

Black Sheep Champs 
Fun Fly -Memorial Day , 1996 
May 24, 25, 26, and 27 

oLD I IMERS 
30 SEC ANTIQUE (SAM) 
SCALE GAS ( SAM) 
A FUSELAGE (SAM) 
Fi FUSELAGE (SAM) 
C FUSELAGE (SAM) 
A PYLON (SAM) 
B PYLON (SAM) 
C PYLON (SAM) 
TEXACO (SAM) 
1(2 A TEXACO 
112 A TEXACO SCALE I 
.020 REPLICA (SAM) 
RUBBER SCALE (SAM) 
TWO BITS (BI. Sh.) 
COMMERCIAL RUBBER (SAM) 
SMALL RUBBER CABIN (SAM) 
LARGE RUBBER CABIN (SAM) 
SMALL RUBBER STICK (SAM) 
LARGE RUBBER STICK (SAM) 
4 oz. WAKEFIELD (SAM) 
8 oz. WAKEFIELD (SAM) 
TWIN PUSHER (SCIF) 

Nlolth OAS 
1=30 (BI. Sh.) 

NITE GAS. SUNDAY 
112 A GAS (AMA 101) 
A GAS 	(AMA 102) 
B GAS 	(AMA 103) 
C GAS 	(AMA 104) 
D GAS 	(AMA 105) 
SCALE (AMA 504) 
CONTROL LINE BALLOON BUST 

4:30 P.M. TO 8, SATURDAY 
5 1,000 SHOOT OUT ( Hanson) 

.r.c .r rocs 
A ELECTRIC (AMA 160) 
B ELECTRIC (AMA 161) 
ELECTRIC COUPE (Pulley) 
E-30 (BI. Sh.) 
EX-30 (BI. Sh.) 
SUNDAY SHOOT OUT 

NOSTALGIA 
177A 
	

(NFFS) 
1/2 A, A, COMBO (NFFS) 
B, C, COMBO 
	

(NFFS) 

GAS SHOOT OUT  
10 SEC. ENGINE RUN 
4 SEC. D.T. 
TWO FL1TES, NOON SUNDAY 

CATAPULT GLIDER  
SCALE CG-30 (BI. Sh.) 
CG-30 Sh.) 
AMA 142 

GLIDER  
OUTDOOR HLG (AMA 140) 
NITE HLG 
TG-30 (BI Sh_) 
A-1 (AMA 154) 

no circle tow for TG-30 or A-1 

(Mike Ringrose ) 

otHER RUBBER 
PEANUT SCALE (AMA 501) 
HELICOPTER ( AMA 127) 
BOSTON CABIN (81. Sh.) 
JR. PRAIRIE BIRD (BI. Sh.) 
EMBRYO + PRAIRIE BIRD combined. 
P-30 	(AMA 124) 
SCALE P-30 (BI. Sh.) 
NITE 	P-30 
RUBBER SCALE (AMA 503) 
MOFFETT ( Steve Moffat) 
MASS LAUNCH SAT. 6 P.M_ 
No entry fee. Lets get any 
and all rubber in the air! 

MOST UNUSUAL - ROY CLOUGH 
Sh. Rule book) 

CO 2 
AMA 163 +164 combined. 
CO 2 -30 (BI. Sh.) 
CO 2 SHOOT OUT (R.C. assist) 

Gasparin 9 Cyl. to winner (Hanson) 

ROCKET (AMA 162) 

HATRAK FLYING WING  
RUBBER 
GLIDER, 164' TOW LINE 
GAS 
SCALE, ANY POWER. 
CONTEST DIRECTOR: 

CARL HATRAK 
(310) 676-2833 

BOTH SAM, 
8 C.C. FUEL 

SPECIAL RULES. AMA GAS AND NOSTALGIA.  
3 MARES - THEN A ONE FLIGHT FLY OFF AT ABOUT 4 P.M. THAT DAY FOR EACH CLASS. HIGH TIME, 
LAUNCH TO GROUND. TO BE RECORDED. PLACEMENT IN ORDER OF HIGH TIME FOR THE 4 DAY CONTEST_ 

EVENTS FLOWN ON SEPARATE DAYS 
11:11)A'Y SATURDAY St IN HA Y MONDAY 

1/2 A GAS HATRAK FLYING 7: 30, TWIN PUSHER 7: 30. P-30 
A GAS WING EVENTS MASS LAUNCH (SAM) MASS LAUNCH 
B GAS 4:30 P.M. TO 8. 7: 30 TO 8:30, SUNRISE 7: 30 TO 8:30. 
C GAS CONTROL LINE ELECTRIC SHOOTOUT AMA GAS SHOOT- OUT 
D GAS BALLOON BUST NOON GAS SHOOT OUT 1/2 A GAS 
CONTESTS OVER 6 P.M. DAY F.F. OVER A GAS 
AT 5 P M Mass Launch, any 

rubber, last down 
AT 5 P.M., 

THEN BANQUET 
B GAS 
C GAS 

wins, trophies to EVENING. 9 P.M. D GAS 
fifth place. NITE HLG CONTESTS OVER 
CONTESTS OVER NITE P-30 AT 2 P,M. 
AT 6:30 P.M. NITE GAS 

MIDNITE. ALL QUIET 

CONTEST DIRECTORS: 
STEVE MOFFAT 	(818) 504-9096 
LYNN PULLEY 	(805) 296-0629 



DAVE'S WOOD PRODUCTS 
12306 BERGSTRASSE 

LEAVENWORTH, WA 98826 
(509) 548-5201 

•• CONTACT CEMENT- INDUSTRIAL GRADE, HEAT 
RESITANT, WATER BASED, NON TOXIC. 
•. HOBBY LOBBY DEALER DISCOUNTS ON ALL HOBBY 
LOBBY ITEMS. 

OBECHI VENEER, SELECT AND STANDARD GRADES. 

VISA 	
• CALL OR SASE FOR INFORMATION • CO 

he largest selection of plans in the world at the 
most reasonable prices 

NO. 25 OLD TIMER/FREE FLIGHT NOSTALGIA $2.00 
NO. 25 RUBBER/CONTROL LINE/RC $2.00 

NO. 25 FLYING SCALE A-K $2.50 
NO. 25 FLYING SCALE L-Z S2.50 

Sarre plans prices effective Jan. 95 to Dec. 96 
VISA ACCEPTED — Minimum Order $10.00 

P.O. Box 90310 
San Jose, CA 95109-3310 

(408) 292-3382 (Tues. or Fri.) 

SAM MEMBERSHIP AND RENEWAL APPLICATION 

Subscriptions to SAM Speaks are not available without member-
ship. Membership rates: 

❑ 1 yr. Residents of Canada and the U.S. - $18.00 
❑ 1 yr. Foreign - US $30.00 (Air Mail only) 
❑ Renewal ❑ New Membership 
Name 	  
Address 	  
City 	 State 	Zip_ 
AMA No. 	SAM No. 	SAM Chapter No. 
Sponsor (New Members Only) 	  

I agree to follow the rules of the Society of Antique Modelers 
and uphold the principles stated in the SAM Preamble. 
Signed: 	  

Note: Membership in the AMA is required to fly in SAM contests. 
Be sure to put your SAM number on your check if renewing. 
Make checks payable to the Society of Antique Modelers. 

Send to: Larry Clark 
P.O. Box 528 

Lucerne Valley. CA 92356 
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NEW ELECTRONIC IGNIT ION SHUT-014' —THE HOT spar 
Working with a friend who is an electronic engineer and a top scale modeler we have what 

I think is the best and easiest way to cut off your ignition for RC assist. Easier and better 

hitt% a mire,, or pull switch. After over a year of flying the Hot Spot is free of the interferenet 

picked up by most electronic switches. I have over RV flights on one test nuidel_ 

The HOT SPOT includes the transistorized Ignition system all on the same pc 
board.Easy to wire up, just S wires + ground, about 1/2 ounce. 

No mini servo or transistorized ignition system needed. Specify servo plug 

JR (Futabo.) or Airuonies. 
Latest model has a shorting plug which will let you run your engine at a contest 

without your transmitter. 
PRICE $40.00 Post paid. 

BOB 111 /1 NI 1'S P.O. BOX 741 SAN BERNARDINO. CA  92402 
01091 US 10S9 

 

I 	 . 

 

6:-  JOHN POND 	 
Old Time Plan Service 

Fine Products From 

2301 Sonata Drive • Rancho Cordova,CA 95670 
ANTIQUE & OLD TIMER MODELS 
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT 

Send $1.00 for catalog of over 300 kits 
Credit cards acceptable 

SHORT KITS 	 (916) 635-4588 

CARBON FIBER-KEVLAR-BORON 
Pulltrusion-Cloth-Filament-Tow-Thread  

LIGHTWEIGHT COVERINGS 
Mylar -.000059 -.00025 -.0005 -.015 
Polyspan, - polyester tissue paper 

Flourescent Dye Pigments 
Microfilm, Plastic-Stic CA glues 

Special roll quantity pricing for clubs and 
manufacturers with $200 per item min. order 

MODEL RESEARCH LABS 
25108 Marguerite #160 

Mission Viejo, CA 92692, USA 
SEND 51 FOR FULL CATALOG 

SUPPORT 40CAR SAM SPGACC AbliGRTicGRS 

SAM MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION 
Annual dues includes a subscription to SAM Speaks published by the 

Society every other month. 
Dues for U.S. and Canadian members are US $18 per year (6 issues of 

SAM Speaks). For other than U.S. and Canadian members, the individual 
rate is US$30. Special rates for foreign bulk shipments of SAM Speaks are 
available. Contact theSecretary/ Treasurer. Dues payments for up to three 
years in advance are accepted. 

Membership expiration dates are shown on SAM Speaks address labels. 
If renewal dues are not received by the expiration date, a "Dues are due" 
notice will be sent. 

New members receive a SAM decal, Rule book, and Approved Gas 
Models Designs Book along with their initial membership card. Addi-
tional SAM decals (small, medium Sr large) are $30 each. Rule books ($1).. 
Approved Gas Model Design ($3) are also available. Send checks payable 
to SAM, c/o Larry Clark, Secretary / Treasurer, P.O. Box 528, Lucerne 
Valley, CA 92356 
SAM Library, which has all model magazines dating back to early 1930's, 

provides copies of original articles on designs for a small fee. Contact Gene 
Wallock, 220 Leroy Ave., Arcadia, CA 91007. Phone (818) 445-5091 

USE THIS SAM MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION TO GIVE 
SOMEONE A GIFT MEMBERSHIP IN YOUR FAVORITE 
AEROMODELING SOCIETY. SIGN YOUR NAME AS 

SPONSOR. WIN THE RAFFLE PRIZE. YES. 



STILL BEEPING MODEL FINDER  STILL TATTLING 
the compact. lightweight sound transducer, now helping 
modelers all around the world. Just turn the TATTLER 
on before launch. It beeps once to let you know it is 
functioning and after a none minute delay starts emitting 
a piercing 1 second beep at 10 second intervals for up to 
12 hours. Can be heard at distances of 300 feet. 

TOP VIEW 

14 	SIDE  VIEW 	2.65"  
Reference 

Send check or money order to: 
	Triplek,Products. Inc. 

John Watters 
	

P.O. Box 1232 
(616)968.7181 

	
Battle Creek, MI 49016 

Wt.- 8 	
Buzzer 

 r 	  	13_1 

OUAN.  DESCRIPTION 	PRICE/EA. 	H&S 	TOTAL 

____ Tattler Unit 	$32.50 w/2 bat. + S2.50 Grd 	 
BR 1216 Battery 	$2.25 	 N/C 

_ 	BR 1225 Battery 	$2.25 	 N/C 
Please add 6% sales tax within Michigan 	 

TOTAL ORDER------S__..____ 

ELECTRIC POWER 
Don't Be fooled By Hot Names & High Prices 
LEISURE MOTORS SWEEPS ELECTRIC 
TEXACO 3 YEARS IN A ROW AT THE 

SAM CHAMPS. 
Congratulations Phil Pearce - 1995 winner! 

Leisure Electronics 
2950 Airway Bldg. A-4 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

VISA 
	(714) 435-9218 

ANNOUNCING 

MAXWELL D.T. TIMERS 
Modified Tomy for Rubber Models 

ACCURATE • RELIABLE • LIGHTWEIGHT • SAFE 
Complete With Instructions 

$12.95 + $2.5 P&H 
MIK'S MODELS 
P.O. BOX 1373 

HOLLWOOD, CA 90078 

Eltik** 
SL9DE..1 Announcing ARGO - U.S.A. 

SUPPLIES FOR THE HOBBIEST 

	 NEW PRODUCTS 	 

E.D. 'Hunter' repro $135.00 	Elfin 2.5oe repro 1100.00 

011v•r 7Ig•r MkIll repro $110.00 

Add $3.00 per •noln• for postage 

Calif. r•a. add 8% for sales tax 

1924 E. EdIna•r: Santa Ana CA 92705 (714)255-0805 

A new CHAMPION  ! 

ARGO 
Elfin 

2.49 cc 

America's 
outstanding 

DIESEL 

Engine ! 

ARGO 

3229 Dianora Drive - Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90275 
(310) 377-6186 

111E WAKEFIELD INTERNATIONAL CUP 
A HISTORY 1911 to 1995 

This History is about the Wakefield contests that have 
taken place since the dawn of aviation (85 years) and 
continue to this day. Each contest is chronicled, artist 
drawings of the Wakefield Champion, and the Winning 
Wakefield are included in all 46 chapters. Orders may now 
be placed for the spring '96 publication. $30 unbound, $40 
bound & signed. Send to Charles Rushing, PO BOX 1030 
Sutter Creek, CA 95685, USA. 
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WANTED - Sky Devil 
Nelson 19, 29 or 40 
Rossi 19, 29, 40 or 61 

Call: John Collins (6I9) 559-5678. Fax (619) 224-1423.  

SAM 35 YEARBOOK #8 
SAM is offerring this valuable compendium, 
published each year by SAM 35, England. 

Send a check for $12 (post paid) made out 
to SAM: 

Jim Adams 
2538 N. Spurgeon St, Santa Ana CA 92706 



foreign 
sales -
write 

TALES OF AN 
ANCIENT MODELER 

Stories about growing up with modeling in those 
"Good '01 Days." It's a funny, nostalgic and moving 
rendering of how modeling used to be. Entertaining 
and well documented with over 100 photos of model-
ing, spanning over 60 years. 

$14.95 P.P. USA only 	 Check / R1.0. 
Norm Rosenstock 
124 Granada Street 

Royal Palm Beach, Fl 33411 

March • April 1996 	
II  

ADVE 

A MANUAL: HOW TO THERMAL 
OLD TIME RC MODELS 

How To: LOCATE THERMALS 
FLY IN THERMALS 
TRIM FOR THERMALS 
BEST OLD TIMERS, ETC. 

Written By TOM WILLIAMS 
Send $14.00 (P.P.) Money Order to: 

709 Royal Ave. 
Midwest City, OK 73130 

SAM Coffee Mug 
Large 11 oz. white 
ceramic mug with 
fired on SAM 

IV 	 emblem.S7.50 plus 
$2.00 s & h. 

, 	 R.N. Wert 
60 Panorama Lane 
Sedona, AZ 86336 

$., 
4ctone. 

Wale 24e ‘ 	 Pasch. / Sowlee 
Owner 

,10114 Ntse044 
Manufacturer of Super Cyclone Engines 

Custom Motor Work, Replacement of All Threads 
Glow to Ignition Conversions 

AMA 458234 SAM 3120 
665 Chaparro Road • Covina, CA 91724 • (818) 332-0023 

.., 

P.A.W. DIESELS - .09 & .15 TEXACO SPECIALS. 
THE NEW .40 IS PERFECT 
FOR BIG TEXACO. PRICES 

gke 	 & DIESEL INFO $1. 
11.... 

.. - 	 ERIC CLUTTON 
i 	 913 Cedar Lane 

Tullahoma, TN 37388 

JUNE 14, 15 AND 16 1996 
S.A.M. 5810TH ANNUAL RC ASSIST OLDTIMER 
AND ANTIQUE MODEL AEROPLANE CONTEST. 

AMA SANCTIONED 
LOCATION: 10 MILES NORTH OF SYRACUSE, NEW YORK. 
For entry form and contest rules. contact Robert Russell, 98 
Erkenbeck Road, East Syracuse, New York 13057. (315) 656-0858. 
Trophies to third place. Large on-site camping area. No hookups. 

KEEP-EM-FLYING" Reproduction Parts for your vintage Spark 
Ignition Engines. Send $1.00 for NEW 1996 List of over 100 parts 
available. TO: DAVID WILKE, P.O. BOX 188 IDYLLWILD CA 
92549-0188. 
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PLANS - Old Timer and Nostalgia. Scale and Sport. Powered, 
rubber, towline. RC sailplanes, scale, sport and electric. All 
illustrated. Catalog $2.00. CIRRUS AVIATION LTD. P.O. Box 
7093, Depot 4, Victoria, B.C. V9B 4Z2 Canada. 

PLANS: Rubber powered OTs including Lidgard's Eugene. Gas 
including the Swoose .19, LaTorre's Alert in full & .020 sizes. 
Schoenbrun's Theo-radical. Several rubber scale. One OT RC 
sailplane. several Nos gas & moderns. Send $2.00 for catalog. 
JIM O'REILLY'S MODEL PLANS. 213 Wyndmere Place, 
Garden City, GA 31408. (912) 964-7634. 

FLYING SCALE KITS: Aeronca C-3. span 58" $39.95: 
Fairchild 51, 51.5" $49.95: Northrop Gamma. 50.8". $44.95: 
Stinson 108-2, 55.3" $49.95: Taylor Cub, 53" $44.95. Kits 
include balsa, ply, wire, silkspan. Float kits for above models 
$19.95. Designed for 3 ch. RC, can be flown w/elect. power. 
300 sq. in. plans available. Send SASE for info: Schreyer Model 
Aircraft, PO Box 132, Newfane VT 05345 (prices pp). 

HAVE WE GOT A MOTOR FOR YOU! - E.M.P.S. (Electric 
Model Plane Stuff) The new source for the MM1 motor, and its 
derivatives and a lot of other goodies for small electrics. Business 
size SASE gets you our free catalog. Double stamp it and get the 
catalog and Dick Miller's latest "What Works" list as well. 
E.M.P.S., Box 134, Robesonia, PA 19551. 

FUEL SHUT OFF VALVE - Positive action, servo operated, all 
metal, 8 grams. Glow, gas or diesel fuel. $11.95 each plus 500 
shipping. Three or more, no shipping charge. CLASSIC OLD 
TIME ENGINES, 15731 Five Point Rd, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551. 
Phone/Fax (419) 878-8144 

THE RAMBLER rules the skies in 30 Sec. Antique. Two huge 
sheets of finely detailed plans along with 7 pages of building and 
flying instructions. $20.00 postpaid. Bruce Augustus P.O. Box 
450, Sun Valley, ID 83353. (208) 788-2927. Topgun plans still 
available too. F1J or 1/2A $12.00 including instructions postpaid 

ALL METAL FUEL TANKS for O&R SIDEPORT engines_ 
20%-25% more capacity than standard plastic tanks. Use for 
alcohol base fuels. $16.00 each + $3.00 S&H per order. Order 
from: Victor G. Didelot, 4410 Lorna Lane, Erie PA 16506.1422.. 



Starline's Polyspan 
Beats silk, silkspan and 

plastic film in every way! 

,VIver6 

WrgtHeTree E CVO% MIMI SP Mil). N.NsA 

Polyspan combines the 
lightness and traditional 
appearance of silk and 
silkspan - yet offers the 
strength and puncture-
resistance of plastic films. 

More and more modelers 
are choosing Polyspan, 
Made of non-woven fibers. 
Polyspan applies easily and 

wrinkles work out quickly. 
No blisters. No peeling 

Looks are important 
and Polyspan produces 
just the right glossy, 
sandable finish. For color, 
use opaque dope or 
coloring liquids.* 

The toughness of 
Polyspan resists punctures 
and tearing. And it's as light 
as silk and waterproof! 

Try Polyspan on your next 
model. See your dealer or 
order from Sal Fruciano at 
Startine International. 

SPRLI  NE 
INTERNATIONAL  

$15 per 12 ft. x 19.5 xi. rols plus $3 postage per roN 
*Stairre coloring trqvids $5.50 per 2 oz. bottle (red, yew, blue, orange, ti(wki 

6146 E. Cactus Wren Rd.. Scottsdale, AZ 85253 
Tel: 602-948-5798 • Fax: 602-998-7005 

POLYSPAN IS A THADTMARK OWNED BY STAHL-Nt INTERNATIONAL 

TEXAS TIMERS FOR FREE FLIGHT 

THE TIMERS OF CHOICE 

OLD TIMER B (ignition) - S39.50 

MAX I (eng. + 5 min DT) - $33.00 

FUEL OFF (pinchoff) - S24.00 

ABC (two function) - $31.50 

o OLD TIMER A (Wiest DT)- $42.00 

o MAX III (eng. + 3 min DT)- $33.00 

o DT TIMER (8 min) - 530.50 

o MINI (two function) - S31.50 

Add $2.50 for P&H 

SASE for complete information. 

TEXAS TIMERS, 3317 Pine Timbers Dr., Johnson City, TN 37604 

Phone/FAX (423) 282-6423 

EXPECT THE BEST - FLY THE BEST - TEXAS TIMERS  

ANTIQUE-TYPE 
IGNITION 

ENGINES LEGAL 
FOR SAM 

COMPETITION 

All sizes and models 
$225 plus $4.50 ship- 

ping & insurance 
VISA and Mastercard accepted 

texas residents please odd 725% toot 

To order, or for a free 
brochure, call, FAX, 

or write. 

Torpedo .24, .29. .32 

Shllen Old Timer .19 

SHILEN 
AEROSPORTS 

P.O. BOX 1300 
205 METRO PARK BLVD. 

ENNIS, TX 75120 
(214) 875-1442 

FAX (214) 875-5402 

PLEASE SUPPORT YOUR SAM ADVERTISERS - 
THEY SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY! 

SAM SPEAKS 
Official Publication of the Society of Antique Modelers 

2810 Cowell Blvd. 

Davis CA 95616 

ENGINE RESTORATION & REWORK 
My engines used by winners in SAM contests 
including the SAM Champs. Transistorized 
Ignition Systems, Coils, Hi-Tension Leads. 

NEW: HARD CHROME 
SASE for free list. 

BLACKBURN AERO ENGINEERING 
P.O. Box 15143, Amarillo, TX 79105 

(806) 622-1657 

Sam #1393 Issue #0128 Exp LIFE 
R.W. FRIESTAO 
RR #1 BOX 163 
CAMERON, IL 61423 

Moving? Address changes should be sent to: 

Larry Clark 

P.O. Box 528 

Lucerne Valley, CA 92356 
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Larry Clark, SAM Secretary/Treasurer, Brad LeVine and his O&R 
60 powered Taibi Powerhouse, and Ed "Superchase" Tweedy at 
Taft, October 1993. Brad flew the Powerhouse and Larry timed it 
for 2 hours, 10 minutes, 38 seconds to win the Texaco event. Ed 
rides his superfast dirt bike at contests and rescues innumerable 
free flights which otherwise surely would be lost. Ed lives in Taft, 
knows the topography and is an excellent rider. He said the 
Powerhouse was in and out of countless thermals, at times al-
most touching the ground before going back up and almost out of 
sight. A lesser man would have lost it. Mik Mikkelson photo. 

The lower photo was sent to us by a member whose name has 
been misplaced. The timing of his photo was obviously better 
than our office management. We regret the inability to credit the 
photo and request that its owner please provide all the informa-
tion so we can publish it in the next issue. 
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PLANS ENLARGED 
OR REDUCED 

3-VIEWS - OLD TIMERS - SCALE MODELS 
ANY SCALE - ANY SIZE - ANY TYPE 

-FROM YOUR PLAN- 
-OR OUR LIBRARY- 

-THOUSANDS AVAILABLE- 
-RESEARCH SERVICE- 

SEND $2.00 FOR 
FULL INFORMATION 
AND CUSTOMIZED gkow 

w POSTER FOR YOUR 
FROM AEROMODELLER DEC 1952 	SHOP WALL 

ROLAND FRIESTAD 
2211S 155th Street 

Cameron, Illinois 61423  

TO: BRUCE AGUSTUS, EDITOR, SAM SPEAKS 
P.O. BOX 450 - SUN VALLEY, ID 83353 

FROM: ROLAND FR1ESTAD - SAM #1383 L 
FAX: 309- 342 - 3182 	PHONE: 309 - 342- 7474 

HERE IS A DRAFT OF AN AD THAT I WOULD LIKE TO PLACE IN 
SAM SPEAKS - I HAD AN AD IN THE MAGAZINE EARLIER AND 
WOULD LIKE TO START ONE AGAIN ON A CONTINUING BASIS 

PLEASE ADVISE COST - I CAN SHRINK OR STRETCH IT TO FIT 
THE COLUMN SIZE AS REQUIRED 

I HAVE PERMISSION FROM AEROMODELLER TO USE THE CARTOON 

LET ME KNOW HOW MUCH AND I'LL SEND A CHECK 
ALONG WITH THE LASER PRINTED ARTWORK 

ROLAND 
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CHAMPS ENTRY FORM ON PAGE 13 
he 1996 SAM Champs information packet and entry form is in 
this issue. The Champs will be in Pensacola, Florida under the 

able management of Jack Bolton, with RC CD Fred Mulholland, 
FF CD Ron Sharpton and Rubber CD Tom McCoy. The Pensacola 
Free Flight Team will conduct all Nostalgia free flight activities 
with Bob Junk as CD. The Banquet, to be held in the Naval Air 
Museum, promises to be the event of a lifetime. Send your entry 
forms in early and make your reservations. 

There will be 
two special free 
flight events. Sal 
Taibi is being 
honored with a 
Brooklyn Dodger 
event, and Wally 
Simmers is hon-
ored with a 
Gollywock event. 
Details can be 
found in the 
Champs section. 
You still have 

time to build an airplane for one or both of these special events. 
In last issue's article by Dave Lewis on covering with synthetic ma-

terials, one photo caption mentioned a post-SAM design. It was in-
tended to mean post SAM-USA. The design is eligible under the SAM 
rules of most other countries in the 
world. In this issue we have an excellent 
article by Holger Menrad of Germany 
with photos of many other airplanes which are not eligible under US 
rules. 

Looking at all these interesting and unique airplanes raises the is-
sue of the USA 1942 cutoff date. We have heard it said that SAM RC 
flying is dominated by Lanzo Bombers and so it is. Of course, scal-
ing is the main reason. And perhaps another is that we are limited to 
pre-1942 airplanes. It has been suggested that our cutoff date should 
be changed to 1946 or later, since very little was changed during the 
war. We have received letters to this effect, and the opposing 
point of view is that to do so would create an overlap with NFFS 
Nostalgia rules. We have a different idea of how to increase par-
ticipation without changing rules or adding events. 

Why not allow any airplane to compete in the next larger en-
gine size class, without the need to change engines at the field? 
It has always seemed silly that we cause ourselves to scrounge 
around for a matched pair of B and C engines and then change 
them at night to fly the same airplane the next day. If anyone 
has a good reason why a B engine should not be allowed to com-
pete in class C, please let's hear it. Those with long memories 
will recall that the membership voted in 1967 whether there even 
should be classes at all in SAM. AMA introduced classes be-
cause the events were getting too big, but those days are over. 
Contest directors can allow us to try it out without a rule change. 
What do you think? 

Incidentally, some think there are too many events now, and the 
current editorial policy of SAM Speaks favors reducing or combin-
ing events to enlarge the number of contestants flying for the same 
prize. We also favor the most liberal interpretation of the airplane 
and engine eligibility criteria. All doubts about eligibility should be 
resolved in favor of allowing the equipment to participate. 

Good product — we like flying our old reliable airplanes year after 

year, and that requires that they don't get lost. We recently tried 
some of Fred Pearce's Skyshine, a reflective fragmented holo-
graphic film and found it to be a very high visibility product. It has 
an adhesive back and can be applied to a leading edge or other 
surface to reflect the sunlight in a strobe-like flash. Fred also offers 
Skysheen, a similar product that flashes rainbow colored light. 
Fred's ad appears on page 31 of this issue. 

Larry Clark told us recently there are over thirty names in the hat 
for the membership engine raffle. If you have been instrumental in 
enrolling any new members since last September, be sure they 
named you as sponsor so you are eligible for the raffle. The number 
of new members is encouraging, but somewhat short of our goal of 
one new member per existing member. There is still time before the 
1996 Champs for you to get your free raffle ticket. Tired of reading 
this? I'm tired of writing it too, but must convey some sense of the 
importance of increasing our membership. We ask very little of our 
members for what we get in return, so please get with the program, 
and I can get off the soapbox. And don't forget that Hank Nystrom 
is offerring a 20% discount on Texas Timers to new members. 

The engine selected for the membership raffle was sent to Don 
Blackburn for refurbishing and tuning. Don chromed the piston and 
fined it to the cylinder, cleaned and test ran the engine, and even 
dug up a copy of the original papers. Without divulging the identity 
of the engine, which shall remain a secret until it is awarded, we 
are now surreptitiously canvassing the engine collectors for an 
original box. 

This month's photo is Bob Langdon of the San Diego Orbiteers 
with his $1000 shootout winner of 
1995. The airplane is only partially 
SAM, with its Sailplane flying sur-

faces, special fuselage and modern diesel engine. Bob won the 
Black Sheep shootout last Memorial Day with a flight of about 57 
minutes. Couldn't have happened to a nicer guy. Bob is the quint-
essential laid back SAM flyer. He flies rubber & gas, seldom 
crashes them and has a good time win or lose. He doesn't need to 
have the latest, high zoot equipment or engine mods; builds what 
he likes whether others win with it or not, and enjoys his hobby to 
the limit. Bob is the Preamble on legs. 

Bob Langdon of the San Diego Orbiteers at Taft in May 1995. Bob 
won the Black Sheep $1000 Shootout with this airplane. The 
Shootout is an unlimited free flight event with no rules except the 
timekeeper must stay on the field. Any airplane and powerplant, no 

fuel limit, no radio control, unlimited attempts for one scored 
flight. Bob's winning time was 574  minutes. Goldberg Sailplane 
wing and tail, MRL colored mylar covered, Webra .09 diesel, Aero 
Dyne fuel, BY&O prop. 

Kratzsch K4 over 
in.  Bad Neustadt .aafir  

he secret of life Is enjoy 
James  

ing the passage of time. 
Taylor 
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Med Nevels of SAM 27 and SAM President Don Bekins have 

11 succeeded in setting up a Web site for SAM on Ned's Internet 
access account, Tower Hobbies has been a leading factor in provid-
ing information to the modeling world over the Internet, so Tower 
was asked if they would provide links for their state-by-state 
listings of Modeling Organization directories. Tower agreed imme-
diately. 

It was discovered that SAM joined the Internet with their Web 
site a day before AMA, so AMA was asked if SAM could also 
share links with them as a SIG (special interest group). 

Our Web site is basically our SAM color brochure with its listing 
of SAM chapters worldwide. In addition it allows for separate links 
to our various chapters in such a way that the chapters can adver-
tise and publish news of their activities. 

We will soon have an interactive membership application form to 
attach to this Web Site so that modeling browsers can join directly 
or copy the application form on their printer and send it directly to 
Larry Clark. Three new members joined in the first two weeks. 

The SAM Web site address is (http:f/www.napanet.net/—nedn) 

1996 RULE BOOK AND LIST OF 
APPROVED DESIGNS NOW AVAILABLE 
The new 1996 revised SAM Rule Book is now available from 

SAM Secretary/Treasurer Larry Clark. The Rule Book includes all 
rule changes effective since the last book was published, and 
complies with the SAM By-Law requirement that a rule book be 
published at least every four years. All the work on the rule book 
was done by Don Bekins and his faithful Macintosh. 

Also available is the List of Approved Gas Model Designs. The 
new list is a vast improvement over the previous edition in that all 
designs are cataloged alphabetically instead of by publisher of the 
plans. Thge list provides the designation of Antique or Old Timer, 
cabin or pylon, and indicates the date and source of original publi-
cation. In addition all wing areas and spans are included. 

The list was digitized by Wes Funk, Chairman of the Design 
Review Board and editor of the Antique Flyer, newsletter of SAM 
27. Wes completed a job that was begun years ago by Bob Larsh. 
Bob, in turn alphabetized the list prepared by Ernie Linn with help 
from Jim Adams, George Armstead, John Pond, Dee Mathews, 
Jack Philips, and others. The original list was organized according 
to kit manufacturer or plans publisher. 

For the first time, there is a separate list for Rubber models. Wes 
took the monumental effort done by Ernie Linn and with the assis-
tance of Don Bekins and Don Reid, organized it in alphabetical 
sequence. Not included were the more than 2000 scale kits and a 
collection of rotary wing aircraft. 

Rule Books may be purchased for $2.00 plus $.50 postage. 
Design Lists are $4.00 each for power or rubber, plus $1.00 post-
age. 

Jim Alaback drawing 

ELECTRIC RULES REVISITED 

A meeting was held at Taft. California on March 23 to review 
the SAM RC Electric flying rules. Several changes were 

suggested, mainly for the purpose of making the electric events 
more competitive (more difficult to get into the flyoffs). A slate of 
changes was unanimously adopted, and used the following day at 
the annual SAM 26 Spring OT RC contest. Contestants, the next 
day, felt the changes worked well. The eight SAM chapters which 
were represented at the meeting have agreed to test the rules at 
their spring and early summer club contests. At this writing, no 
official rules change petition has been submitted to the Board of 
Directors, but the Board has approved this variance to existing 
rules which will be flown at the 1996 SAM Champs. Copies of the 
suggested new rules may be obtained from Dave Lewis, SAM 21, 
4709 Malero Place, San Jose, CA 95129, ph. (408) 246-2257. 

JIMMIE ALLEN AIR RACES 
The 1996 Jimmie Allen event will be hosted by last year's winner, 
the San Diego Orbiteers during the months of July, August and 
September. It is a postal championship for US and Canadian clubs 
flying Jimmie Allen models. A club may select any date during the 
3 month period to hold its contest. The 3 highest scoring club 
members are determined based on three flights. The club score is 
the sum of lEumnammik 	4 wumi 4 ap  t he three 
highest 4111,4117%'- 	 members' 

rtrN\ N1,1111;w  scores. 
g,Q2I Dal■ Entries must be 	\JP -Os 	postmarked by October 

6, 1996 to be counted. 414 Entry forms are available 
from Larry Oliver, 1011 Olive Ave., Coronado, CA 92118. The 
winning club holds the perpetual trophy until next year, at which 
time, it will host the contest. 

OTHER POSTAL EVENTS 
1. SAM 86 1/2 A Texaco RC, May 18, 19 or 22. For information 
and entry form, contact Ray Rawlinson, #31 - 455 Pinehousc Dr., 
Saskatoon, Sask. S7K 5X 1 Canada. 
2. SAM 35 Free Flight Postal Competition June 1-30. Small 
Vintage Rubber Scale, Flight Cup Models, Ballasted P-30, Very 
Small Vintage Rubber Duration, CO2/ Electric Replica Duration, 
Odd Ball, and Combined Dart Duration and Small Vintage and Kit 
Glider. Contact John Gooden, 14 Foster Close, Morley, Leeds 
LS27 9NH, England. 
3. Chester Lanzo 1933 Cabin and 25" Rubber and 50" Glider 
OldtlmerfVlntage Models - Any date between August I, and 
September 30. The pre-1951 glider event is an opportunity to fly 
the popular UK glider design, Lulu. A 50 meter line is to be used, 
with 3 flights of 120 seconds maximum, followed by a 180 second 
flyoff, and a final unlimited flyoff. Write to Jim Mosely, 19 Banner 
Crescent, Ajax, Ontario L1S 3S8, Canada 
4. SAM 26 112A Scale RC - For the first time, SAM 26 will take 
over this event from SAM 82 of Houston. The event is scheduled 
for July 13 and 14, but may be flown the previous weekend pro-
vided notice is given to the CD no later than June I. All team 
members must fly the same weekend. Pre-1943 man-carrying scale 
aircraft are eligible. Contest Director Ken Low, 1310 Haley St., 
Santa Barbara, CA 93103. 
5. SAM 27 1/2A Texaco - August 2, 3, or 4, 1996. SAM North 
America rules. All flights must be made on the same day, 5.1 cc 
tanks, any number of flyers in same SAM Chapter, top five scores 
count, hand launch OK. For full details, contact Ed Hamler, 3379 
Crystal Court, Napa, CA 94558 USA. 



CRAZY CHECKS 

In the July-August 1995 Issue, Jim Coffin wrote an informative 
 article about trimming Nostalgia free flight models. In the 

article he referred to his airplane Crazy Checks, and we accompa-
nied the article with an captionless photo of an uncovered Civy 
Boy 61. We regret any confusion that may have resulted, and we 
now present a photo of Jim and his 1953 design, Crazy Checks. 

Jim has designed Crazy Checks in two sizes. The B/C model is 
73" span, 730 square inch area, and the .09 size is 350 square 
inches. Plans are available from Jim in both sizes for $7.00 and 
$6.00 respectively, rolled, postpaid. Order from Jim Coffin, 4604 
Hillbrook Drive, Annandale, VA 22003-5921. (703) 256-3865. 

1:11;j1FrirrAn  

Jim Coffin is the editor of the excellent CAAMA (SAM 10) newsletter. 
The airplane is covered with red Micafilm and powered by a Johnson 
35. This photo by Tom Schmitt of Jim and Crazy Checks originally 
appeared in the CAAMA Newsletter, along with Tom's photo below of 
Bert Phillips. Bert, from the Washington D.C. area, is flying his 
yellow Wall Simmers Dynamoe at Perrysburg, VA in Ma 1995. 

0 
0 

.o 
0 

Irwin Ohlsson, 1913-199 
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COLORING POLYSPAN 
by Bill Kimbell 

There is no doubt that for covering free flight models, both 
power and rubber, there are few materials equal in perfor-

mance and strength to Polyspan, the amazing synthetic material 
widely used by many model builders today. Polyspan is a trade-
mark owned by Starline International, the distributor of Polyspan 
and many other useful aeromodeling products. 

However, since this new material is available only in white, many 
of us have been reluctant to use it, since all information regarding 
its use have referred to various dyes in solution to achieve a color 
scheme. The most favorable means of applying these tints has been 
with a spray gun otherwise a blotchy appearance is almost guaran-
teed. After experimenting with this material, which I have found 
wonderful to work with, a technique has been developed which is 
both easy and virtually foolproof, so I thought it might be helpful 
to others. 

When applying Polyspan to your model, be certain the shiny side 
is facing out, with the grain running spanwise. Give the structure 
two coats of nitrate dope and sand with fine paper between coats. 
When applying the covering, use nitrate thinner applied through 
the Polyspan and gently rub the material to ensure proper adhesion. 
When attaching the film to the opiposite edge, gently pull it to 
remove any wrinkles or sags, so that the covering appears smooth. 

Using 50/50 thinned nitrate dope, apply two coats to the finished 
structure, allowing both coats to dry thoroughly. Any remaining 
wrinkles may be removed by using a heat gun or iron. At this point 
the covering will be ready for the coloring operation. 

At this point add your color by applying Japanese tissue to the 
area chosen (i.e. wing tips) using thinner lightly applied to the 
edges only. When the tissue is attached, start the tea kettle boiling, 
and hold the part with the color tissue attached over the steam jet 
for a few seconds just to allow it to get damp. Do this to all colored 
surfaces at the same time. 

After about 5 minutes drying, you will find that the colored tissue 
has shrunk up until it appears a part of the Polyspan. You may then 
proceed to dope the entire structure, and it will be impossible to tell 
it from a covering which was originally colored. 

This will add even more strength to the original Polyspan, which 
is itself a great puncture resistant material. The entire frame can 
then be given a light coat of thinned epoxy to add the insurance of 
fuel proofing if necessary. 
Ed note: Bill Kimbell was the editor of SAM Speaks from May 1993 
to June 1995. 

<= 	IRWIN OHLSSON DEAD AT 83 
This sad news just in as we go to press. Irwin Ohlsson, of Ohlsson 
& Rice Engines has died in his sleep at home on April 20, 1996 at 
the age of 83. Irwin's wife, Annie died just two days before he 
did. O&R Engines produced over 800,000 Ohlsson 19 and 23 
engines, and more that 400,000 Ohlsson 60s. O&R revolutionized 
the model engine business with their efficient manufacturing 
processes, and were able to mass produce quality engines that were 
powerful, easy to start, and inexpensive. They were in business 
about 25 years, until the early 1960s, when competitive manufac-
turers became able to produce more powerful engines at similar 
prices. Irwin was the engine designer and partner Harry Rice was 
the manufacturing engineer. Together they had a huge influence on 
model aviation. 



SAM President Don Bekins with Dick Obarski designed Foo-2 -U 
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PRESIDENTS COLUMN 
by Don Bekins 

his is an important issue of SAM Speaks. Not only is the appli 
cation for the 1996 SAM Champs in the centerfold, but the 

final wording of the By-Laws revisions is included. 
1996 SAM Champs Application: Contest Manager, Jack Bolton, 

has put together an impressive package for the 1996 SAM Champs 
to be held in Pensacola, Florida. If you plan to attend the '96 
Champs, please fill out and send in the centerfold application and 
entry form as soon as possible, then make your reservations for 
accommodations. I understand that more than 90 to 120 of the 150 
available rooms at the Ramada Inn SAM Headquarters have been 
spoken for already. We want to thank John Delagrange [SAM 100], 
who created the '96 Champs Logo, for his fine artistic work. This 
1 ogo will appear on the awards and on the '96 Champs accessories 
that will be available during the one week of Champs events. 

SAM on the Internet. After months of work by Ned Nevels 
[SAM 27] and Don Bekins, SAM has stepped into the 21st century 
and established an Internet Web Site. Modelers worldwide who 
have a computer and browse the Internet, may now learn all about 
SAM and its activities. All SAM Chapters and their officers are 
listed by state/country and there is a membership application form 
in the SAM Web Page that 
may be printed out and sent 
directly to Larry Clark. We 
have already heard from 
modelers in Australia, 
England, and around the 
country who have learned 
about SAM through the 
Internet. We owe a great 
debt of gratitude to 
Webmaster, Ned Nevels, 
whose Internet access SAM 
is using, for creating the 
SAM Web Page. We are now 
linked to the dominant 
modeling website of Tower 
Hobbies and to AMA, 
whose website is just now 
being established. We plan 
to include the logos of all 
SAM chapters in the chapter 
listing. We would appreciate 
it if each chapter would send 
a clear copy of their logo to 
Don Bekins along with an 
updated list of their officers. We hope to eventually publish a 
current story with pictures on the activities of each SAM chapter 
and transmit it worldwide over the Internet! Here is SAM's Internet 
Address: http://www.napanet.net/—nedn If you want to access 
Tower Hobbies: http://www.towerhobbies.com/ or the AMA 
website: http://www.modelaircraft.orgl  

Proposed SAM By-Laws Changes: After nearly a year of work 
by your Board of Directors and SAM Legal Counsel, Mike Myers, 
here are the proposed new By-Laws. We welcome your comments, 
both pro and con. Please send your comments to Don Bekins, P.O. 
Box 722, Tiburon, CA 94920. These will be summarized and the 
most important points will be published with the ballot in the next 
[July - August] issue of SAM Speaks. Because of the organizational 
changes involved in these proposed By-Laws revisions, they must  

he voted, for or against, as a whole package. The only exception 
might be the proposed staggered terms of directors. When making 
your comments, please refer to my column in the March - April 
issue of SAM Speaks and carefully re-read the old By-Laws in the 
1992-93 editions of the SAM Rules Book. 

New Alpha Approved Designs Lists: After years of work by 
Bob Larsh, Ernie Linn, and new Approved Designs Chairman, Wes 
Funk, the Approved Designs Lists have been revised and updated 
to alphabetical order by name of model for easy identification. The 
new booklets are available through Larry Clark, SAM Treasurer, or 
SAM PR Director, Charlie Reich, for $4 plus postage of $1. 
Thesel6 and 23 page booklets contain almost 2,000 approved 
SAM designs, with details on designer, publisher, kit manufacturer, 
model type, wing area and span. Wes Funk is now working on 
creating a list with pictures or diagrams of each design for easy 
identification. This is a massive task, and Wes would appreciate 
any pictures or clippings you may have to publish with each design 
[P.O. Box 8241, Truckee, CA 96162; ph.(916) 587-2785]. 

New 1996-97 Official SAM Rule Book: The new SAM Rule 
Book has been printed and is available from Larry Clark, Charlie 
Reich, or Don Bekins for a $2 fee, plus $.50 postage. New SAM 
members receive the Rules Book free with their membership. The 

new Rule Book contains the 
proposed rules which were 
passed in 1995 and folds in 
the past rule changes that 
were included as an insert of 
the old rules book. It has an 
updated list of approved 
replica ignition and diesel 
engines. The Rule Book 
now includes those RC 
Special [Provisional] Events 
that have been flown over 
the past several years on a 
regional and national (SAM 
Champs) basis, but were not 
included in the last 1992 
Rule Book. It deleted the 
Special [Provisional] Events 
that have not been flown 
(Class AB Antique and 
Static Judging of OT Dura-
tion Models). Though these 
provisional rules are pub-
lished in this rules book, 
their details are not cast in 

concrete. They are experimental by nature, and until they become 
Standard SAM events, counting toward Champs Sweepstakes, they 
may be adjusted to fit local and regional desires and experimenta-
tion. 

SAM Brochure and Chapter Listing: The new SAM Brochure 
with its chapter listing insert is now old! Chapter officers have 
changed. Some chapters like SAM 40 and SAM 117 were not 
included. There are new chapters, like SAM Japan, SAM 108. PR 
Coordinator, Charlie Reich, is updating the Brochure Insert and 
will be going to press soon. Please contact Charlie [4165 
Riverbanks Rd., Grants Pass, OR 97527-9880, ph. (541) 474-9880, 
e-mail: cwreich@aol.com]  with any changes you want included —
and send him a copy of your chapter logo. 

Summer is here — see you on the flying field. Thermals! 



Tom in 1940 with Big 01' Bird. Super 
Cyke on pressure & akhohol. 

Pacemaker 60, Sand Cast: Complete. Exhaust stack 
filed off. 
OK Super 60: Good. Complete. 
Modified timer, crankcase lugs 
repaired. 
Dooling 29: Good. Com-
plete. Broken mount-
ing lug. 
Veco 45: NIB. 
Ken 60: Bones. 
Bunch Mighty Midget: 
Bones. 
Air-O-Model Mighty Midget: Bones. 
Perky 19: Bones. 
Mills .075 (Indian repro): Good. Complete. 
Gilbert Thunderhead 7: Good, Complete. Broken starter pawl 
spring. 
Vivell 35: Bones. 
Another Vivell 35: Bones. 
Buzz 29: Poor. Missing fixed point, DW, PW, NV. Appears to be 
a composite of FRV cylinder & SP crankcase. 
Notice: Numerous repro and original parts contributed by Karl 
Spielmaker, Vic Didelot, Jack Bolton, Darrel Peugh and Aero 
Electric (Woody Bartelt). 

The engines will be raffled in order of appearance on the list above. 
Tickets are $5.00 each or 6 tickets for $25.00. Send your check to 
Larry Clark, payable to SAM. P.O. Box 528, Lucerne Valley, CA 
92356. You will receive a postcard acknowledging the number of 
chances you have bought. 

The drawing will occur at the 1996 SAM Champs in October at 
Pensacola, and the 
winners need not be 
present to win. The 
engines will be dis-
played for inspec-
tion and tickets will 
be available up to 
the moment of the 
drawing. 

All proceeds of 
this rafffle will go to 
the SAM general ac-
count, so please send 
for your tickets early 
and support your So-
ciety. 

June, 1985, Spencer Field. Tom McLaughlan (left) presents his Mod 
Kraft trophy to Norman Byrd for old timer high time during the Fiesta 
of Five Flags Meet. Tom retired this trophy with three consecutive wins 
in 1941, 1946 and 1947. In 1985, he donated it to the Fiesta meet for a 
perpetual trophy. 
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TOMMY MCLAUGHLAN ENGINES TO BE 
RAFFLED 
By Jack Bolton 

Tommy
started modeling in the mid 1920s in Baltimore and 

began competing in indoor contests sponsored by the Balti-
more department stores. He then became interested in outdoor 
rubber and in 1929 became the Baltimore twin pusher champion 
winning a sponsored trip to the 1929 Nationals. In the mid 30s he 
became a power flier and retired the Mod-Kraft Trophy in 1947 
with three consecutive wins. 

In the early 50s, Tommy 
turned to FAI power. He 
was a member of the 1973 
US team which competed 
in the World Champion-
ships in Austria and the 
1979 team which flew in 
Denmark. Tommy was a 
competitive free flighter 
up to the time of his final 
hospitalization in 1994. 

Tommy's professional 
world was aviation re- 

work, overhaul and manufacturing. In 1931 he worked for Ber- 
liner-Joyce building biplanes and the T1-11 pursuit. B-.1 became 
North American Aviation and Tommy worked on the prototype T6- 
SNJ. In 1935 he moved to Connecticut to work with Sikorsky 
building flying boats including the China Clippers. 

He also worked on the prototype Vought-Sikorsky F4U Corsair. 
In 1940 he moved to Pensacola to work with the Naval Aviation 
Depot until retirement. 

In his will, Tommy bequeathed large sums of money to many 
aviation institutions, including AMA, NFFS, Florida Modelers 
Association, The Smithsonian Institution, and the Naval Aviation 
Museum. 

He did not leave his engine collection directly to SAM; he 
actually left it to his friend Norman Byrd, who was 
also the executor of Tommy's estate. It was 	

r  

SAM in Tommy's 
memory and requested 
that they be raffled off 
to SAM members. 

We are extend our 
heartiest thanks to 
Tommy and 
Norman for their 
gift. 

The following engines are available for raffle: 
Edco Sky Devil: Excellent, complete. Restoration and repro parts 
courtesy of RJL Industries (Randy Linsalato). 
McCoy 60, Black Case: Excellent. Complete. 
Dennymite, 1946 model: Near new. Complete. 
Hornet 60 Race Car Engine: Good. Complete. Extra holes in 
lugs, McCoy Head, Homemade prop adapter. 
O&R 60 SP: Excellent. Complete. 
O&R 23 SP: Excellent. Complete. 
Dennymite, 1946 model: Good. Complete. Repro parts, Cour-
tesy of Vic Didelot & Karl Spielmaker, 3 broken cylinder fins. 
Rocket 45: Excellent. Complete. Exhaust stack slightly filed. 
McCoy 60, Black Case: Very Good. Complete. Filed exh. stack. 

Norman who then donated the engines to 	001, 



Goldhawn with Kratmo 10cc. White covering looks like Polyspan. 

landing accuracy are included 
in the scoring. However, the 
weather conditions at the 
Wasserkuppe are not always 
reliable. For the past several 
years we have been lucky to 
have suitable weather condi-
tions. Sometimes rather strong 
winds for the smaller models, 
but altogether no big problem. 
In 1995 however, the disap-
pointed participants met at the 
top of the hill in rain, low tem-
perature and fog. No chance 
for resonable flying and no 
hope for improvement within 
the next hours. So we all 
moved to an alternate site at 
Bad Neustadt, the model air-
field of a club nearby. This 
place offers better weather 

Benno Schlosser, one of Germany's 
most experienced flyers and engine 
builders with his design 27" Mini 
Brummer and his handmade .25cc 
diesel engine. 

The Wasserkuppe, a popular area for glider flying, both full scale and models. The 
field is thick with white, yellow and purple wildflowers, and the tall grass is blow-
ing straight up the slope. Canard glider is white with red & yellow trim. 
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Antique Model Flying in Germany 
by Holger Menrad 

he big American SAM Champs are 
1 known here in Germany from several 

articles in magazines. But what is reading 
an article, compared with a real experience? 
After my own attendance at Muncie in 1994 
and Colorado Springs in 1995, may 1 give 
some comparisons between Antique mod-al ening in the US and Germany? 

The American SAM Champs has its coun-
terpart in Germany with the Horst Winkler memory flying at the 
Wasserkuppe. The Wasserkuppe is the traditional mountain area for 
model and full scale glider flying, located in the middle of Germany. 
With the first gliders occuring after WW I, a long tradition of full scale 
and model flying was established in that place. Horst Winkler was 
the most famous pioneer of model glider flying in Germany in the 

3 Kratzsch models and engines. K4 powered by Kratmo 30 (1.84 ci,), 
Goldhahn with Kratmo 10 (.60), K3 with Kratmo 4 (.24). Note hinged 
aluminum cowl with louvres and large muffler. 

beginning years from 1930. His famous Grosser Winkler glider is still 
flown today. 

During summer time on all days with accepable 
weather, busy glider flying activities take place at the 
Wasserkuppe. Once a year, usually in June, the Ger-
man SAM, called Antikmodellflugfreunde 
Deutschland (250 members) meets for their annual 
flying event. 

Compared with the US SAM Champs something 
is quite different in our events. In the US we find a 
lot of power models, most of them with ignition en-
gines, a few rubber models and nearly no gliders ex-
cept a few small hand launched gliders. In many dif-
ferent classes (I counted more than 40) the competi-
tion runs from Monday to Friday. Many models 
(more than 50%) are free flight. 

In the German anual meeting we fly only two days. 
The first day Friday, is scheduled for gliders, which 
are the dominant part of the models, more than 2/3 
of the total number of about 100 models in 1995. 
They meet at one of the Wasserkuppe slopes, from 
which the models are hand launched. Flying time and 

44.2, 
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Leo Bussmeier, President of SAM Germany with some 
of his models in 1995. Leo attended the 1995 SAM 
Champs at Colorado Springs with the author 

Since we do not have fields suitable for free flight in 
Germany, all models are RC. Some interesting small 
models with .25 cc (.015 ci) diesels had a wingspan of 
only 27 inches. Due to the strict noise restrictions in 
Germany only muffler equipped engines are usable. 
What an amazing difference when we see and hear the 
American Anderson Spitfires, Atwoods, Sky Devils, 
Super Cyclones and others in the US events. 

Usually most of the designs are German. SAM Ger-
many has collected in its archive more than 1,400 plans 
of historic models from Germany and the surrounding 
European countries. Copies of all these plans are avail-
able. The classic basic materials are plywood and pine 
because Balsa was not available in the early days of 
German model flying. In the engine classes you will 
find an increasing number of American and British de-
signs. Powerhouse, RC Guff, Miss Philadelphia, Miss 
America and others were participating this year. 

The 1995 SAM German Champs ended Saturday 
evening with the usual victory banquet and the awards 
presentation. We are glad to count every year more par-
ticipants than the year before. We welcomed also 

conditions due to its elevation some hundred feet below 
the Wasserkuppe. It is normally used for our power mod-
els. However, no slope launching of gliders is possible, so 
starting with a rubber rope is required, a disadvantage for 
the biggest models with wingspans up to 10 feet. The 
models used here in the glider part may be not so well 
known in the US. Some examples are shown in the pic-
tures. Very popular are the traditional Grosser Winkler and 
Graubele. 

The second day is for power models. Nearly no rubber 
models, although the number of electric powered models 
is increasing every year. Most engines are diesels and 
modern four stroke glow engines. However, in the last 
years more and more ignition engines came up. Kratmo 
10 in several examples, but also Americam O&Rs and 
Brown Juniors. The airplanes derive from former German 
designs like Goldhahn, Hummel, Brummer and others. 

Swiss design HS 100 with lOcc fourstrolce glow engine. An example of fine Swiss construction. 
White covering, red paint. Protruding fuel hoses will be removed before flight. 

friends from the sourrounding European 
countries like Austria, Czech Republic, 
France, Hungary, the Netherlands and 
Switzerland. Some of them travelled for 
more than 1,000 miles by car. All prom-
ised to come again in 1996. 

We will meet from June 20 to 23, 1996 
with flying on Friday for gliders and Sat-
urday for engine models. May we meet 
also some US friends? No question, you 
are very welcome. If you should need 
some help with travel arrangements, 
please write. Holger Menrad, 
Haldensleber St.5, D-38442 Wolfsburg, 
Germany. 
All photos by the author. 

Can you find the American models in this picture? There is an Albatross, a 
Playboy, and some we can't identify. 
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Ohlsson & Rice Sparkers 
By Charlie Bruce 

O hlsson & Rice, "The Standard of the Model World" pro 
claimed their ads and so it was for many years. The combina-

tion of Irwin Ohlsson modeler, engine designer and astute business 
man with Harry Rice machinist and die casting wizard, produced 
many of the best model engines and accessories available from the 
late 30's to the early 50's. Starting in 1937 with the side port 
Ohlsson Miniature they marketed nearly 80 different engine 
designs. I suspect that there are few if any gas modelers 
who haven't owned at least one O&R. The design is a 
marvel of simplicity and ease of manufacture. The 
round timer will fit all engines. Many internal parts are 
interchangeable though they may have been changed 
in shape and style thru the years. The 19 is a 23 with a 
shorter stroke, the 29 is a 23 with a large bore and the 
33 is a 29 with a longer stroke. Quite ingenious. My 
first O&R was a heavily used 19 side port acquired in 
1943 when new engines were virtually non-obtainable. It 
was not pretty but it ran great and served me well for many 
years. 

This analysis will cover the more common and flyable O&R 
spark engines but most comments will apply to the full line. 
Engines included here: 
Side Port Induction 

Custom 60 
60 Special 
23 
19 

FRV Induction 
60 
33 
29 
23 
19 

There have been a number of "O&R Tuning Tips" published in 
SAM Speaks by Bob Angel with contributions by Bill Schmidt and 
others. I've tried to structure this analysis to avoid duplication of 
Bob's excellent articles. I highly recommend those articles for 
information on making your O&R more reliable. 

Disassembly: Let's start off by stating that the O&R cylinder is 
retained in the crankcase by two small steel slugs spot welded to the 
cylinder. An aluminum plug seals the holes and hides the slugs 
front and back on most engines. The cylinder cannot be removed by 
ordinary means. See the end of the analysis for the name of a 
craftsman who does this and puts 'em back. 

Fuel Tank and Needle Valve Assembly: The Custom 60 tank is 
retained from below by a single long screw with special 3-pronged 
steel washer. Other side port engines have the tank assembly hung 
from the intake tube by the needle valve body. The tank itself is 
retained by a single screw. Some FRV engines have a bullet shaped 
plated steel tank retained by nuts on the 3 crankcase screws, but 
most do not have tanks. There was an aluminum die cast barrel 
shaped tank sold as an accessory. It mounted on bearers or could be 
used as a radial mount on either side port or FRV engines. All 
standard needle valve bodies are retained by a tiny (3/16") alumi-
num hex nut with 5-40 threads. Note that on FRV engines the 
needle valve body passes thru a folded sheet metal restrictor in the 
venturi. This must be in place or the engine will not draw fuel. On 
the Custom 60 the needle valve body holds the venturi/tank top 
onto the engine. 

Timer: The classic O&R round timer is retained by two 4-40 
screws, one longer than the other. The longer screw limits retard 
and advance movement in most side ports by contacting a rib in the 
front case. With screws removed the timer can be rotated suffi-
ciently to lift the tail of the moving point out of the bearing slot  

then slipped off forward. Point gap adjustment is made by varying 
the thickness of washers under the fixed point. Do not attempt to 
bend the moving point There is a dual point, two speed version of 
the round timer which was sold as an accessory. 

Point gap is given as .005-.010 in O&R instructions; plug gap is 
.020. 

The Adjusto-Matic timer has an oddly shaped diccast case and 
features a lock screw at the lower side. Loosening this screw 

allows the case to pivot eccentrically about an extension of 
the moving point pivot post, thus varying the point gap. 

Much easier than the cut and try system on the round 
timer. The Adjusto-Matic uses a unique moving point 
with the contact point itself being a short piece of round 
wire. A ratchet plate is fitted to the back which moves 
against a spring loaded ball detent in the lower part of 
the front case. It's a quite complex improvement (?) on 
the classic round timer. Removal is the same as the 

round timer. 
Removal of Internals: Remove the three long 4-40 screws 

with nuts which retain the front case. There is a thin paper 
ring gasket at the joint. Hold the engine over a pan and pull the 
front cover off, attempting to keep the crankshaft in the front case. 
The reason for this procedure is that small pans may be lost. 

I. Custom 60 has 21 small roller bearings loose in front of the 
ball thrust bearing. 

2. Many small FRV engines have 9 short fat rollers loose in a 
brass cage. The FRV 60's have II rollers also in a brass cage. 
Occasionally you will find an FRV 60 which has a relatively large 
ball bearing in place of the roller bearing. This crankshaft is not 
interchangeable with the one using roller bearings. The 60 Special. 
side port 19 and 23 do not have loose bearings. Some of the very 
early I9's and 23's have the lower bearing of the con rod pinned to 
the crank pin. On these engines, generally recognizable by the 
aluminum main bearing (not bronze), you have to remove the front 
case from the crank (watch out for the 3-piece ball thrust bearing), 
then rotate the crank to bottom dead center, swing it sideways and 
drop the piston down out of the crankcase. On all other engines. 
twist the con rod/piston assembly 90 degrees and pull it down and 
out of the case. 

Or a= MITI 

Back to the crankshaft—If you managed to get the assembly out 
without dropping anything, hold it over a pan and ease the crank 
back to see how it all comes apart, so you can replace it properly. 
The con rod is kept in the piston in all O&R engines by two tiny 
wire snap rings which fit in the grooves in the wrist pin on either 
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Calalog #5 - $7.00 
$9.00 International 

Reproduction parts for antique spark ignition 
engines: needle valves, timers, castings, 

bushings, fuel tanks, bearings, etc. 
Champion spark plugs. Ignition components, 

books, hardware and accessories, 
ENGINES BOUGHT, SOLD AND TRADED 

Woody Bartell, 3706 N. 33d St., Galesburg, MI 49053 
Phone or fax (616) 665-9693. 
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side of the con rod inside the piston. I recommend these not be 
removed. If you must remove them you'll need a special tool. I use 
a tweezer with the points ground to a slight cup to push the clip off 
the wrist pin. Take note of the location of the internal spacer on the 
wrist pin (if there is one) so that you can replace it properly. 

That's it. The easiest model engine there is to field strip for 
cleaning. You don't even have to remove the timer or tank if you 
don't want to. 

Reassembly: They go 
back together easily if 
you master the loose 
bearings. On the Custom 
60 use a bit of Vaseline 
or other light grease and 
pack the 21 rollers into 
their race in the front 
cover. Install the 3 piece 
ball thrust bearing on the 

crank: first steel washer, cup out; then brass cage holding the balls; 
then second steel washer, cup in. Now insert this whole assembly 
into the front case and hold the crank full forward until the assem-
bly is installed in the case. 

On FRV engines with rollers, put the brass cage on the crank and 
install the rollers one at a time. Insert the crank as above, except 
there is no ball thrust bearing in FRV's with caged rollers. 

Harry Rice, Irwin OhIsson and Dick Tichenor at Miles Square 
Park in California, August 1978. The meeting between Irwin 
and Harry was arranged by Dick without their knowledge. It 
was the first time they spoke to each other for more than 40 
years. 11 is believed they never spoke again. Harry died in /99/, 
and Irwin died on April 20, 1996 at age 83. Story on page 5. 

One problem which exists in some but not all FRV engines is that 
O.D. of the crank may be relieved (smaller diameter) in the rotor 
valve port area. This allows crankcase compression to leak back 
into the venturi. Engines may be difficult to needle; some will not 
take a lean setting at all, insisting on a burbling 4 cycle run with no 
power. Here is a solution to the problem which you can do. Remove 
the crankshaft and determine that it does have the reduced diameter 
around the rotor port. Remove all oil and varnish, etc. with solvent 
or strong detergent. Clean up the reduced area with #320 emery 
cloth until it's bright and shiny. Obtain a large soldering iron and 
aggressive flux. I use Burnley Brand paste. Hold the crank in 
blocks of wood in a vise and proceed to fill in the low part with 
plain old soft solder. You don't need a smooth job but be sure the 
solder adheres well and fill the recess a bit larger than the 0. D. of 
the finished portion of the crank. Let it cool then remove the flux 
with hot water and a stiff brush. Dry the crank. Now take a new 
wide mill file and remove the excess solder. It will try to clog the 

teeth of the file so make one pass and clean the file, one pass and 
clean and so on. Don't worry about scratching the crank, it's harder 
than the file. File the solder smooth and flush with the finished 
portion of the crank, clean up the chips and try in the front bearing. 
Cut and try until you have a smooth running fit. Now clean it all up 
and oil thoroughly. The flux is very corrosive and will rust the 
crank if any is allowed to remain. Reassemble your engine and test 
run. Expect to see a marked difference in ease of setting the needle. 

Replacing the Front Cover: Most side ports have a piston clear-
ance cut molded into the front case. This must be placed vertically 
or the piston will interfere and the engine will be locked up. On side 
ports without the clearance cut, install the front cover so that the 
timer point tail slot in the main bearing is on the left hand side as 
you face the engine. FRV engines have two clearance cuts, one in 
line with the venturi and a second one 120° to the right. the second 
is for use with a special inverted crankshaft, but I've never seen 
one. Some standard cranks are stamped "up" or "u" for upright, 
some are not marked. Take a quick peek in the exhaust port and be 
sure the piston is installed with the wide side of the baffle toward 
the exhaust, before you snug up the screws. 

Engines, Parts, and Service: With the hundreds of thousands of 
O&R engines made, many survive and are found at RC Swap Meets 
and MECA Collectos. 

Vic Didelot specializes in O&R parts. He has many originals and 
very good repros. 

Vic Didelot, 4410 Lorna Lane, Erie, PA 16506-1422, phone 
(814) 838-3263. Send him a SASE for his list. 

George Tallent, phone (520) 466-7655 Pichaco, AZ, can remove 
and replace your O&R cylinder. He also does chrome work to 
restore lost compression. Better call him as George doesn't write 
many letters. 

Test Runs: All on 3/1 gas & oil 
Custom 60 SN-2253 (tired old engine) 	14/6 RevUp 6000 rpm 
60 Special SN-6912 (small ports) 	14/6 RevUp 6500 rpm 
60 Special SN-UNK (large ports) 	14/6 RevUp 7100 rpm 
60 Special SN-039496 (sm. port FRV) 	14/6 RevUp 7600 rpm 

13/6 RevUp 8700 rpm 
23 Side Port SN-48660 	 10/4 TF 

	
9700 rpm 

19 Side Port SN-UNK 	 10/4 RevUp 7400 rpm 
33 FRV SN-037757 	 10/6 TF pp 9300 rpm 
29 FRV SN-UNK 	 10/6 TF pp 8000 rpm 
23 FRV SN-492158 	 10/6TT pp 

	
8000 rpm 

Note: This 23 would not run on spark ignition until shaft recess 
was filled as described above. 
19 FRV SN-41035 
	

10/4 RevUp 9000 rpm 
Next analysis: Orwick 64 
Charlie Bruce Rt. I, Box 766, Milano, TX 76556. (512) 455-9543 
Fax (512) 455 3921. 



Ed Packard di 98" span China 
Clipper, 1989. Built by the late 
Col. Robert Hawkins in 1937. 

Packard was the first major national manufacturer to produce an 
all balsa scaling kit and he standardized on the 3/4" scale (1/ 
16th s.by agreement with Paul Garber of the Smithsonian and 
Royal Prey of the Air ForceiMuseurni Ngit one time there were over 
60 Cleveland models on diiplay in the Smithsonian. 

HISTORY 	 may  • June 1996 

The future of the gas model was assured by Maxwell Bassett's 
world record flight of 35 minutes, 39 seconds from Camden, NJ on 
May 28, 1934, with his Brown Junior powered model. Packard 
then entered the gas model competition in 1937. He introduced two 
2" scale gas model kits: an 82" span Stinson Reliant Gullwing 
@$8.50 and a 64" Rearwin Speedster @$4.85. 

After the business was developed into a multi-hobby enterprise, the 
move was made in 1937 to a 9000 square foot building at 4508 Lorain 
Avenue and the Cleveland name became world famous for an exten-
sive line of rubber powered scale flying models, gas models, railroads, 
ship models and hobby equipment. 
His realistic scale models featured 
moveable controls and exacting de-
tails of their full size counterparts. He 
influenced and motivated millions of 
boys and young men to seek careers 

in aviation 
or related 
pursuits. 	 1 

After the Ed at age 86 with Curtiss Hawk 

kit bust . - P6-E built in the 1930s and still 

ness in excellent condition. c. 1992, 

ceased in 1967, Packard moved to a 
location on Detroit Avenue where he 
launched an ambitious Golden Era plans 
only operation, which survives today. 
Cleveland plans were perhaps always the 
most impressive clementof his kits. They 
were detailed and professional with 

moveable controls, engine and cowling details, insignias and 
armament. The plans are still in demand today, many of which 
originated in the 30's, and he now offers 1400 plans in 7 scales. 
The greatest demand today seems to be for the giant or quarter 
scale which are invariable built for radio control. 

During his enduring career, among the many famous aviation 
personalities with which he became friends included Glenn L. 
Martin, Tony Fokker, Eddie Rickenbacker, Canada's greatest World 
War I ace, Billy Bishop, Thompson Trophy winners Jimmy 
Doolittle and Roscoe Turner, and National Air Races Managing 
Director, Cliff Henderson. 

His 1940 designed Playboy Senior 80 " span pylon or cabin gas 
model remains today as one of the most popular of all old time 
designs, The Playboy, which was named long before the 
existed, originally sold for $3.95, and eventually rose to 
was the first kit to be offered as a family, in three si 
Packard's fine ideas. 

At the new AMA Museum in Muncie,• 	and Model Hobby 
Shop is represented with many otitis - models, cartons and other 
memorabilia on display. On the wall around the corner from the 

n Coupe (then $475) on 
span) solid scale Travel 

h an inscription on the 
Why not build model 
cess. 

E.T. PACKARD, FOUNDER OF 
CLEVELAND MODEL & SUPPLY CO. 

By Heim Schreiner .  
T. Packard, founder of Cleveland 
Model & Supply Company in 1919, 

was the recipient of the In Recognition 
award from the American Aviation His-
torical Society on January 13, 1996, as 
"Aviation's great recruiter on his 90th 
birthday." 

Packard. with his four brothers, mother 
and father, developed the company as a 

cottage industry, operating out of their residence and a converted barn 
near west 57th and Bridge Streets on the west side of Cleveland. He 
began the business at age 13 on a part time basis selling his Wasp 
design, a 14 inch ROG which retailed for $ .00. An 
order from Halle Bros. Department Store in Cleve-
land 

 
 for 2 1/2 gross (360) of the Wasp jump-started 

the business. 
In the 1920s, after plying his skills in the uphol-

stering, covering and doping departments of the -
Glenn L. Martin Company in Cleveland, and Tony 
Fokker's Atlantic Aviation in Hasbrouck Heights, 
NJ, he was able to save enough to take the plunge 
full time into the production of model airplane kits. - 
This after Lindbergh's epic flight ignited the pas- 1966 _ Packard with 22" SF-2 Travel Air 
sions of America's youth in 1927. "Mystery Ship" and 1946 Republic Seabee. 

His first kit, 
a 3/4 inch scale SF-1 (SF for 
scale flying) rubber powered 
Great Lakes 2T-1 Sport Trainer, 
was the first all balsa kit, offered 
nationally in 1929 @$4.95. It 
transformed the model building 
hobby characterized by labori-
ous pine, basswood, bamboo, 
nailed and thread wrapped joints 
to simplified all balsa glued 
construction. Recalling the era, 
Ideal of NYC, then the largest 
model company, in their kit 

instructions listed the following as the first steps: Boil the fuselage 
longerons for 20 minutes, then pre-drill joints preparatory to 
glucing and nailing {and sometimes thread wrapping). It was not 
only ti 	nsunting but also resulted in a much heavier model— 
not to men 	that the finished product bore little resemblance to 
its prototype. Cleveland was also the first national firo 	offer 
printwood, thereby eliminating the arduous practice of 
wing ribs and other curved parts. 

After his first large order from Halle Bros. Department Store, and 
an ambitious advertising program in Model Airplane News in 
1930, the Cleveland name enjoyed national acceptance. The SF-2, 
a 3/4" scale Travel Air Model R "Mystery Ship" kit, was offered in 
late 1930 after Doug Davis won the 1929 Cleveland Air Races 
"Free for All," forerunner of the Thompson Trophy Race. Each 
year following, Packard would introduce a kit of the Thompson 
winner for that respectisyear. His designs were regarded as the 
most authentic resulting no doubt from his acytigilo the racers 
hangared at Cleveland Municipal airport, which he measured. 
sketched and photographed. 

other of 

display is life size blowup of his 1931 Aus 
the roof of which he mounte 
Air Model R with a spinnin 
mounting platform. "Have you a hobby 
airplanes". It was a great promotional s 



Contest Entry Form 

1996 SAM Champs 
AMA Sanctioned 

Pensacola, Florida 
October 11th through 1fith, 1996 

Early Entry Fees: $20 for first event, $10 for each additional event, $50 Max pre-entry. 
Late Entries: $20 for first event, S15 for each additional event. No maximum. 

Full event fees refunded for no shows. 
Full refund for Banquet tickets cancelled by September 25th. 

Complete both sides of this form, including SIGNATURES. Total event entry fees = .00 
Victory Banquet Tickets for Wednesday, October 16, 	@ $16.00/person _tickets = .00 
Supplemental AMA fee $10.00 for foreign entrants (waived with proof of license) = .00 

$ TOTAL = .00 

MAKE YOUR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS. 

INCLUDE A COPY OF YOUR 1996 AMA LICENSE. 
(Foreign entries must include proof of national aeromodeler's license or $10.00 supplemental insurance fee.) 

Entries without proof of current AMA membership for US citizens WILL BE RETURNED WITHOUT PROCESSING. 

ALL EARLY ENTRIES MUST BE POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN SEPTEMBER 1, 19961 

Please Pont 

Fill out both sides of the Entry Form. 
Mail this entry form, complete with signatures, to: 
Include your check or money order payable to SAM. 
Include a copy of your 1996 AMA (aeromodeler's) license. 
RIC Ham operators. include a copy of your license. 

John Simms 
363 Azalea, Road P-7 
Mobile, AL 36609 
Phone (334) 344-5934 

Name . 	 AMA# 	  
Address: 	 SAM# 	  
City:State:Zip:   SAM Chapter# 

I agree that my models will have been tested and will qualify to be flown at this contest in the presence of others. 
I agree to report to the CD, before leaving the field, any accident in which I am involved or may witness. 
I agree to abide by the AMA Flight Safety Declaration, and any and all special field rules. at this contest. 

Signature (parent or guardian if entrant under 21 years of age) 

I certify that all models entered in the championship events will comply with the 1996-1997 SAM Rulebook. 

Entrant signature 

Contest Manager FF Contest Director Rubber FF Contest Director R/C Contest Director 
Jack Bolton Ron Sharpton Tom McCoy Fred Mulholland 
6621 Calle de Laurel 1290 County Road 203 North Brookfield Dr. 15410 Stonecreek Lane 
Navarre, FL 32566 Daytona Beach, FL 32119 Sun City Center, FL 33573 Tampa. FL 33613 
(904) 939-3354 
	

(904) 767-6138 
	

(813) 634-7749 
	

(813) 962-7020 



General Schedule of Events and Activities 

1996 SAM Champs 

Pensacola, Florida 
October 11 - 16, 1996 

Contest Manager 
Jack Bolton 

6621 Calle d Laurel 
Navarre, FL 32566 

Phone: (904) 939-3354 
FAX: (904) 939-4156 

Friday 

Test flying at Spencer OLF (or earlier dependent on USN activity) 
Late Registration and Pre-Registration packet pickup at: 
Ramada Bayside Inn,7601 Scenic Highway, Pensacola, FL 32504 
Traditional Bean Feed (pay as you go) 	 Ramada Bayside Inn 
Contest Briefing 	 Ramada Conference Room 

Saturday 

Late Registration and Pre-Registration Packets at 
	

Spencer Field 
Contest Flying as scheduled 

	
Spencer Field 

MECA Grand Collecto 
	

Ramada Bayside Inn 

Sunday 

Contest Flying as scheduled 	 Spencer Field 
Evening Free 

Monday 

Contest Flying as scheduled 
	

Spencer Field 
Annual SAM Business Meeting and 

	
Ramada Bayside Inn 

SAM Hall of Fame Awards 

11 October 

4 to 6 PM 
after 12 noon 

5:30 PM - 9 PM 
7 PM - 8 PM 

12 October 

8:00 AM - 3:00 PM 
8:00 AM - 4:30 PM 
5:30 PM - 10 PM 

13 October 

8:00 AM - 4:30 PM 

14 October 

8:00 AM- 4:30 PM 
7 PM - 9 PM 

15 October 	Tuesday 

8:00 AM - 4:30 PM 
	

Contest Flying Events as scheduled 
	

Spencer Field 
12 Noon - 3 PM 
	

USN Bus tour from Spencer to - - 	 NAS Whiting Field 
7 PM - 9 PM 
	

Spirit of SAM Concours 
	

Ramada Bayside Inn 
Door Prize Results Posted 

Spirit of SAM Concours: The model must be entered on the official entry form. it may be different from those entered in the other events. Entries 
must be on display by 6PM for viewing and voting. Banquet room will he open at 5PM to receive models. The model must post a qualifijing flight 

before Friday's banquet (a flight in another event by the same model counts). 

16 October 	Wednesday 

8:00 AM - 3:30 PM 
	

SAM Flying Events as scheduled 
	

Spencer Field 
5 PM - 6 PM 
	

Tour of Naval Aviation Museum 
	

Pensacola Naval Air Station 
6 PM - 7PM 
	

No Host Cocktails 
	

Naval Aviation Museum 
7PM -10 PM 
	

Victory Banquet and Awards 
	

Naval Aviation Museum 



.423:1013 ." 
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1996 SAM Champs 
Pensacola 

Information Form 

Headquarters: Ramada Inn Bay view 
Location: Exit 6, Interstate 10 
Address: 7601 Scenic Highway, Pensacola, FL 32504 
Phone: (800) 282- 1212 (904) 477-7155 

SAM has 150 rooms blocked — we have the whole Hotel! 

As of March: 67 rooms are already booked. Get your reservations now. 
Tell them you are with the SAM Champs for Special $44 rate. 

Other accomodations in the area: 
Holliday Inn, N. Davis Highway/ Exit 5.1-10 (904) 474-0100 
La Quinta Inn, N. Davis Highway/ Exit 5, 1-10 (904) 474-0411 
Red Roof Inn. Exit 5, I-10/SR-291 (904) 476-7960 

Shoney's Inn, Exit 5,1-10/8080 N. Davis (904) 484-8070 

All the above Inns are located off Exit 5 in and around University Mall, only 3.5 miles from the Ramada Headquarters at Exit 6 off 1-10. 

All these accomodations are convenient to the Spencer OLF. Go north on Davis to Route 90, then on 90. follow the directions below: 

Driving directions to Spencer OLF  from the Ramada SAM Headquarters - - 
• Left on Scenic Highway to Route 90 
• Route 90 east to Pace 
• 4th traffic light (Air Products sign on right), turn left on Spencer Road 
• Spencer Road 1.3 miles to field entrance 
• 11 miles from Ramada to Spencer OLF 

General Information: 

We are guests of the USN while aboard Navy Outlying Field (NOLF) Spencer and the Pensacola Modelers have enjoyed flying priviledges 
for forty years. We have maintained this priviledge by observing all rules for using Spencer -- above all, by meticulous care. leave 
absolutely no trash  on the field. Even broken prop blades can be catastrophic for a Jet Ranger turbine compressor blades that turn 22.000 
RPM. Please, zero trash on the field! 

The entrance gate to Spencer will be open 7 AM each contest morning and will be locked at 5 PM for the first four days and 4 PM on the 

last day. Erected tents may  be left up overnight.  

No vehicles to remain on the field after 5 PM. Gate will be locked at that time. 

RV and Camping: 

1. Tall Oaks RV: 9301 Pine Point Forest Rd., Pensacola, 32534 (904) 479-3212 [1-10 exit 2. 0.6 miles N; rates $15/nite/$85/wk,resseql 
2. By-The-Bay RV: 5550 Michael Dr., Avalon Beach, FL 32583 904)623-0262 [1-10 exit 7; 3 miles S; rates $15/nite; $15 advance for res.] 
3. RV parking will be availableacross the road from the entry gate at Spencer OLF. No hookups or support facilities available on site. A one 

time parking fee of $15 will be charged. payable to SAM (We are leasing the parking area). 
4. Another option (a good one) is the Campground at Ft. Pickens, Pensacola Beach, U.S. Government Park. About 28 miles from Spencer. 

PRIVATE VEHICLES 

Cars and motorcycles may be used for FF chase (and errant RC) at Spencer. Motorcyclists are cautioned that, although the field may 
look like a big lawn, there are some pothole present. BE CAREFUL! 

All vehicles (cars, motorcycles. RV's) are to be off the field by 5 PM daily, 4PM the last day of the contest. 



1996 SAM Champs 

Event Schedule and Entry Form 

Note: Schedule subject to change! Sat/SuniMoniTues flying events 8:00AM -4:30PM. Wednesday events (last day] 8:00AM-3:00PM. 
Other non-flying activities are at the Ramada Bayview Inn, 7601 Scenic Highway, Pensacola. phone (904) 477-7155 
Basic SAM Events are in bold faced type for both FF and R/C. 

SE = Special Event, GC = Glow Champion, IC = Ignition Champion, RU = Rubber Champion 

NOSGAS [nostalgia] events sponsored by the Pensacola FF Team (NFFS1 has a separate entry form (attached). 

Free Flight Nostalgia will be coordinated with the SAM Sat/Sun schedule and is published in a separate schedule/form. 

TROPHIES through FIFTH Place 

Friday, October 11 
1 to 5 PM -- Regisgration at Ramada Bayview 
5:30 to 9 PM -- Bean Feed at Ramada Bayview 
7 to 8 PM -- Contest Briefing, Ramada Bayview Conference Room 

Saturday, October 12 
Contest at Spencer OLF and Field Registration — 8 AM to 4:30 PM 
Grand Collecto at Ramada Bayview -- 5:30 to 10 PM 

event 

no 

1 GC 

2 IC 

3 SE 

4 SE 

5 SE 

6 RU 

7 SE 

8 SE 

9 SE 

Model Engine Wing Area Channel 

R/C Texaco 

R/C Pure Antique 

R/C Nostalgia Small 

R/C Nostalgia, Large 

R/C Spirit of SAM Elect. 

FF OT/HL Glider FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF .020 Replica 

FF 4 Oz. Wakefield 

FF Taibi Class B Brooklyn Dodger 

Sunday, October 13 
Contest Flying - - 8 AM to 4:30 PM 

Evening Free 

10 GC 

11 GC 

12 IC 

13 SE 

14 RU 

15 RU 

16 

17 SE 

18 

Model Engine Wing Area Channel 

R/C Antique 

R/C 1/2 A Texaco Cox 

R/C Pure Texaco 

RC Electric LMR 

FF Small Rubber Fuselage FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF Large Rubber Fuselage 

FF 30 sec Antique 

Wally Simmers Gollywock 

FF Ohlsson .19/.23 Sldeport Ohlsson & Rice 



1996 SAM Champs 
Entry Form continued 

Monday, October 14 

Contest Flying - - 8 AM to 4:30 PM 

SAM Business Meeting & SAM Hall of Fame - - 7:30 PM, Ramada Bayview 

Door Prizes at Ramada 

19 GC 

20 IC 

21 SE 

22 SE 

23 

24 

25 RU 

2 6 SE 

2 7 SE 

Model Engine Wina_Area Channel 

R/C Class A Glow LER 

R/C Class A Ignition LER 

R/C Class A Texaco 

R/C Electric Texaco 

FF B Gas Fuselage FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF C Gas Pylon 

FF Small Rubber Stick 

FF Rubber Scale 

FF Jimmy Allen Rubber 

Tuesday, October 15 

Contest Flying - - 8 AM to 4:30 PM 

USN Bus Tour from Spencer to NAS Whiting Field - - 12 noon to 3 PM 

Spirit of SAM Concours -- 7 to 9 PM, Ramada Bayview 

28 GC 

29 IC 

30 IC 

31 SE 

32 SE 

33 

34 

35 RU 

36 SE 

Model Engine Wing Area Channel 

R/C Class B Glow LER 

R/C Class B Ignition LER 

R/C Ohlsson Sideport Ohlsson & Rice 

RC Brown Jr. Texaco Brown Jr. 

R/C 1/2 A Scale Duration Cox 

FF Class C Gas Fuselage FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF Class A Gas Pylon 

FF Large Rubber Stick 

FF Commercial Rubber 

Wednesday, October 16 

Contest flying -- 8 AM to 3:00 PM 

Special Tour of Naval Aviation Museum -- 5 PM to 6 PM 

No Host Cocktails at Museum -- 6 PM to 7 PM 

Victory Banquet and Awards -- 7 PM to 10 PM 

Model Engine Wing Area Channel 

R/C Class C Glow LER 

R/C Class C Ignition LER 

R/C Brown Jr. LER Brown Jr. 

R/C Ohlsson 23 Ohlsson 23 

FF Class A Gas Fuselage FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF Class B Gas Pylon 

FF 8 ounce Wakefield 

FF Twin Pusher 

37 GC 

38 IC 

39 SE 

40 SE 

41 

42 

43 SE 

44 SE 



R/C NOTES: 

1996 SAM Champs 
Special Instructions 

A contestant may fly any or all of the R/C Contest events. All events will be run according to the latest SAM Rule Book. However, the SAM 
Board of Directors has approved the changing of one event to a "pure" event and the addition of one event lathe R/C IGNITION Championship 
for the 1996 SAM Champs, thus providing a total of six events, the same as for the R/C GLOW Championship. These are: 

• Pure Texaco (changed from "Texaco [ignition engine]") 
• Ohlsson Side Port (added as a Standard Event, flight rules per the Ohlsson Sideport Rule Book Special Event) 

Rules for Pure  Texaco:  Same as Texaco except  no scaling, original ignition engines only or 
SAM-approved replicas thereof, no modifications (except needle valves), no pressure. no diesels. 

Questions concerning R/C Nostalgia should be addressed to: 
Loren Schmidt, 11948 Franklin Blvd.. Elk Grove. CA 95758 phone (916) 684-2265 

Questions concerning the Spirit of SAM R/C Electric Event should be addressed to : 
Eut Tileston, 1800 Carmello Dr., Carmichael, CA 95608 phone (916) 481-1871 

COLIN BORTHWICK MEMORIAL FLIGHT 
SPIRIT OF SAM ELECTRIC 

Dedicated to the memory of Colin Borthwick, 
Australia's SAM World Ambassador 

SPIRIT OF SAM ELECTRIC Rules: 
1) Electric powered replica of any Oid Time rubber model (i.e., pre-Dec. 31. 1943). 
2) Scaling OK. 
3) Any electric motor I propeller I gear reduction combination is OK. 
4) Maximum battery cell weight less than or equal to 4.1 ounces (110 grams). 
5) Flying same as 1/2 A Texaco: 3 attempts for 2 official scored flights with 15 minutes 

maximum times for each scored flight. 
6) The Sanyo cells shown below meet the weight requirements: 

BATTERY TYPE NO. CELLS RATING (MAN TOT. WT.(04 WATT-HRS 
KR 600AE 6 600 3.81 4.32 
KR 800AAE 5 800 4.06 4.80 
KR-1200AUL 4 1200 3.81 5.76 

FREE FLIGHT NOTES: 

All events to be flown under AMA and SAM Rules except as noted: 

• All Free Flight events have a 2 minute max. 
• FlyOff times and procedures to be determined by the Contest Manager and CD's prior to 8:00 AM each contest day as dictated by the 

forecast weather. 
• ROG to be required for 30 Second Gas Antique, Commercial Rubber, Wakefield, Large & Small Rubber Fuselage. 
• Gas Power Engine Runs: 22 secs. ROG and 18 secs. Hand Launch. 
• Flyoff Engine Runs: 18 secs. ROG and 14 sec. Hand Launch. 
• . 020 Replica Engine Run: 12 secs. Hand Launch. 
• Model weighing and processing will be at the field. Flight Cards to be returned to the desk after each official or attempt for posting. If two 

consecutive flights are made, only the first will be posted and the second recorded as an attempt. 
• Fuse dethermalizers must have a snuffer tube. 
5Pe_cial Notes:  
• 4 Ounce Wakefield will be 1928 through 1936 designs only. 
• 8 Ounce Wakefield will be 1932 through 1942 designs only. 
• All Gollywock varients are welcome for the Wally Simmers special Gollywock Event. Flying commences 0900 Sunday, October 13th. 
• The Standard Class B Brooklyn Dodger will be flown with Class B engines only. Sal to fly first at 0900. He will not compete! 
• Jimmy Allen Event scheduled for 0900 Monday, Oct. 14th. Karl Spielmaker will be event coordinator and will establish rules at the field. 



Phone: (334) 344-5934 

Total events entered: [$10 first, $5 additional., Max of $20: total = 

• Make check payable to ''Pensacola Free Flight Team" 
• Include copy of AMA license (unless provided with SAM Entry Form) 
• All early entries must be postmarked by September 1, 1996 
• Full refund on cancellations made by September 27, 1996 
• Mail entry form and check to: John Simms, 363 Azalea Road, P-7, Mobile, AL 36609 

GATHERING OF THE TURKEYS 
NOSGAS CONTEST 

COORDINATED WITH THE 

1996 SAM Champs 
AMA Sanctioned 

October 12th & 13th, 1996 

Sponsor: Pensacola Free flight Team 
Site: Spencer Navy Outlying Field, Pace, Florida 
Contest Director: Bob Junk, 984 Williams Ditch Road, Cantonment, FL 33533 Phone: (904) 968-9619 

Early Entry Fees: $10 for first event; S5 for each additional event. 
Late Entry Fee: a $5 total extra for late entry. 

Satu rday, 12 	 r -  Flvina 8 AM to 4:30 PM 
r 

Check Events Entered Model Engine 
114 A Glow 
A Glow 
Ignition [combined sizes] 

Sunday. 13 October: Flying 8 AM to 4:30 PM 
1/2 A Glow 
B Glow 
C Glow 

All events to be flown under AMA and NFFS Rules except as noted: 
• Two (2) minute max, Category III 
• All events hand launch 
• Flyoff times and procedures to be determined by CD prior to 8 AM each day as dictated by weather. 
• Model weighing and processing will be made at the field. 
• Fuse dethermalizer must have snuffer tube. 
• Contest Headquarters: Ramada Inn, Bayview, 7601 Scenic Hwy., Pensacola, FL ph.(800) 282-1212. 
• Field Directions: Hwy. 90 East to Pace, FL; 4th traffic light after leaving Pensacola; left on Spencer Rd (Air Products sign 

on rt. at light); field 11 miles from Ramada Inn. 

Name 	  AMA # 	  

Address 	  Age 	  

City 	 State 	Zip 	  

I agree that my models have been tested and qualify to be flown in the presence of others. 
I agree to report to the CD, before leaving the field, any accident in which I am involved or may witness. 
I agree to abide by the AMA Flight Safety Declaration, and any and all Special Field Rules at this contest. 

Signature (parent or guardian if entrant is under 21 years of age) 	  

ncis 



1996 SAM Champs 
Pensacola 

Spencer OLF -- '96 SAM Champs Flying Site, with 
Contest Manager Cdr. Jack Bolton, USN Retired. 

One Square mile of mowed grass! 

National Naval Air Museum, Pensacola. Site of the 
1996 SAM Champs Awards Banquet. 
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This greet tOOkelg & Mmastio perform, i..1 
RA Diesel heed conversion uses a true G- 
ring seated contra piston. Screws nght onto 

your Cox Tee Dee, Medallion and Killer Bee 
encine (Engine not included) 

.049/.051 $12.99 
.09 $16.99 

For OS FP.40, FSR.40 and Tower Hobbies .40 

ok. 
1111 

ELFIN 1.49cc Diesel 	1 
Reprodixdion o' the larno.is LIM Gi orgne 

produced in England around 1950 No throttle or 
muffler_ Available with wpped rpstoo. like the 
engine!. or ABC version. 

Limited Supply $49.994, 
Retail Value $99.99 

The HP .40 is the 
smallest & lightest 
of any 40 made 
today at only 9.5 oz_ 

4C. 
Retail 
Value 

 

$269.95 

Forster .99 
Ignition 
$289.00 

American Made 1111 Qualifif 

CONVERSIONS 
For Cox .0491.051 and .09 

RR DIESEL 1/EilLI 

NEW RELEASE 

Cunningham Blue Streak.64 
The Cunningham Blue Streak .647 is basically an Orwick with a ball bearing crankshaft and cast on 
mounting lugs and venturi. Produced in the 40's, it is a very rare engine as very few were made. It's 
actually better than the Orwick because it has a more conventional design and a ball bearing crank. 

Like the original, this current production model feature a lapped iron piston. bar stock connecting rod. 
and ball bearing crankshaft. The originals came with a "make" timer which the cam actually closes the 
contact point. You can order our current production with original timer or Orwick style "break' type timer 
where the cam opens the contact. 

Differences from the original: Knurled prop drive, Slightly larger crank diameter. and a Better 
looking blue finish. 	 Special Price $239.99 Reg. Price $269.95 

Specifications: 	 Spark ignition set not included. Ball Bearing Crankshaft. 
Loop Scavenged, Lapped Iron Piston 
Bore 	 .937 
Stroke 	 .937 
Displacement 	 .647 
Weight: Ignition version 	12.6 oz 

Super High Performance HP . 40 R.61 Rear Intake Free Flight Engines 

Yidego fogirios from Affierkit'S Most Modern Model Engine fielory. 

VINTAGE SPARK ACCESSORIES 

MODELECTRIC COIL 	  18.95 
144 - 32 SPARK PLUG 	  15.00 
CONDENSER 	  1.00 
PLUG CLIPS 	 2 FOR 1.00 
HIGH TENSION LEAD PER FOOT.... 1.00 
COMPLETE IGNITION KIT IINCLLIXS ALL ABOVE) .. 35.00 

Convert your 0 S FP 40 into a groat 
RC diesel at a very reasonable pace. 
RJL'a NO precision conversion ulikien 
a super reliable o-ring sealed contra 
piston and me special design combus-
tion chamber provides superior 'owe 
and throttle response compared to 
ers. (Engine is not included) Retail 
Value 559.95 

Great Price 
Only $19.99 siiiA\ 

CUSTOM HEAD ADAPTERS 

Schnuulle Ported 
Double Ball Bearings 

Forged and bushed con rod 
ABC Ringed wteromed bore 

Extremely Isgh power to weight ralK3 

SO YOU CAN USE STANDARD GLOW PLUGS 
COX 049 ADAPTER FOR LONG PLUG 	4.99 
COX .049 ADAPTER FOR SHORT PLUG 	 4,99 
COX .15 TEE DEE & MEDALLION ADAPTER 	 8.99 
TESTOR PAoCOY 449 ADAPTER LONG PLUG 	 5.99 
Dees hew awe% (roe n =eel comoneni to use vendors gam 

plan and you ,  qua Over 'Env* & ph.g not in:teed 1 

RJL Conquest .15 
This is the hottest .15 around. 
It will even keep up with most 
.25'5. Double ball bearings. 
rear exhaust and Schnuerle 

porting. USA MADE. 
Compare to retail of $200.00 

ABC Version S99.99 
B C or Free Flight 	.% 19,4116_ 

Lapped Version $89.99115  

SEND $1.00 FOR CATALOG 
of Engines, Parts, and Technical information. 

included FREE WITH EVERY ORDER. 
ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED - NO C.O.D.'s 

Paws. sob e: to change Milo t mew Limier) supgy on sore terns 
Prices good Ihru May 30, 1996 or while supply lasts on some items. 

Shipping & Handling in continental U.S. $4.75 any size order 
Alaska. Hawab S riornatunal nurser  &Worse Rooderm add 825', SalmTin 

Forster .29 
Ignition 
$150.00 

These Forster engines are new production from 
RJL. They are made from the original casting dies 
and machined with RA's modern CNC equipment. 

••••••••111111•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a 
■ RJL is the only factory parts source for these engines: ■ 
• a 

RJL --- German HB --- Forster --- Cox+K&B ,FUL Conquest .15 --- REMCO .29 • • 
• U.S. & Austrian made HP (Hirtenberger) --- HGK --- Kraft .61--- Holland Hornet .049 	■ 
■ Kavan FK-50 --- Taipan .40 --- Testor McCoy Series 21 (Black Head. Finned Case) 	■ 
■ Viking Twin .65 --- DEW & Kustom .51--- Hassad Bluestreak .65--- Edco Sky Devil .65 	■ 
■ Cunningham .647 (some parts fit Orwick .641 	 ■ 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm ism a ..•11 ..•••••••ea 

VINTAGE 
FORSTER 
ENGINES 

RN Industries PO. Box 5 Sierra Madre, CA 91025 
Telephone: (818) 359 -0016 FAX: 818 301 0298 Email: RJLENGINES@aol.com  



Don Reid and his Lanzo 40 Cabin at Taft in 1995. 
placed first in the 1993 SAM Champs and third in 1995. Orange 
with white tail. 
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SAM RUBBER MODEL PERFORMANCE 
by Don Reid 

There are a number of factors involved in good SAM rubber 
1 model performance, and those considered below are usually 

thought to be the most important. 
The Model's Design 

Check SAM contest results, particularly the SAM Champs, and 
consider models that consistently do well. For example, in Large 
Stick the Smith, Lamb Climber, and Lanzo '40 are popular and 
competitive. If you don't choose one of these pick one with similar 
characteristics. Be cautious about a 'secret weapon' that no one 
else has ever heard of because there may be good reasons for its 
anonymity. 
Quality of Construction 

The model doesn't have to be of concours quality, but good build-
ing is necessary to ensure light weight, and good strength to weight 
ratio. A good scale, accurate to 0.1 grams is essential. For example, 
sheet should always be 6 lb or less, 1/8 sq. longerons never over 2 
grams for 36" and usually less, uprights and cross-pieces from 1 to 
1.4 grams for 36" depending on their length. True surfaces with good 
fit and finish help a great deal. 
Workshop Adjustments 

Field trimming can go on and on without much success if the CG 
is not at, or near the correct position. I started with the Bogart/ 
Rhodes and Jim O'Reilly calculations and modified them to agree 
with my own flying experience. My equation for the line represent-
ing the most rearward position of the CG for folding prop models 
is: 

CG = 35 + 23.85 (T,,, o) 
(The CG is the center of gravity, not the neutral point.) 
For free-wheeling prop models the formula is: 

CG = 50 + 23.85 (Tv.) 
T,ottail volume) = (stab area x tail moment) / (Mean aerodynamic 
chord x wing area) 
Tail moment arm is measured from 1/4 wing MAC to 1/4 stab 
MAC. 

Locate the wing to achieve the CG indicated, or slightly forward 
of this point. If the model has typical wing and stab airfoils this 
should be close to the optimum location. Decide if the model is to 
fly right-left, as for a folding prop model, or right-right for free-
wheelers. Flying surfaces should be warp free except for some 
wing tip washout, and for free-wheelers slight wash-in on the right 
wing panel. For folding prop models the stab should be level, with 
the glide turn achieved using rudder tab. Key the wing and stab. 
Build in appropriate down and side thrust. 
Field Trimming 

Reliable contest performance is usually achieved after much test 
and competitive flying over an extended period. This is especially 
true if it is the modellers first experience with the particular design. 
I store all my stabs on rigid styrofoam and carefully check wings 
and fins for unwanted warps. Despite this, slight trim changes often 
occur. Frequent flying can also train the modeller to observe flight 
patterns and help decide on proper corrective adjustments. Fly 
frequently, experiment with small adjustments to determine their 
effect and to indicate changes to bring the model back on trim. 
Keep a diary on each day's flying, noting performance changes, 
weather etc. 
Picking Air 

When flying competitively, or during trimming sessions always 
pay attention to weather conditions, particularly thermals. Observe 

whether the flight is in up, down, or neutral air. Don't make a 
change as the result of one flight. I've frequently seen well 
trimmed models stall down in down air, or stall up in a boomer. 
Rubber 

Bernard Carson showed in a paper in the 1987 NFFS Symposium 
that, theoretically, a rubber model's "maximum non-atmospheri-
cally assisted endurance will be achieved when the rubber weight 
equals twice the weight of the model". He emphasized that regard-
less of the weight of rubber/weight of airframe ratio it is very 
important. to minimize the airframe weight. This is clearly an 
outside maximum and is greatly in excess of what is found in SAM 
rubber models. The correct answer, if it can ever be found, is only 
determined after extensive flying. However, there is lots of infor-
mation available on what the original model used, with very differ-
ent rubber, and what modern SAM flyers use. For example, con-
sider a typical 200 sq in model with the airframe weighing 4 to 5 
oz: 
5 oz airframe = Wo = 141.75 g 
So The range of practical rubber weights is: 

70 g rubber = Wr, Wr/Wo = 70 /141.75 =0.49 
80 g rubber = 80/141.75 = 0.56 
90 g rubber = 90/141.75 = 0.64 
100 g rubber = 100/141.75 = 0.71 

For the 4 oz airframe the numbers are: 
4 oz airframe = Wo = 113.5g 
70g rubber = Wr, Wr/Wo = 70/113.4 = 0.62 
80 g rubber = 80/113.4 = 0.70 

g rubber = 90/113.4 = 0.79 
100 g rubber= 100/113.4 = 0.88 

Assuming that all the rubber is wound to the same point on the 
failure curve the higher the Wr/Wo ratio and the lower the overall 
weight the better the endurance potential. Practical considerations 
are the maximum number of strands for a given prop design and 
the amount of slack possible with a given hook to peg distance. 

Don Reid 
7 Pinepoint Drive 

Nepean, Ontario K2H 6B 1 
Canada 
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Converted Cut Off rifler installed in the 
author's Rambler. The wire trip arm is 
bent so that the switch is opened when the 
timer arm reaches the bend. Then the 
hook in the wire stops the timer. Ttvo 
holes at top of faceplate are where rivets 
were drilled out to remove the fuel hose 
bracket. 
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PRODUCT REVIEW - CONVERTING 
STARLINE TIMERS 

By Bruce Augustus 

Two Starline timers have been converted to spark ignition 
operation for use in old timer aircraft. One is the Starline 1/2A, 

3 function timer which includes quick DT and full flight DT fea-
tures. The other is the single function Fuel Cut Off Timer. 

Both timers have clockwork mechanisms based on the Russian 
copy of the Leica camera timer mechanism. This mechanism is 
made of both brass and nylon parts, and the parts which are the 
most susceptible to vibration are low mass, thereby making the 
timer insensitive to engine vibration. The Fuel Cut Off timer was 
selected for conversion because it will run more than 30 seconds 
with the fuel hose bracket removed. 

To convert the Fuel Cut Off timer, simply drill out the two small 
rivets holding the fuel hose bracket and remove it. The micro 

switch is mounted 
under the fuselage 
sheeting by two small 
screws in the mounting 
holes provided in the 
switch. A lever mecha-
nism is fashioned from 
.025 -.030 music wire 
through short length of 
1/16 aluminum tubing 
which passes through 
the fuselage sheeting. 
The wire is bent in 
such a shape that it will 
actuate the switch and 
also capture the timer 
arm and prevent fur-
ther rotation. This 
holds the switch in the 
off position. 

Using this configuration, the timer can be removed from the 
airplane for service without removing the micro switch or disturb-
ing the wiring. A deans connector may be used in the switch wiring 
so it too may be removed if necessary. 

The photo shows the timer installed in my Rambler, which is 
powered by a 48 year old Super Cyclone. The motor is a real 
shaker and provides the severest test of any timer. The timer in the 
airplane was one of Starline's earliest, and one day the screws 
holding the clockwork mechanism together unscrewed about 15 
seconds into a flight. I recovered all the pieces from inside the 
fuselage, reassembled it with Loctite, and it's still in the airplane. 
All timers delivered by Starline now are assembled using Loctite. 

On a 30 second run, my timer runs about 5 seconds faster with 
the Cyke running, but it might not with a smoother engine. With 
the wire in place of the fuel hose bracket, the timer arm can be 
wound past 360° so even though it speeds up somewhat, it still runs 
well over 30 seconds. In spite of the excessive engine vibration, I 
have found the timer to be extremely reliable and repeatable. The 
difference between one run and the next is immeasurable. The on-
off switch is quite simple and reliable too. The timer weighs 18 
grams as shipped by Starline. 

Starline's 1/2 A 3F was converted for an airplane where 1 wanted 
a quick DT feature. It also has the added advantage of a full DT for 
those flying fields where fuses are not permitted. 
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This timer has one forward facing trip wire normally used to acti-
vate a remote fuel shutoff for a glow engine. The conversion of the 
timer involves using this trip lever for the micro switch. 

A 1/16" hole is drilled through the faceplate under the trip wire 
about one third the distance from the pivot to the disc. A short 
length of .025 music wire is bent into a U shape about 3/4" long, 
inserted in the faceplate hole you drilled, and slipped over the trip 
wire. Now squeeze it into a keyhole shape around the trip wire. 
This is the push rod that actuates the microswitch. 

The clock mechanism has a cylindrical aluminum case enclosing 
its steel spring. You can epoxy two 2-56 x3/4" screws on the back 
of the case and slide the micro switch onto the screws. A hole about 
.025 is drilled in the switch's lever, and the switch is positioned on 
the spring case in such a way that the pushrod fits into the hole in 
the switch lever. The bottom end of the push rod, consisting of two 
wire ends is then bent to provide switch actuation. One wire end 
passes through the lever hole. A drop of solder under the lever will 
keep it in place. The other is bent at 90° on top of the lever so it 
pushes the lever down and actuates the switch. 

The photo shows the timer installed in my Anderson 65 powered 
Goldberg Sailplane. The Anderson runs quite a bit smoother than 
the Cyke so the duty is not as severe. The timer has functioned 
accurately and flawlessly for several years, providing quick DT 
and flight DT times in excess of 5 minutes if desired. The faceplate 
and levers are conveniently designed so the DT line can just be 
moved from the quick DT lever to the full DT lever without any 
other adjustment. 

Converted Starline 3 Function Timer mounted in Sailplane. The 
left trip wire is normally used to actuate a fuel cut off It has 
been modified to push down on the microswitch underneath the 
timer faceplate. DT line is shown attached to the quick DT lever. 

Back view of the timer shows the two 2-56 screws epoxied to the 

spring housing, and the microswitch mounted on the screws. Use 
Loctite or Cyano on the nuts. Trip wire for the switch passes 
through the faceplate and into a hole drilled in the switch's flat 
steel trip lever. Switch wires are soldered to a female 3 pin deans 
connector cut down to 2 pins and glued to the bottom of the switch 
between the terminals. This allows for removal of the assembly 
from the airplane. 

PRODUCT REVIEW 
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SAL TAIBI 
We fly so many Powerhouses at Perris, we decided to take a picture 
of a Powerhouse line-up. This was the last picture taken of my 
good friend Jim Quinn. He passed away on March 14 during an 
operation to clear a blockage in his blood vessels. I loved the man 
like a brother, will surely miss him. He enjoyed his Wednesdays at 
Perris so much he requested his ashes be scattered over the field. A 
memorial service was held for Jim on April 6, at Elsinore, along 
with a one flight contest for Wakefields with a six minute max. 
The winner was Toshi Hatazawa with a flight of 5:46—pretty good 
time for 6 AM air. Jim's ashes will be buried on "Jim Quinn Hill" 
at Penis on May 8. That's the hill where Jim loved to climb up and 
test glide all his models. Now we wiil be able to say "Hi Jim" when 
we glide ours.Sal Taibi, 4339 Conquista Ave., Lakewood, CA 
90713 

May ♦ June 1996 

TAKUYA YAMAMURA 
Before 1941 Japanese modelers were influenced by American 
modelers, and US model books, magazines and engines could be 
imported until 1941. (Even US made cars). During W.W11, up to 
1945, we were influenced by Germany and Italy, which were the 
nations that wer allied with Japan. My friend Mr. Komatu 
Kitamura has said his modeling began right after Blcriot flew from 
England To France. 

I am now making a 1/2A Rambler from Flying Models article of 
February, 1990. Takuya Yamamura, 5-4-14 Nishi-Dai, hami City, 
Hyogo-Ken, Japan 664 
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From left, Bob Benner, Jim Quinn, Gary Sherman, Kevin Sherman, 
Sal Taibi, Sid Durant, Ken Wilson, Fred Dunn, Neel Durant. 

The last photograph of Jim Quinn, Perris, March 13, 1996. Jim 
was on the 1987 and 1989 USA Wakefield Teams. He started the 
360 Club, an elite group of Wake fliers who have posted flights of 6 

Takuya in his back yard with a 1941 RC-I, the first RC airplane in 
Japan. Powered by OS FS 61 converted to spark ignition. 

Takuya Yamamura's 1943 Japan Record Holder, designed by 
Nakamura, powered by OS K-6. In 1943 it flew 17:20 on a 30 
second engine run. All airplanes are white silk with red trim. 

Left, KG-2 with OS FS 90 sparker. This masterpiece has bamboo 
landing gear and cabane struts wrapped with thread. Ailerons have 
separate servos in each wing, tailwheel is steerable, pull-pull 
cables on rudder and ekvator. Rubber shock absorbers on under-
carriage. 
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GORDON CODDING 
This present model, as shown in enclosed photo, is the pre-war all 
metal "SKYVAHL" free flight ignition model. Originally intended 
for Class B or C, I am installing an ancient Mighty Midget by 
Bunch of .45 (sort of) displacement. I got a set of plans from my 
old buddy John Pond and since then have obtained a kit and this 
model, a bit of restoration, new screws (and LocTight to hold them 
in place) and we will be ready to fly. So, what Class or Category 

will I be in? and 
what are new 
weight rules (if 
any). The last 
time I competed 
in a SAM 
contest was 
several years 
ago and in Las 
Vegas. I flew 
the Herb Lozier 
"Experimental 
Gas/Electric" 

design model (1938) used the electric power, spent a year getting it 
trimmed. Then on first flight at contest hooked a thermal and Pond 
was amazed (so was II). Next day the wind blew us off the field. So 
1 need new info to prevent confusion of last time. The judges didn't 
know what to do with the model—no class for that electric.Gordon 
E Codding, ex LA Flightmasters,etc. 3724 John I. Ave, Kingman, 
AZ 86401. 

SAM-7 
This note is to apprise you of some erroneous information that was 
provided in SAM Speaks Issue No. 127, page 5. The Joe Beshar 
Commemorative was a two day contest for both OT RC and OT 
Free Flight events sponsored by SAM-75 (RC), and SAM-7 for 
Free Flight. 

The 21 free flight events were conducted by SAM-7 with 
Al Vollmer as CD and John L. Whittles as assistant CD. Joe Beshar 
conducted the Korda Mass Launch event. 

It is only fitting that the sponsoring organization and the respon-
sible individuals be properly credited. Tom Lucas, SAM-7 President 
and Carmen Botticello, SAM-7 Sec/Treas. 30 Bluefield Drive, East 
Hartford, CT 06118. 

GEORGE NEIBAUER 
Conrad Hansen, SAM 424, died on January 19th, 1996 in Dayton, 
OH. He was 80 years old. He was appointed Advisor when the first 
Model Airplane Club was formed in 1928. The club was reorga-
nized in 1932 with 13 members resent, hence its name, Hangar 

13. As club leader, 
Connie designed the 
Hangar 13 club project, a 
gas model with a ten foot 
wingspan. It was widely 
believed to have been 
one of the first gas mod-
els airplanes to be flown 
in Wisconsin on August 
25th. 1935. Hangar 13 
thrived as a club until 
1943, at which time 
W.W.II brought an end to 
its existence. 

Connie attended MIT 
on a Mathematics Schol-
arship. the University of 
Notre Dame, and later 
graduated from the 

University of Dayton. Connie raised orchids and was a past presi-
dent of the Dayton Orchid Society. He also continued building and 
flying model airplanes. 

Connie will be remembered by many friends and former mem-
bers of Hangar 13 as an organizer and leader of men, he from The 
old school. George M. Niebauer, 1405 E. Vegas Valley Drive, Las 
Vegas, Nevada 89109 

a' 

• 

OTTO CURTH 
Glenview Naval Air Station, site of many Navy Sponsored Nation-
als, has been closed and the property turned over to the village of 
Glenview, IL. A group has formed the non-profit "Glenview 
Hanger One Foundation" to make a memorial museum by preserv-
ing the original hanger and tower (one structure). I am not an active 
member of the group, I am just contacting the model magazines 
and organizations seeking aid for the group. 

In addition to financial aid they are seeking items to place in the 
museum. At present they have Army helicopters and an engine that 
was in Lake Michigan since a missed landing on one of the Lake 
Michigan side wheel carriers. 15,000 pilots made their first carrier 
landings on these land-locked fresh water carriers. The qualifiers 
took off from GNAS and made their landings on the carriers. 
Chicago's PBS station, WTTW, made a film "TOP GUNS OF '43" 
about the operation. It has been on Chicago TV several times, I 
don't know how widely it has been shown. 

I have brochures describing the effort, which 1 will send for an 
SASE. Otto Curth, 2107 Center, Northbrook, IL 60062. 

George Niebauer an 
1/2A Texaco version 
Connie's Hangar 13. 
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BY LAWS CHANGE PROPOSALS 
As discussed in the this issue and the last issue on the President's 

Page, several proposals have been made by our President and 
Board of Directors to improve and clarify the By-Laws. A great 
deal of work has been done by Don Bekins and SAM Counsel 
Mike Myers to clarify ambiguities and delete contradictions. The 
proposals appear on page 26 of this issue. Please read them care-
fully. If you have any comments, please mail them to Don Bekins, 
You are also encouraged to correspond directly with your Area VP, 
who is your representative on the Board of Directors. 

Comments will analyzed and pro and con arguments be published 
in the July-August issue, along with a ballot so you may vote on 
the proposals. The proposals do not become effective until ap-
proved by a majority of the members voting. So it is vital to the 
health of the Society that you exercise your right to vote. 

ARTICLE V 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Section 2. Term of Directors - Members of the Board of Directors 
shall be elected for a two (2) year term by the general membership. 
The Eastern and Midwestern V,P.'s shall be elected on even 
numbered years and the Rocky Mountain and Western V.P.'s on 
odd numbered years. 

ARTICLE VIII 
COMMITTEES 

Section 1. The Board of Directors may establish or dissolve 
Committees for Engine Approvals, Design Review Board, By-Laws 
Review, Rubber Events, Rules for Free Flight Competition and 
Rules for Radio Control Competition and for other purposes from 
time to time. 

Section 2. The President, acting with the consent of the Board of 
Directors, shall appoint the committee chairmen, who shall be 
known as Coordinators. Coordinators shall be current members of 
SAM North America. 

Section 3. A Committee Coordinator may act alone as a commit-
tee of one, or may recruit others, including non-SAM members, to 
assist in the work of the Committee. 

Section 4. Committees shall make timely recommendations to the 
Board of Directors on current issues and rules proposals, and 
perform such other duties as may be assigned by the Board of 
Directors. 

ARTICLE IX 
COMPETITION RULES 

Section I. An Official Rule Book containing the Preamble, 
Constitution and By-Laws, Free Flight and Radio Control Rules for 
Competition, and Provisional Rules for Special Events shall be 
published at least once every four years, unless no changes have 
occurred since the last publication. Individual amendments and 
supplements may be published in SAM Speaks at lesser intervals. 
Publication of the Rule Book and supplemental rules is the respon-
sibility of the President. 

Section 2. Changes to Rules for Competition shall become 
effective only after approval by a written vote of the membership. 

Section 3. Proposed changes to Rules for Competition may be 
initiated in any of three ways: (a) by a written proposal from a 
member signed by at least 25 active SAM members submitted by 
July 31 of even numbered years; or (b) upon the recommendation of 
one of the Committees; or (c) upon the recommendation of the 
Board of Directors. However initiated, the proposed changes shall 
be reviewed by the Board of Directors, which may return them to  

their proponent with a request that they be revised. Unless the 
Board of Directors unanimously rejects a proposed rules change, 
the proposed change and the Board of Directors' recommendation 
concerning the change shall be published in SAM Speaks to be 
voted on by the membership. 

Section 4. Proposed rule changes shall normally be published in 
odd numbered years in the July-August edition of SAM Speaks 
with a request for comments, pro and con from the membership. 
Those comments will be published in the following issue, along 
with a mail-in ballot. Rules change proposals will be adopted if 
approved by a majority of those voting on ballots received within 
90 days after publication of the proposal. Rules changes shall 
become effective on January 1st of the even numbered year 
following their acceptance. 

Section 5. The annual SAM Champs will be conducted according 
to the latest Rules for Competition. Any deviations must be 
approved by the Executive Committee (Board of Directors) and 
announced accordingly. 

ARTICLE X 
AMENDMENT OF BY-LAWS 

Section 1. Proposed changes to the By-Laws may be initiated in 
either of two ways: (a) by a written proposal from a member signed 
by at least 25 active SAM members; or (b) upon the recommenda-
tion of a By-Laws Review Committee appointed by the Board of 
Directors. 

Section 2. The proposed By-Law changes will be published in 
SAM Speaks with a request for comments, pro and con. Those 
comments will published in the following issue, along with a ballot. 
Voting shall be by mail-in ballot and shall be decided by a majority 
of those submitting ballots within 90 days of publication. 

Rare photo of Al Grell actually flying one of his many airplanes. Al 
lives in Tangent, Oregon, home of the Northwest Free Flight 
Champs, and the Willamette Modelers Club. Al is a former AMA 
National record holder, restorer of old aircraft, and a consummate 
model craftsman. The airplane is a Philly Whiz from July 1952 Air 
Trails. It was designed by Anthony J. Becker Jr of Philadelphia, is 
about 190 sq. in. with sliced ribs in wing and tail. Al flies it in the 
WMC Early Nostalgia event using a Cub .049 B. White fuselage, 
bright fuscia wing and tail. 
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Another masterpiece from the workbench of Bob Oslan. It's a Stahl 
Boulton Paul Defiant. Meticulously finished in black tissue with 
accurately colored markings. Bob Oslan photo. 

Guess what! 
Buckle's back! 
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Hobby Supply South 
5060 Glade Road 

Acworth. GA 30101 USA 
770.974-0043 • 770-974-5243 flax) 

Asofiss• 

A slightly Wan* yersion of the 049 design by Col. 
Ton d Tapiin demi lame. The wage RC model 
=sear* En4lsh channel in 1949 1  SI:per stable in the 
ar. Pre-cut kt ine.4.41es plans and RC hardware Wk. 

	sr Is 41 Ao .11/ A4.0 
1313•19  5109.95 
Your one Stop SOW* kr eil it beet F/F. RC and CA. 
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CAI. • 
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We roe I' 	rim the ratim Alma &Ate and nor limes as weft as arks*. Pt k/ 	irks area. 

Name 	  
Address 	  
City 	  
State & ZIP 	  
Dues Are: 	Phone: 	  
$25 'Us & Caladat, $40 [for all others. US funds only] 

MECA # it renewal] 

New Member? 	 
No PO boxes for New Members 

make checks payable to Model Engine Collectors Association 

Send Application and Remittance to: 
Bob McClelland 
3007 Travis St. 
West Lake, LA 70669 

MECA Pledge: I, the undersigned, do agree to uphold and practice th( 

Model Engine Collectors Association's 
"Code of Fair Practices and Ethics' 

as follows: 	1. To Protect the Interest of fellow Members 
2. To be Honest in my Dealings. My Word is my Bond_ 

Signed: 	 Dale: 	_ 
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Paul Wesyrall of Portland, Oregon holds his first model airplane. 
It's a Scout by Herr Engineering, the laser cut people. Very 
pretty first effort, with a red fuselage, white wing and tail, grey 
prop. This was the ocasssion of his first flight and the airplane 
performed well. 
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MODELA 2cc D-R/C 
MVVS 2.5cc D 
MVVS 2.5cc G-R/C 
MVVS lOcc G-R/C 
TAIPHOON 2.5cc G 
AME 0.8cc GLOW 
METEOR 2.5cc D 
ISTCAM 1.5cc G 
PUMA lOcc G-R/C 
JOHN 0.50cc G-R/C 

$59.95 
$54.95 
$64.95 

$139.95 
$42.95 
$29.95 
$38.95 
$49.95 
$79.95 

$119.95 

SAM PLANS LIBRARY 
The following Lanzo Plans are available, including some new 

drawings. Many other plans are also available: 
Lanzo RC-1Antique cabin gas 84" span 

$ Antique gas RC, 2 sheets 	127 .0  Racer 12 ft. 	 12.50  
1/2 size Racer 	72" span, 2 sheets 	 7.50 
Bomber 	 Antique gas pylon, 96" span 10.00 
Bomber RC 	80" span 	 10.00 
1/2 size Bomber 	48" span RC 	 7.50 
Baby Burd 	37" Bomber 	 6.50 
Classic 	 1938/39 cabin & Wakefield 	7.50 
Duplex 	 1936 cabin, stick & Wake 	7.50 
1940 Record Holder 300 sq. in. rubber stick 	7.50 
1945 Record Holder 350 sq. in. Class E cabin, 64" 7.50 
1940 Cabin 	300 sq. in. rubber 	 7.50 
1933 Cabin 	30" span rubber 	 5.00 
Detroiter 	 1947 Wakefield 	 7.50 
Puss Moth 	51" span semi scale 	7.50 
1938 Airborne 	Antique glider, 108" span RC 15.00 

All prices include postage. Send check to Floyd Reck, 10332 
Tristan Drive, Downey, CA 90241 

TRAILER FOR SALE - Comet dirt bike trailer. 20" diameter 
wheels with plywood box 7'6" x 2'8" x 1'6" and one rail for 
Honda 90 or 110. Spare wheeel and tire. $300. Larry Clark (619) 
248-2461. 
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REPLICA ENGINES 
C.S. DIESEL ENGINES 
(MADE IN CHINA) 
2010R DEEZIL 2.0cc $79.95 
2011R MICRO 2.0cc $79.95 
2112R AMCO 3.5cc $69.95 
2510R O. TIGER MIMI 2.5cc $84.95 
2511 R ELFIN 2.49cc $76.95 
2512R RIVERS 2.5cc $84.95 
3010R E.D. HUNTER 3.1cc $99.95 
3510R E.D. HUNTER 3.46cc $99.95 

OTHER ENGINES 
03010 	MODELA 1.5cc D-R/C $49.95 
03012 	MODELA 2cc G $39.95 
03023 	MVVS 2.5cc D-R/C $64.95 
03046 	MVVS 3.5cc G-R/C $79.95 
01550 	MARZ 2.5cc D $28.95 
01513 	TAIPHOON 2.5cc G-SE $45.95 
03010 	KOMETA 5cc D $45.95 
01585 	METEOR 2.5cc G $38.95 
00950 	MK-17 1.7co D $39.95 
00210 	JOHN 0.35cc D $89.95 

PUMA DIESEL ENGINES 
(MADE IN RUSSIA) 
00951 ELFIN-Steel liner 1.5cc 	$65.95 
00952 ELFIN-ABC liner 1.5cc $65.95 
00455 DOONSIDE MILLS .75cc 574.95 

03011 	MODELA 2cc D $39.95 3011R 
03012R MOD.2cc G-R/C $59.95 03022 
03029 	MVVS 2.5cc G $59.95 03030 
03066 	MVVS 6.5ccG-RC $99.95 03090 
01551 	MARZ 2.5cc G $28.95 01510 
00490 	AMD 0.8cc D $53.95 00495 
1)3050 	KOMETA 5cc G $45.95 01580 
00960 	ISTCAM 1.5cc D $49.95 00970 
01570 	KMD 2.5cc D $59.95 06010 
00350 	JOHN 0.50cc D $84.95 00300 

HOBBY CLUB HOBBY CLUB 
10 HUGHES STREET, SUITE A-102, IRVINE, CA 92718. PH: (714) 461-0336 / FAX 461-0340 

NFFS MEMBERSHIP AND 

Mailto: 
NFFS 
19Frederick Drive 
Newport News,VA23601 
Subscription rates includeannual tee 01S.50 
Society The batanceol the lee in each category 
NFFS Digest Subscriptionsarenolavailable wittvut 

MEMERSHIP FEES AND SUBSCRIPTION 

RENEWAL APPLICATION 

Make checks payable 
tot he National Free Flight Society 

for membership In the NationalFree Flight 
is forSubscription to FREE FLIGHT, the 

membership 
RATES (1 and 2 yr.) 

Age 19 8. over and 
residents olloreign 
countries. 

1 yr.$15_00 i$.59 membership leepius$14 50subscripbco) 

2yr.S27_031S1.00mernbershipleeplusS25 00 subscription) 

Age18 &under. 
1 yr. $7.50 (S.50 membership fee plus Si OOsubscriplion) 

2yr113.50($1.00merntershipIteplus312 53sikstriptioni 

Subscriplionsarenelavalablewithoutmembership. 

Ages areas ol July 1 of the cur runt year Please 

Newmember ❑ 	Renewal 
Current expiration date: Mo. 

circleapplicaMe fees. 

❑ 	Addresschange I♦ 
Yr. 

Name Who 

Telepit:: 	1, 	- 

bp 

Address 

City, State 

This is a NFFS $4,se► nbership application! 
SAM ).nernbership application is on page 25. 

If tioti fill free flight, join NFFS. 



DAVE'S WOOD PRODUCTS 
12306 BERGSTRASSE 

LEAVENWORTH, WA 98826 
(509) 548-5201 

•• CONTACT CEMENT- INDUSTRIAL GRADE, HEAT 

RESITANT, WATER BASED. NON TOXIC. 
•• HOBBY LOBBY DEALER DISCOUNTS ON ALL HOBBY 
LOBBY ITEMS. 
•• OBECHI VENEER. SELECT AND STANDARD GRADES. 

VISA 
	• CALL OR SASE FOR INFORMATION • ;et 

SAM MEMBERSHIP AND RENEWAL APPLICATION 

Subscriptions to SAM Speaks are not available without member-
ship. Membership rates: 

❑ 1 yr. Residents of Canada and the U.S. - $18.00 
❑ 1 yr. Foreign - US $30.00 (Air Mail only) 
❑ Renewal ❑ New Membership 
Name 	  
Address 	  
City 
	

State 	Zip_ 
AMA No. 	SAM No. 	SAM Chapter No. 
Sponsor (New Members Only) 	  

1 agree to follow the rules of the Society of Antique Modelers 
and uphold the principles stated in the SAM Preamble. 
Signed: 	  

Note: Membership in the AMA is required to fly in SAM contests. 
Be sure to put your SAM number on your check if renewing. 
Make checks payable to the Society of Antique Modelers. 

Send to: Larry Clark 
P.O. Box 528 

Lucerne Valley, CA 92356 
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NEW ELECTRONIC I NI1ION SHUT-OFF "THE HOT SPOT" 
Working with a friend who is an electronic engineer and a top scale modeler we have what 
I think is the best and easiest way to cut off your ignition for RC assist. Easier and better 

than a mirco or pull switch. After over a year of flying the Hot Spot in free of the interferem 
picked up by most electronic switches. /hove over WO flight.% on one lee model. 

The HOT SPOT Includes the transistorized ignition system all on the same pc 
bottrd.Easy to wire up, just 3 wires + ground. about U2 ounce. 

No mini servo or transistorized ignition system needed. Specify servo plug - 
JR (Futaba) or A inronics. 

Latest model has a shorting plug which will let you run your engine at a contest 
without your transmitter. 

PRICE $40.00 Post paid. 

BOB HOLMAN P.O. BOX 741 SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92482 
• ;5 

ALDRICH 	 I  4. MODELS 

12822 Tarrytown, San Antonio, TX 78233 
(210)656-2021 (Fax on 6th ring) 

CUSTOM TUNING AND RESTORATION 
OF OLD TIME ENGINES 

Complete Chrome Service 
Superior Accuracy and Quality 

Light Weight ignition Systems 
S.A.S.E. for brochure 

 

Fine Products From 

  

 

2301 Sonata Drive • Rancho Cordova,CA 95670 
ANTIQUE & OLD TIMER MODELS 
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT 

Send $1.00 for catalog of over 300 kits 
Credit cards acceptable 

SHORT KITS 
	

(916) 635-4588 

     

CARBON FIBER-KEVLAR-BORON 

 

Pulltrusion-Cloth-Filament-Tow-Thread 

 

 

LIGHTWEIGHT COVERINGS 
Mylar -.000059 -.00025 -.0005 -.015 
Polyspan, - polyester tissue paper 

Flourescent Dye Pigments 
Microfilm, Plastic-Stic CA glues 

Special roll quantity pricing for clubs and 
manufacturers with $200 per item min. order 

 

  

MODEL RESEARCH LABS 
25108 Marguerite #160 

Mission Viejo, CA 92692, USA 
SEND $1 FOR FULL CATALOG 

  

SUPPORT 4OCAR 506,1 SPGACS 
AbverzricGRS 

SAM MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION  
Annual dues includes a subscription to SAM Speaks published by the 

Society every other month. 
Dues for U.S. and Canadian members are US $18 per year (6 thaut.•:, of 

SAM Speaks). For other than U.S. and Canadian members, the individual 
rate is US $30. Special rates for foreign bulk shipments of SAM Speaks are 
available. Contact the Secretary / Treasurer. Dues payments for up to three 
years in advance are accepted. 

Membership expiration dates are shown on SAM Speaks address labels. 
If renewal dues are not received by the expiration date, a "Dues are due" 
notice will be sent. 

New members receive a SAM decal, Rule book, and Approved Gas 
Models Designs Book along with their initial membership card. Addi-
tional SAM decals (small, medium & large) are $30 each. Rule books ($2 
+ $30 postage), Approved Gas or Rubber Model Design ($4 + $1.00 
postage) are also available. Send checks payable to SAM, c/o Larry Clark, 
Secretary /Treasurer, P.O. Box 528, Lucerne Valley, CA 92356. 

SAM Library, which has all model magazines dating back to early 1930's, 
provides copies of original articles on designs for a small fee. Contact Gene 
Wallock, 220 Leroy Ave., Arcadia, CA 91007. Phone (818) 445-5091 

USE THIS SAM MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION TO GIVE 
SOMEONE A GIFT MEMBERSHIP IN YOUR FAVORITE 
AEROMODELING SOCIETY. SIGN YOUR NAME AS 

SPONSOR. WIN THE RAFFLE PRIZE. YES. 



STILL BEEPING MODEL FINDER  sTiLL TATTLING 
he compact, lightweight sound transducer, now helping 

modelers all around the world. Just turn the TATTLER 
on before launch. It beeps once to let you know it is 
functioning and alter a nine minute delay starts emitting 
a piercing 1 second beep at 10 second intervals for up to 
12 hours. Can be heard at distances of 300 feet. 

TOP VIEW 

0 
•••■•••■•■ 

[40 	SIDE VIEW 	2.65"  
Reference 

Wt... 8gms(.2800 
Buzzer 

WI  
fl  

Send check or money order to: 	TriplaProducts, Inc. 

John Watters 	 • P.O. Box 1232 
(616) 968-7181 	 Battle Creek, MI 49016 

OUAN. DESCRIPTION 	PRICE/EA. 	+ H&S 	TOTAL . 
Tattler Unit 	$32.50 w/2 bat. + $2.50 	Grd 	 
BR 1216 Battery 	$2.25 	 N/C 
BR 1225 Battery 	$2.25 	 N/C 

Neese add 6% sales tax within Michigan------- 
TOTAL 

ELECTRIC POWER 
Don't Be fooled By Hot Names & High Prices 
LEISURE MOTORS SWEEPS ELECTRIC 
TEXACO 3 YEARS IN A ROW AT THE 

SAM CHAMPS. 
Congratulations Phil Pearce - 1995 winner! 

Leisure Electronics 
2950 Airway Bldg. A-4 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

VISA 
	(714) 435-9218 Ma5.1, rtarcf 

LD TIMERS JOURNAL 
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO Sept 10-15 1995 
• Memorabilia 1930s & 40s • Nostalgia Plans - FAI 
• Old Timer Photo History • Results & Photos '95 Champs 

Book has 40 pages of historical coverage including the first Old Timer 
contest In Denver 1963 Also the first Texaco gas model contest in 1936. 
GET THE REST OF THE STORY — 1995 SAM Champs. This special 
report Is 12 pages with 33 photos. Complete results to third place. 

* COMPLETE BOOK S10.00 POSTPAID • 

CONOVER MODEL WORKS. P.O. Box 628, Longmont, CO 80502 

THE WAKEFIELD INTERNATIONAL CUP 
A HISTORY 1911 to 1995 

This History is about the Wakefield contests that have 
taken place since the dawn of aviation (85 years) and 
continue to this day. Each contest is chronicled, artist 
drawings of the Wakefield Champion, and the Winning 
Wakefield are included in all 46 chapters. Orders may now 
be placed for the spring '96 publication. $30 unbound, $40 
bound & signed. Send to Charles Rushing, PO BOX 1030 
Sutter Creek, CA 95685, USA. 

SUPPLIES FOR THE HOBBIEST 

	NEW PRODUCTS 	 

E.D. - Hunter' repro $136.00 	Elfin 2.5cc repro $100.00 

Oliver TIg•r MkIll repro 11110.00 

Add $3.00 par •noln• for postage 

Calif. ras. •dd SS for •ttles tax 

1924 E. Edinger: Santa Ana CA 92705 17141258-0905 

ARGO - U.S.A. 
America's 

outstanding 
JIIF.SEL  

Engine /. 

ARGO 
Li 

Announcing 

A new  CHAMPION  ! 

ARGO 
Elfin 

9y6  2.49 cc 

3229 Dianora Drive - Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90275 
(310) 377-6186 
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TELL YOU SAT-1 SPEAKS 
ADVE2Ti562.5 YOU 5AfIJ rgeie A95 

446126 

JUNE 14, 15 AND 16 1996 
S.A.M. 58 10TH ANNUAL RC ASSIST OLDTIMER 
AND ANTIQUE MODEL AEROPLANE CONTEST. 

AMA SANCTIONED 
LOCATION: 10 MILES NORTH OF SYRACUSE, NEW YORK. 
For entry form and contest rules, contact Robert Russell, 98 
Erkenbcck Road, East Syracuse, New York 13057. (315) 656-0858. 
Trophies to third place. Large on-site camping area. No hookups. 



Foreign 
sales -
write 

TALES OF AN 
ANCIENT MODELER 

Stories about growing up with modeling in those 
"Good `ol Pays." It's a funny, nostalgic and moving 

rendering of how modeling used to be. Entertaining 
and well documented with over 100 photos of model-
ing, spanning over 60 years. 

$14.95 P.P. USA only 	 Check / M.O. 
Norm Rosenstock 
124 Granada Street 

Royal Palm Beach, Fl 33411 

Voile Ad* 
Owner 

OfT Electric Plans - LMR/Texaco 
630 sq.in. 35 oz. 7 cell-800 

PLAYBOY SR, Foote WESTERNER, 
KERSWAP, Megow CHIEF, ATOMIZER 

$10.00 each folded or $13.00 rolled 

MODELAIR-TECH 
Bob Aberle 	Tom Hunt 

P.O. Box 12033 
Hauppauge, NY 11788-0818 

10614 Nsetvg4 
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A MANUAL: HOW TO THERMAL 
OLD TIME RC MODELS 

How To: LOCATE THERMALS 
FLY IN THERMALS 
TRIM FOR THERMALS 
BEST OLD TIMERS, ETC. 

Written By TOM WILLIAMS 
Send $14.00 (RP.) Money Order to: 

709 Royal Ave. 
Midwest City, OK 73130 

SZCKZECA/ _570(5XIM 
V 

LEADING EDGE and 
MULTI PURPOSE USE 

BRILLIANT RAINBOW FLASHES 

MULTI PURPOSE USE 
BRILLIANT 

STROBE FLASHES 

SERVO COVERS $.75 ea. 
CUSTOM SIZES AND SHAPES 

PHIL PEARCE 
I l l East Geneva, Tempe, AZ 

85282 
PH: (602) 966-6384. INTERNET; 102165,2325@Compuserve.Com  

2" x 48" - $5.00 
I" x 48" - $2.50 
2" x 36" - $4.00 
I" x 36" - $2.00 

3" x 18" - $5.00 
SAMPLES-SASE 
POSTAGE PAID 

Manufacturer of Super Cyclone Engines 
Custom Motor Work, Replacement of All Threads 

Glow to Ignition Conversions 
AMA 458234 SAM 3120 

665 Chaparro Road • Covina, CA 91724 • (818) 332-0023 

P.A.W. DIESELS - .09 & .15 TEXACO SPECIALS. 
THE NEW .40 IS PERFECT 
FOR BIG TEXACO. PRICES 
& DIESEL INFO S1 

ERIC CLUTTON 
913 Cedar Lane 

Tullahoma, TN 37388 
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PLANS - Old Timer and Nostalgia. Scale and Sport. Powered, 
rubber, towline. RC sailplanes, scale, sport and electric. All illus-
trated. Catalog $2.00. CIRRUS AVIATION LTD. P.O. Box 7093, 
Depot 4, Victoria, B.C. V9B 4Z2 Canada. 

PLANS: Rubber powered OTs including Lidgard's Eugene. Gas 
including the Swoose .19, LaTorre's Alert in full & .020 sizes. 
Schoenbrun's Theo-radical. Several rubber scale. One OT RC 
sailplane, several Nos gas & modems. Send $2.00 for catalog. JIM 
O'REILLY'S MODEL PLANS. 213 Wyndmere Place, Garden 
City, GA 31408. (912) 964-7634. 

FLYING SCALE KITS: Aeronca C-3, span 58" $39.95: Fairchild 
51, 51.5" $49.95: Northrop Gamma, 50.8", $44.95: Stinson 108-2, 
55.3" $49.95: Taylor Cub, 53" $44.95. Kits include balsa, ply, 
wire, silkspan. Float kits for above models $19.95. Designed for 3 
ch. RC, can be flown w/elect. power. 300 sq. in. plans available. 
Send SASE for info: Schreyer Model Aircraft, PO Box 132, 
Newfanc VT 05345 (prices pp). 

HAVE WE GOT A MOTOR FOR YOU! - E.M.P.S. (Electric 
Model Plane Stuff) The new source for the MM 1 motor, and its 
derivatives and a lot of other goodies for small electrics. Business 
size SASE gets you our free catalog. Double stamp it and get the 
catalog and Dick Miller's latest "What Works" list as well. 
E.M.P.S., Box 134, Robesonia, PA 19551. 

FUEL SHUT OFF VALVE - Positive action, servo operated, all 
metal, 8 grams. Glow, gas or diesel fuel. $11.95 each plus 500 
shipping. Three or more, no shipping charge. CLASSIC OLD 
TIME ENGINES, 15731 Five Point Rd, Perrysburg, Ohio 
43551. Phone/Fax (419) 878-8144 

KEEP-EM-FLYING" Reproduction Parts for your vintage Spark 
Ignition Engines. Send $1.00 for NEW 1996 List of over 100 p arts 
available. TO: DAVID WILKE, P.O. BOX 188 IDYLLWILD CA 
92549-0188. 

WANTED - Sky Devil 
Nelson 19, 29 or 40 
Rossi 19, 29, 40 or 61 

Call: John Collins (619) 559-5678. Fax (619) 224-1423. 



ENGINE RESTORATION & REWORK 
My engines used by winners in SAM contests 
including the SAM Champs. Transistorized 
Ignition Systems, Coils, Hi-Tension Leads. 

NEW: HARD CHROME 
SASE for free list. 

BLACKBURN AERO ENGINEERING 
P.O. Box 15143, Amarillo. TX 79105 

(806) 622-1657 

ANTIQUE-TYPE 
IGNITION 

ENGINES LEGAL 
FOR SAM 

COMPETITION 

All sizes and models 
$225 plus $4.50 ship- 

ping & insurance 
VISA and Mastercard accepted. 

texas reskienrs please add 725% tax 

To order, or for a free 
brochure, call, FAX, 

or write. 

SHILEN 
AEROSPORTS 

P.O. BOX 1300 
205 METRO PARK BLVD. 

ENNIS, TX 75120 
(214) 875-1442 

11... 	'47 $ 

Torpedo .24, .29, 32 

ShrIen Old Timer .19 
--1F7 

t, 

Starline's Polyspan 
Beats silk, silkspan and 

plastic film in every way! 

Polyspan combines the 
lightness and traditional 
appearance of silk and 
silkspan - yet offers the 
strength and puncture-
resistance of plastic films. 

More and more modelers 
are choosing Polyspan. 
Made of non-woven fibers, 
Polyspan applies easily and 

$15 per 12 ft. x 19.5 in. mks pkts $3 postage pet soil. 
StoApe (goring Apt 55.50 pet 2 oz. bottle (red, Wow, blue, trove, biad; 

6146 E. Cactus Wren Rd., Scottsdale, AZ 85253 
Tel: 602-948-5798 • Fax: 602-998-7005 

POLYVAN IS A TRADEMARK OWNED BY STAKINE INTERNATIONAL 

wrinkles work out quickly. 
No blisters. No peeling 

Looks are important and 
Polyspan produces just the 
right glossy, sandable finish. 
For color, use opaque 
dope or coloring liquids.* 

The toughness of 
Polyspan resists punctures 
and tearing. And it's as light 
as silk and waterproof! 

Try Polyspan on your next 
model. See your dealer or 
order from Sal Fruciano at 
Starline International. 

SrERLI, NE 
INTER NATION Al 

Edrmy opwred compaxrd caws .rnostira *earns 
Wmiitlo•freo Woes sand lo Miry Man 

TEXAS TIMERS FOR FREE FLIGHT 

THE TIMERS OF CHOICE 

OLD TIMER B (ignition) - $39.50 
	

* OLD TIMER A (wilast DT)- $42.00 
MAX I (eng. + 5 min DT) - $33.00 

	
C MAX III (eng. + 3 min DT)- $33.00 

FUEL OFF (pincholl) - $24.00 
	

* DT TIMER (8 min) - $30.50 
ABC (two function) - S31.50 

	
* MINI (two function) - $31.50 

Add $2.50 for P&H 
SASE for complete information. 

TEXAS TIMERS, 3317 Pine Timbers Dr., Johnson City, TN 37604 

Phone/FAX (423) 282-6423 

EXPECT THE BEST - FLY THE BEST - TEXAS TIMERS 

PLEASE SUPPORT YOUR SAM ADVERTISERS - 
THEY SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY! 

Ii 

— 
Moving? Address changes should be sent to: 

Larry Clark 

P.O. Box 528 

Lucerne Valley, CA 92356 

Official Publication of the Society of Antique Modelers 
2810 Cowell Blvd. 
Davis CA 95616 

Sam #1383 Issue #129 Exp LIFE 
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CAMERON, IL 61423 

2ND CLASS POSTAGE 
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Dick Obarski with 
Diamond Zipper in 1938. 
Huge gas tank, hand 
carved prop. 
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In the March issue we read the story of Randy Archer's 
misfortune at the World Champs in Hungary last year. At 

the recent CLAM meeting in Paris, the Hungarian delegate 
acknowledged that Randy should have been the 1995 World 
Champ. He said all agreed that due to a poor timing result 
associated with the very long flyoff flight (10 minute max) he 
was denied this honor. The delegate commended the quiet, 
dignified and uncomplaining way that Randy accepted this 
situation. In acknowledgment of this, the Hungarian 
Aeromodeling Club decided to award him a Good Sports-
manship trophy. Dave Brown, the AMA president accepted 
the award for Randy at the Plenary meeting. 

We received a kit from Ted Schreyer, owner of Schreyer 
Model Aircraft. The airplane is the Rose Parakeet, a golden 
age biplane. Both the airplane and the kit are beautiful. Ted 
puts me to shame with his artistic and precision plan drawing 
skill. The parts are finely cut out of excellent wood, and the 
kit comes packed in colored tissue which makes it look like a 
birthday present. Truly a quality product. See photo page 17. 

We learned recently that Jim Kyncy of Oroville, CA, has 
outdone even himself with a Dyna Jet powered RC Anderson 
Pylon. Jim has long been known as a fine builder and flyer 
who is able to control hugely overpowered airplanes. I know 
what you're thinking, but don't be too hasty, the Dyna Jet 
after all is a vintage engine. 

Jim Kyncy's grandaughter in 1987 with his 10 ft. P.B.Y. 

And speaking of vintage engines, one of the more fun 
contests of the year is the Silents Please and Old Timer 
Champs held in September in Tangent, OR, home of the 
Willamette Modelers Club. This year's event will be held 
September 14 and 15, with the annual MECA Collecto 
Saturday night. Headquarters for the meet is Grell's farm, 
where most of the contestants bed down in the palatial farm 
house or camp out on the manicured lawn. Dee, Sue and 
Linda Grell prepare a spaghetti feed on Friday night for the 
early arrivals, and a sumptuous farm breakfast with home-
made biscuits and jam every morning. They won't take any 
money, but you can bring some butter and eggs, ham, milk or 
spaghetti. AI Grell has a workshop that looks like a model 
museum and a grass airstrip for the pilots among us with a 
hangar full of airplanes in various states of restoration. Al is a 
major force in the creation of the Oregon Air Museum. 

The SP&OT is an event that embodies all the relaxed flying 
and good sportsmanship that the Preamble was written to 
engender. Events flown include ABC Pylon, ABC Fuselage, 
four Nostalgia classes, seven rubber events, .020 replica, and 
RC 1/2A Texaco. The WMC provides the timekeepers, and at 
noon on Sunday, all flying stops for a half hour while the 
contestants vote on the Concours d'Elegance. The flying field 
is a farm whose crop is grass, grown for the seed and then cut 
off short. There are similar farms for miles in every direction  

and those who 
lack motorcycles 
can chase on 
bicycle or by 
automobile on 
the paved roads. 
Entry fee is a 
mere $6.00 for the 
first event, and 
$2.00 for each 
additional. For 
Contest informa-
tion call CD Bob 

Stalick at (541) 928-8101. For information on the Collecto call 
Clarence Bull (541)995 6509 or (541) 688-3533. 

You know, an airplane is a wonderful device for transporta-
tion, especially when you can land at a fairyland like Grell's 
farm. But more than that it's a useful tool for exploring the 
atmosphere. There may be no better way to see how the 
atmosphere works than actually to get in it. You can get a 
dose up view and feel of douds and scattered showers and 
rainbows, and yes, even thermals. 

Perhaps the best tool for this is a sailplane. You can silently 
soar from one thermal to another or catch some slope lift on 
windy, thermal-less days. Many times I have looked out the 
canopy at birds off my wingtip, and have seen hawks circling 
in opposite directions in the same thermal. You can pack a 
lunch and make a day of it, watching how the atmosphere 
changes through the day as the Sun heats the earth and the 
convection begins. In a sailplane you watch for vertical 
development, because that's where the lift is; you make a 
game of picking the cumulus that's growing the fastest, and 
seeing if you can get there before you run out of altitude. You 
can do the same thing with an RC airplane-just pretend 
you're in it, studying the atmosphere, looking for signs of 
rising air. 

Got a letter from Dick Obarski, de-
signer of the Foo-2-U. He lives in Sun 
City Center Florida now, right near 
Tom McCoy. He's a consulting engi-
neer specializing in mechanical de-
sign. Doesn't fly model airplanes any 
more, and had to decline Don Bekins' 
request that he attend the Pensacola 
SAM Champs and fly Don's Foo, pic-
tured last month on the President's 
page covered with bright pink silk and 
embellished with Dick' autograph. 

He mentioned in his letter that he 
was the inventor and manufacturer of 
the Hely Arc wheels used mostly for 
controline speed in 1946-1950, before 
take off dollies were introduced. 

The wheels were tested in Chet Lanzo's vertical wind 
tunnel and determined to have very low aerodynamic drag. 
They sold over 400,000 wheels during the period. 

Dick is shown this month with early diamond fuselage 
Zipper. The photo was taken at the 1938 Midwestern States 
Champs. If Dick looks pleased, it was his first win at a major 
contest. He was also an accomplished indoor flier, and placed 
first in indoor stick at the 1948 Nats at Glenview NAS. 

Wes Funk, son Paul, and Jaqueline Joseph fix a 
Funky Flier at Grell's farm. That huge hangar 
is filled with airplanes. Bonanza is editor's. 
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TIMER'S NIGHTMARE APPROVED 
CAM Design Review Board Chairman Wes Funk has 

reported that Frank Ehling's 1942 design, Timer's Night-
mare, has been approved as a legitimate old timer pylon 
design and will be added to the List of Approved Designs at 
the next printing. The airplane appeared in the April 1943 Air 
Trails magazine and was republished in Air Age Gas Models. 

The airplane is a Class A model having a span of 44 inches 
and a wing area of 231, and was powered by an Atom .09. 
Frank called it the Timer's Nightmare for the following 
reason in his own words: "At the first contest, after a number 
of test hops, the ship was entered for an official flight. There 
was little time before the contest to install a dethermalizer for 
bringing the ship down in the required four minutes, so we 
got the bright idea of camouflaging the ship to make it 
invisible after about four minutes had elapsed." 

Wes thanks Brian Malin of Merritt Island, Florida for 
bringing this fine airplane from the prolific drawing board of 
Frank Ehling to our attention. Looking at the paint scheme, 
one can't help but wonder if it wouldn't have been quicker 
just to build the DT. 

CORRECTION 
In Issue Number 128 on page 16, we inadvertantly omitted 
the name of Bob Sommers from the list of SAM Hall of Fame 
inductees. Bob was nominated by Vic Cunnyngham and 
chosen for the Hall of Fame in 1992. We regret the omission. 

ANOTHER CORRECTION 
Contrary to a statement in the last issue, raffle tickets for the 
Tommy McLaughlin engines will not be available at the SAM 
Champs. Tickets may be purchased only by mail from Larry 
Clark, P.O. Box 528, Lucerne Valley, CA 92356. Tickets are 
$5.00 each or 6 tickets for $25.00. The deadline for mailing 
checks to Larry is September 30, 1996. You will receive a post 
card acknowledging the number of tickets you have bought. 
The actual tickets with your name on them, will be retained 
by Larry for drawing at the SAM Champs. You need not be 
there to win. 

THREE ENGINE RAFFLES 
There will be raffle tickets available at the Champs, but not 
for the Tommy McLaughlin engines listed in the last issue. 

July ♦ August 1996 

There will be another raffle, administered by Jack Bolton, of 
several engines selected from Tommy's estate and held out 
for raffle only to members who attend the Champs. The 
identity of these engines will not be disdosed prior to the 
Champs, and tickets will not be available til then. All details 
will be provided at the Champs. 

The third engine raffle is the 
one for members who have 
enrolled new members in SAM. 
We have an excellent example 
of a fine vintage sparker, 
carefully restored to strong 
running condition and pretty 
appearance by Don Blackburn. 
It is in an immaculate box with 
all the papers, and will be a 
valuable competition or 
collector's engine. You receive one 
raffle chance for each new member 
who lists you as sponsor on his 
membership application. Do it now—
give someone a gift membership. 

All the engines from the McLaughlin estate were sent to 
Darrel Peugh for cleanup and repair. Darrel is a serious 
collector of model engines and the editor of the MECA 
Swapsheet. He is also a graduate aero engineer, former model 
shop proprietor, and WW II Naval aviator. 
Most of the engines were in a poor state of disrepair or 
gummed up from lack of use, and therefore unsuitable to be 
raffled. Darrel restored them the best he could depending on 
the availability of spare parts. Many of the parts were do-
nated by Darrel, and others were obtained from Karl 
Speilmaker, Vic Didelot, Charlie Bruce, RJL, Inc., Woody 
Bartelt and Jack Bolton. SAM and its members are grateful to 
these gentlemen for this contribution to the Society. 

1997 SAM CHAMPS TO BE IN LAS VEGAS 
Larry Jenno has confirmed that the VAMPS will host the 1997 
Champs at Eldorado Dry lake, south of Boulder city, Nevada. 
The dates are September 22 to 28, and the headquarters hotel 
has not yet been chosen, but most likely will be in Las Vegas. 
Eldorado Dry Lake is about 2 miles wide and 5 miles long of 
flat, hard packed sand with no vegetation. The prevailing 
wind is in the long direction, and the flying site will be only 
about 200 yards from the road, so access is easy. Field eleva-
tion is about 2200'. Watch this space for future announce-
ments. In the meantime, remember to make your reservations 
for the 19% Champs in Pensacola. 

SAM CHAMPS REPORTED IN RADIO MODELLER 
In the March-April issue we reported on a fine story about the 
US SAM Champs in the British free flight and control line 
magazine, Aeromodeller. Ron Moulton, the author of the story, 
has sent also a copy of the March 1996 issue of another British 
magazine, Radio Modeller, in which he reports on the RC 
activity as the Colorado Champs. The story contains many 
fine photos by Dick Stouffer of Urbana, Illinois. In addition to 
several other careers, Dick has been a professional photogra-
pher for more than 50 years. He has over 250,000 photographs 
which he is in the process of cataloging in a computer data-
base. Dick no longer flies model airplanes competitively, and 
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Canadian Wasp by Dan Heinrich. Notice the kitten? 
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went to Colorado Springs for the sole purpose of shooting the 
event for the Radio Modeller article. It is well written and the 
photos are beautiful. Well worth reading. 

MYSTERY COVER PHOTO IDENTIFIED 
he picture on the bottom of the cover of SAM Speaks 129 

1 is mine. I sent it along with the pictures of Crazy Checks 
and Bert Phillips. This is one of those once in a lifetime shots 
when the timing was right. It was taken at the 1994 Cuckoo 
Challenge at Bill Saunders' farm in Virginia. Fred Blom had 
just released Joe Bilgri's Korda Wakefield when the rear 
motor peg twisted out of its mount and the rubber, rear peg 
mount, prop and noseblock blew out of the front, leaving 
behind shattered wreckage. 

Fred was as shattered as the model, which he was flying as 
a proxy in Joe Bilgri's memory in Bill's 1939 Classic Wakefield 
event. Until we got this picture developed and saw that it was 
a structural failure, Fred thought he might have done some-
thing wrong. The model was rebuilt and flown by Bob 
Champine as proxy in the 1995 Cuckoo Challenge, but was 
lost on a test flight out of sight. Jim Coffin, 4604 Hill brook Drive, 
Annandale, VA 22003-5921. 

E 

ED SULLIVAN WAS THERE 

The picture was taken at the August 1994 Cuckoo Challenge 
at Bill Saunders' farm near Cuckoo, Virginia. The flier is Fred 
Blom (SAM 10) of Timonium, MD. Fred was asked to proxy 
fly Joe Bilgri's '39 Korda in a special event using '39 
Wakefield rules. Just as Fred let go of the model the rear peg 
came loose with the results shown - the nose block went 
further than the fuselage which was demolished. I've never 
heard what happened to the remains. 

It may be of interest to note that the spectator with the 
floppy hat is Reid Hull, the famous Brainbuster treasurer. 
Some of the old timers may recognize him. 

P.S. SAM Speaks is great! Thanks. Ed Sullivan, 19 Frederick 
Dr., Newport News, VA 23601.. 
(Ed Sullivan is the NFFS membership chairman. Ed.) 

PEE WEE ANTIQUE UPDATE 
By Dan Heinrich 

I would like to thank those who made the inaugural Pee-Wee 
Antique event a success. I think that all involved had a good 
time and the low key nature of the event inspired friendly 
competition. I seem to remember hearing that is what this 
hobby is all about. I was pleased to see the great variety in 

designs and all the different approaches to posting the best 
time. The winning time ended up being over 16 minutes and 
was posted by Brad Levine with a Clipper MKI. My hat goes 
off to his timekeeper. 
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Mercury Pee Wee Antique (foreground) and CAV LS 1/2 A 
Texaco. Both airplanes built by Dan Heinrich, yellow silk with 

A few suggestions were made to me as to how to improve 
the event and after taking them under advisement I have 
decided that it is in the spirit of the event and suggest the 
following rules changes. Instead of allowing only the Cox 
Pee-Wee .020, eligibility of engines will include all engines 
.024 (in case you want to run that OK Cub in your box) and 
smaller. Fuel will be limited to 2.2 cc which is the capacity of a 
stock Pee-Wee tank. Personally, I will continue to run my 
Pee-Wee as they are one of the least temperamental engines. 

I would like to keep the name Pee-Wee Antique as the name 
of the event in spite of the fact that many people would like to 
call it 1 /4A Texaco. Instead of the reference being to the 
power source of the models it will reference that these are 
indeed "little old airplanes." 

Upon receiving a call from the old timer coordinator for the 
USFF Champs to be held at the beginning of September at 
Lost Hills, I am pleased to report that PWA has been added to 
the slate of events. 

If anyone has any questions about the event or what pos-
sessed me to try and keep a 36" model in sight for 16 minutes 
you can contact me via the web at 103725.527@compu-
serve.com  or at work (yes I work for dad at Aerodyne) at 
(714)258-0805. Enjoy yourselves out there and remember, if 
you aren't having fun, you're not doing it right. 
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THE PRESIDENT SPEAKS 
By Don Bekins 
T urge each of you to vote your 
1 ballot regarding By-Laws 
changes. You now have the oppor-
tunity to vote on two ballot mea-
sures: 

A. Directors of the Corporation 
should be elected for two year stag-
gered terms to enable continuity of 

organization management. 
B. Multiple changes which will bring all committees under 

the jurisdiction of the By-Laws, empower these committees to 
act independently rather than just react to member proposals 
for changes, and to change the method by which the By-Laws 
may be amended [mirroring the way Flying Rules are 
changed]. 

These proposed changes create a double set of checks and 
balances before any Flying Rule or By-Law can be amended 
or changed. They will bring consistency to the way coordina-
tors and their committees are appointed and how they report 
to the President, Board, and members. 

Please review the President's Column in the March - April 
issue of SAM Speaks which summarizes the reasoning behind 
these By-Laws changes. Your Board recommends a YES vote on 
both ballot items. 

I want to particularly thank SAM's Legal Counsel, Mike 
Myers, for his in-depth advice and many by-laws drafts. And 
I thank the SAM Officers and Coordinators for their indi-
vidual written suggestions and counsel. 

Committee Changes: RC Rules Coordinator, Fred 
Mulholland, resigned his position as head of the RC Rule, 
Committee to devote his full [volunteer] time as CD to the 
efficient running of the RC events at the SAM Champs in 
Pensacola. My heartfelt thanks to Fred for all his good work 
and service to this important committee. 

Ed Smull, SAM 1, Colorado, has been appointed in his 
place. As you may recall, Ed was the assistant contest man-
ager for the outstanding Colorado Springs SAM Champs. He 
is a retired engineer from Martin Marietta where he was their 
'telemetry wizard'. Ed has been a modeler since 1936, and 
began his RC flying with Walt Good and the Washington D.C. 
RC'ers in the early '50s. He is a rubber flyer as well and will 
be traveling to England this year for the unique old timers 
meet at Middle Wallop, The European SAM Champs. 

In another change, Dick Huang of SAM 29, Texas, has been 
named to chair the SAM Engine Committee, taking over from 
Jim Persson, who continues as the Free Flight and MECA 
Coordinator. Thanks, too, to Jim for his continued, active 
support. 

Dick recently retired as an aerospace engineer from 
Lockheed-Martin where he was director of Advanced Rocket 
& Missile programs. He has been modeling since 1946 when 
he flew U-control and rubber models, later getting into RC. 
He joined SAM in 1977 and has become our unofficial "OT 
Performance Engineer", writing many articles on engine and 
old timer performance characteristics, two of those in the 
popular NFFS Symposium. 

SAM Election: Past SAM President, Jim Adams, now 
chairman of the Nominating Committee, has submitted a 
slate of officers for this year's election. The candidates are 
outstanding modelers and contributors to SAM's many 
activities. Please exercise your right to vote — If you neglect to 
vote, then you jeopardize your right to complain! 

Rules Change Proposals: Just a reminder, that under our 
By-Laws, the last date to submit rules change proposals is 
July 31st of even numbered years — July 1996. 

SAM and the Internet: SAM's Web Page 
[www.napanet.net/--nednj,  which has links to AMA, Tower 
Hobbies, and other modeling sites, has brought favorable 
comments from around the world. We have heard from 
members, and other modelers in Australia, England, Italy, 
Canada, and many in the US. Our Webmaster, Ned Nevels, 
SAM 27, is now adding chapter logos to each chapter address, 
and we hope to eventually add chapter news similar to that 
shown on the SAM 27 site. Send your chapter logos [JPEG 
format) and info via email to Ned at [nedn@napanet.net ]. 

The flying season is in full swing. I have attended four 
contests this year already, with many more to come in both 
free flight and RC. Across the country and the world, SAM is 
active and is growing. Come join the fun and camaraderie of 
old timer modeling whether it be rubber, free flight or RC. 

See you at the SAM Champs in Pensacola, Florida, October 
11th through 16th. 

Bill Burt launches his P-30 at the SP&OT Champs at Tangent OR, 
September, 1995. Bill could be the poster boy for relaxed flying. 

This could be the poster. 
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CASIO ALTIMETER WATCH 
By Bob Angel 

You can strap an altimeter watch 
on your model, put in a flight, 
and after landing, recall the 
maximum height gained above 
ground level. Its use ranges from 
gathering all sorts of test data to 
a fun fly competition event 
which our chapter put on a 
couple of years ago. 

There are a few brands and 
models of altitude watches on 
the market, but the most avail-

able and most used by modelers is the Casio Alti-Depth meter 
watch, model 376. It weighs just under 1 1/2 ounces complete 
with wrist straps, which some people remove for flight. One 
good price is $70 from Campmor. Get a free catalog or order 
the watch by phone (800) 230-2151. 

The watch is a unique instrument which does the basic job it 
claims to do, but it isn't necessarily user friendly, and accu-
racy is relative. Its weakest point is one of the poorer instruc-
tion manuals I've seen accompanying an investment of this 
complexity. For this reason, I've enlisted my friend Dick 
Fischer to write up his findings about correct battery replace-
ment. And while he's at it, the instructions on how to set the 
watch to record altitude comes from Dick as well. 

The watch is 
quite temperature 
sensitive and not 
temperature com-
pensated. The in-
struction booklet 
shows a maximum 
variation of ±220 
Feet for every 10°F 
temperature dif-
ference, and a 
working range of 
50°F to 104°F. I 
found I could 
check out Dick's 
altitude setting in-
structions by zeroing the watch and putting it in the refrigera-
tor for a few minutes where it was fooled into thinking it had 
gone a hundred feet up. The manual also describes the watches 
as shock sensitive, but they seem to work despite engine vibra-
tion. Accuracy effects of this are unknown. 

The tiny booklet with its tiny print requires a magnifying 
glass for most of us to read. The 4 push-button controls 
surrounding the dial are referred to by letters A, B, C, and D. 
The pattern of these letters isn't a simple circular layout as 
you might expect, but more closely resembles the 
cross-torqueing sequence for a 4 bolt cylinder head. This 
necessitates frequently flipping back to the reference sketch. 
Now let's let Dick have the typewriter.- Bob. 

USING THE ALTIMETER FUNCTION IN YOUR MODEL: 
We'll simply call the buttons UL (Upper Left), LL (Lower 
Left), UR (Upper Right), and LR (Lower Right). You'll need to 
push the buttons fairly hard to make them function. 

1. GET INTO THE ALTIMETER MODE. Push LL as many 

times as necessary to get the word ALT in the display. Release 
LL. After a few seconds you'll see F (Feet) or M Meters) in the 
display, then a number, possibly zero. If the display shows F, 
skip the next step. 

2. PUT THE READINGS INTO FEET. Most of us use feet 
rather than meters. Press UL until display starts blinking. 
Release UL. Press LL twice to make M start blinking. Press 
either UR or LR once to change M to F. Press and hold UL to 
complete. 

3. GET INTO SET MODE. Press and hold UL until all 
display digits begin blinking. Release UL. 

4. ZERO THE DISPLAY. Press UR and LR simultaneously 
until blinking zeros appear. Release UR and LR. 

5. GET OUT OF SET MODE. Press and hold UL until the 
entire display begins roiling rapidly. Release UL. When the 
rolling stops, you will see 0 F. This establishes the field as zero 
altitude. 

6. FLY THE WATCH IN YOUR MODEL. If you could ride 
along to observe, you would see the current altitude, and 
could watch it return to 0 F when you land. 

7. READ THE PEAK ALTITUDE. Press and hold LR to see 
the peak altitude attained. Release LR to see current altitude. 
The peak altitude will stay in memory until a higher altitude 
is reached, or the watch is reset. 

MISCELLANEOUS HINTS: The watch updates altitude 
every 9 seconds for about the first 5 minutes after being 
zeroed. After that it updates only about once per minute. 
Zero the watch just before engine start to try and catch the 
peak altitude during that first five minutes. Also, the ALT 
display will switch back to a time display after about an hour. 
To get back to ALT mode, just repeat pushing LL until ALT 
appears. 

Altitude may not read zero after landing. This is partly 
because small barometric pressure changes affect the read-
ings, and partly due to the temperature sensitivity. It takes 
from about 30 seconds to several minutes for temperature 
changes to soak in. 

CHANGING BATTERIES: We've heard from several fliers 
that they changed their own batteries, and found the watch 
wouldn't run afterwards. After having the same experience, 
and getting the watch back from the Casio service center $30 
later, I called to find out what needed fixin'. If you act humble 
enough a reticent technician will blurt out his best kept secret. 
It's that instruction sheet again. It isn't quite complete. 

After installing the batteries, the instruction says "As shown 
below, touch the AC contact and the battery (+) side with 
metallic tweezers. Contact should be about 2 seconds." Of 
course the illustration "shown below" is a generic watch that 
doesn't look like our watch, and the picture is small and 
unclear, so you are on your own to try and find the AC (All 
Clear) contact. 

Here's the secret: the spot you touch is not the place where 
the letters AC are marked. You have to look outside the letters 
and deeper into the works to find a small gold dot. This is a 
land on a PC board. You may see a second gold dot nearby. If 
you touch the wrong one, no harm done, and the right one 
will still work. The technician also advised that the contact 
may need to be held as long as 5 seconds to get things going. 

I think of the experience not as a $30 ripoff, but as $5 for 
batteries and $25 for tuition in a class I hadn't planned on 
taking. Dick 
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IRWIN G. OHLSSON, 1913  -19 9 6 
By Dan Lutz 

I t was once said that Irwin G. Ohlsson was the Henry Ford 
of the model airplane engine business. He built his first two 

little engines in 1934. They had a .12 cu. in. displacement and 
were used to power a small cabin model and biplane. His 
father, an auto shop teacher in a local Los Angeles high 
school, died at an early age and never got to see the success 
these two engines led to for his son. 

Irwin's first big engine was a converted boat engine that he 
purchased from Bill Atwood. It was quite heavy. It was 
installed in an 8 ft. cabin model and test flown at Mines Field 
in the East Los Angeles area. In 1934, he traveled to Akron, 
Ohio with great expectations to win the contest. Due to hot 
weather with temperatures over 100 degrees, he never got the 
engine started. 

Following that disappointment, he attended the California 
State contest in Sacramento and won first place with a flight 
of well over an hour. 

Irwin's interest in model engines continued to the point 
where he wanted to manufacture his own engines. He took 
on his first partner, Frank Bertelli. Irwin borrowed $1300 from 
his mother which was his father's insurance money. Frank 
borrowed the same amount from his parents. Harry Rice was 
contacted and instrumental in developing the tooling for the 
diecast parts and supplying most of the machined parts for 
the first Ohlsson miniature. It was a .56 cu. in. displacement 
engine. This engine, along with several kits and accessories, 
was the start of a business that led to one of the most recog-
nized names in the hobby industry. 

Frank Bertelli left the partnership and Harry Rice became 
Irwin's second partner. From then on, it was known as 
Ohlsson and Rice manufacturing. 

In 1953, Irwin left the partnership and went to develop 
glow plugs and model engine fuels. He als9.helped design 
and manufacture special ignitors for the aerospace industry. 

In the late 1960s he found time to return to the hobby. He 
built an Ohlsson Pacemaker patterned after the one he used 
to win the 1937 California State Championships. With the aid 
of a radio control system and a set of Bunch floats, he visited 
Lake Elsinore quite frequently. He became proficient at flying 
his Pacemaker and again enjoyed the hobby he dearly loved. 

3 

Irwin with the Late Zip Grandel. Zip was the premier model 
builder back when the Pacemaker and Speedmark models ruled 
the skies on the West Coast. Photo taken the last time Iry went 
to Lake Elsinore for a seaplane fly-in. 
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He invited his old friends to join him at the lake shore. I can 
remember Tony LeVier, Bob Holland, Carl Goldberg, Bill 
Atwood, Zip Grande', Art Synder, Bill McKinzie, Nathan 
Smith, Doc Young, and many others showing up. He would 
always let them take over the controls of one of his Pacemak-
ers before the day was over. A barbecue lunch with all of the 
trimmings was usually served. Iry and I were always the last 
ones to leave. He was like a young boy and didn't want the 
day to end. 

Iry with the world's 
smallest gas model 
of 1934. It is power-
ed with one of the 
two Ohlsson .12 
engines that he built 
in 1934. It was the 
subject of a con-
struction article in 
the October 1987 
issue of Model 
Builder Magazine. 
The engine was 
featured in a late 
1930s Popular 
Mechanix. 

In later years, he built several sport scale Grumman 
Widgeons and Joe Bridi became his official pilot. He would 
always tell Joe to "wring them out" and when doing so, he 
would put on a terrific air show. 

Iry Ohlsson was well liked by everybody. Often, when he 
was attending trade shows, modelers would walk up to him 
and tell him how they delivered newspapers and mowed 
lawns in order to earn money to purchase their first Ohlsson 
engine. He would smile and carry on a conversation with 
them. He always enjoyed talking about model airplanes and 
the engines that powered them. 

Several years ago, John Worth interviewed him for a AMA 
video tape. The uncut version goes for several hours. In it he 
tells how the simple O&R endosed timer assembly was 
designed and drawn out in the dirt with a stick. This hap-
pened while he was sitting around talking to Harry Rice and 
Nathan Smith at a model airplane contest. The following 
Monday morning it was on the drawing board and later put 
into production. As most of us know it was copied by many 
other engine manufacturers. 

Harry wanted the first Ohlsson .23 to be a front rotary valve 
type. Iry complained that the modelers wouldn't have any 
place to mount the fuel tank like they had on a sideport 
engine. He also said it was an easier starting engine. Most of 
us know the outcome of that decision. 

While flying home from a Chicago show, in the company's 
DC-3 airplane, Iry ran one of their model engines on glow 
fuel. He used one of the first Arden glow plugs. This hap-
pened at 11,000 feet with Nathan Smith, a coil manufacturer, 
on board. He just had to show him that the engine was 
running without the aid of one of his coils. The DC-3 was a 
familiar sight at many Nationals. Iry would invite as many 
modelers as it would hold. With Harry at the controls, they 
would take off for a fun filled week. 

HISTORY 
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Harry Rice, Irwin Ohisson and Dick Tichenor at 
Mile Square Park in 1978. This photo was 
published in the May-June issue, but is worthy 
of a second viewing, because it may be the only 
modern photo of Harry and Irwin together, and 
surely is the last. 
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I don't know of a modeler today that hasn't gained some-
thing from Irwin Ohlsson's endeavors in the hobby industry. 
We all know of the success of his engines and the company 
that built them. The Engine Collector's Journal lists 78 
different models manufactured until 1957. Today they are 
sought after by engine collectors and SAM members to fly 
their models with. The special Ohlsson events always bring 
out the best. After more than five decades, they seem to run 
better than ever. 

In 1982 Iry was 
crossing the street 
with Annie in Palm 
Springs when they 
were struck by a car 
and seriously in-
jured. Their lives 
never were the same 
after this tragic acci-
dent, and in recent 
years, Irv's failing 
health was further 
complicated when 
Annie had a stroke 
in early 1996. 

Annie was placed in a convalescent hospital where she died 
4 weeks and 2 days after Irwin. There was a memorial service 
for the two of them on May 30, which was attended by Frank 
Bertelli, Irwin's first partner. They are survived by son Gus 
and daughter Sigrid. 

With Irwin G. Ohlsson's death we lost one of the great 
pioneers in this hobby and a dear friend to all of us. God 
Bless. 
Dan Lutz, 455 S. Stage Coach Lane, Fallbrook, CA 92028. 

Ed. note: In the last issue we erronously reported that Annie 
Ohlsson had died two days prior to Irwin. This information was 
obviously incorrect and SAM Speaks deeply regrets any grief this 
may have caused the family. Our hobby is important to all of us and 
Irwin Ohisson truly was a giant in the hobby. 

DICK TICHENOR WRITES 
A bit of explanation about the O&R saga. Irwin was a very 

.i..dear friend for a lot of years. Harry was a long time 
acquaintance. I have been exposed to countless versions of 
the break-up, ranging from most credible words to most 
absurd fabrications. I will admit to having my personal 
opinions, but—refrain from discussing the unfortunate  

situation. 
I will admit to a bit of subterfuge when I invited each of them 

to meet with me at Mile Square Park in Fountain Valley, CA, 
where I would 
be covering a 
giant scale fly-
in for RCM. 
That was Au-
gust 1978. I 
shot photos of 
the two meet-
ing face to face 
and shaking 
hands for the 
first time in 40 
years. Fortu-
nately, it was 
an amiable re-
union. As far 
as I know there was no subsequent contact between Irwin and 
Harry. Irwin was extremely sensitive regarding the O&R 
breakup. Richard M.Tichenor,15111 Pipeline Ave. #272, Chino Hills, 
CA 91709 

POWER COMPARISON OF SPARK -IGNITION 19s 
By Dick Huang 

The Figure below shows the power output of three Spark 
Ignition 19s that can be used in the SAM events. Three 

engines are shown: They are The Ohlsson 19 Front Intake, 
The McCoy 19 and The Shilen Old Timer 19. 

The two Ohlsson 19s develop their maximum power of .204 
BHP at 10,200 RPM. The McCoy 19 develops its maximum 
power of .223 BHP at 13,000 RPM, and the Shilen Old Timer 
19 develops a maximum BHP of .26 at 11,000 RPM. All 
engines were tested using gas and oil fuel. The Shilen Old 
Tuner 19 is representative of a current production engine. 

In order to achieve near maximum power (thrust) in flight, 
each engine should be proped about 1000 RPM below the 
maximum power output. The Ohlsson should use a prop that 
runs around 9,500 RPM statically, The Shilen around 10,000 
RPM and the McCoy around 12,000 RPM. This is based on the 
assumption that all engines unload about 1000 RPM when 
accelerating from static to flight velocity. 
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SAM Nostalgia coordinator Hal Cover and his 
Orwick powered 6' Brooklyn Dodger. Yellow flying 
surfaces, orange fuselage. All silk and beautiful. 
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OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS #22 
Orwick 64 

By Charlie Bruce 

H enry Orwick built the beautiful 
green engines for several years in 

his garage/shop. He started in the early 
'40s with the .73 cu in size engine and 
went to the 64 (actually .647) a bit later. 
The smaller 23, 29 and 32 came 
along much later. He had several 
"partners" along the way but 
Henry did most of the final as-
sembly, so each engine was 
practically custom built. The 
Orwick 64 was the premium 
engine of choice for most West-
erners, though the $32.50 price 
caused many of us to opt for the 
Super Cyclone or O&R 60 at 
about half the cost. 

Al Cunningham, who made some 
parts for Henry, produced the 
Cunningham Orwick which had a cast 
in place venturi and beam mounts as 
well as some internal differences and a 
dark blue-green color. In more recent 
years, the Orwicks were reproduced by 
Dunham in England and Joe Klause in 
California. Currently RJL Inc. is making 
the Cunningham Orwick and Bill 
Daniel makes the Daniel 64, very much 
like the original Orwick 64. The 
Dunham Orwicks are made with metric 
sized parts so that these parts will not 
interchange with original engines. 

Ultimately the Orwick engine busi-
ness was sold to Hi Johnson. The 
Johnson glow engines show their 
Orwick heritage. 

This review will be limited to the 
genuine Orwick 64 which is the only 
Orwick I have any significant experi-
ence with. There is an excellent article 
by Bruce Chandler in Engine Collectors' 
Journal vol. 5, numbers 3&4, which 
addresses most of Henry's engines and 
variations. 

Disassembly: Timer -
Remove the prop nut, 
washer and cam/prop 
drive. Note that the cam has 
a square drive hole 
which can be put on in 
4 positions; only one is 
correct Loosen the timer arm 
lock screw and unscrew 
the timer arm a couple 
of turns. There is a small 
brass or fiber friction block 
which is pressed against 
the front bushing by the 

end of the timer arm to set the friction 
for timer advance/ retard. Slide the timer 
off forward being careful not to lose the 
tiny friction block. 
Backplate: Remove three long 5-40 

screws which also double as radial 
mounting bolts. If you have the optional 

beam mounts, they are held in place 
by the same screws. Note that 

the back plate is not symmetri-
cal and will fit in only one 
position, serial number at 
the top. There is a thin 
paper ring gasket. 

Cylinder - Remove the two 
long fore and aft 4-40 
screws and lift out the cyl-

inder. This may be stuck 
and require heating the 

crankcase to break it loose. Be 
very careful heating the painted 

case as it is easily damaged. There is a 
thin paper gasket. Once the cylinder is 
out, the four short 4-40 screws can be 
removed to take off the head. There is 
an asbestos type composition gasket, 
usually stuck tight. Remove the spark 
plug and tap the head off with a wood 
dowel inserted from the bottom of the 
cylinder. With the piston at TDC, push 
the wrist pin out forward to remove 
the piston. Then turn the crank to BDC 
position and lift the con rod off the 
crank pin. Note that the rod is not sym-
metrical. The wide side goes toward 
the front so that the counter balance will 
not hit the rod. Slip the crankshaft out the 
rear. 
Further Disassembly - The needle valve 

is threaded into 
one side of the  

venturi and locked in place by a lock 
nut. The venturi is threaded into the 
case; removal is not recommended. The 
exhaust stack is retained by two short 4- 
40 screws but does not generally need to 
be removed. 

Reassembly - Pretty much the reverse 
of the disassembly procedure without 
many tricky parts. Remember to install 
the con rod correctly and see that the 
wrist pin pads are in place. Be sure you 
have the gaskets installed and that the 
large (and higher) exhaust port in the 
cylinder lines up with the exhaust port 
in the case. The wide side of the piston 

baffle faces the exhaust and the baffle 
cut-out in the head must match the 
piston. The fuel hole in the needle valve 
body faces down and a bit forward in 
the venturi. 

The timer fits onto the front bearing 
extension with the arm pointing to 
about the 8 O'clock position, as viewed 
from the front. Locate the cam/ prop 
drive on the crank square drive so that 
the points just start to open at the top 
dead center (TDC) of the piston. 

Point gap is adjusted by loosening the 
fixed point clamp screw and rotating 
the eccentric fiber bushing. Be sure and 
snug up the clamp screw when the 
desired gap (.005 to .010) is reached. The 
plug is a V-2 (1/4") and gap setting .015 
to .020. The recommended fuel is 3/1 
gas to 70 wt. oil. Original instructions 
advise against the use of alcohol fuels 
but there is no valid reason for that 
prohibition as far as I know. 

Parts and Engines - Original Orwicks 
are pretty scarce but the repros appear 
often at MECA collectos. New repro 



A.Extco 	Catalog 05 - $7.00 
59.00 International 

FII.ECIMFt   

Reproduction parts for antique spark ignition 
engines: needle valves, timers, castings, 

bushings, fuel tanks. bearings, etc. 
Champion Spark plugs. Ignition components, 

books, hardware and accessories. 
ENGINES BOUGHT, SOLD AND TRADED 

Woody Bartelt, 3706 N. 33d St., Galesburg, MI 49053 
Phone or fax (616) 665-9693. 

BROWN D POWER OUTPUT, BY DICK HUANG 
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Cunningham engines are available 
from: 
RJL Industries, P.O. Box 5, Sierra Madre, 
CA 91025. Catalog is $1.00. 

Bill Daniel has some Orwick parts 
including timers and may still have his 
Daniel 64 for sale. Drop him a SASE at 
741 Printz Rd., Arroyo Grande, CA 
93420. Phone (805) 473-0822. 

Test Run: 
Orwick 64 SN 4522 (3/1 gas/ oil), 
14/6 Rev Up: 7000 rpm 

Correction - Burnis Ray, dba Parts is 
Parts, 6027 W. Ken Caryl Pl., Littleton, 
CO 80123-7086, advises that he now has 
a 50 page parts catalog and the price is 
$3.00 not the SASE mentioned in this 
column in SAM Speaks # 128. 

Charlie Bruce 
Rt, 1, Box 766 

Milano, TX 76556 
FAX (512)455-3921 phone (512) 455-9543 
Next analysis: Rocket Victor 46 

BROWN JR. FUEL TANKS 

By Bob Angel 

Surprisingly, we've found that Brown 
 Juniors are among the engines to 

benefit most from using alcohol fuel. 
There's a good reason for this. Very few 
60 sized engines weigh just 8 ounces. 
There's just not enough metal surround-
ing the Brown's combustion chamber to 
conduct heat properly to the surround-
ing air. And steel conducts heat much 
more slowly than aluminum. Let's look 
at alcohol proof tanks: 
1. You can buy a glass Paasche airbrush 
bottle for under a dollar at an art store, 
and it will screw right into a Brown tank 
ring and replace the plastic tank. It's 
fine for bench running and I've flown 
with one, but at one ounce, it's heavy 
for flying. 

OLD ENGINES 
2. jack Van Dusen sells an aluminum 
version of the Brown tank for 8 bucks 
each, plus $2 handling per order. I 
haven't seen these, but have heard no 
bad reports. He's at 189 Centenary Lit, 
Warminster, PA 18974. (215) 672-0608. 
3. Nick Sanford came up with a good tank 
idea, which was 
published in his 
chapter newsletter. 
He salvaged the top 
from a one gallon 
can and soldered up 
a neat brass tank 
onto the can's neck. 
I took the idea and 
went in another di-
rection. I found that 
a 35 mm film con-
tainer fit right into 
the can's neck, and just cemented it in 
place. 

Here are the details: Find a metal can 
with a 1 3/8" nominal sized cap O.D. 
Remove the cap and cut the neck out of 
the can using tin snips. The neck is just 
soldered onto the can,. so trim the excess 
metal, and carefully unsolder things 
with a torch. The reason we don't just 
unsolder the neck to begin with is 
mostly for safety. Most cans have 
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contained something flammable. 
These can necks don't mate with the 

original Brown tank top like the air brush 
bottle does, so you must also use the can's 
cap to replace the Brown's tank ring. I 
used a Dremel type tool to hollow out the 
cap's center. I used a 1 1 /2" cutoff wheel 

to get a ragged hole in the cap's center. 
Then using progressively larger grinding 
wheels, grind out the center to fit the 
Brown's tank top casting. The job will be 
much smoother if you do the final grind-
ing with a stone of at least 1" diameter. A 
carbide burr removes metal faster, but 
digs into the thin metal. 

You may need to trim the 35mm film 
can upper lip just a little to fit inside the 
can's salvaged neck. But you'll probably 
want to leave the plastic full length. It's 
a little bigger than the Brown tank, and 
you may need that extra capacity 
because alcohol burns at a faster rate. 

I used clear silicone to cement the 
plastic tank into the metal can neck. It 
needs a good curing, because alcohol 
dissolves the silicone when it's uncured. 
With no nitro, I imagine epoxy would 
also do this job well. A new thinner 
gasket works better than just cutting a 
hole in the original can top gasket. RLA. 

(T) 
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SHRIMPO S-4 forit/2A TEXACO 
By Peter Williams 

M alcom Abzug's S-4 Was the subject of an article in 
Model Airplane News in January, 1939, and was 

republished in Air Age Gas Models in 1943. Plans for this 
famous antique free flight now are available from Model 
Builder Magazine (1080-0T). The original model was pow-
ered by an Elf engine of .097 cu. in. displacement which 
weighed 3 ounces. Weight of the original model was 24 oz. 
and wingspan 36".1 decided to install the Cox .049 and shoot 
for an all-up weight of not more than 16 oz. To decrease wing 
loading, the airplane was scaled up to a span of 40 inches, 
increasing the wing area from 241 to 270 sq. inches. 

Construction: The fuselage is an inverted triangle made 
with 3/16 sticks. This shape presented some problems as 
space inside this type of structure is limited to say the least. 
The two mini-servos had to be mounted at a 45° angle to fit. 
The original plans called for a removable tray to which the Elf 
engine was mounted along with the coil, condenser and 
batteries. This was modified to a 1/8 lite ply firewall with the 
.049 mounted upright. The music wire landing gear was 
lashed to 1/16 ply with dental floss and cemented in place. 
Forward cowl sides were covered with 1164 ply and the 
firewall supported by 3/16 sq. spruce sticks extending 4 
inches into the fuselage. This provided the rigidity needed to 
anchor the firewall to the fuselage. A balsa nose cowl was 
carved to fit the V shaped nose. 

The original free flight model had fixed flying surfaces, so 
an elevator (one side only) and rudder had to be designed. 
The stabilizer is symmetrical with tapered ribs which made 
construction interesting. Strips of carbon fiber were added to 
the 1/16 x 1/4 balsa stabilizer spar prior to rib installation. 
The main wing spar was 1/2 x 1/8 balsa capped with a 1/8 sq. 
spruce stick 
The flat center section was fabricated first including dihedral, 
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and the carbon fiber strips were 
added at the center for strength. 
The wing ribs were then installed 
one side at a time with the wing 
spar flat on the board. For addi-
tional wing rigidity, two 1 / 8 
hardwood dowels were inserted 
through the first six ribs of each 
wing fore and aft of the main 
spar. I used the same holes in the 
ribs made by the rib jig bolts. 
When covered, this became a 
very stiff wing and weighed only 
3 oz. 

Monokote red and white were 
used for covering. Final all-up 
weight was 17 oz. giving a wing 
loading of 9.07 oz/sq. ft. A mini 
Futaba AM receiver was used 
and no switch was installed due 
to lack of room in the fuselage. A 	

ANAIRTC0 
W4 Alb S -Apr 

2.2 ounce, 225 ma battery was in- 
stalled. No additional weight was necessary for CG placement 
which was 31% (2.3" aft of wing's leading edge). 

Flying: Hand launching is not easy as the V shaped fuse-
lage is difficult to hold firmly. With the .049 peaked out at 
9,600 rpm, I tossed the 5-4 and it promptly climbed out as 
steady as a rock. Just a touch of right rudder was needed to 
offset torque. The airplane is easy to fly and goes where you 
point it. After engine shutoff, a touch of up elevator is needed 
and you are ready to find thermals. For an unusual, flyable 
ship, the S-4 has all of the charisma of free flight plus RC 
assist to bring it home. Pete Williams, 1033 Dresslerville Road, 
Gardnerville, NV 89410 

COX TEXACO .049 UPDATES 
by Old Charlie 

A fter reading Bob Angel's article in the Nov-Dec issue of 
..SAM Speaks regarding modifying the old Cox Texaco 
.049 to meet the 1996 SAM rules, I called Cox for my needed 
parts. Here's a few extra tips in making the modifications. 

I ordered my conversion parts direct from Cox. I phoned 
them at (909) 278-1282 as their (800) 451-0339 was always 
busy. The tank conversion kit came to me as part # 1596 for 
$6.75 and the zero drag starter spring was # 20339 for $1.25 
plus $5.50 S&H. The tank conversion is a piece of cake. Don't 
forget to use the longer 1-3/8" fuel line as Bob suggested. 
The drive washer/spring starter conversion was a little 

challenging. If you're lucky enough to have the small round 
drive washer already on you're engine, then the starter spring 
will slip right on over it, but if you have the larger diameter 
hex head prop drive it has to be removed and either replaced 
with a smaller diameter round one or modified. 

It was a challenge to get the old hub off the crankshaft. I had 
some of the hardened 5-40 alien prop screws which I found 
are only available from ACE R/C. I placed the Cox flat metal 
wrench under the drive washer while driving it off the 
crankshaft. The wrench contains a small half round opening 
for .020 glow heads, that fits perfectly around and under the 

1/2 A TEXACO RC 
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drive washer flange. I then screwed in the hardened prop 
screw and laid the Cox wrench with engine inserted and 
hanging downward across the open jaws of my vise. Tap 
down on the prop bolt and the hub will pop off. 

You will see that the crankshaft end is serrated, which locks 
onto the internally serrated drive washer. The Cox replace-
ment drive washer does not have serrations, and I could not 
get the new drive washer to force it's way down over the 
serrated crankshaft. My suggestion: don't buy the new prop 
drive washer. Instead, chuck your old hub in a lathe and turn 
the hex round so the starter spring will slip over it. 
Go the extra effort and install one of these new zero drag 

starter springs. It makes starting one of these sometimes 
cantankerous motors a pure joy. Charlie Reich. 

SAM CHAMPS 1996 UPDATE 
By Jack Bolton 

hamps planning is moving right along with time flying 
by. This update is being prepared on 20 June which gives 

us a little less than four months until D Day. My principal 
request to you competitors is to hustle and get your entry 
forms filled out, checks made out and both mailed to John 
Simms in Mobile. A reminder, the check for the Champs is to 
be made out to SAM and the check for the Gathering of the 
Turkeys NosGas contest is to be made out to the Pensacola 
Free Flight Team. Both checks are to be mailed to John Simms, 
363 Azalea Road, P-7, Mobile, AL 36609. 

Your contestant number is predicated on receipt of your 
entry form. Wouldn't you know that the first entry form 
received (contestant number 1) was Mt Sal -Brooklyn 
Dodger" Taibi. It figures. Sal will be in good company as 
we have Ramada reservations for Mr. Joe Elgin (Mr. 
Playboy) and Tom McCoy assures me that Mr. Golly Wally 
Simmers Wok will attend. Of course Mr. "MG" (it doesn't 
stand for machine gun) Granieri is a fixture at the 
Champs. In addition, the Konefes "Buzzards" will be here 
to create a 'Bombshell" for all hands. And we have Larry 
Davidson trying to hire "Banshee" Shulman, the Zombie 
from New Jersey, to come on down. 

1996 Champs Logo 
designed by Jack Bolton 
is Navy Blue on top and 
gold on bottom, Gold 
Navy pilot wings. 
Between the colors is a 
TH-57 Jet Ranger 
helicopter blade. 

This is Mr Shimpei Yamamura of Kyoto, japan. In the last issue 
on page 24, we showed several photos of him and his airplanes 
and misidentified him as Takuya Yamamura. The confusion 
resulted from a letter we received from Takuya containing photos 
of Shimpei. Shimpei's address is 39 Nishionobori Omiya, Kitaku, 
Kyoto 603 Japan. So sorry. Below, Shimpei's Brummer. 

By the way, the Ramada Inn Bayview's 152 rooms are totally 
booked including suites, with a large number of rooms 
containing two persons. Conservatively, I estimate 175 
contestants at the Ramada. But don't worry folks, I-10 exit 5 
(three miles from exit 6-Ramada) has seven or eight major 
motels available. In addition to the La Quinta Inn and Red 
Roof Inn, listed on the entry form with $44.00 rooms still 
available, there is the Hampton Inn ($62.00) at (904) 477-3333, 
and the Super 8 Motel ($36.00) at (904) 476-8032. 

Shoney's and the Holiday Inn, listed on the entry form, 
have backed out of their agreements to provide the special 
$44.00 rate, but may still have rooms available. 

A good deal on rental cars may be obtained from Hill-Kelly 
Dodge on Rt. 29. They will pick up and drop off at the airport 
and their rates are about $10-$12 less than the airport rentals. 
(904)476-5199/9078, (800) 633-8591, ask for Pat. 

I forgot to include in the schedule of events that we will 
award for the FF Ohlsson 19/23 sideport event (cabin/ pylon 
combined) an award for high time cabin. Should you place in 
the top five with a cabin model and you are high time cabin, 
you take home two awards. 



Twi n Pusher mass launch at Taft. 1995 Ralph Prey photo 
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W e are providing biographical information only on new 
candidates, not the incumbents, because their biogra- 

phies have previously been published, and are running for re-
election unopposed. The only contested election is Eastern 
VP, so we are publishing statements by both candidates. 

BILL BOOTH SR., Candidate for SAM President. 
Builder and flyer since 1939, solid models, Megow kits, 
wartime ID models and control line in early years. 
AMA free flight and control line since 1946, 
AMA Member since 1946. 
Member, President, of Fresno Gas Model Airplane 
Club. 
Member, Southern California Ignition Fliers (SCIF) 
Life member, SAM. 
SAM competitor since 1980. 
Editor of Fresno Model News since 1972 ( Oldest 
continuing Model Newsletter in US. Since 1938). 
Contest Director/Co-Director of Fresno GMAC FF 
Annual since 1975. 
Competitor in SAM Champs in Taft, Las Vegas, La 
Junta, Colorado Springs. 
Manager of 1993 SAM Champs, Taft, California. 
Professional Life: Presently retired school adminis-
trator. Served as teacher, counselor, high school 
principal and district administrator in California's 
3rd largest school district. Served last 20 years as 
administrator in charge of district attendance, 
discipline, expulsions, etc. Fun. 

"I am a firm believer in the SAM Preamble, which stresses 
the fact that competition should be casual, enjoyable and 
interesting ,and must be based on simple and equitable 
framework of regulations for competition purposes. I am 
concerned that we do not remind ourselves of that preamble 
often enough, and that too often our competitive spirit 
becomes so intense that it interferes with the stated purpose 
of SAM. I personally was drawn to old timer flying because I 
simply enjoyed it, the SAM people, and the sense of sharing, 
good humor, healthy competition and cooperation I saw 
more than the grind of vicious combat . I am sure that many 
share this experience." 

JIM COFFIN, Candidate for Eastern VP. 
Member, Vice President and President of the Long Beach 
Thunderbugs, Held a Senior record in C ROW, and open 
records in C ROG and A ROW. All records set with variations 
on my Crazy Checks design. 
Engineering degree at University of California, Berkeley. 
Current flying is mainly in SAM Old Timer FF and Nostalgia. 
Favorite model is my own Nostalgia era design, Crazy 
Checks, having built about a dozen in various forms. 
Charter member, past president and current secretary and 

newsletter editor of SAM Chapter 10, the Capital Area 
Antique Modeler's Association. Life member of SAM and 
AMA and member of NFFS, MECA, and FAC. 

"My thoughts on SAM are to keep it simple and enjoyable. 
Flying in competition should be challenging and satisfying, 
not an all out effort to better all others in a try to win. The real 
spirit of SAM, in my view, is to build and fly the various 
period models as they were originally intended. This does not 
mean I dislike RC, but do not understand why many, in the  

quest for the almighty contest win, grossly overpower the 
graceful old timers to attain a near vertical rocket ship climb. I 
also dislike the tendency to copy, ad infinitum, the successful 
competitive models such as the Lanzo Bomber, completely 
ignoring the many other models that appeared in the SAM 
era. The opportunity to explore the wide range of wonderful 
model designs, first hand is, in my opinion, the true essence 
of what SAM is about." 

RON SHARPTON, Candidate for Eastern VP 
Jack Bolton nominated Ron with the following words: "Ron 
Sharpton is a very honest, sincere person who is dedicated to 
modeling and the philosophy of SAM. I believe he will 
provide a voice of reason as SAM Eastern VP. I first met Ron 
during the 1974 SAM Champs where he was a strong SAM 
free flight competitor. I was impressed with Ron's laid back, 
folksy demeanor, pleasant personality and dedication to 
aeromodeling." 
Born Florida 1934. 
1947 Florida Jr. High Point Champ. Was FF High Point 
Champ at the 1986, 87, and 89 King Orange Contest. 
SAM Life Member, Member Florida Modelers Association 
since the '60.5 and held every elective office in the club. MECA 
member. 
Member NFFS Nostalgia Committee. 

In the March-April issue we showed you a picture of the monster 
Taibi Powerhouse under construction by Mark Glammeier of Sioux 
Falls, SD. Well, it's finished, and we'll have the story next issue. 



OFFICIAL BALLOT FOR SAM OFFICERS 

President: 

Western VP: 

Rocky Mt. VP: 

Midwest VP: 

Sec./Treas: 

Eastern VP: 
(VOTE FOR 1) 

William Booth Sr. 

Ed Hamler (incumb. 

Richard Huang (incumb.) 

Robert Edelstein (incumb.) 

Larry Clark (incumb.) 

Jim Coffin 
Ron Sharpton 

J 

J 

U 

J 

IJ 

Please sign your ballot and mail to SAM Master of 
Arms, Carl Hatrak, 3825 W. 144 Street, Hawthorne, 
CA 90250. 

Name 	 SAM Number 

Ron Sharpton 

Jim Coffin 
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THE 1997-98 SAM OFFICER ELECTION 
By Jim Adams, Chairman, nominations 

E very two years we are given the opportunity to select the 
officers that will be guiding the Society of Antique 

Modelers. This year we have three incumbent officers that 
have chosen not to run for re-election. All of the current 
officers have done an excellent job, and are be commended 
for their performance during this past two years work. Those 
leaving are Don Bekins, President; Art Hillis, Rocky Moun-
tain VP; and Jack Bolton; Eastern VP 

Your SAM nomination committee has spent considerable 
time selecting the slate of officers for the 1997-1998 year. I feel 
that this selection of candidates is the finest that we could 
have chosen. All of these men can be depended upon to 
perform well as the new SAM leaders for the coming years. 
The candidates chosen are: 
William Booth Sr., President 
Ed Hamler, Western VP (incumbent) 
Richard Huang, Rocky mountain VP 
Bob Edelstein, Midwestern VP (incumbent 
Larry Clark, Secretary/ Treasurer (incumbent) 
Ron Sharpton, Eastern VP 
Jim Coffin, Eastern VP 

Running for Eastern VP we have two candidates, Ron 
Sharpton from Florida and Jim Coffin from Virginia. You are 
asked to help us select an 
officer for the Eastern area by 
casting your vote for the man 
of your choice. 	 ,••■ 

Bill Booth Sr. is very well 
qualified to be SAM president IF 
due to his long time activity 
in the SAM movement and 
his demonstrated leadership 
qualities in modeling and his 

professional life. Bill is no 
stranger to SAM, having served 
as SAM Champs Contest 
Manager in 1993 at Taft. 

Ed Hamler has demonstrated 
his abilities during the past two 
years by working with Don 
Bekins in overhauling the SAM 
By-Iaws. 

Dick Huang has shown tremen-
dous leadership ability in SAM con-
test activities since joining SAM. Dick 
is from the SAM chapter in Fort 
Worth, Texas. Dick is Chairman of the 
SAM Engine Committee. 

Bob Edelstein has proven his 
abilities as a SAM leader during the 
past two years of service as the 
Midwest VP. 

Ron Sharpton has shown his excel-
lent modeling qualities and lead-
ership ability during his many 
years of SAM contest and club par-
ticipation. Ron has been very ac-
tive in the Florida area. 

Jim Coffin has proven his leader-
- ship 

ability 
f o r 
many 
years 
and with the publishing of his excel-
lent newsletter, the CAAMA News-
letter, which he publishes for SAM 
Chapter 10 in Virginia. 

Larry Clark has shown tremen-
dous ability during his tenure in the 

Secretary-Treasurer job for SAM. 
It goes without saying, all of the candidates for SAM office 

this year have demonstrated their old timer modeling 
know-how and their ability to get things done and have 
earned the respect of the SAM membership. 

Larry Clark 
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BALLOT FOR BY-LAWS REVISIONS 
ARTICLE V 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Section 2. Term of Directors - Members of the Board of 
Directors shall be elected for a two (2) year term by the 
general membership. The Eastern and Rocky Mountain V.P.s 
shall be elected on even numbered years and the Midwestern 
and Western V.P.s on odd numbered years. 

FOR Revision of Article V 

AGAINST Revision of Article V 

Section 4. Proposed rule changes shall normally be pub-
lished in odd numbered years in the July-August edition of 
SAM Speaks with a request for comments, pro and con from 
the membership. Those comments will be published in the 
following issue, along with a mail-in ballot. Rules change 
proposals will be adopted if approved by a majority of those 
voting on ballots received within 90 days after publication of 
the proposal. Rules changes shall become effective on January 
1st of the even numbered year following their acceptance. 

Section 5. The annual SAM Champs will be conducted 
according to the latest Rules for Competition. Any deviations 
must be approved by the Executive Committee (Board of 
Directors) and announced accordingly. 
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ARTICLE X 
AMENDMENT OF BY-LAWS 

Section 1. Proposed changes to the By-Laws may be initi-
ated in either of two ways: (a) by a written proposal from a 
member signed by at least 25 active SAM members; or (b) 
upon the recommendation of a By-Laws Review Committee 
appointed by the Board of Directors. 

Section 2. The proposed By-Law changes will be published 
in SAM Speaks with a request for comments, pro and con. 
Those comments will published in the following issue, along 
with a ballot. Voting shall be by mail-in ballot and shall be 
decided by a majority of those submitting ballots within 90 
days of publication. 

FOR Revision of Articles VIII, IX, and X 	❑ 

AGAINST Revision of Articles VIII, DC, and X 	1:1 

VOTING INSTRUCTIONS 

ARTICLE VIII 
COMMITTEES 

Section 1. The Board of Directors may establish or dissolve 
Committees for Engine Approvals, Design Review Board, By-
Laws Review, Rubber Events, Rules for Free Flight Competi-
tion and Rules for Radio Control Competition and for other 
purposes from time to time. 

Section 2. The President, acting with the consent of the 
Board of Directors, shall appoint the committee chairmen, 
who shall be known as Coordinators. Coordinators shall be 
current members of SAM North America. 

Section 3. A Committee Coordinator may act alone as a 
committee of one, or may recruit others, including non-SAM 
members, to assist in the work of the Committee. 

Section 4. Committees shall make timely recommendations 
to the Board of Directors on current issues and rules propos-
als, and perform such other duties as may be assigned by the 
Board of Directors. 

ARTICLE IX 
COMPETITION RULES 

Section 1. An Official Rule Book containing the Preamble, 
Constitution and By-Laws, Free Flight and Radio Control 
Rules for Competition, and Provisional Rules for Special 
Events shall be published at least once every four years, 
unless no changes have occurred since the last publication. 
Individual amendments and supplements may be published 
in SAM Speaks at lesser intervals. Publication of the Rule 
Book and supplemental rules is the responsibility of the 
President. 

Section 2. Changes to Rules for Competition shall become 
effective only after approval by a written vote of the member-
ship. 

Section 3. Proposed changes to Rules for Competition may 
be initiated in any of three ways: (a) by a written proposal 
from a member signed by at least 25 active SAM members 
submitted by July 31 of even numbered years; or (b) upon the 
recommendation of one of the Committees; or (c) upon the 
recommendation of the Board of Directors. However initi-
ated, the proposed changes shall be reviewed by the Board of 
Directors, which may return them to their proponent with a 
request that they be revised. Unless the Board of Directors 
unanimously rejects a proposed rules change, the proposed 
change and the Board of Directors' recommendation concern-
ing the change shall be published in SAM Speaks to be voted 
on by the membership. 

Check one box on page 15 for each candidate you wish to 
vote for. Check one box on this page 16 either FOR or 
AGAINST each of the two proposed revisions. Tear out or 
photocopy both sides of this page (15 and 16) and send to 
Carl Hatrak, SAM Master of Arms, 3825 W. 144 Street, 
Hawthorne, CA 90250. Ballots must be received no later than 
August 15 to be valid. 

ARGUMENTS PRO AND CON 

Argument against Changing the By-Laws by Dave Lewis: 
Why is it so terrible that a SAM member can stand up at the 

annual membership meeting of SAM and propose a by-laws 
change? Certainly a by-laws change is business and it is a 
business meeting, isn't it? So why not consider by-laws 
changes at a business meeting? Nuff' said. 
Argument for proposed By-Laws Changes by Don Bekins: 

SAM has 2,700 members. Seldom more than 100 members 
attend the business meeting. Under the present By-Laws, any 
member may make a proposal to amend the By-Laws, and if 
he has a second for his proposal, the small minority of the 
membership present must vote on the proposal without 
further study or consideration by the membership as a whole 
who are not present. Thus a small minority of members can 
organize and push through their proposals to the detriment 
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of the membership as a whole. This has happened twice in 
the past in which a small group even brought in proxy votes 
to try and force their proposals on the membership — hardly 
a democratic process. These By-Laws changes create a by-
laws amendment system that mirrors those of the flying rule 
change procedures allowing for open consideration and vote 
by all members of SAM. 
Argument against a Rules Coordination Committee by 
Dave Lewis: 

This proposal adds a bureaucratic layer or ceiling between a 
SAM member who submits a rules change proposal. Such 
proposals should go directly to the membership for vote as in 
the current By-Laws, Article VIII,Sec. 1(C), page 19. He 
shouldn't have to face a bureaucratic committee who, in their 
infinite wisdom, zeal and knowledge, can't wait to "improve, 
change or wj&A" his rules change proposal. 

I have faith in the inherent intelligence and knowledge of 
the SAM membership to vote for a good proposal or reject a 
bad proposal. We don't need a "rules coordination commit-
tee" to tell us what to think or how to vote on a proposal. 
Give us a little credit for having some common sense. Please 
reject this whole concept as being and ill conceived. 
Pro Argument by Don Bekins: 

The By-Laws have always authorized the president to 
appoint Free Flight and R/C Coordinators and their commit-
tees under Article VIII and IX. Until now, the coordinators 
have had very little to do because they are only authorized to 
count votes, and "screen proposals for redundancy, impracti-
cality, or conflict with present rules." They are not authorized 
to change, recommend improvements, or interpret proposals 
submitted. They can only insure that proposals are voted on. 
Thus, those appointed coordinators did nothing over the 
years, as the rules became more and more confused and 
complex. 

This problem was partially addressed in 1982 when John 
Pond, then SAM president, appointed a special committee to 
review and revise the patchwork-quilt of flying rules. That 
done, the committee was disbanded, and the appointed rules 
coordinators continued to do nothing but count votes. Much 
later, former the West Coast VP, Bob Angel, was asked, as a 
committee of one, to make sense out of the growing confusion 
of wording in the rules derived from unedited rules propos-
als passed in the interim. One need only to look through past 
SAM Speaks to discover the number clarifications and 
executive rulings past president Jim Adams had to make 
regarding questions on rules that had been adopted without 
amendment, whether or not they fit into the rules structure. 
These By-Laws changes address this weakness while continu-
ing to give members the opportunity to submit and vote on 
rules changes. 

There are two committees authorized under the Free Flight 
rules [Engine and Design Approval] that make their determi-
nations without review by the Board or membership. There 
are no checks and balances on these committees, nor do they 
have any guidelines or standards by which they operate. The 
proposed By-Laws changes bring these committees under 
the jurisdiction of the By-Laws and make the committees 
accountable to the Board and membership. 

No other pro or con arguments have been received by publication 
date. ed. 

This is a photo of some of the parts in one of Ted Schreyer's kits. It's 
not the Rose Parakeet described on the Editorial page, it's the 
Fairchild 51, pictured in the January-February issue on page 21, 
but the parts in the Rose Parakeet kit are just as pretty. 

Drop a line to Floyd Reek sometime and roe 
what the fAM Plan ferviee has to offer. 
You will be pleasantly surprised by the 

number of plans he hat, and the fine quality 
of them. 

Chuck Ripley 1924-1996. Chuck passed away June 4,1996 in Palm 
Springs, CA. He was a model builder since the age of 10 and was a 
flying buddy of Tom and Carolyn Carman's since the 50s. His 
collection of engines and kits will be sold for the benefit of his 
children by Allen Heinrich, of Aero Dyne. See ad on page 26 for 
Al's address and phorie number. 



Super High Performance HP .40 £ .61 Rear Intake free flight Engines 
The HP .40 is the 
smallest & lightest 
of any 40 made 
today at only 9.5 oz. 

Retail 
Value 

$269.95 

SPECIAL PRICE HP 40 
$139.99 

Schnuede Ported 
Double Ball Bearings 

Forged and bushed con rod.  
ABC Ringed &chromed bore 

Extremely high power to weight ratio 

Naar 

SPECIAL PRICE HP 61 
$149.99 

Retail Value 
$289.95 

ELFIN 1.49cc Diesel 
Roproducton of the larnous Ellin .09 engine 
produced in England around 1950 No throttle or 
minter. Available with lapped piston, the ale 
onoinal. or ABC version 

Limited Supply $49.994 
Retail Value 599.99 

Forster .99 
Ignition 
$289.00 

Forster .29 
Ignition 
S150.00 

Glow 
S100.00 
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American Mail° BR Offalifyi 
Yiettege Engines from America's Most Modern Model Engine Factory. 

Cunningham Blue Streak, .64 
The Cunningham Blue Streak .647 is basically an Orwick with a ball bearing crankshaft and cast on mounting 
lugs and venturi. Produced in the 40's, it is a very rare engine as very few were made. Its actually better than 
the Orwick because it has a more conventional design and a ball bearing crank. 

Like the original. this current production model feature a lapped iron piston, bar stock connecting rod, and ball 
bearing crankshaft. Equipped with Orwick style "break" type timer where the cam opens the contact. Some 
of the originals came with a 'make' timer which the cam actually closes the contact point. You can order our 
current production with "make" style timer for an additional $15.00, but the Orwick style is far superior. 

Differences from the original: Knurled prop drive, Slightly larger crank diameter, and a Better 
looking blue finish. 

VINTAGE SPARK ACCESSORIES 

MODELECTRIC COIL 	  19.50 
1/4 - 32 SPARK PLUG 	 15.00 
CONDENSER 	 1.00 
PLUG CLIPS 	 2 FOR 1.00 
HIGH TENSION LEAD PER FOOT.... 1.00 
COMPLETE IGNITION KIT (1/10,UOES ALL ABOVE! . 35.00 

Convert your O.S. FP .40 into a great 
R'C diesel at a very reasonable price 
RJL's high precision conversion utilizes 
a super reliable o•ring sealed contra 
piston and the special design combus-
tion chamber provides supenor idle 
and throttle response• compared tooth-
era (Engine is not included) Retail 
Value 559.95 

Great Price 
Only $19.99 

CUSTOM HEAD ADAPTERS 
SO YOU CAN USE STANDARD GLOW PLUGS 

COX 049 ADAPTER FOR LONG PLUG 	4.99 
COX .049 ADAPTER FOR SHORT Pt.UG 	... 4.99 
COX 15 TEE DEE & MEDALLION ADAPTER 8.99 
TESTOR McCOY .049 ADAPTER LONG PLUG . 5.99 

These head Wagers make teal otrivcrirrit In use standard GRIN 
pugs arcEyour gld, driver (Ewe & raig not married ) 

RJL Conquest .15 
This is the hottest _15 around. 
It will even keep up with most 

.25's. Double ball bearings, 
rear exhaust and Schnuerle 

porting. USA MADE. 
Compare to retail of $200.00 

ABC Version $109.99 
P/C or Free Flight *liar 

 Lapped Version $89.99 	6  

RJL is the only factory parts source for these engines: • • 
RJL German HB --- Forster --- Coir/K&B/RJL Conquest .15 - REMCO .29 	■ 

U.S. & Austrian made HP (Hirtenberger) 	HGK 	Kraft .61--- Holland Hornet .049 	■ 
Kavan FK - 50 	Taipan .40 --- Testor McCoy Series 21 (Black Head, Finned Case) 	■ 

Viking Twin .65 --- DEW & Kustom .51--- Hassad Bluestreak .65--- Edco Sky Devil .65 	■ 
Cunningham .647 (some parts fit Orwick .64) Mutunuc .61 --- MECOA engines 	■ 

MM ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••-• MMMMM 

RIZ Milustries RIZ Box 5 SMITS Madre, GA 911125 
Telephone: (818) 359-0016 FAX: 818 301 0298 •••• Email: RJLENGINESOaol.com  ••• Web Site: httpliwivnii.mecoa.comiengines 

NA DIESEL HEAD 
CONVERSIONS 

For Cox .049/.051 and .09 
This great looking & fantastic performing 

RJL Diesel head conversion uses a true a- 
nng sealed cetera piston- Screws right onto 
your Cox Tee Dee. Medallion and Killer Dee 

engine. (Engine not included) 

.049/.051 $12.99 
.09 $16.99 

For OS FP.40, FSR.40 and Tower Hobbies .40 

Special Price $249.99 Reg. Price $269.95 
Specifications: 	 Spark ignition set not included. Ball Bearing Crankshaft. 
Loop Scavenged, Lapped Iron Piston 
Bore 	 .937 
Stroke  	.937 
Displacement 	 .647 
Weight: Ignition version . 12.6 oz. 

These Forster engines are new production from 
RJL. They are made from the original casting dies 
and machined with RJL's modem CNC equipment. 

IMAGE 
FORSTEk 
ENGINES 

•••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••• 
SEND $1.00 FOR CATALOG 	■  

of Engines, Parts, and Technical information. 	■ 
included FREE WITH EVERY ORDER.  ■ 
ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED - NO C.O.D.'s ■ 

Pncessuterd gunge %low woos Lanteesuotly on some tem 	■ 
Pnces 9030 thou Sept. 30, 1996 or wttie supply lasts on some Items 	■ 

Shipping & Handling in continental U.S. $5.00 any size order 	■ 
Ai cO Hire 	. -Nfroficeal 	Calfcrth Pct: awn.; 21111N,  Sales Til. 	MMM 
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ART WATKINS 

As SAM Foreign Correspondent, I plan to start a column, and 
have written to Sweden, England, Germany, Italy, Australia, 
and New Zealand. I have heard from Sweden, England and 
Italy; they seem the most eager to correspond. The Italians 
like to fly 1/ 2A Texaco RC so we sent them the rules for the 
next postal meet. They have flown the event with the English 
lads using the 5 cc tank and a 10 minute max. Now they will 
use the 15 minute max. 

I met several Italian fliers at Middle Wallop. Veno Pecorari 
(pictured) has built his own engines from scratch and is a 
strong competitor in SAM flying. A wonderful person to 
know. Middle Wallop is a beautiful flying field. One and a 
half miles of mowed grass and the Army shuts down all 
military flying during the meets. 

On the domestic scene, 
two of our SAM 21 (S.F. 
Bay area) club mates 
remarked that everyone 
builds the same models 
for 1 /2 A, so they put 
up $200.00 if we would 
compete with low wing 
airplanes in 1/2 A 
Scale. Art Watkins, SAM 
Foreign Corespondent, 
325 -21 Sylvan Ave., 
Mountain View, CA 

Art Watkins and happy wife at Colorado Springs SAM Champs 

JOHN TAYLOR 

I wonder if you could put a request in your SAM Speaks for a 
pen pal for me. I am 60 years young and have been modelling 
since 11 years old, and a member of SAM 35 over here. I have 
an interest in most types of models except C/L. I particularly 
enjoy rubber with 4 ounce Wakes and small lightweights. I fly 
small electric and RC glider. 

Our Bournemouth club was formed in 1930 and such well 
known modellers as C.E. Bowden and Phil Smith (of Vernon 
Kits) were past members. We are on the south coast of 
England and fly on an old wartime emergency airfield at 
Beaulieu in the New Forest. We are within a 1 hour drive of 
Middle Wallop which you have heard of for sure. I met Tom 
McCoy there a year or so ago. If you could put me in touch 
with someone with a similar interest I would be very grateful. 
John S. Taylor, April Cottage, 44 Malvern Road, Bournemouth, 
BH9 3AH England 

Veno Pecorari at Gorizia, Italy with original design Egi (his wife's 
name)1947 FAI model. Would qualify as a Nostalgia model in the 
USA, Art has the drawings. Kind of resembles Bill Winter's Wog. 

DAN SOBALA 

In the November-December 1995 issue on page 11, in the 
article on alcohol fuel, there is some information that does not 
seem correct. It concerns the amount of castor oil required to 
obtain a higher percentage of oil in a purchased fuel. 

The article indicates that 6.25 ounces of castor will increase 
the oil content by 5%. Consider this. If I buy a 20% FAI fuel 
mixture and add 6.25 oz. of castor as suggested in the article, 
the total amount of castor will now be (20% x 128 oz. in a gal.) 
+ 6.25 oz. = 31.85 oz. 

So now we have 31.85 oz. of oil in a total amount of fuel 
equal to 128 + 6.25 = 134.25 oz. The percent of oil is 31.85 / 
134.25 = 23.72%, not 25% since we increased the total volume 
of the mixture. 

The correct required amount is 8.53 oz. of castor. For 1 
gallon of fuel (128 oz.), if x = the ounces of oil to be added, 
then x(1-% oil desired) - 128(% oil desired-% oil existing). 
For example, if we start with 20% fuel, and want 25%, the 
formula becomes: x(1-.25) = 128(.25-.20). Therefore, x = 6.4/ 
0.75, which equals 8.53 ounces of oil. 

It's not a huge difference, but some purchased fuels are only 
17%, and if you want 25%, you would need to add 13.65 oz. If 
you only added 1.25 oz. for each 1% increase as suggested, 
you would add 10 ounces, and end up 3.65 oz. short. 

How important is this? I'd rather be safe than sorry. Dan 
Sobala 1839 Nut tree Drive NW Salem OR 97304-1109. 

1111 
Jim Steinberg of SAM 93 (Tulsa) with his Dan Sobala designed 
Geef. Red micafilm fin and tips, main panels yellow. 524 sq. in., RC 
equipped for SAM RC Nostalgia flying with a Super Tigre 23. 
There is a beautiful photo by John Patton of Dan Sobala and his 
Geef on the cover of the April 1996 issue of the NFFS Digest. 
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ED MATE 
Mention of me in Issue #127 in Chuck Klivans' letter prompts 
me to get on my horse. The idea is to get this bird approved 
for SAM competition, and then I will draw it up from the 
airplane which 1 have in my possession. Here's a shot of me 
with the pieces taken back in 1990. 

The airplane is a modified KGS, built by Joe Lucas Jr., and 
flown in the 1940 Nats. It has a 12" wing chord and the wing 
and stab tips are highly modified from Struck's KGS, but the 
rest is quite dose. Wing area is approximately 900 square 
inches. 

• 

Joseph J. Lucas Jr. at age 17 in 1940 at 85th and St. Lawrence in 
Chicago. Brown Jr. power. 

Ed Mate at home with Joe Lucas's modified KGS in 1990 

I have a letter From Joe Lucas, who now lives in Riverdale, 
IL. He verifies that he flew the airplane at the 1940 Nats in 
Chicago. The photos were taken at his neighborhood flying 
field at 85th St. and St. Lawrence Ave. in 1940 when Joe was 
17. 

Joe initially built a normal size KGS from plans published in 
a model magazine and used a Brown Jr. motor. Joe later 
replaced the Brown with a Forster 29 and flew it in Class B. 
He then built this larger, slightly modified version for better 
glide. Ed Mate, 14510 S. Edbrooke Ave., Riverdale, IL 60627-2821 

LIONEL THRASHER 
I recall you saying in SAM Speaks you would like to hear 
from members that don't make the meets. I would like very 
much to go fly with all you people. I have been building 
several airplanes in all classes. I have flown some of them 
with some success. I am reworking a 20 ft. trailer to house my 
planes and chase quad and flight box. It is consuming a lot of 
my time and money. 

I am planning to make more meets when I can use my 
trailer. I am a member of the SCAMPS (SAM 13), and try to 
make the meets here in the high desert, so far with no success. 

There will be one in July put on by the SCIFS, and I plan on 
being there. I am 74 years old and have been building and 
flying since I was thirteen. Enclosed is a picture of me and 
eleven of my planes. Lionel Thrasher, 14025 Chestnut, Hesperia, 
CA 92345. 
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Morgan didn't send a photo with his letter, so we dug up a photo 
of Sal with the kind of airplane he might have flown with a 
Bantam. This Brooklyn Dodger is powered by an Elfin 2.49. 
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GEORGE NIEBAUER 
This is the Stinson SR-7 being built by Larry Fair, a master 
craftsman and above others in his flying ability. It has a 
wingspan of 79" and is being built from Cleveland plans. The 
power is by diesel, a PAW 15. It will be for free flight competi-
tion. Scale is 2" That is about all I can say about it. If you care 
to get more information, Larry's address is: Larry Fair 1178 
Merlin Ct. Henderson, Nevada 89015 Phone (702) 564-7281 

These two free flight Peerless Panthers were built by Larry 
Fair and me. Larry's is on the left. We built them for the Frank 
Gable .049 event to be flown at our monthly contests. A very 
loose list of 1/2 A models was used for the members to 
choose from. I'd never built a low winger in 68 modeling 
years, but this was a surprise. Larry's is white with red and 
orange stripes; mine has a green fuselage with orange flying 
surfaces. George Niebauer, 1405 E. Vegas Valley #281, Las Vegas, 
NV 89109. 

George Niebauer poses with 2 Peerless Panthers at Eldorado Dry 
Lake, site of the 1997 SAM Champs. This site is about 2.5 miles 
wide and 5 miles long in the direction of the prevailing wind. 

BILL DANIEL 
Re your editorial in Sam Speaks issue No. 127, Jan-Feb 96. 
Wonderful! You have put into words what I have felt for 
many years. I showed your editorial to my wife. Her com-
ments, "you just wanted to make me cry." Yes she loved it 
also. I never met Ken Sykora but I know he was one of the 
good guys, as all modelers are, most particularly the Free 
Flighters. We are a special breed. We drive long distances. We 
get filthy dirty. We will help each other at the drop of a hat. 
(Even at the expense of losing the contest ourselves). We will 
talk airplanes all day and all night. We will go home with or 
without a trophy, knowing full well that we gave it our best. 
And we will again return to the next contest, again to relive 
these magic moments. 

Life couldn't be sweeter. A model builder has it all. Pity 
that our world leaders aren't all model builders. I know there 
would be far less strife and trouble in the world if they were. 

Bruce, thank you for a wonderful editorial. Oh by the way  

SAM Speaks looks great since you took over the helm. I like 
it. William E. Daniel 741 Prirrtz Road, Arroyo Grande, CA 93420 

MORGAN CONLEY 
Recently, while trying to tune up a circa 1946 Bantam 19 I had 
put together from parts obtained over the years from MECA, 
I became totally frustrated trying to set the points correctly. It 
seems the insulating washers I tried to use were either too 
thick, too thin, too large or too small to provide the recom-
mended .006" gap; or if the gap was correct, the threaded 
stem would be tilted cockeyed against the side of the hole 
grounding it out. After considerable trial and error, I finally 
hit upon a simple solution. Don't use fiber washers—use an 0 
ring! The one I used was .171 OD x .059 ID. It threaded onto 
the stem quite snugly. I also cut a thin sliver of a washer with 
an ID the same as the point stem and an OD the same as the 
housing stem hole from a piece of electric copper wire 
insulation (fuel tubing of the correct size should work as well, 
or better). This washer should be just a bit thicker (approx. 
.025 more) than the housing wall thickness. It was then 
pushed and twisted all the way down the stem to touch the 0 
ring. The stem and all was then pushed up through the hole 
until the sliver washer was barely protruding above the edge 
of the hole. You might find it easier to run the sliver washer 
down the stem after it has been pushed up through the hole, 
whichever is easiest. A regular black insulating washer goes 
on next, then a steel washer and finally the jam nut. As the 
nut is tightened, the 0 ring spreads out a bit as it is com-
pressed while the sliver washer keeps the threaded stem 
straight and away from the sides of the hole. Further tighten-
ing nut until the .006 gap is obtained completes the job. 

One other thing—I've been told that some 0 rings conduct 
electricity, so be sure you check it out before using one. 

P.S. Speaking of Bantams - Exactly 50 years ago this sum-
mer, I remember having a few 5 Star Cognacs and some 14% 
beer with Sal Taibi in the H & S Co. Barracks Attic Bar of the 
862nd Engr. Avn. Bn. in Landsberg Am Lech, Bavaria, Ger-
many. I was 19, had only 2 gas models behind me and natu-
rally thought Sal was the greatest free flighter ever (still do). 
Through the evening's haze, I can still remember him telling 
me that he had been given Bantam No. 13 by the manufac-
turer. Wow! Was I impressed (still am). Now that I have one, 
maybe we'll meet again some day and fly against each other 
using our Bantams. I would like that very much. 
Morgan E. Conley, 2003 Greenwood Road, Carrollton TX 75006-
1708 SAM 998 214-242-8186 
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Larry Katz with first gassie, the Scientific Coronet, powered by a 
Bantam .19. 

• 

Decals 
Ohlsson & Rice Logo 

Exact replicas 
of decals 

shipped with 
original engines 
Sheet sire: 7" x 7.5" 

Send $2 + SASE 

    

John Carlson, SAM 27 
	

O&R Logo T shirts 
353 Las Casitas Ct. 	 available too! 
Sonoma, CA 95476 
	

$12 + $3 Shipping 

;,,issrsofr 

Larry in 1989 with latest version of the 
Scientific Coronet. 

Larry's workshop in 1989, complete with TV, phone, radio, Arden 
powered Baby Zipper, Bay Ridge Mike, slope soarer, another Baby 
Zipper, another RC glider with engine pod, and various rubber 
models and chuck gliders, Another photo, not shown, reveals eight 
other large models, including a J-3 Cub, a Playboy, and models 
which resemble a Rickard Wing, Dennyplane, Lanzo Bomber and a 
Gollywock converted to glow power. Whatta guy! 

LARRY KATZ 
One of my first engine powered models was a 46" 
Scientific Coronet free flight. It seemed so large at 
the time. When I recently decided to take a trip into 
nostalgialand and build the same airplane, it 
seemed tiny. Either it got smaller or I got bigger. 
My wife says its the latter. 

The original was Bantam powered, and the new 
1989 version is Cox .049 powered and radio 
controlled. Covering is yellow silk with light blue 
trim and dark blue pin stripes. 

Over the years hundreds of models graced my 
workbench, each with a new challenge and learn-
ing experience. Well, almost all, except the one I 
retired in 1937 by releasing it engulfed in flames 
from the second story window of my boyhood 
home. How could I possibly know it would fly 
across the street and into a neighbor's open 
window? You guessed it—ten minutes later the local 

fire department arrived to extinguish the blaze. I have never 
forgotten the subsequent lecture and effects on my derriere. 
Never again was that blunder repeated. All succeeding 
models were retired in a model builder's cemetery, the 
basement rafters. For all I know they may still be there. 

In retrospect, there is only one depressing aspect of the 
hobby. So few youngsters are involved. So many are missing 
the life-long enjoyment of this wonderful sport-hobby. 
If only nationwide model organizations, local clubs, manufac-
turers, magazine 
publishers and 
other profit mak-
ing components 
of the hobby 
could join to-
gether to ignite 
the spark that fas-
cinated a genera-
tion of the past. 
It's ironic that 
kite flying will be 
included as a 
demonstration 
sport at the 1996 
Summer Olym-
pics in Atlanta. 
Why not model aviation too? Larry Katz, /658 Buttonwood 
Ave., Toms River, NJ 08755-0815. 

BOB SLATER 

Bruce, I don't know where you learned your philosophies but 
they are beautiful. 

Regarding the May-June issue, I would have no quarrel 
with a later cutoff date. I got the Nostalgia rules—too Philly 
lawyer for me. I only fly RC anyway. 

I completely agree with allowing an airplane to compete in 
the next larger displacement class. 

Too many events now. They are still in denial, but one 
reason the AMA Nats died is too many events. I heard a 
rumor that one kid won an event with 3 hand glides since he 
was the lone entry. Also, I think our Wylie, Nelson, etc. 
powered airplanes are just too fast to be safe in old hands. 
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In the June 1996 Plane & Pilot there is an article about flying 
after 60. 1 am also a full scale pilot, but the article applies to 
high speed models as well. Bob Slater, 11113 N. 109 th Way, 
Scottsdale, AZ 85259, 

JOHN OLDENKAMP 
Airplane being launched on it's maiden flight is my Mini 
Mega Gas Box, a 700 sq. in. version of my Mega Gas Box 1000 
entry in the Blacksheep $1000 shootout. Plane weighs 15.5 oz., 
is covered with seal laminating film, color from Krylon spray. 
Engine is Letmo .036 Cu. in. diesel with BY&O prop. The 
tailboom is CST (Matt Gewain) carbon. The regular 4.5 oz. fuel 
tank runs 90 minutes, but ship was used as backup only at the 
96 Taft event. Photo was taken by Bob Langdon, last years 
$1000 winner. 

As you you know, I usually build rubber and scale, but 
lately have got new fascination with gas and diesel power. 
John Oldenkamp, 1626 Fern St., San Diego, CA 92102. 

We welcome your comments, and read carefully 
each and every correspondence we receive. Your 
letters are what makes this publication what it is. 
Unfortunately, there is insufficient lime to respond to 
all mail. If you wish your letter to be published, please 
type or print out from a word processor, single spaced 
with normal margins. Send pictures, and if you want 
them back, please say so and Include a SASE, Letters 
may be edited for content or style. Ed. 



MODELA 2cc D-R/C $59.95 
MVVS 2.5cc D $54.95 
MVVS 2.5cc G-R/C $64.95 
MVVS 10cc G-R/C $139.95 
TAIPHOON 2.5cc G $42.95 
AME 0.8cc GLOW $29.95 
METEOR 2.5cc D $38.95 
ISTCAM 1.5cc G $49.95 
PUMA lOcc G-R/C $79.95 
JOHN 0.50cc G-R/C $119.95 
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REPLICA ENGINES 
C.S. DIESEL ENGINES 
(MADE IN CHINA) 
2010R DEEZIL 2.0cc $79.95 
2011R MICRO 2.0cc $79.95 
2112R AMCO 3.5cc $69.95 
2510R 0. TIGER MKIII 2.5cc $84.95 
2511R ELFIN 2.49cc $76.95 
25128 RIVERS 2.5cc $84.95 
3010R E.D. HUNTER 3.1cc $99.95 
3510R E.D. HUNTER 3.46cc $99.95 

OTHER ENGINES 
03010 	MODELA 1.5cc D-R/C $49.95 
03012 	MODELA 2cc G $39.95 
03023 	MVVS 2.5cc D-R/C $64.95 
03046 	MVVS 3,5cc G-R/C $79.95 
01550 	MARZ 2.5cc D $28.95 
01513 	TAIPHOON 2.5cc G-SE $45.95 
03010 	KOMETA 5cc D $45.95 
01585 	METEOR 2.5cc G $38.95 
00950 	MK-17 1.7co D $39.95 
00210 	JOHN 0.35cc D $89.95 

03011 	MODELA 2cc D $39.95 3011R 
03012R MOD.2cc G-R/C $59.95 03022 
03029 	MVVS 2.5cc G $59.95 03030 
03066 	MVVS 6.5ccG-RC $99.95 03090 
01551 	MARZ 2.5cc G $28.95 01510 
00490 	AMD 0.8cc D $53.95 00495 
03050 	KOMETA 5cc G $45.95 01580 
00960 	ISTCAM 1.5cc D $49.95 00970 
01570 	KMD 2.5cc D $59.95 06010 
00350 	JOHN 0.50cc D $84.95 00300 

PUMA DIESEL ENGINES 
(MADE IN RUSSIA) 
00951 ELFIN-Steel liner 1.5m. 	$65.95 
00952 ELFIN-ABC liner 1.5cc $65.95 
00455 DOONSIDE MILLS .75cc $74.95 

HOBBY CLUB _HOBBY CLUB 
10 HUGHES STREET, SUITE A - 102, IRVINE, CA 92718. PH: (714) 461-0336 / FAX 461-0340 

NFFS MEMBERSHIP 

Mailto: 
NFFS 
19FrederickDrive 
Newport News. VA23601 
Subscription rates include ann 
Society. The balance of the 
NFFS Nest. SubscriptIonsare 

MEMERSHIP 

AND 

ual tee of S.50 
fee In each category 

notavallable 
FEES AND SUBSCRIPTION 

RENEWAL APPLICATION 

Make checks payable 
to the National Free Flight Society 

1 or membershi p in theNational FreeRght 
is for Subsc ri ption to FREE FLIGHT.  the 

without membership. 
RATES (1 and 2 yr.) 

Age 19 & seer and 
residents ollorelen 
countries. 

1 yr.$15.00(5.50merrkershOteeplus$14.50sugscroani 

23s.S27.00 ($1.00 merriberslipfeeplusS26.00subscnption i 

Ape 18 & under. 
1 yr. S7 5015.50 membership fee plusS7.00 subscription) 

2yr.S13.50151.00 membership toe plus$12.50 subscription) 

Subscrip1ions are notavalablewitboul 

/i/Jes are as o1July 1 of the current 

membership. 

year. Please circle applicalYe lees. 

Renewal El 	Address change ❑ 

Mo. 	Yr. 
Newmember ■ 
Current expi ration date: 
Name 	 AMM 

Address 0 fra-  Vrir ----B 

city. Stale 	 Bp 

40i 
 This is a NFFS  membership Application! 

SAM membership application is on page 25. 
If Nom 114 free flight. join NFFS: it is the voice of 

free flight in the AMA. 

pizAsr SuPPoRT Youg 
SAM SPGACS" 
AbvURTISCRS 

SAM PLANS LIBRARY 
The following Lanzo Plans are available, including some 

new drawings. Many other plans are also available: 
Lanzo RC-1Antique cabin gas 84" span 	$7.50 
Racer 12 ft. 	Antique gas RC, 2 sheets 	12.50 
1/2 size Racer 	72" span, 2 sheets 	 7.50 
Bomber 	 Antique gas pylon, 96" span 10.00 
Bomber RC 	80" span 	 10.00 
1 /2 size Bomber 
	

48" span RC 	 7.50 
Baby Burd 
	

37" Bomber 	 6.50 
Classic 
	

1938/39 cabin & Wakefield 7.50 
Duplex 
	

1936 cabin, stick Sr Wake 	7.50 
1940 Record Holder 300 sq. in. rubber stick 	7.50 
1945 Record Holder 350 sq. in. Class E cabin, 64" 7.50 
1940 Cabin 
	

300 sq. in. rubber 	 7.50 
1933 Cabin 
	

30" span rubber 	 5.00 
Detroiter 
	

1947 Wakefield 	 7.50 
Puss Moth 
	

51" span semi scale 	7.50 
1938 Airborne Antique glider, 108" span RC 15.00 

All prices include postage. Send check to Floyd Reck, 
10332 Tristan Drive, Downey, CA 90241 



DAVE'S WOOD PRODUCTS 
12306 BERGSTRASSE 

LEAVENWORTH, WA 98826 
(509) 548-5201 

CONTACT CEMENT- INDUSTRIAL GRADE, 
HEAT RESITANT, WATER BASED. NON TOXIC. 
-• HOBBY LOBBY DEALER DISCOUNTS ON ALL HOBBY 
LOBBY ITEMS. 
•• OBECHI VENEER, SELECT AND STANDARD GRADES. 

   

   

VISA 

 

• CALL OR SASE FOR INFORMATION • 

   

SAM MEMBERSHIP AND RENEWAL APPLICATION 

Subscriptions to SAM Speaks are not available without member 
ship. Membership rates: 

❑ 1 yr. Residents of Canada and the U.S. - $18.00 
❑ 1 yr. Foreign - US $30.00 (Air Mail only) 
❑ Renewal ❑ New Membership 
Name 	  
Address 	  
City 	 State 	Zip 
AMA No. 	SAM No. 	SAM Chapter No. 
Sponsor (New Members Only) 	  

I agree to follow the rules of the Society of Antique Modelers 
and uphold the principles stated in the SAM Preamble. 
Signed: 	  

Note: Membership in the AMA is required to fly in SAM contests. 
He sure to put your SAM number on your check if renewing. 
Make checks payable to the Society of Antique Modelers. 

Send to: Larry Clark 
P.O. Box 528 

Lucerne Valley, CA 92356 

July ♦ August 1996 
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ALDRICH voerniii MODELS 

12822 Tarrytown, San Antonio, TX 78233 
(210)656-2021 (Fax on 6th ring) 

CUSTOM TUNING AND RESTORATION 
OF OLD TIME ENGINES 
Complete Chrome Service 

Superior Accuracy and Quality 
Light Weight ignition Systems 

S.A.S.E. for brochure 

Fine Products From 

2301 Sonata Drive • Rancho Cordova,CA 95670 
ANTIQUE & OLD TIMER MODELS 
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT 

Send $1.00 for catalog of over 300 kits 
Credit cards acceptable 

SHORT KITS 	 (910 635-4588 

CARBON FIBER-KEVLAR-BORON 
Pulltrusion-Cloth-Filament-Tow-Thread 

LIGHTWEIGHT COVERINGS 
Mylar -.000059 -.00025 -.0005 -.015 
Polyspan. - polyester tissue paper 

Flourescent Dye Pigments 
Microfilm, Plastic-Stic CA glues 

Special roll quantity pricing for clubs and 
manufacturers with $200 per item min. order 

MODEL RESEARCH LABS 
25108 Marguerite #160 

Mission Viejo, CA 92692, USA 
SEND $1 FOR FULL CATALOG 

NEW ELECTRONIC IGNITION SHUT-OFF "THE HOT :our' 
Working with n friend who is an electronic engineer and to top scale modeler we have what I 
think is the best and easiest way to cut off your ignition for RC !sift. Easier and better than a 
mirco or pull switch. After over a year of flying the Hot Spot is free of the interference picked 

up by most electronic switches. 1 hove MCI" 100fligha on one war model 

The HOT SPOT includes the Iramisturreed ignition system all on the same pc board-Easy 
to wire up. Just 3 oires + ground, about 1/2 ounce. 

No mini servo or transistorized ignition system needed. Specify servo plug - 
JR (Futahal or A irtronics. 

!attest model hits a shorting plug which will IN you run your engine at a Mllest 
without your Transmitter. 

PRICE $40.00 Post paid. 

BOB HOLMAN P.O. BOX 741 SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92402 
(909)885 3959 credit cards OK 

SAM MEMURSHLU.N.W.I3MA.D.Q.N 
Annual dues includes a subsc ription to SAM Speaks published by the 

Society every other month. 
Dues for U.S. and Canadian members are US $18 per year (6 issues of 

SAM Speaks). For other than U.S. and Canadian members, the individual 
rate is US$30. Special rates for foreign bulk shipments of SAM Speaks are 
available. Contact the Secretary /Treasurer. Dues payments for up to three 
years in advance are accepted. 

Membership expiration dates are shown on SAM Speaks address labels. 
If renewal dues are not received by the expiration date, a "Dues are due" 
notice will be sent. 

New members receive a SAM decal, Rule book, and Approved Gas 
Models Designs Book along with their initial membership card. Addi-
tional SAM decals (small, medium Sr large) are $50 each. Rule books ($2 
+ $.50 postage), Approved Gas or Rubber Model Design ($4 + $1.00 
postage) are also available. Send checks payable to SAM, c/ o Larry Clark, 
Secretary/Treasurer, P.O. Box 528, Lucerne Valley, CA 92356. 
SAM Library, which has all model magazines dating back to early 1934:Y. 

provides copies of original articles on designs fora small fee. Contact Gene 
Wallock, 220 Leroy Ave., Arcadia, CA 91007. Phone (818) 445-5091 

USE THIS SAM MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION TO GIVE 
SOMEONE A GIFT MEMBERSHIP IN YOUR FAVORITE 
AEROMODELING SOCIETY. SIGN YOUR NAME AS 

SPONSOR. WIN THE RAFFLE PRIZE. YES. 



ELECTRIC POWER 
Don't Be fooled By Hot Names & High Prices 
LEISURE MOTORS SWEEPS ELECTRIC 
TEXACO 3 YEARS IN A ROW AT THE 

SAM CHAMPS. 
Congratulations Phil Pearce - 1995 winner! 

Leisure Electronics 
2950 Airway Bldg. A-4 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

VISA 	(714) 435-9218 

15/11/5.7fEE.A/ 
LEADING EDGE and 
MULTI PURPOSE USE 

BRILLIANT RAINBOW FLASHES 

MULTI PURPOSE USE 
BRILLIANT 

STROBE FLASHES 

SERVO COVERS 5.75 ea. 
STOM SIZES AND SHAPES 

PHIL PEARCE 
Ill East Geneva, Tempe, AZ 

85282 
PH: (602) 966-6384. INTERNET; 102165,23250Compuserve.Com  

2" x 48" - $5.00 
I" x 48" - $2.50 
2" x 36" - $4.00 
1" x 36" - $2.00 

3" x 18" - $5.00 
SAMPLES - SASE 
POSTAGE PAID ARGO - U.S.A. Announcing 

A new CHAMPION America's 
outstanding 

DIESEL 
Engine ! 

ARGO 

ARGO 
Elfin 

14. 	2.49 cc 
- 

3229 Dianora Drive - Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90275 
(310) 377-6186 

'1614 	 P444,  / Sedtelee 
Owner 

,4 	Wleopu. 
Manufacturer of Super Cyclone Engines 

Custom Motor Work, Replacement of All Threads 
Glow to Ignition Conversions 

AMA 458234 SAM 3120 
665 Chaparro Road • Covina, CA 91724 • (818) 332-0023 

THE WAKEFIELD INTERNATIONAL CUP 
A HISTORY 1911 to 1995 

This History is about the Wakefield contests that have taken 
place since the dawn of aviation (85 years) and continue to 
this day. Each contest is chronicled, artist drawings of the 
Wakefield Champion, and the Winning Wakefield are in-
cluded in all 46 chapters. Orders may now be placed for the 
spring '96 publication. $30 unbound, $40 bound & signed. 
Send to Charles Rushing, PO BOX 1030 Sutter Creek, CA 
95685, USA. 

Page 26 ADVERTISING 

SUPPLIES FOR THE HOBBIEST 

	NEW PRODUCTS 	 

E.O. 'Hunter' repro $135.00 	Elfin 2.5cc repro $100.00 

Oliver Tiger lakIll repro $110.00 

Add 53.00 par engine for postage 

Calif. ma. add 8% for salsa tax 

1924 E. Edinger: Santa Ana CA 92705 (714)258-0805 

FAI MODEL SUPPLY 
* TAN II R1 1111E11 * 

1/16, 1/8, 3/16, 1/4 STRIP. 
1/4 LB, 1 LB, 10 LB BOXES. 

CROCKET HOOKS; JAP, AIRSPAN, 
LITESPAN, AND POLYSPAN TISSUE 

CAMPBELL, PECK, R/N KITS. 
TEXAS, KSB, BUTTON/BADGE TIMERS. 

ZONA SAWS AND A WHOLE LOT MORE! 
CATALOG $2.00 

PO BOX 366, SAYRE, PA 18840-0366 
PHONE OR FAX (717) 882-9873 

AMA SANCTION NO. 61802 
SAM 57 MID-AMERICA OLD TIMER FLY-IN 

MID-AMERICA AIR CENTER (GEORGE FIELD) 
LAWRENCEVILLE, IL. 13 THRU 15 SEPTEMBER 1996 

FOR 
SAM RC ANTIQUE, OLD TIMER, NOSTALGIA GAS AND ELECTRIC 

RC OfT HAND LAUNCH, TOW LINE, HIGH START GLIDERS 
OLD TIME CONTROL LINE AND VINTAGE RC 

FOR FULL DETAILS CONTACT: HAROLD D. ERICKSEN 812 477-6920 

COME ON OUT!! ►! JOIN THE FUN!!!!! 



TALES OF AN 
ANCIENT MODELER 

Stories about growing up with modeling in those 
"Good lot Days." It's a funny, nostalgic and moving 
rendering of how modeling used to be. Entertain-
ing and well documented with over 100 photos of 
modeling, spanning over 60 years. 

$14.95 P.P. USA only 	 Check / M.O. 
Norm Rosenstock 
124 Granada Street 

Royal Palm Beach, Fl 33411 

Foreign 
soles -
write  
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A MANUAL: HOW TO THERMAL 
OLD TIME RC MODELS 

How To: LOCATE THERMALS 
FLY IN THERMALS 
TRIM FOR THERMALS 
BEST OLD TIMERS, ETC. 

Written By TOM WILLIAMS 
Send $14.00 (P.P.) Money Order to: 

709 Royal Ave. 
Midwest City, OK 73130 

Oft Electric Plans - LMR/Texaco 
630 sq.in . 35 oz. 7 cell-800 

PLAYBOY SR, Foote WESTERNER, 
KERSWAP, Megow CHIEF, ATOMIZER 

$10.00 each folded or $13.00 rolled 

MODELAIR-TECH 
Bob Aberle 	Tom Hunt 

P.O. Box 12033 
Hauppauge, NY 11788-0818 

P&W Partial kits for sale, all with plans. Prices include 
postage in continental USA. I have one each of the follow-
ing: Miss America $40, Buzzard Bombshell $35, Thermic 
100 $45, Playboy Sr. $30, Sailplane $60, Zipper $40. All 
ribss and formers, wingtips, etc., no strip or sheetwood. No 
calls after 9pm CST please. Bill Baker 1902 Peter Pan Street, 
Norman, OK 73072. (405) 329-1018. Thermals to all. 

POLYSPAN INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO (Non professional) by 
Larry Davidson $20.00. 
Spark Plugs: (I sold over 2500 around the world) V-2 $10.00. 
V $14.00. 
Modelectric ignition coils $16.50. 
High tension leads for RC $5.00, for FF $3.50. 

Solid state ignition unit $1 3.00. 
Dual ignition coils $40.00. 
Polyspan covering 19 1/2" x 12' $14.00. 
Texas Timers - I stock the whole line. SASE for list add $3.00 
S&H per order. Larry Davidson, 1 Salisbury Drive, N., East 
Northport, NY 11731 (516) 261-1265, 

MAXWELL TIMERS - Due to the unavailability of critical parts, 
Mik's Models has ceased production of the Maxwell DT Timer. 
and we thank our loyal customers for their support. Mik. 

TELL YOU12. cAh 
SPEAKS 

APVE12_T1502_5 YOU 
SAW New_ AP5 4462.6 

PLANS - Old Timer and Nostalgia. Scale and Sport. Powered, 
rubber, towline. RC sailplanes, scale, sport and electric. All illus-
trated. Catalog $2.00. CIRRUS AVIATION LTD. P.O. Box 7093. 
Depot 4, Victoria, B.C. V9B 4Z2 Canada. 

JIM O'REILLY'S MODEL PLANS 
4670 N. Bailin, Wichita, KS 67220 (316) 744-0856. 

Rubber powered 01's including Lidgard's Eugene. Gas including 
the Swoose .19, LaTorre's Alert in full & .020 sizes. Schoenbrun's 
Theo-radical. Several rubber scale. One OT RC sailplane, several 
Nos gas & modems. Send $2.00 for catalog. 

FLYING SCALE KITS: Aeronca C-3, span 58" $39.95: Fairchild 
51, 51.5" $49.95: Northrop Gamma. 50.8", $44.95: Stinson 108 -2, 
55.3" $49.95: Taylor Cub, 53" $44.95. Kits include balsa, ply, 
wire, silk.span. Float kits for above models $19.95. Designed for 3 
ch. RC, can be flown w/elect. power. 300 sq. in. plans available. 
Send SASE for info: Schreyer Model Aircraft, PO Box 132, 
Newfane VT 05345 (prim% pp). 

E.M.P.S., Inc. 
(Electric Model Plane Stuff) 

P.O. Box 134, Robesonia, PA 19551 
All your needs for small electric planes 

HAVE WE GOT A MOTOR FOR YOU: The MM I 
Free catalog with your SASE 

FUEL SHUT OFF VALVE - Positive action. servo operated, all 
metal, 8 grams. Glow, gas or diesel fuel. $11.95 each plus 50g 
shipping. Three or more, no shipping charge. CLASSIC OLD 
TIME ENGINES, 15731 Five Point Rd. Perrysburg, Ohio 
43551. Phone/Fax (419) 878-8144 

KEEP-EM-FLYING" Reproduction Parts for your vintage Spark 
Ignition Engines. Send $1.00 for NEW 1996 List of over 100 p arts 
available. TO: DAVID WILKE, P.O. BOX 188 IDYLLWILD CA 
92549-0188. 

TITAN 60 - Add a new dimension to your modeling. Build the 
Titan 60 from our kit. Supplies for model engine builders. SASE 
for information. Orven Sales. 2050 Christina Street NW, Salem, 
OR 97304. 



Starline's Polyspan 
Beats silk, silkspan and 

plastic film in every way! 
wrinkles work out quickly. 
No blisters, No peeling 

Looks are important and 
Polyspan produces just the 
right glossy, sandable finish 
For color, use opaque 
dope or coloring liquids.* 

The toughness of 
Polyspan resists punctures 
and tearing. And it's as light 
as silk and waterproof! 

Try Polyspan on your next 
model. See your dealer or 
order from Sal Fruclano at 
Starline International. 

SIMLIA  NE 
INTERNATIONAL  

515 pot 12 ft. x 19.5 it rots Ars $3 Forego per roil. 
*Steno edging liqtals $5.50 per 2 oz. bogie 6iit Wow, *a, orange, MEd) 

6146 E. Cactus Wren Rd., Scottsdale, AZ 85253 
Tel: 602-948-5798 • Fax: 602-998-7005 

payspow is A TRADEMARK CAWED BY STARLIKE INTERNATKAAL 

a 

Polyspan combines the 
lightness and traditional 
appearance of silk and 
silkspan - yet offers the 
strength and puncture-
resistance of plastic films. 

More and more modelers 
are choosing Polyspan. 
Made of non-woven fibers, 
Polyspan applies easily and 

TEXAS TIMERS FOR FREE FLIGHT 

THE TIMERS OF CHOICE 

* OLD TIMER B (Ignition) - $39.50 
	

* OLD TIMER A (wrfast DT)- $42.00 
* MAX I (eng. + 5 min DT) • $33.00 

	
a MAX III (eng. + 3 min DT)- 533.00 

tr FUEL OFF (pinchoff) - $24.00 
	

* OT TIMER (8 min) - S30.50 
* ABC (two function) - $31.50 

	
* MINI (two function) - S31.50 

Add $2.50 for MI 
SASE for complete Information. 

TEXAS TIMERS, 3317 Plne Timbers Dr., Johnson City, TN 37604 
Phone/FAX (423) 282-6423 

EXPECT THE BEST - FLY THE BEST- TEXAS TIMERS 
	-4" 

ENGINE RESTORATION & REWORK 
My engines used by winners in SAM contests 

including the SAM Champs. Transistorized 
Ignition Systems, Coils, Hi-Tension Leads. 

NEW: HARD CHROME 
SASE for free list. 

BLACKBURN AERO ENGINEERING 
P.O. Box 15143, Amarillo, TX 79105 

(806) 622-1657 

Official Publication of the Society of Antique Modelers 
2810 Cowell Blvd. 

Davis CA 95616 

IN• ANTIQUE-TYPE 
IGNITION 

ENGINES LEGAL 
FOR SAM 

COMPETITION 

All sizes and models 
$225 plus $4.50 ship- 

ping & Insurance 
VISA and Mastercard accepted 

Texas iessaer•s plume add 7.25% tax . 

To order, or for a free 
brochure, call, FAX, 

or write. 

SHILEN 
AEROSPORTS 

P.O. BOX 1300 
205 METRO PARK BLVD. 

ENNIS, TX 75120 
(214) 875-1442 

FAX (214) 875-5402 

PLEASE SUPPORT YOUR SAM ADVERTISERS - 
THEY SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY! 

2ND CLASS POSTAGE 

PAID 
DAVIS, CA 95616 

A.  

   

Sam 01383 Issue #130 
R.U. FRIESTAD 
RR 01 BOX 163 
CAMERON, IL 61423 

Exp LIFE 

    

 

Moving? Address changes should be sent to: 
Larry Clark 

P.O. Box 528 

Lucerne Valley, CA 92356 
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SAM Champs action at Colorado Springs, 1995. Bob Facto launches Don 
Barrick's Hayseed. The fuselage is white, wing and tail are red on top, black on 
bottom. McCoy 60 power. Don was the Class C LER winner with this airplane. 
There was a four way flyoff in which the Hayseed outclimbed 3 Lanzo Bombers 
and then outfloated them to win. In the background below Pike's Peak, Don 
Bekins watches while Ed Hamler starts his Playboy Sr. Photo by Steve Roselle, 
SAM 21, S.F. Bay area. 
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ur goal is to make SAM Speaks the magazine for the 
members, of the members, and by the members. So we 

are now publishing at least five full pages of member corre-
spondence and photos. It's your magazine, folks, so keep 
those letters and photos coming. Here's how to get your 
picture in a magazine: send your picture to the editor. 

Our members have responded to the membership enroll-
ment campaign, 62 of us having signed up new SAM mem-
bers since this time last year. All of them will receive one 
raffle ticket for each new member sponsored, and a fine 
vintage sparker will be handed to the lucky winner whose 
name is drawn from the hat at the Pensacola Champs. Jim 
Ault alone signed up six new members, Jim Milne got four. 
They are increasing the raffle odds in their favor. 

Virtually all American males over the age of 55 have built 
model airplanes. Most of them have no idea that SAM exists or 
that we are still flying the same airplanes. If they did they might 
be just as enthralled over 
the idea as we are. Why 
not expose one of your 
non-modeling friends to 
SAM and see if he will fill 
out a membership appli-
cation? A huge source of 
potential SAM members 
is the RC sport flier 
group. Many of them are 
getting too old to fly aero-
batic airplanes, helicop-
ters, or even straight wing 
slope soarers. I'll bet 
they'd love to fly a Play-
boy Senior. Please show 
one of them your stuff and see if he would like to be in SAM. 

This is the last issue in which Don Bekins will write the 
President's Page. It was Don who gave me this job and I have 
had the pleasure to work closely with him for the past year. 
The first thing he told me was there would be no editorial 
censorship, and he was true to his word. Although we have 
not agreed on all things, Don has been flexible and willing to 
listen to the ideas of others. Unlike many, after listening, he 
has then been willing to accept ideas not his own. He has 
spent much of his own money on SAM affairs, and has 
worked tirelessly for the good of the Society. I have person-
ally enjoyed working with Don, and I believe Don has made a 
positive contribution to the organization and its members. 

SAM Speaks congratulates our new President, Bill Booth, 
Sr., and our new Eastern VP, Jim Coffin. We have no doubt 
our relationship with them will be every bit as satisfactory as 
it was with their predecessors, and we look forward to the 
experience. And thank you to the incumbent Board members 
who have chosen to serve for another term. Each of them has 
well represented his constituency. 

We have known Bill Booth for many years and are im-
pressed with his credentials. He is a retired school adminis-
trator, teacher, high school principal and counselor. Bill is a 
life member of SAM and has been building model airplanes 
since 1939. He is president and newsletter editor of the 
FGMAC (Fresno) and was Contest Manager of the 1993 Taft 
SAM Champs and of the FGMAC Annual since 1975. 

Bill believes the Preamble is our guiding light: SAM compe- 

tition should be relaxed, enjoyable and interesting. He thinks 
we can't remind ourselves of the Preamble too often. OK, Bill, 
I'll take that job. 

Now I don't know of a more demanding covering job than a 
Goldberg Sailplane wing. It's not just huge with five panels, 
it's undercambered, double tapered, and has elliptical tips. 
We recently covered one with Polyspan. The Polyspan was 
applied just like tissue-slightly stretched and doped down. It 
was then ironed at 301YF and doped with three coats of 
Butyrate. There isn't a wrinkle and the job took about one 
fourth the time of a silk job. The stuff is heavier than tissue 
and lighter than Monokote. It's waterproof and almost 
puncture proof, looks like white silkspan, costs less than silk 
and requires half as much dope. Comes in white only, but can 
easily colored by several methods. Good stuff. Available from 
Starline, MRL, or other SAM Speaks advertisers. 

Larry Davidson, master builder and repeat Concours 
winner, has produced an 
instructional video about 
how to apply Polyspan. 
He discloses more than 
you ever wanted to know 
about covering with 
Polyspan. See his ad for 
the video and many other 
useful products on page 
27. 

In a previous editorial 
we discussed allowing 
models to compete in the 
next larger engine class, 
and changing the cutoff 
date to a later one. We got 

only three letters on these subjects indicating the membership 
is not particularly interested in either. 

Both suggestions were made in the spirit of increasing 
participation; making it easier to fly more events with fewer 
airplanes, and to increase the diversity of eligible designs. 
Our contest participation is decreasing, and one way to get 
more people out is to make it easier for them. We need to shift 
our focus to new ways of attracting people to SAM, and away 
from the notion that precise fairness in competition is sacred. 
It isn't-it isn't even definable! Fairness is a most subjective 
concept; reasonable men can differ. But there is nothing 
subjective about participation. You can count the number of 
contestants who fly in any given event. 

Sure, rules need to be fair. But when nobody shows up to fly 
it won't matter much what the rules are. SAM does not exist 
to provide a forum for fierce competition. The purpose of 
SAM is to celebrate the old airplanes. 

So here's a suggestion to mull over with the above attitude 
in mind. How about doing something to encourage people to 
build tailless models? They are not competitive because they 
must meet the wing loading requirements. Problem is about 
25% of the wing has a reflexed airfoil so it can act like a tail. 
And not a very efficient tail at that. Let's hear your ideas on 
this one. Some starting points could be a separate class or a 
25% lower wing loading. Maybe even open it up to post war 
designs, or even just up to 1946. There were many tailless 
models published after 1942, presumably inspired by the 
creative military experiments. Just some food for thought. 

K. 

1941 Bernie Gross Wing by Larry Katz of Toms River, NI. Yellow with 
transparent red Monokote. 1/2 A Texaco RC. Note steerable nose wheel. 



San Diego Orbiteers, 1995 Jimmie Allen winners, and hosts of the 1996 event 
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1996 JIMMIE ALLEN CHAMPIONSHIP 
This is a postal championship contest for US and Canadian 
I model airplane clubs flying Jimmie Allen models. A 

participating club will select any desired date to hold its 
contest during the months of July, August or September, 1996. 
The club score will be the sum of the total 3-flight scores of 
the three highest-scoring club members in the club's contest. 
The club results should be reported as soon after the contest 
as practicable, using the Contest Report Form. Entries post-
marked later than the 7th of October, 1996, will not be eli-
gible. Each team that enters will receive the final results 
shortly after the close of the contest, and the winning club 
will receive and hold the perpetual Jimmie Allen North 
American Championship Trophy for one year. The winning 
club agrees, as a condition of this entry, to sponsor the 
following year's postal championship contest. 

CONTEST RULES 
MODELS 
1. Entry must be a recognized Jimmie Allen design. 
2. Entrant must be the builder of the model. 
3. Model must be flown in its original size (no scaling) with 
original outlines and cross-sections, including airfoils, 
dihedral and wheel diameter. 
4. Propeller diameter will be no larger than shown on the 
plan or provided in the kit. If no kit is available and the plan 
does not show it, the propeller diameter shall not exceed 33% 
of wingspan. Propeller may be any pitch. Wood or plastic 
propeller may be used.  

5. No folding propellers, but free-wheeling is OK. 
6. No limit on rubber motor size or model weight, but reduc-
ing structure, wood sizes or covering material is not permit-
ted. 
7. Strengthening the structure and minor 
modate a winding tube or dethermalizer 

Jimmie Allen I3-A Cabin (Skokie). Red with white nose and 
propeller. Wing is permanently attached to .fiiselag. By Jerry Rocha. 

FLIGHT RULES 
1.All flights must be Rise-Off-Ground from an eight-foot long 
hard surface, such as a table or plywood sheet to be provided 
by the club. 
2. The contestant's score will be the sum, in seconds, of the 
three longest flights of six attempts. Maximum flight time is 
180 seconds. Flights under 20 seconds need not be counted. 
3. Any tie scores will be resolved by the fourth highest flight 
time of the tied contestants. 

Information and Contest Report Forms may be obtained 
from Larry Oliver, Contest Director, 1011 Olive Avenue, 
Coronado, CA 92118 

JIMMIE ALLEN FLIES AGAIN 
By Larry Oliver 

The 1995 Jimmie Allen Air Races Postal Challenge results 
are in and a total of six clubs submitted their contest 

results. Considering the 
limited publicity, the 
participation of six clubs 
in the inaugural year of 
the contest is an encourag-
ing beginning. Jimmie 
Allen truly is alive, albeit 
somewhat long in tooth. 
The 1995 Jimmie Allen Air 

Races Postal Challenge 
Club Trophy was won by 
the San Diego Orbiteers 
(NFFS). Flying on October 
1, the Orbiteers club team 
included Jim Alaback, Fudo 
Takagi, John Hutchinson, 
John Laycock, and Gilbert 
Arroyo. Their total time 



.ter,.isa; -:_t;s4viegik.A. 
Jerry Rocha's original design 112 A speed model. All yellow daz-
zling finish. CS .049 power, carbon fiber prop. SAM members are 
versatile. 
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was 1341 seconds 
for three flights 
each, including one 
three minute max. 
by Jim Alaback's 
eleven-year-old 
Blue Bird. The 
Orbiteers' team in-
cluded four Blue 
Birds and one Sky 
Raider. 

The Michigan 
Antique Modelers 
(SAM 4) placed 
second with a score of 929 points. Ted Dock's B-A Parasol led 
the Michiganders with 210 seconds for three flights. Michigan 
Antique Modelers flew five different models to achieve their 
second place score: B-A Parasol, Thunderbolt, B-A Cabin, 
Yellow Jacket, and Sky Raider. 

An entry came all the way from the Newport News, VA, 
Brainbusters (NFFS) club. They flew five Blue Birds on 
October 15, for a total score of 644 seconds, and third place. 

The San Diego Aeroneers (SAM 41) fielded three models, a 
B-A Cabin, a Sky Raider, and a Thunderbolt, to win a fourth 
place, followed by the Scale Staffel (FAC 41) flying a Sky 
Raider and a Blue Bird. 

The spirit of Jimmie Allen obviously survives in widely 
dispersed locales as indicated by this year's participants in 
the Postal Challenge. If each of these clubs can influence 
another club or two to fly in 1996 perhaps the memory of 
Jimmie Allen and the fun and enthusiasm that accompanied 
Jimmie Allen Air Races in the 1930s will be carried into the 
rapidly approaching 21st Century. 

ROCHA SETS NATIONAL RECORD 

Ierry Rocha, of Napa,, California has set a new national 
record for 1/2 A free flight ROW. Last May, at the Oakland 
oud Duster's Annual contest in Sacramento, Jerry flew his 

nostalgia era Kopacetic off the portable pond at Waegell Field 
to a new Category III record of 20:01. The previous record 
was 5:58, set by Paul De Monterice in 1952, also flying a 
Kopacetic, which he designed. (Published AT, 8/ 52) 

Jerry flies all forms of SAM free flight—rubber and power. 
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He also flies RC 1/2 A Texaco Scale, and several control line 
speed events. He recently set meet records at the Northwest 
Regional Control Line Champs at Roseburg, Oregon. Jerry 
broke his own record in class A Speed with 168 mph. He flew 
his 1/2 A speed 	 model to a 132 
mph record the 	 first time out, 
and set a new 	 1/2 A Proto 
record of 104 	 mph. Pictured is 
his 1/ 2 A Speed 	 model, finished 
in yellow and 	 powered by a 
Chinese CS en- 	 gine. Jerry is a 
retired 	tool- 	 maker, and does 
all his own en- 	 gine work. The 
take off dolly 	 alone would 
challenge the building skills of many of us. 

SAM Design Approval Committee Chairman Wes Funk was 
there to crew for Jerry, and SAM Public Relations wizard 
Charlie Reich was there with his Nikon. 
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Fred Emmert and his contours winning 
Bluebird. Silver fuselage, red stripe & 
wheels, black wine & tail , ellow  

0 

 

Jerry Rocha's national record 
holder, Kopacetic, with Cox 
TD .020 power. 

 

Isabel and Henry Hajdik from Vancouver, B.C. with 
their 1951 Ring Master at the NW Regionals U-Control 
Champs, Roseburg, OR, May 1996. See article on Matt 
Kania, designer of the Ring Master on page 8. Kania 
article was written by Hank Stumpf, who brought us the 
Tlush brothers story in the March-April issue. 

More SAM NEWS page 16 



BALLOT RESULTS 
FOR AGAINST 

Bylaws Article V 88 5 
Bylaws Articles VIII - X 78 18 
Eastern VP- 

Jim Coffin 62 
Ron Sharpton 35 

The maximum number of votes cast was for Bill Booth for 
President, 117. Other candidates running unopposed received 
between 93 and 110 votes. Two entire ballots were voided due 
to irregularities, one was on a homemade form, and the other 
had no boxes checked. 115 other individual items were 
declared invalid for various reasons, almost one per ballot. 
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A ll the hoopla surrounding the 
Republican and Democratic 

Conventions reminds us that the SAM 
ballots are in and counted by Carl 
Hatrak. We are happy to report the 
results below. The only thing that makes 
us sad is that so few of our 2,700 mem-
bers made the effort to vote. It is obvi-
ous that old timer modeling is much 

more important than the politics of OT modeling. The 
re-creation of a childhood flying model and seeing it success-
fully soar with the eagles is what we, the members of SAM, 
are all about. 

If you didn't vote, those of you who love our hobby and 
have concerns or approval as to the direction the old timer 
movement is going, write your thoughts to our SAM Speaks 
editor. In the Survey of members two years ago, we discov-
ered that 87% of our members felt that our newsletter was 
one of the principle reasons they joined and continue to 
belong to SAM. Share your enthusiasm and pictures with us 
through your letters to the editor. They will be published, if 
possible. 

My term as president will come to an end at 
the General Membership Meeting during 
October's SAM Champs in Pensacola. The last 
two years of total immersion in the affairs of 
SAM have been rewarding, sometimes frustrat-
ing, but always worth the effort. You whom f 
have met on the flying field around the coun 
try and the world are wonderfu I 
salt-of-the-earth people. 

You know how to work with your hands 
[something lacking in today's youth]. You know 
about aeronautics. You know about engines, 
rubber, and propellers. You can create works of 
art from balsa sticks, glue, wire, silk and tissue, 
dope, and make it fly! I think that's what God 
did when he created birds, bats, pterodactyls 
and insects. He must be proud of his creations, 
just as you old timers are proud of your mod-
els — they both fly just as well. Think of the joy you have while 
you watch your model fly high in the blue and a hawk glides 
over to join your craft circling in a gentle thermal — your cre-
ation and God's sharing the heavens! 

I remember once, down at Taft, when flying my 19 year old 
Gas Bird in the Texaco event: I found a nice thermal which 
lifted the model to perhaps 1,700 feet — just a speck in the 
sky — where it circled in nearly calm air. Golden eagles nest 
in the mountains southeast of Taft, which, in winter, some-
times have snow on them. On that day a golden eagle flew 
over to investigate this strange flying object invading his 
heavenly territory. You could see him come in from afar, in 
travel mode, wings slightly folded. When he came near the 
Gas Bird, he extended his wings and began circling, almost 
wing tip to wing tip with the model. The two winged won-
ders continued sharing each other's thermal for nearly 10 
minutes — when one would turn away, the other would 
follow. One would switch to a left hand circle, the other 
would follow. Finally, the eagle folded his wings back into 
travel mode and moved off toward the mountains miles 
away. THAT is what old timer modeling is about! 

As I depart from my time as SAM President, I would like to 
leave two parting comments. Time marches on for us as 
individuals. We are not getting any younger. Each of us make 
our plans for retirement, for hobbies, for travel, for the 
inevitable, SAM has been the fortunate recipient of a bequest 
from the McLaughlin estate — Tom was an enthusiastic OT 
modeler who had the foresight to plan ahead. All SAM 
members are beneficiaries of his good planning. However, 
others who have passed in recent years have left their families 
with substantial collections of models, engines, and supplies 
Their families find it difficult to know what to do with these 
hobby things. Past president Jim Adams helped the family of 
Jimmy Dean, Rocky Mountain VP Art Hillis assisted the 
family of Art Groscheider. Using the McLaughlin estate as an 
example, I hope to continue working with SAM in establish-
ing a program to assist members in planning to insure that 
hobby things, which sometimes have substantial value, are 
passed on to those who appreciate them the most — partici-
pants of SAM. This also eases the burden on the deceased's 
families. John Dougherty SAM 91 Tennessee, has offered to 
help. Together, John and I will begin the process of creating a 
formalized structure for "hobby estate planning." 

My second comment reflects the other end 
of life's span, our youth. For SAM to continue 
through the years, young people must be 
introduced to the hobby. I would be happy if 
each member made it his life's goal to intro-
duce just one youngster to the joys of build-
ing, flying models and the wonder of aero-
nautics. This can be achieved in families, with 
friends, or in the science classroom curricu-
lum at your local schools jas Rocco Ferrario 
of SAM 27 has done]. 

SAM is many things to many people. We 
have modelers who specialize in free flight 
gas and rubber [old timer and scale], hand 
launch glider, RC assist ignition and glow, OT 
gliders, nostalgia. Across the country our 
2,700 members gather for fun flys, for casual 
and serious competition — all friendly and 

low key Around the world, perhaps another 4,000 SAM 
enthusiasts enjoy our old timer hobby in a similar way There 
is room for all within our organization. Respect for all. It is 
the camaraderie of sharing a love of building and flying OT 
models that binds us together. 

Congratulations to SAM's very capable incoming president, 
Bill Booth, and new Board of Directors. See you at the 
Champs in Pensacola! 



PLANS ENLARGED 
OR REDUCED 

3—VIEWS 
OLD TIMERS 

SCALE MODELS 
ANY SCALE 
ANY SIZE 

FROM YOUR PLAN 
OR OUR LIBRARY 

THOUSANDS 
AVAILABLE 

RESEARCH SERVICE 

SEND $2.00 FOR 
FULL INFORMATION 
AND CUSTOMIZED 

POSTER FOR YOUR 
SHOP WALL 

ROLAND FRIESTAD 
2211 S 155th Street 

Cameron. Illinois 61423 

rg i 
CARTOON FROM 
AEROMODELLER 
DEC 1952 
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SAM CHAMPS UPDATE 

by Jack Bolton 

Important: There will be no late entry 
penalties enforced! This was a psycho-

logical warfare ploy on our part to pres-
sure early registration. I'm not sure it 
worked though, as of this date (13 Au-
gust) we only have 45 contestants regis-
tered. However we do have 190 rooms 
registered (150 at the Ramada and 40 at 
the La Quinta-don't know about the oth-
ers). Come on folks get registered and 
help us out. The no late registration pen-
alty also applies to the Nosgas "Gather-
ing of The Turkeys." 

Procedure for the Spirit of SAM 
Concours is as follows: 
(a)An entry form is provided with your 
registration package. 
(b) Those entering the Concours must 
have a qualifying flight prior to contestant 
judging on Tuesday evening 7-9 PM at the 
Ramada. 
(c)The signed, witnessed Concours form 
shall be displayed with the model at 
the Ramada. 

The Wally Simmers Gollywock 
event will commence at 9 AM Sun-
day 13 October. Wally will be on 
hand to insure that everyone does it 
right. Then again, Tom McCoy will 
make sure about that. 

Logistics support requirements for 
the Champs have been identified 
and planning for meeting these re-
quirements is progressing. One 
point, the Bean Feed at the Ramada 
(11 October, 5-10 PM) is looking 
great. All you can eat for $8.95. The 
menu includes BBQ chicken, pork, 
ham, potatoes, veggies, slaw, etc. 
The chef is also providing an excel-
lent breakfast buffet for $4.95 from 6 
to 10 AM. 

Training Wing Five and NAS 
Whiting Field personnel have been 
extremely cooperative. The Navy 
Exchange will have food and 
beverages on-site at Spencer, and 
Public Works has promised to have 
Spencer freshly mowed prior to 
the Champs. The Public Affairs 
Officer is arranging for several 
busses for the tour of Whiting 
Field noon to 3 PM Tuesday 15 
October. We will post a signup 
sheet at the Ramada Headquarters 
Room and also at the field. Atten-
dance will be limited to two seated 
bus loads. 

See you all in October.  

SAM NEWS Page 7 

NEW PLAN SERVICE 

Roland Friestad has been drawing plans most of his life, and has been scanning 
.them for about the past 8 years. You may have seen his ads for plan enlargements 

in SAM Speaks and other model magazines. Just recently he decided to make his ser-
vices more widely available to model builders. 

He can scale plans to any size using your plan or one from his library of over 30,000 
plans and three views. His library also contains most magazines back to about 1940. 
Roland's high tech engineering firm has over $80,000 invested in equipment and soft-
ware, so he can digitize any plan or other drawing, and then electronically modify or 
enhance it in any way. 

Roland sent us two enlargements of a plan from a 1946 issue of Air Trails and they 
are perfect in every way. The airplane is an eight foot model which was drawn on a 
single page in the magazine, so it had to be enlaraged by a factor of eight. Roland's 
standard job looks like a very high quality xerographic enlargement. The deluxe plan 
is not at all like a photocopy. The lines are drawn normal size, not eight times wider 
than the original. He can do this because his equipment has the unique capability of 
converting a raster file into a vector file, a very difficult process. This equipment is 
most useful for restoring old plans drawn on paper which has turned yellow or is 
disintegrating. He can get rid of the discoloration, and even repair tears in the origi-
nal plan. This service costs more than the basic enlargement or reduction. 

Roland's background is in aeronautical engineering, and he was once a designer 
for Piper Aircraft, and Chief Engineer of Bellanca Aircraft. He now owns his own 
engineering firm, fabricating metal parts for industry. 



Matt in 1938 with Husky powered Miss 
Richmond, predecessor to the Super Quaker. 

THE RING MASTER BY STERLING 

KIT 5-1 SPAN 42" 

For class B & C engines a prefabricated control line stru 

signed and flight pro.ren by Matt Kunio 	  
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MATT KANIA, MR. RINGMASTER 
By Hank Stumpf 
A nyone who was flying U-Control 

in the 50s or 60s probably had a 
Sterling Ringmaster at one time. It is 
undoubtedly the most popular ukie of 
all time, with over 350,000 kits sold. 
When it came on the market in 1950 the 
kit sold for $2.95. It is still in production 
but the kit now costs $24.95. 

The man responsible for this design and many more is Matt 
Kania. He is now 78 years old and still flys RC models with the 
Cape Coral, Florida Sea Hawks club. Matt grew up in Philadel-
phia, Pa. and started building models in 1927, the year 
Lindbergh flew from New York to Paris. He followed Maxwell 
Bassett and in 1933 became the second person to successfully 
fly a model 
powered by the 
revolutionary 
gas motor de-
veloped by fel-
low Philadel-
phian, Bill 
Brown. 

Through the 
30s, he devel-
oped a solid 
reputation as a 
competitive 
flyer. 

Matt started 
designing kits 
for Megow, a 
large pre W.W. 
H model 
manufacturer in Philadelphia. His most popular free flight 
designs for Megow are the Ranger with which he set a 
national record in 1940, and the 1941 Super Quaker. In 
addition to his modeling, Matt also worked for Exide Batter- 

ies from 1939 until he joined the Navy in 1943. There he 
served as a plane captain at the Naval Air Test Station, 
Patuxent River, Maryland. Along with Hal DeBolt and Bob 
Dishong, he founded the Patuxent River Model Engineers, 
and became hooked on U-Control. 

While still in the Navy, Matt set a national U-Control class B 
speed record in 1945. When he was discharged in 1946, Matt 
returned to Megow and designed several U-Control kits includ-
ing the Tyro and Stardust. Megow got out of the model 
kit-business and in 1948 Matt and his partner Tom Henning 
started PDQ Products Co. manufacturing U-Control models of 
Matt's design. 

This company was 
sold to Comet and 
Matt moved to Chi-
cago to work for 
them. The PDQ Su-
per Clown Profile 
Stunt was a precur-
sor of the Ringmas-
ter. 

Matt didn't like 
Chicago and after a 
short time moved 
back to Philadelphia 
where he went to 
work for Sterling 
Models in 1950. 
There he designed 
the Ringmaster 
which was an in- 
stant success. It was soon followed by two spin-offs, the Mus-
tang and the Yak-9. There were other derivatives including the 
Super Ringmaster with a built up fuselage and the 1/2 A Baby 
Ringmaster. 

Matt left Sterling in 1958 and went back to Exide Batteries 
where he supervised building of their research center. He 
stayed with Exide until his retirement in 1979, after which he 
moved to Cape Coral FL where he now lives. 
Charles H. Stumpf 
1040 SE 43rd Street 
Cape Coral, FL 33904-5361. 

Li 

Matt Kania in 1995 with his famous Ring Master U-Control. This 
one is powered by a K&B Greenhead 19. Matt's semi scale P-35, powered by Bunch Tiger Aero, in 1943 
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SAM U-CONTROL 
By Carl Geary 

T-Control in SAM Speaks? You bet, read on. Many of us 
L..1 started modeling with ten and fifteen cent rubber 

models, then went on to the big ones, twenty-five and fifty 
cents. Remember the Sparky and Phantom Fury and the 
much larger space required for them? No more empty lots or 
schoolyards but a softball field or larger. Then came the first 
gas free flight and the war—you remember W. W. II, the one to 
end all wars. 

The war changed everything over night. Friends were 
drafted thirty to sixty days after 
high school. The OPA with gas, 
tire, sugar, meat rationing and 
shortages of just about every-
thing else, including, balsa, glue, 
tissue, dope, batteries, and rubber 
bands. Think a little and it will all 
come back. Here we were with 
school years ahead of us, too 
young for a driver's license and 
our first love (one that would last 
a life time) rubber, towline and 
gas free flight which all required 
large open rural areas to fly. Also 
required was a car, driver, tires 
and gas. 

A man named Jim Walker 
developed a U-Control gas model 
aircraft about 1940 called the A-J 
Fireball and this solved our 

problems. Back to empty lots, the schoolyard and park. U-
Control kept our interest in models alive and well throughout 
the war years and the balance of the forties. 

Why U-Control when we all have free flight models we 
want to build? Well, aside from - 
being part of our past, this is a 
good use for the old time 
aircraft just gathering dust in 
the rafters. They convert over 
quickly and easily. They all are 
crowd pleasers as they can be 

Dave Royer, Portland, OR and his 1952 Bob 
Palmer Smoothie at the Northwest U- 
Control Champs. Red & white, Fox 35. 

. 	A 

4t.teltf' f  - 
John Schijko prepares his Cyke powered LUC Bombshell, and Bob 
Mulitsch works on O&R 29 powered Guff Photos by the Author. 

outside a circle and watched a Clipper Mark H with an O&R 
60 or perhaps a Buzzard Bombshell with a Cyke or any of the 
other models and power plants perform just for you? When 
was the last time you stood inside the circle, seen and felt 
your bird respond to your control pressure and gracefully 
perform? When was the last time you flew some demo flights 
to please other SAM members or perhaps the RC crowd that 
never knew this existed? Think about it. It was a lazy day of 
fun back then and still is today. 

For the competition oriented, U-Control had numerous 
contest events offered during the forties. The basic events 
were speed, stunt, slow flight and scale, with local activities 
such as duration, balloon bursts, bomb drops plus others to 
please all for a great day. For the noncompetitive sport flyer it 

is a most pleasant break in the normal flying 
routine, a trip back to the past, along with a 
better appreciation of present day flying activi-
ties. If you enjoy a challenge then try what Jim 
Walker did many times. Fly three (3) O&R 23 
powered Fireballs at the same time, one handle 
in each hand and one on his hat. You can find 
pictures of this in model magazines published 
during the middle forties. 

When we formed our Chapter, N-X-211, we 
invited the old time U-Control modelers to join 
us in the "Spirit of Sam." Since then we have 
bonded together and recognized this is all a part 
of SAM and belongs. Nowadays our purest free 
flighter can enjoy a control line day just as much 
as a U-Control flyer can enjoy a fun fly or free 

flight contest. This, after all, is what SAM is all about. 
U-Control in SAM Speaks? Yes, as just a gentle nudge will 

revive it to its old self with all of its former enthusiasm and 
glitter for the enjoyment of all. U-Control at the SAM 
Champs? I sure hope so, as this would completely bind SAM 
together with events for all in a well-rounded, old time, 
complete model flying program. 
Think about it. Write to me. 

Carl Geary, 10233 Dandridge, Afton, MO 63123-5929. 

Gus Vogele starts O&R powered 
Texas Ranger. Ron Carr holds. 

seen up dose and 
stay in one place. 
The sight and 
sound of these old 
gas burners will 
hold a crowd's 
attention for an 
afternoon. 

When was the 
last time you stood 
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#23–ROCKET VICTOR 46 
By Charlie Bruce 

The Rocket 46 hit the market in 1945 
and was snapped up by eager 

modelers starved for new engines after 
the long production drought caused by 
WWII. I still have my 1945 engine 
which I flew in many different FF and 
U/C models. The advertisement 
stated, "Formerly May Motor" 
which is the forerunner of the 
Rocket Victor. Internal con-
struction is unique in the use 
of many stamped steel parts, 
heavily case hardened and 
the odd wrist pin carrier 
which fits through the piston 
crown. A nut retains the 
carrier and also holds the sheet 
brass baffle in place. Though they 
look flimsy the Rocket parts are quite 
strong and will last a long time if not 
over-revved. Also because of the high 
weight of the con rod / piston assembly 
and small counterbalance, it is advisable 
to keep the rpm down (5000 to 6000) to 
prevent shaking the nose off your 
model. 

In 1946 a variation was produced 
called the 4610. It had an enclosed timer, 
different venturi and loose tank. It was 
not popular. 

By 1950 the early $22.50 price of the 
engine had dropped to $4.45. The 
Rocket had not changed much but the 
competition had. 

Disassembly;  
Timer: Remove the prop nut, washer 

and prop drivel cam, Loosen the timer 
pinch screw and slide the frame off 
forward. The points may be easily 
removed if desired. 

Tank: A short 6-32 screw holds the 
amber plastic tank onto the fuel dip 
tube. 

Venturi: The venturi must be un-
screwed from the back plate to easily 
access the two back plate mounting 
screws. First loosen the venturi lock nut 
with a very thin 1 /2" open end wrench 
then turn the venturi to the left. The 
needle valve parts are threaded into the 
top and bottom of the venturi/ tank top 
casting. 

Backplate: Remove the two 6-32 x 1/4 
screws and pull backplate out the back. 
The rear shaft rotor should come out 
with the backplate. There is a thin 
composition gasket. Watch for a thin 
thrust/ spacer washer on the rear rotor. 
Not all engines have this washer. Note  

the position of the intake port in the 
backplate. It must point up or the 
engine won't run. The backplate can be 
put on two ways; only one is correct. 

Cylinder: Remove the two screws 
holding the exhaust stack. Note that 
these are an odd size, 4-36 thread. 
Remove three 6-32 x 1 /4 screws from 

the cylinder flange. Cylinder 
should lift off exposing a 

composition gasket and rest 
of the internals. The con rod 
will slip easily off the crank 
pin and the crank usually 
is easy to slide out the rear. 
Sometimes small burrs 
have been raised where the 

cam is tightened against the 
front shoulder of the crank. 

These must be carefully filed 
down (I use a diamond file because 

the shaft surface is very hard) or you 
will score the main bearing when 
pushing out the shaft. Watch for a small 
loose thrust washer between the crank 
and main bearing. This is not loose on 
all engines but if you have one, don't 
lose it. Note that on most engines there 
is a small set screw in the bottom of the 
crankcase main bearing extension, 
which prevents the bearing from 
spinning or falling out. This screw 
should not be removed unless it is 
loose. It's also the 4-36 thread. It must 
not be over- tightened or it will pinch 
the main bearing and the crank will 
bind or not turn at all. I use Loctite on 
these. 

I do not recommend removal of the 
nut retaining the baffle and wrist pin 
carrier to the piston. If you must remove 
it, make a split ended tool from steel, 
hold it in a vise and remove the nut 
with a tight fitting 5/16 
wrench. Note the posi-
tion of the baffle on the 
piston and its relation 
to the con rod for 
reassembly. The cylin-
der sleeve is cast in 
place and cannot be 
removed. 

Reassembly: 
She should go back together in 

reverse order. If you removed the 
baffle/ wrist pin carrier assembly, put it 
back with the baffle as close to the 
original position as possible. It must be 
very close to parallel with the crank-
shaft centerline. The nut must be very 
tight. Loctite won't help here as it gets  

too hot on the piston crown. Careful 
center punching of the threads may 
help but it's easy to bend things so be 
careful. 

One weakness of the early engines is 
the peened joint holding the operating 
arm on to the rear rotor tube. If this is 
loose it can be silver soldered in place. 
Soft solder won't hold. Be sure the 
center line of the port hole in the shaft is 
about 45 degrees to the left of the 
operating arm as viewed from the front 
of the engine. The prop drive/cam has a 
square drive thus will go on four ways. 
Only one is correct. Early engines have 
no alignment marks but later produc-
tion engines have a small notch in one 
of the square corners of the crank which 
is to be lined up with the cam flat center 
or a small notch in the cam with the 
timer vertically aligned with the 
cylinder. Original instructions give a 
point gap of .020. Adjust the gap by 
varying the insulating washer thickness 
on the fixed point. No plug gap is given 
but .015 to .020 will work. Recom-
mended fuel is 2-1/2 to 1 gas/70 oil for 
break-in and 3/1 for flying. Recom-
mended props are 12-8 and 10-10. 

Rockets appear at many MECA 
Collectos and are generally inexpensive. 
For parts try Woody Bartelt's 
AeroElectric, 3706 N. 33rd St, 
Galesburg, Ml 49053. Catalog $7.00 US, 
$9.00 Foreign. For the 4-36 and other 
engine screws send an SASE to Wes 
Pettinger, 1501 Banbury Ct, Richardson, 
TX 75082 and ask for his 
list. 

Test Run: Rocket 46 on 3/1 gas/70 oil 
12/ 8 Top Rite wide blade-5600 rpm. 
O&R Follow-Up: In Old Engine Analy-
sis #21 on O&R Sparkers, I said I'd 
never seen an inverted crankshaft. Now 
I have. Gene Bowers sent me one for a 



Y:I ,I?C'V IC 

Reproduction parts for antique spark ignition 
engines: needle valves, timers, castings, 

bushings, fuel tanks, bearings, etc. 
Champion Spark plugs. Ignition components, 

books, hardware and accessories. 
ENGINES BOUGHT, SOLD AND TRADED 

Woody Bartell., 3706 N. 33d St., Galesburg, MI 49053 
Phone or fax (616) 665-9693. 

Catalog It5 - $7.00 
$9.00 international 
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23, marked, "23 INV." The shaft port is 
offset to match the 120 degree to the left 
offset position of the front end. Some-
one else called (I forgot to write down 
his name) and said he had an "INV" 
shaft for a 60. Apparently they were 
sold as a conversion unit accessory kit. 
Thanks for the info, guys. I'm always 
learning something new in the hobby. 
Charlie Bruce 
Rt. 1, Box 766, Milano, TX 76556 
Phone (512) 455-9543 FAX (512) 
455-3921 
Next Analysis; Super Cyclone 

RC TROUBLE SHOOTING QUIZ 
By Bob Angel 

Here's a chance to match your RC 
trouble shooting skills with the helpful 
"panel of experts" who always gather 
when someone is having a problem on 
the flight line. This was an actual 
experience from an annual fall contest. 

I was timing for Don Barrick, who as 
usual, was among those in an LER 
ignition flyoff. The CD had given 
everyone just 5 minutes to get airborne. 
In preparation, Don had field charged 
all radio and ignition batteries. His 
ignition engine started, ran unsteadily, 
then quit. Several more starts gave the 
same result. The engine was running on 
fuel pressure, so naturally the needle 
was tweaked, but that didn't fix it. 

After the other ships were launched, 
the "panel of experts" began to gather. 
"Bad plug." someone said. "Sounds like 
an ignition miss alright" offered an-
other. "Hey look, someone else said, 
"the rudder and elevator are glitching." 
Everyone searched for other radios on 
Don's frequency and none were found. 

"Could be interference from these other 
transmitters so close by." "Might be the 

3IM problem". The 
other pilots oblig-
ingly moved their 
transmitters farther 
away, but nothing 
changed. "Maybe 
the ignition system 
is interfering with 
the radio." "Maybe 
the radio is interfer-
ing with the ignition 
system." Those and 
several other expla-
nations were quickly offered. Well, the story has a happy ending. The problem was 
identified and fixed, and the flight got away a full minute before the 5 minute dead-
line. 

From the dues given, can you identify the probable cause, and a field fix for the 
problem? (Answer on pg. 26) 

Louis Merlotti of St. Louis holds his Snuffy, designed by Toft in 1941. Red, white and 
orange silk 112 A Texaco RC airplane was built from original 1942 Air Trails plans. Louis 
redefined the term scratch built when he created this airplane starting with balsa logs he 
had stored for many years in his basement. 

Old Engine Editor, Charlie Bruce and Gene Bowers hold their 1937 Carl Goldberg 
Valkyries at the 1994 SAM Champs at Muncie. Both airplanes yellow and red silk, free 

flight. Even the little wagon is red and yellow. 



It flies! The 14' airplane climbs out on ifs maiden flight. It appears closer to 
the house than it actually is because of foreshortening caused by the telephoto 

lens. Super Tigre 3000 turns a 24" propellor to pull the 24 pound airplane. 
Powerhouse was designed by Sal Taibi in 1938. 
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DONE—FINALLY 
By Mark Glammeier 

W ell, it has been years coming and now it is finally done. 
The Powerhouse 200 is covered and except for a few 

minor details and very thorough final inspection it is ready to 
fly. This 14 foot span monster has been a challenge to build 
from the very first day, Scaling up the plans required a lot of 
paper. Endless questions and construction problems had to be 

Mark Glammeier with his 200% Taibi Powerhouse. Mark calls 
is the Monokote Overcast, a reference to the Air Force's C-5A 
Galaxy freighter, which is nicknamed the Aluminum Overcast. 

Note built up ribs visible through the covering, 

worked out before a single stick of wood was cut. Questions 
of strength, assembly, transportation, power, and control 
linkages needed to be addressed. Just doubling the wood 
sizes would not be sufficient to increase the structural 
strength. There was just one problem after another 
needing to be solved. 

Building time: 296 hours since construction began in 
December of 1988. The actual construction time to build 
the main framework wasn't too long. All the parts were 
cut and assembled in approximately 80 hours. Applying 
the 18-1/2 rolls of moneycote and the hundreds of hand 
cut stars required 110 hours. The rest of the time was 
spent in building the pull-pull control system, radio and 
engine installation, fabricating the landing gear and de-
veloping the assembly system to be able to transport this 
aircraft. I did build it in a 10' by 12' workroom in my 
basement and I needed a way to get out of the house. A 
lot of time was spent just trying to find parts and mate-
rials for this project. For example, I needed LONG spruce 
for the spars and fuselage longerons because I didn't 
want to splice them. I finally located a lumber dealer in 
Des Moines that had Sitka Spruce. I managed to buy a 
very straight grained piece of 1 by 8, 10 feet long from 
them and have it shipped to Sioux Falls. All the spruce 
was cut from that chunk of lumber. Coming up with the 
wheels is a story in itself. I couldn't find anything suit-
able in the hobby shops. I finally went to a local hard-
ware store and picked out several pairs of different styles. 
I took those to the checkout where I weighed each pair  

and bought the lightest. 
The clerk stated that this was the first time he had ever sold 
wheels by the pound. After all that time finding the wheels, 
didn't like the looks of them and went off to find some air 
wheels like the original had. I found some 3" inner tubes used 
in the tires on personal mobility carts. The only place I could 
find these tubes was in a medical supply house which 
certainly wasn't shy about charging for them, I turned the 2 
piece hubs from bass wood and covered the "baby moon" 
hubcaps with more Monocote. 

Some facts about building this plane: Each wing rib re-
quired a full sheet of 3 /16 x 4 balsa. Cutting the lightening 
holes in the ribs reduced their weight by 60%. All the holes 
were cut by hand. 107 #11 X-acto blades were used. 18 oz. of 
CA glue and 12 oz. of epoxy were used. All the sitka spruce 
used as spars, longerons, etc. were cut from a 1 x 8 x 10 foot 
long piece of lumber. Control surfaces are moved by 1/4 scale 
servos powered by a 4000 ma. battery pack. On board glow is 
provided by an additional 4000 ma. battery. 300 lb. test kevlar 
fiber cables used in a pull-pull system on both the rudder and 
elevators. A 24 oz. tank is currently on board with the provi-
sion to add a second 50 oz. tank. Wings are joined with two 
1 /8 x 1-1 / 2 type T6 aluminum spars. Radio is a Futuba 8 
channel AM for rudder, elevator, motor and an auxiliary 
servo for camera or other function such as a drop. Cost to 
build: The one thing I didn't keep track of because if I knew, I 
probably would be too scared to fly it. 

The model was shown at 4 Mall shows this spring. It won 
Best of Show at 3 of those events and also took Best Old 
Timer, Best Giant model, and Best Monocote trophies. 

Was it worth it? It was an adventure to build and all that 
remains is to fly it. And fly it we did. After waiting nearly 2 
months for decent weather for test flights, June 4, 1996 
arrived with 3 MPH wind, 68 degrees and moderate cloud 
cover. 4:00 PM arrived and I couldn't wait any longer. A few 



Fuselage is covered with transparent red with white forward end. Wing and tail have white 
leading edge, transparent blue center stripe and transparent red trailing edge. Red pin stripe. 
Hundreds of stars are red, blue, and grey. Took Mark 110 hours to cut out and apply the 18.5 

rolls of Monokote and more than 200 stars. Wing area is 4492 sq. in. The wheels are inner 
tubes from hospital carts with home made bass wood hubs covered with Monokote. 

,••• ■■'- 

First take off roll. This is not a trick photograph. Dean 
Everetts is not vertically disadvantaged. Powerhouse is BIG. 
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phone calls to Dean Everretts, the designated test pilot, and a 
couple of others to videotape the event and I was off to the 
field. The model was carefully assembled and checked out 
and photographs were taken. I wish that I could say that 
everything went flawlessly, The first thing that went wrong 
was the fuel filler valve would not open so we could not fill 
the tank. The cowl and access hatch had to be removed so the 
filler valve could be bypassed. After it was filled the Super 
Tiger 3000 didn't want to run. After trouble shooting, the 
engine sputtered into life after the needle valve was opened. 
A taxi test was done and it was discovered 
that you can't turn across the wind even 
when it was only blowing 3 MPH. That large 
wing and the deep dihedral would lift in the 
slightest breeze. After rolling it back to the 
starting spot there was nothing more to test 
other than if it would fly. Dean advanced the 
throttle slowly and the Powerhouse moved 
forward. In 10 or 15 feet the tail lifted and the 
model accelerated. After another 40 or 50 feet 
the main gear broke ground and it was 
airborne! 

The airplane climbed out with authority 
and continued to gain altitude. Dean brought 
it around for a photo pass and a high speed 
pass. Starting to go around again the engine 
died suddenly and it was turned into the 
pattern for a dead stick landing. Dean 
greased it on right down the center of the 
field. He went on to say that "That was the 
best and most realistic landing I've ever 
made." Mr. Everetts has made a lot of landings in his life. His 
original AMA number had only 3 digits in it. The post flight 
inspection revealed a problem. Sometime during the flight the 

nut holding the ball link to one of 
the elevator horns had come off and 
the linkage had become discon-
nected. That landing was made on 
only half an elevator. I thought that 
I had locktited all the nuts and bolts 
on this aircraft. A new nut and lock 
washer was found and the ball link 
was fixed. 

The second flight was better than 
the first. Dean remarked that the 
plane was more responsive this 
flight (both halves of the elevator 
working). A couple of more photo 
passes and then a climb to altitude 
for some thermalling. I managed to 
try my hand at the sticks for a few 
minutes and then passed the 
transmitter back to Dean. As we 
started our climb to altitude the 
engine died again. Several dead 
stick passes and the "Monocote 
Overcast" landed right down the 
center of the field. 

As we were climbing to altitude, 
both Dean and myself noted that 
because of the size of this airplane, 

it was hard to determine just how high it was. We decided 
that it was probably higher than we thought because of it 
size. Post flight inspection revealed some more loose bolts in 
the motor mount system. I could have sworn that I had 
applied locktite to every bolt in that plane. After further 
inspection it was found that the engine mounting plate had 
shifted and was causing the drive washer on the Super Tiger 
to rub on the lower part of the cowl. When building, I only 
allowed 1 /16 clearance. This could be the cause of the engine 
flame-outs. 

The decision was 
made not to attempt 
a third flight on this 
day. I wanted to do 
some work on the 
clearance problem 
and also apply some 
more locktite on 
every bolt that I 
could reach. Can a 
person get locktite in 
gallons? 

I have been accused 
of building another 
Spruce Goose with 
this model because it 
hung around so long. 
All I can say is that as 
of now this plane has 
made twice as many 
flights as the Goose 

and has flown higher and farther on each of them. 
Repeating the question, Was it worth it? So far the answer is 

yes! 
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HYAKUTAKE 
The Great Comet of 1996 

By Bruce Augustus 

The comet Hyakutake was an unexpected visitor to our 
solar system last March. Its head spewed a gauzy cloud 

of blue-white gas, and its tail stretched a third of the way 
across dark northern skies. The comet was discovered by 
Japanese amateur astronomer Yuji Hyakutake (the H is silent) 
on January 30, 1996, while most astronomers were busily 
preparing for the closest arrival of comet Hale-Bopp in 
September. Yuji used 25x150 binoculars. 

Fortunately for observers, at its closest approach on March 
25, the comet was extremely bright against a dark moonless 
sky. Compared to the dull comets of recent years it was a 
shockin si ht, and received considerable media covera e.  

which vaporize when near the sun, causing the ice to convert 
directly to vapor, the conditions of space being unsuitable for 
the existence of liquid water. 

At its closest approach, Hyakutake's nucleus was spewing 
gas and dust at a rate of several tons per second. And as it 
warmed, chunks actually broke off, sublimated, and sprouted 
mini-tails of their own, 

A comet's tail is formed of gas whose density declines as it 
dissipates into the void. The tail is blown away from the Sun 
by the solar wind, which is a high velocity field of charged 
particles radiated by the Sun. This explains why the tail 
always points away from the Sun regardless of the direction 
of the comet's motion. Because of this, various published 
photographs show the tail in different positions, none of 
which indicate the direction of its motion. H akutake's •ale 

It truly was the Great Comet of 1996, and perhaps the most 
unexpected and spectacular comet any of us will ever see. 
Within two months of its discovery, it covered huge tracts of 
sky, never setting during two weeks in March for observers in 
the Northern Hemisphere. It was 8000 years since its last 
visit, and this time it aimed its trajectory right at Earth, which 
was in the ideal position in its own orbit. What were our 
ancestors doing during the previous encounter in 6000 BC? 

Hyakutake passed very dose to Earth, within a mere 9 
million miles (one tenth of the distance from Earth to the 
sun). It has now left the inner solar system and its highly 
elliptical orbit will take it on a voyage into deep space from 
which it will not return to terrestrial skies for at least 10,000 
years. At its closest approach, Hyakutake was traveling 
150,000 kilometers per hour, and gaining 1500 kph each day 
as it fell towards the Sun. It also got warmer each day and 
more of its 1-3 km diameter dirty ice nucleus sublimated into 
gas, causing the ghostly coma to get larger, and the tail longer 
and brighter. At its brightest, the coma reached 144,000 km, 
an apparent diameter equal to four full Moons. 

Comets are among the fossils of the solar system-pristine, 
frozen relics of pre-Earthly times. They are believed by some 
to be remnants of the dense interstellar cloud that later 
collapsed to form the solar system. Other theorists believe 
comets were formed after the collapse, directly from the disk 
of gas and dust that surrounded the infant sun 4.5 billion 
years ago. In either event, comets are lumps of ice and dust  

blue tail stretched across tens of millions of miles of sky while 
it was visible from Earth. Later, as it moved loser to the Sun, 
and heated still more, the tail got longer and dustier, but we 
could not see it because it was lost in the Sun's glare. 
There were many technical surprises too. The German X ray 

satellite discovered significant X ray emission for the first 
time from a comet. It was thought that only extremely 
energetic processes could produce X rays, not cold inert 
comets. Two theories attempt to explain the phenomenon. 
Perhaps X rays from the Sun were absorbed by water vapor 
surrounding the nucleus and re-emitted by water molecules. 
Or else, maybe the violent collisions between gaseous par-
tides in the coma and the solar wind generated the X rays. 

Because we now have the Hubble Space Telescope, radio 
telescopy, and electronic imaging (CCD cameras), scientists 
were able to discover the small pieces that sloughed off, and 
the highly energetic jets of gas and dust streaming from the 
nucleus. All this even though Hyakutake is a relatively small 
comet, at 1-3 km. For comparison, Haley's Comet has a 15x8 
km nucleus, and Hale-Bopp's nucleus appears to be about 40 
km. Hyakutake also rotates much faster than Haley, at 6 
hours per tumble, compared to 2 days. 

It was calculated that the last orbit took 6000 years, but the 
next one will take 10,000, because of the gravitational pertur-
bations to its orbit on this pass. What will our descendants be 
doing in the year AD 18,000? Will there be anyone home? 
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MODEL MAKES UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY AT NEW 
FEDERAL PRISON IN TAFT 

or 
WHERE THE WALSTON RETRIEVER CAN'T REACH 

By Jim Adams 
A first occurred on Saturday, May 26.1996 at the 

Blacksheep's Fun Fly over Memorial Day in Taft. I 
arrived at the field Sunday morning to find that someone had 
already posted an 80 minute flight in the $1000 Shoot-out. I 
was ready to put the models away and go home, but a friend 
urged, "You got two awards in Hatrak's flying wing event 
yesterday. Go for it, you're on a roll." (Mike Myers' airplane 
flew 80 minutes, but was only in the timekeeper's sight for 
52. Bill Moore's winning time was 53 minutes. Ed.) 

So, the 30 year old 
Ehling with the new 
paint job was set up 
with fresh batteries 
and a full two 
ounces of gas in the 
tank. That's twice as 
much as I usually 
use. A 30" fuse was 
installed in the DT 
and the Walston ra-
dio locator was 
plugged in. I was 
out of 14-6 props so 
I installed a 16-6 
prop, figuring that 
the additional diam-
eter would slow 
down the climb and 
give me more dura-
tion. Everyone else 
was using tiny die-
sels and huge tanks 
to try for the maximum duration. 

The Brown junior was started and set for about 5000 rpm. 
The Brown was running very smoothly and so without 
further ado the Ehling was aimed into the very slight breeze 
and released. The climb was startling to say the least. The 
ship fell into a beautiful left hand turn and began climbing 
steeply into the blue sky. I jumped on the Honda, ready to 
give chase, but it was quickly evident that no chase was going 
to be required. I lost sight of the model straight up overhead 
in five minutes. My timekeeper, Tom Stalnaker, a new friend 
from Menepe, California, was using his 7)(50 Binoculars to 
follow the flight. I got him a chair because it was evident that 
it was going to be a long flight. He said the Brown ran over 
ten minutes and he followed the model for 17-1 /2 minutes 
before losing sight of it. 

About this time I turned on the Walston receiver and picked 
up the familiar beep signal coming in loudly from somewhere 
high overhead. At about 37 minutes the signal became weak 
and quit completely. I assumed the model had gone behind 
the hills to the west and my grandson, Stephen and I took the 
receiver and followed in the car. We stopped every mile or so 
and checked for a signal, but were unable to pick up any-
thing. After driving west past Maricopa and still not hearing 
any beeps, we returned to the field. 
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Much to our surprise, there was the old Ehling sitting under 
our shade awning. It seems that a federal officer in a blue and 
white patrol car had come to the field during our two hour 
absence and asked who had lost a large gas model. My 
friends identified the Ehling from his description and the 
contest director went back to the prison with the officer to 
retrieve the model. The officer said I would never have 
located it since it landed in an area not visible outside of the 
prison buildings. So that accounted for the reason that the 
signal from the radio retriever quit so abruptly. Too much 
steel in those wails. 

What follows is a tongue-in-cheek version of what might 
have happened at the prison when the Ehling landed 
unscratched in the main exercise yard. 

The phone rings 
in the security office 
and the Captain 
answers: 
"Captain, this is 
sergeant Muldoon 
in tower number 
one. A very large 
model airplane just 
landed in the yard." 

"Well, take care of 
it, what's the 
problem?" 

"There's a 10 inch 
dynamite fuse 
hanging out the 
rear end, and it's 
burning," the 
captain replies, "call 
out the fire depart-
ment." 

Just then sergeant 
Peterson in tower 

number two breaks in on the intercom: 
"Captain, I was just listening in on the walkie-talkie and the 

thing is ticking, making beep-beep sounds just like a bomb." 
"Jeez, call out the bomb squad," Muldoon says, "I can't 

believe the guts of this SOB, he's even got his name spelled 
out on the side of the ship, It says, "S.A.M. EHLINC". 

Muldoon calls back again, "Too late captain, I think the 
things a dud, it just gave off a puff of smoke and the tail 
popped up and it's empty." 

On the road between Taft and Bakersfield, November, 1995. 
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ROSENSTOCK APPOINTED AMA HISTORIAN 
Norm Rosenstock recently has been appointed AMA Histo-
rian, in charge of collecting the history of the members who 
have created, configured, and made the hobby what it is 
today. Norm's job is to collect the biographies of the movers 
and shakers, assemble them and publish in book form. The 
books will be available to all AMA members. 

Norm is well qualified for this job. He is the author of Tales 
Of An Ancient Modeler, a book about growing up with 
modeling in the good old days. 

If you want to submit your biography, or if you want to 
suggest a person whose biography should be submitted, or 
for additional information and the Biography Request Form, 
please contact Norm at 124 Granada Street, Royal Palm 
Beach, Fl 33411. Phone (561) 798-5154, fax ((561) 573-6661 

SAM MEMBERS ELIGIBLE FOR ENGINE DRAWING 
For recently enrolling a new member 

Art Hillis, Ken Reesey, T. Yamamura (2), Bruce 
Augustus(4), Warren Weisenbach, Ed Lamb(2), Paul 
King, Martin Getting, Ron Carr, K. Fags/J. Beshar, 
George Finato, Ted Katsanis, Charlie Reich, Loren 
Schmidt, Hale Wallace, Tom Williams, Walt Huhn, 
Allan Vollmer, Jack Hodges, Donald Hockaday, Jim 
Kutkuhn, Harold Ericksen(3), Bob Hartwig, Hank 
Stumpf, William Scott, Henry Smith, Brian Gothard, 
Sal Taibi, Bob Angel, Al Heinrich, Bernard Heinley/ 
Tom Lee, Roy Hulse, Ed Aikman, Louis Merlotti, Jim 
Ault(6), William Tsuchida, Bill Morez, Larry Clark, 
Jim Milne(4), Dick Schaif, David Jensen, Gyula Drake, 
George Murphy, Lee Campbell, Lester Douglass, 
Chuck Mc Laughlin, Paul Reiner, Frank Hummel, 
Harold Erickson (2), Bob Edelstein, Woody Bartelt, 
Richard Colter. 
Numbers in parenthesis indicate more than one mem- 
ber enrolled. Sponsorship listing is in order of receipt. 

Larry Clark, SAM Secretary-Treasurer launches his 
Albatross at Taft, White Ceconite covering, blue trim. 

ROSTERS AVAILABLE 
Sam Treasurer Larry Clark reports that there are a few out-of-
date 1996 membership rosters available at a reduced price of 
$4.00 including postage. The rosters do not include the names 
of new members who enrolled after the printing of the 
rosters, but are otherwise complete. Send your check to Larry 
at PO Box 528, Lucerne Valley, CA 92356. 

We welcome your letters, and read carefully each and 
every correspondence we receive. Your comments are 
what makes this publication what it Is. Unfortunately, 
there Is Insufficient time to respond to all mail. If you wish 
your letter to be published, It must be typed or printed 
out from a word processor, single spaced with normal 
margins. Please send pictures, and if you want them 
back, please Include an SASE. Letters may be edited 
for content or style. Ed. 
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APPROVED DESIGNS COMMITTEE REPORT 
Newly Approved Model Designs for SAM Competition 

By Bob Larsh 
YR 
1938 
1941 
1941 
1941 
1937 
1938 
1938 
1938 
1938 
1938 

MODEL NAME 
Big Pappy 
Hayseed A 
Swoose 09 
Swoose 19 
SAC-TEX 
Flamingo 
Punkin Seed 
Floridian 
Miss Nomer 
Ellipsoid 

DESIGNER 
H. Moyer 
C. Hermes 
J. Rower 
J. Rower 
N. Sanford 
Pete Bowers 
Gil Shurman 
L. Adams 
D. Cameron 
L. Mc Carty 

AREA 
- 

310 
220 
292 
1092 
- 

262 
851 
798 
471 

SPAN 
68 
44 
39 
45 
92 

biplane 
42 
86 
71 
56 

FIP 
F 
F 
P 
P 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 

AJOT 
A 

OT 
OT 
OT 
A 
*A 
*A 
*A 
*A 
*A 

PLAN SOURCE 
TBA 
TBA 
Jim O'Reilly 
Jim O'Reilly 
Model Builder 
1934 Zaic Reprint 

*Note: The five above models published in the 1934 ZAIC Yearbook reprint have changed from Old Timer to Antique. 
1938 	MAI 	 Unknown 64 	F 	A 	TBA 
1940 	Microbe, The 	Zurlinden 	334 	48 	F 	OT 	TBA 
1940 	Bug, The 	 Zurlinden 	- 	66 	F 	OT 	TBA 

Model Types: OT = Old Timer, A = Antique, F = Fuselage, P = Pylon. 
In order to fly in SAM competitions, it is not necessary for a design to appear on the approved list. The competitor merely 

must demonstrate to the Contest Director that the airplane was designed prior to the applicable cut off date. 
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DAVE LEWIS 
Enclosed are some photos by Lescher Dowling from SAM 
21's 1996 Annual Contest. This is Richard Woodcock's 
Bellanca, which was his entry in the 1/2 A Texaco low-wing 
scale event. Richard placed second. 

INTERNATIONAL POSTAL CONTEST FOR RUBBER 
DURATION MODELS 

Auckland Model Aero Club, New Zealand, in conjunction 
with SAM 1928, plans to hold a Postal Contest for rubber 
duration models which are replicas of the Moffett Interna-
tional Trophy winner of 60 years ago. This will be a 
single-design event commemorating the win in 1936 by 
Vernon Gray of the Auckland Club whose model was proxy 
flown by Bert Pond in Detroit. This competition is a follow up 
to the club's Moffett Gold contest held in 1986 which at-
tracted 40 entrants. The Moffett rules permit each competitor 
3 flights to achieve the best single flight time. Cash prizes are 
being offered. The contest will be open from September 1 to 
November 30, 1996. For full details of the rules and the plan 
of the eligible model, write to: Trevor Martin 65 Shoreham 
Street, Avondale, Auckland 7, New Zealand. Telephone/Fax: 
(64-9) 828 7348 

George Joki's 
electric Viking 
was found 
sitting on a 
mud split in a 
salt water 
channel near 
S.F. Bay. This is 
the exact spot 
where it landed 
after going 
00S. It's a 
miracle it 
didn't go in the 
water. 

ANTIQUE FLYER WINS AMA AWARD 
The AMA has bestowed on Wes Funk a membership in the 
prestigious AERO HONOR SOCIETY for newsletter editors. 
Wes is editor of the Antique Flyer, newsletter of San Fran-
cisco Bay area SAM 27. The award was presented to Wes by 
Jerry Rocha at the NWFFC potluck barbecue at Grell's farm 
in Tangent Oregon on August 17, 1996. Wes was featured as 
an outstanding newsletter editor in the September-October 
1995 issue of SAM Speaks. Wes also serves as chairman of 
the SAM Design Approval Committee. 

r 
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Emilio Finato of SAM 21 checks controls on his Scram pow-
ered by a Drone diesel. Bob Schleimer holds on and waits for 
the release nod from Emilio. Dave Lewis, 4709 Malero Place, 
San Jose, CA 95129. 

Dave is the editor of the Clipper, the SAM 21 newsletter. The 
above photos all appeared in the July 1996 issue of the Clipper. Ed 

WO' Funk, left, receives AMA award for excellence in newsletter 
editin om Jerry Rocha at the 1996 NWFFC in Tan ent, Ore• on. 



NIL DIESEL NERD 
CONVERSIONS 

For Cox .049/.051 and .09 
This groat locking & larmaslic perlorming 

RJL Diesel head conversion uses a true o. 
nng sealed contra piston. Screws NM onlo 
your Cox Tee Dee. Medallion and Killer Bee 

errgine. (Engne not included) 

.049/.051 $12.99 
.09 $16.99 

For OS FP.40, FSR.40 and Tower Hobbies .40 
Cowart your O.S. FP 40 ink) .r 

dieuer at a very roascrioNe pr,-., 
Rite lagn preasion conversion uhiires 
a super reliable o-ring sealed contra 
piston and the speaal design combus-
tion chamber provides superior idle 
and throttle response compared to olh-
ere. (Engine is not includedt Ratan 
Value 559.95 

Great Price 
Only $19.99 Al1/4 

CUSTOM HEAD ADAPTERS 
SO YOU CAN USE STANDARD GLOW PLUGS 

COX .049 ADAPTER FOR LONG PLUG ........... 4 99 
COX 049 ADAPTER FOR SHORT PLUG ......... 4.99 
COX .15 TEE DEE & MEDALLION ADAPTER.... 899 
TESTOR McCOY .049 ADAPTER LONG PLUG . 5.99 

These head adapters make c real convenient louse standard glow 
plugs and pad glow drew (Engna & pug ml adudoe) 

Yiatos Efighle, from Armies's Mos? Modern Model &gilts fsetory. 

Cunningham BCue Streak .64 7 
The Cunningham Blue Streak .647 is basically an Orwick with a ball bearing crankshaft and cast on mounting 
lugs and venturi. Produced in the 40's, it is a very rare engine as very few were made. It's actually better than 
the Orwick because it has a more conventional design and a ball bearing crank_ 

Like the original, this current production model feature a lapped iron piston, bar stock connecting rod, and ball 
bearing crankshaft. Equipped with Orwick style "break" type timer where the cam opens the contact. Some 
of the originals came with a "make" timer which the cam actually closes the contact point. You can order our 
current production with 'make' style timer for an additional $15.00, but the Onvick style is far superior. 

SEND $1.00 FOR CATALOG 
of Engines, Parts, and Technical information. 

included FREE WITH EVERY ORDER. 
ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED - NO C.O.D.'s 

Prose aged lx Mule mitho.t notce United sr.pply cn some aems 
Prices good thru Sept.30. 1996 or while suppy lasts cn some items.  

Shipping & Handling In continental U.S. $5.00 any size order 
Alaska limwa & irasmiabcral Nor Cailome Resrderes add 825% Sales Tax 

RJL Conquest .15 
This is the hottest .15 around. 
It will even keep up with most 
.25's. Double ball bearings, 
rear exhaust and Schnuerte 

porting. USA MADE 
Compare to retail of 5200_00 
WC or Free Flight 

ABC Version $109.99 
Lapped Version $89.99 • 

&hi tattle Ported 
Doutau Sal Beareve 

Forged and bushed con rod. 
ABC Ringed veChrorniKI bore 

Extremely hagh power to weight ratio 

Retail Value 
$289.95 

I 

SPECIAL PRICE HP 61 

$149.99 

FORSTER Forster .29 

These Forster .99 	 $150.00 

These Forster engines are new production from 
RJL. They are made from the original casting dies 

Ignition 	FOZSTER 	Glow 

$289.00 	ENGINES 	$100.00 . 

Ignition 

end machined with RJL's modern CNC equipment. 

Differences from the original: Knurled prop drive, Slightly larger crank diameter, and a Better 
looking blue finish. 

Specifications: 	 Spark ignition set not included. Ball Bearing Crankshaft. 
Loop Scavenged, Lapped Iron Piston 
Bore 	 .937 
Stroke 	 .937 
Displacement 	 .647 
Weight: Ignition version . 12.6 oz. 

ELFIN 1.49cc Diesel 
MODELECTRIC COIL 	  19.50 
1/4 - 32 SPARK PLUG 	  15.00 
CONDENSER 	  1.00 
PLUG CLIPS 	 2 FOR 1.00 
HIGH TENSION LEAD PER FOOT .... 1.00 
COMPLETE IGNITION KIT (INCLUDES ALLABOVE1 35.00 

Super High Performance HP . 40 1 .61 Rear Intake free flight Engines 

Special Price 249.99 _ Reg. Price $269.95 

VINTAGE SPARK ACCESSORIES 

Reproduction of the lamous Elfin 09 engine 
produced England around 1950. No throttle or 
muffler. Available with lapped anion. late the 
original. or ABC verran. 

Limited Supply $49.994 
Retail Value 599.99 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••• 
■ RJL is the only factory parts source for these engines: • 

RJL German HB --- Forster CoxiK&BMJL Conquest .15 --- REMCO .29 •  
■ U.S. & Austrian made HP (Hirtenberger) 	HGK --- Kraft .61--- Holland Hornet .049 
■ Kavan FK-50 	Taipan .40 Testor McCoy Series 21 (Black Head, Finned Case) 
■ Viking Twin .65 DEW & Kustom 	Hassad Bluestreak .65--- Edco Sky Devil .65 
■ Cunningham .647Asome parts fit Orwick .64) --- Mutunuc .61 --- MECOA engines 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••m•••••• ■ • 

■ 
■ 
■ 
■ 
■ 
■ 
■ 
■ 

The HP .40 is the 
smallest & lightest 
of any 40 made 
today at only 9.5 oz. 

Retail 
Value 

$269.95 

SPECIAL PRICE HP 40 

$139.99 
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TONY PENHALL 
I Just completed my winter project here which is the Carrol 
Krupp 1937 Bowden International Petrol Winner. 8 1  and very 
much like the K.G. in essence. Test glides look great and next 
visit to Middle Wallop Airfield (about 2-1/4 miles away) at 
Salisbury on June 1st and 2d, I'll fire up the Brown B and get 
some low power test hops underway. She's free flight by the 
way, like the Miss America I built last year which has been a 
favorite model. 

Carry, Krupp 1937 Bowden International Petrol Winner. Brown 
B power, red and white covering. 

Photographs enclosed of the 1937 Carrol Krupp and an old 
favorite, Kanga Kub, a Bowden design from 1936-1937. The 
design was sold as plans from the shop Kanga Aeromodels in 
Birmingham. Grace Bowden ran the business, as the Captain 
(as he then was) could not have any commercial interests 
outside his Arm life.  

during the pre war era, 1935-1938. Tony Penhall, 62 Gordon 
Road, Little Paxton, Cambridgeshire PE194NB England. 

CLARENCE BULL 
This picture of the Bomber was taken back when I was test 
flying it, before I installed the OK 60 which I used to win the 
Fuel Allotment Antique event at Colorado Springs. 

111.11111.1- 

PROP MOP 
B Y&O PROPS 

Prop distribution is growing steadily. Still heavy on C/L , 
Old Timer and Nostalgia. I intend to get going on quarter 
scale soon. 

A note of interest, at the NW C/L Champs last Memorial 
Day, there were 204 entries, including more than 20 juniors. 
Our new AMA President, Dave Brown was in attendance for 
the 3 days and he was impressed. I think he will be one of the 
better AMA presidents, a really down to earth, unassuming 
modeler. Clarence Bull, PO Box 492, Harrisburg, OR 97446 

Kanga Kub, designed by Captain C.E. Bowden c. 1937. Built 
by Tony Penhall, powered by a British 6 cc Wasp radial mounted 
petrol motor. All red with white stripe. Notice the unique elastic 
mounted undercarriage and tail wheel. 

There are so many areas I'm interested in. Frances Tlush 
1936 Texaco, as published in the June /July 1937 Air Trails, 
would be great to construct. If I build it, how difficult would 
it be to lay hands on a Super Ace .51? That's the way I have to 
build and fly; any old engine just doesn't seem right up front. 

The "gas" movement is gradually becoming more popular 
here. I've written articles for SAM 35 and over the years made 
contributions to our SAM yearbooks. The topic is generally 
about petrol modelling, which my father was involved in 

Morgan Conley, of Carrollton, Texas, wrote to us last issue with 
some tips on how to fix the timer mechanism on a Bantam 19. His 
photo did not arrive in time for that issue, so we present Morgan to 
you now, with his Bantam powered Gordon Murray Answer. 
Perhaps Morgan will provide us with some photos of the completed 
airplane and a report on how it flies. 
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Vladimir Kostecka with his RC Lumik. 47 year old Vladimir is the 
Treasurer of Sam 95 in the Czech Republic. 
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RADO CIZEK 
In the March-April issue I found the article on my Lunak 
glider by my friend Bruce Abell from Australia. You asked for 
more information. and I am glad to provide it, 

At the end of 1947 I drew the very successful 1.9 meter 
glider, Kine. I had 35 boys in school who built it. The plan 
was sold in the one model shop in Prague, and hundreds of 
this type were built. Many of us won contests with it. It was 
really a small revolution in model building in our country. 
Don't forget, all modeling was forbidden since the German 
occupation in 1939. 

At the end of 1948, my boys asked for a larger glider, and 
early in 1949, I drew the Lunak. Ten models of this prototype 
were built. The design had originally a 3° stabilizer, with 
rudder on top and bottom. The second series, as built by 
Bruce Abell was drawn about May 1949, and had 15° dihedral 
in the stabilizer and rudder on the bottom only. The full size 
plan was not printed for any shop, but was redrawn for RC 
flying and provided to John Pond. 

Nose of Bruce Abell's Luntfic, featured in the March-April issue. 

In 1950 I drew a new design called Sokol II, which trans-
lated as Falcon. It has a 9' span and was the largest free flight 
design I have drawn. Winner of many competitions, it would 
easily fly 3 minutes from a 3 meter line. But the next year, the 
FAI rules changed so that the Scandinavian Nordic specifica-
tion became the official FAI glider rules, and the Sokol was 
flown less and less. With the coming of SAM, the big beauti-
ful gliders may be flown again, now with RC. 

Our SAM 95 now has 119 members, and our flying field is 
30 kilometers west of our city. There is also SAM chapter 78 
which I helped to found, in the western part of the country. 
They fly mostly free flight. 

I was at Muncie in 1992 as a judge for the F4B scale World 
Champs. I also went to San Francisco and met Don Bekins, 
who visited me here in Czechoslovakia. Together we went to 
Lost Hills, where I met Jim Adams who was SAM President 
at the time. I also met Frank Zaic, for whose yearbooks I 
provided some drawings, identifiable by "Ck." 

I am now 75 years old, and fly mostly antique rubber 
models. In the fifties, I was a full scale sailplane pilot and flew 
Wakefield, including the Czech National team in 1955 -1958. 
Rado Cizek, Zilinskd 160, Kamenne 156 Zehrovice, 273 01, Czech 
Republic. 
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SAM 69 member Val Ure prepares his OS 15 powered Shulman 
Zomby at the SAM 69 Fall FF Contest in September 2955. Fuselage 
is red and white, wing is red with dark blue stripes on tips. 

FRANK HUMMEL 
Both photos were taken by Simon Blake, who is well known 
in Canada for his free flight abilities and has written and been 
quoted in several national magazines. His current interests 
and expertise involve engines of all types and he competes 
primarily with nostalgia and old time free flight power 
models. 

Val Ure built his Zomby free flight in the early 50s. It has an 
OS 15 glow engine converted from a diesel (that's correct he 
built a new glow head and yes, we don't ask why). He will be 
converting it to a spark ignition engine for our annual fall 
contest. 

Val, 68, has been modeling for 60 of those years and is 
considered one of the best and surely the fastest builder in 
Manitoba. He started in FF, went control line, back to FF, and 
is currently very active in RC ducted fan as well as SAM free 
flight events. Val has competed in the AMA Nats, Canadian 
Nats and world FM competition (Germany 1955). He has 
current plans to build a .60 size Sadler Pacemaker for the fall 
contest. 

Terry Hoover, founder and Historian of Sam 69, built his 
1936 Copland as per plan except for added DT and it carries 
12 strands of 1 /4" rubber 32" long with typically 800 turns. 
This model has been very popular in our club and it has been 
an excellent performer in the CT Wakefield events. 

Terry, 63, has been active in FF (gas and rubber), control line 
and RC glider events nationally as well as locally for many 
years. He obviously is an excellent builder and his expertise is 
highly regarded in these areas. I think we know where his 
true love lies when he says: "There is nothing prettier than a 
Rubber model just launched fighting for altitude." I think the 
picture of him during a launch says it all. Frank Hummel, 
President, SAM Chapter 69, 844 Niakwa Rd, Winnipeg, MB 
CANADA R2J 2N4. 

Terry Hoover launches his Copland at the SAM 69 Fall FF contest 
at Mile Square Field in Winnipeg. Airplane is red and white, Terry 
wears all red jump suit. Nice grass. 

THE WINDSOCK 
Frank Hummel is the editor of The Windsock, the newsletter of 
SAM 69 in Winnipeg, Manitoba. In an earlier issue we 
applauded Mark Glammeier's excellent Sodbusters newlsetter 
for its color printing. Well, the Windsock is printed on maga-
zine quality glossy paper and has color photos on four of its 
pages. It also has superb quality black and white graphics 
and photos, and well written stories. 

Frank was kind enough to send us these two photos from 
the Spring 1996 issue of the Windsock. If you should like to 
receive the newsletter, write to Jack Hodges, SAM 69 Trea-
surer, 25 MacAulay Place, Winnipeg, Manitoba R2G OP7 
Canada. Five bucks will get you an associate membership in 
SAM 69 and a subscription to the newsletter. 

CLIFF CULPEPPER 
The whole SAM concept is very special. I really got serious 
(capable of repeatable performance) in 1936 at age 12. Started 
to fly gas in 1937. We moved to Charlottte in 1965 from 
Chicago where I was a member of the Aeronuts. This total 
hobby/life with the people who created it and perpetuate it 
has been almost all of my and my family's life. 

I want to tell you what a great job you are doing as editor of 
SAM Speaks, Neat layout, good photos, great content. Thank 
you for making the time to do a great job. Cliff Culpepper Jr, 
1407 Ferncliff Road, Charlotte, NC 28211. 
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RICHARD MASTERS 
This is in reference to the article on Hot Knives in the March-
April issue. I hadn't seen the Dremel tool before. My version 
also uses the same iron as Bob did, though using an X-Acto 
collet is interesting. 

One additional refinement is to control the temperature. A 
regular dimmer switch gives fine control of the power, from 
full rated power down. A convenient form of dimmer switch 
is the cord mounted remote one. It has a male/ female plug 
adapter with a wire coming out. At the end of the wire is a 
control box with a slide switch. Sliding the button varies 
power, and thus temperature, of the knife. You• put 
the adapter into a 110v receptacle, and plug the iron 
into the adapter. Then slide the control button from 
off to whatever power you want. 

My unit is a Credenza, model U-300, by Lutron. 
Get them at a lighting or electric supply house. 

Also, where Bob used a thick washer, if you have a 
thermocouple meter, you can swedge a thermo-
couple into the thick washer. Thanks for the article. 
Richard Masters, 1 Burns Road, Lexington, MA 02173. 
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DICK LYONS 
Enclosed photo of my most recent effort - Sally Snarf by Dick 
Schumaker. Powered by Vivell 35, covered in red & yellow 
silk. I fly it in 30 Second Antique and C Cabin. It flies great; 
won 30 second antique at the Scamps Texaco contest in April. 
That was my last contest as I had to have lower back surgery 
in May, and have been in a recovery mode since. I'm finally 
walking and driving but not yet back to flying. 

Bruce, I think SAM Speaks is an outstanding professional 
job-a real milestone in SAM history. Keep up the good work. 
Dick L ons, 552 Camino Concordia, Camarillo, CA 93010. 
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Sally Snarl a 1937 design by Dick Schumaker, expertly crafted 
in red and yellow silk by Dick Lyons of Camarillo, California. 
Power is a Vivell 35 for 30 Second Antique and C Cabin. 

GIL MORRIS 
Pictured is Tom Suter (right) holding my Bantam powered 
Bullet and Gene Bowers holding his Arden powered Bullet. 
The Bantam powered model won 2nd place (4 seconds out of 
1st) in the class AB pylon event at the CIA's OT and Nosgas 
meet at Wright Patterson AFB in early July. 

I've had over 40 requests for Bullet plans to date since it was 
mentioned in the March-April issue of SAM Speaks. Not bad, 
not bad at all. Gil Morris, 2810 Brackley Road, Columbus, OH 
43220. 
(Tom Suter is the Bullet's designer. And Gil Morris, designer 
of the Kerswap, was a member of the 1995 FIC team last year. 
He placed third in the world flying an airplane with a polyhe-
dral wing and full span flaps. Imagine the mechanism. Bullet 
plans are five bucks. Ed.) 

DOC MATHEWS 
My congratulations to you for continuing the long tradition 
of editorial excellence of SAM Speaks. I particularly appreci-
ate the balance between competition and historical material. 

For the sake of historical accuracy may I point out a few 
items in recent issues that are incorrect. 

I'm sure anyone with an interest in model aircraft of the pre 
W.W.II era is fully aware that Joe Elgin designed Cleveland 
Models Playboy series, not E.T. Packard as stated in the 
May-June issue. 

Perhaps more serious is the claim that Mr. Packard's Great 
Lakes kit of 1929 "transformed model building" by introduc-
ing all balsa glued construction. 

Even a cursory quick reference to Frank Zaic's Model 
Aviation and the American Boy page 4, shows a 1927 Merrill 
Hamburg design utilizing balsa and glue. I'm sure further 
research would easily move the introduction date of these 
techniques back many additional years. 

Finally, Dick Obarski placed first in indoor stick at the 1948 
Nats for sure, but not at Glenview IL. That would have been a 
really extraordinary accomplishment since the Nats were 
held at Olathe KS that year. D.B. Mathews, DDS, 909 Maize 
Rd, TH 734, Wichita, KS 67212. 
(Thanks, Doc, for clearing up those goofs. We really appreci-
ate your help. See photo next page. Ed.) 



) PAMPA MEMBERSHIP FORM  
0 New Member 	0 Reams! What!, Natasha, Z..1 Addams Chant 

Rase 

Addrew 	 Age 	 

Cry 	 suit 	swoon 	  be Code 

How Phew t  	 [sesta Comedy flaist._ 

Mtliddidramatag 
1886 thin: IPA Illrnia• /Amber 51•0411 (lam).11,11' 04 
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Eisler City. CA a44104 Am No: 

Evanston Dale: Dun E.Apre Deennt47370 

AMA No. 
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Address 	  
City 	  
State & ZIP  •  
Dues Are: 	 Phone: 	  
$25 [US & Canada], $40 [for all others. US funds only] 

MECA # (if renewal] 

New Member? 	 
No PO boxes for New Members 

Make checks payable to Model Engine Collectors Association 
Send Application and Remittance to: 

Bob McClelland 
3007 Travis St. 
West Lake, LA 70669 

MEGA Pledge: I. the undersigned, do agree to uphold and practice the 

Model Engine Collectors Association's 
'Code of Fair Practices and Ethics" 

as tollows: 1. To Protect the Interest of fellow Members 
2. To be Honest in my Dealings. My Word is my Bond. 

Signed: 	Date: 	  

P.A.W. DIESELS - .09 & .15 TEXACO SPECIALS. 
THE NEW .40 IS PERFECT 
FOR BIG TEXACO. PRICES & 
DIESEL INFO $1. 

ERIC CLUTTON 
913 Cedar Lane 

Tullahoma, TN 37388 

Guess what! 
Buckle's back! 

HSS proudly announces hat it is now the US 
representative for this exclusive Ine of high quaky' 
old timer kits. Some of the most memorable cid liner 
designs from Me most famous designers at the 30s 
and 4(1s. 

QUAKER FLASH 
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tail retinas. Pre-aibSt indudeeriens, instructions and 
RC hardware pack. 
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Dick Obarski with the indoor model which placed first at the 1948 
Nats which Doc Mathews says was at Olathe, not Glenview. Dick 
says high aspect ratio 112 A power model was a fine flier also. 

HANK STUMPF 
An addendum to the Matt Kania Story on page 8. The Miss 
Richmond pictured in the article was designed in 1933 or 
thereabouts. Matt isn't sure of the exact date, it has been a 
long time. He does not have plans, nor does he know of 
anyone who does. It's a nice looking airplane, so maybe 
someone would like to do the detective work and find out if 
plans exist anywhere, 

Matt still has his AMA number of 1473 and is now living in 
Florida, at 128 SW 54 Street, Cape Coral FL 33904. Hank 
Stumpf, 1040 SE 43 Street, Cape Coral, FL 33904-5361 



MODELA 2cc D-R/C 
MVVS 2.5cc D 
MVVS 2.5cc G-R/C 
MVVS lOcc G-R/C 
TAIPHOON 2.5cc G 
AME °Ike GLOW 
METEOR 2.5cc D 
ISTCAM I.5cc 0 
PUMA 10cc 0-R/C 
JOHN 0.50cc G-R/C 

$59.95 
$54.95 
$64.95 

$139.95 
$42.95 
$29,95 
$38.95 
$49.95 
$79.95 

$119.95 

PLGACG SUPPORT tfeYAR 
SAS SPGACS 
Abl/GRTiSGRS 

SAM PLANS LIBRARY 
The following Lanzo Plans are available, including some 

new drawings. Many other plans are also available: 
Lanzo RC-lAntique cabin gas 84" span 	$7,50 
Racer 12 ft. 	Antique gas RC, 2 sheets 	12.50 
1/2 size Racer 	72" span, 2 sheets 	7.50 
Bomber 	Antique gas pylon, 96" span 10.00 
Bomber RC 	80" span 	 10.00 
1/2 size Bomber 	48" span RC 	 7.50 
Baby Burd 	37" Bomber 	 6.50 
Classic 	 1938/39 cabin & Wakefield 7.50 
Duplex 	 1936 cabin, stick & Wake 	7.50 
1940 Record Holder 300 sq. in. rubber stick 	7.50 
1945 Record Holder 350 sq. in. Class E cabin, 64" 7.50 
1940 Cabin 	300 sq. in. rubber 	 7.50 
1933 Cabin 	30" span rubber 	 5.00 
Detroiter 	1947 Wakefield 	 7.50 
Puss Moth 	51" span semi scale 	7.50 
1938 Airborne Antique glider, 108" span RC15.00 

All prices include postage. Send check to Floyd Reck, 
10332 Tristan Drive, Downey, CA 90241 
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REPLICA ENGINES 
C.S. DIESEL ENGINES 
(MADE IN CHINA) 
2010R DEEZIL 2.0cc $79.95 
2011R MICRO 2.0cc $79,95 
2112R AMCO 3.5cc $69.95 
2510R 0. TIGER MKIII 2.5cc $84.95 
2511R ELFIN 2.49cc $76.95 
2512R RIVERS 2.5cc $84,95 
3010R E.D. HUNTER 3.1cc $99.95 
3510R E.D. HUNTER 3.46cc $99.95 

OTHER ENGINES 
03010 	MODELA 1.5cc D-R/C $49.95 
03012 	MODELA 2cc G $39.95 
03023 	MVVS 2.5cc D-R/C $64.95 
03046 	MVVS 3.5cc G-R/C $79.95 
01550 	MARZ 2.5cc D $28.95 
01513 	TAIPHOON 2.5cc G-SE $45.95 
03010 KOMETA 5cc D $45.95 
01585 	METEOR 2.5cc G $38,95 
00950 	MK-17 1.7co D $39.95 
00210 	JOHN 0.35cc D $89.95 

PUMA DIESEL ENGINES 
(MADE IN RUSSIA) 
00951 ELFIN-Steel liner 1.5cc 	$65.95 
00952 ELFIN-ABC liner 1.5cc $65.95 
00455 DOONSIDE MILLS .75cc $74.95 

03011 	MODELA 2cc D $39.95 30118 
03012R MOD.2cc G-R/C $59.95 03022 
03029 	MVVS 2.5cc G $59.95 03030 
03066 	MVVS 6.5ccG-RC $99.95 03090 
01551 	MARZ 2.5cc G $28.95 01510 
00490 	AMD 0.8cc D $53.95 00495 
03050 	KOMETA 5cc G $45.95 01580 
00960 	ISTCAM 1.5cc D $49.95 00970 
01570 	KMD 2.5cc D $59.95 06010 
00350 	JOHN 0.50cc D $84.95 00300 

1-10B1317  CLUB _HOBBY CLUB 
10 HUGHES STREET, SUITE A-102, IRVINE, CA 92718. PH: (714) 461-0336 / FAX 461-0340 

NFFS MEMBERSHIP AND 

Mailto: 
NFFS 
19FrederickDrive 
Newport News,VA23601 
Subscription rates include annual lee ol $.501or 
Society. The balance ot the tee In each category 
PiFFS Digest. Suhscripbons are not available valhout 

AtEMERSHIP FEES AND SUBSCRIPTION 

RENEWAL APPLICATION 

Make checks payable 
to the National Free Flight Society 

member ship in the National FreeFlight 
is for Subscription to FREE FLIGHT. the 

membership. 
RATES (1 and 2 yr.) 

Age 19 & over and 	I yr 515 CO 50 membershipfee plus514.50subscrption) 
residents of foreign 
countries. 	 2yr$27.00($1.00membershipfee plus$26.90subscriphon) 

t yr.$7.50 (S.50membership fee plus$7.00subscription) 
Age 168 under. 

2yr.$13.50($1 93 membershpfee plusS12.50 subscription) 

&Ibsen ptionsarenotavellablevilthoutrnembershlp. 

Ages are as of July 1 of the current year. Please 

Newmember ❑ 	Renewal 
Currerttexpirationdate: Mo. 

circleapplicable fees. 

❑ 	Address change ■ 
Yr. 

Name 	 AMAS 

Address 	 Telephone 0 

Cily:Sfaie 	 Zip 

This is A NFFS  membership ApplieAtion! 
SAM membership Application is on page 25. 

If %jou .114 free flight, join NFFS; it is the voice of 
free flight in the AMA. 



DAVE'S WOOD PRODUCTS 
12306 BERGSTRASSE 

LEAVENWORTH, WA 98826 
(509) 548-5201 

CONTACT CEMENT INDUSTRIAL GRADE, 
HEAT RESITANT, WATER BASED, NON TOXIC. 

HOBBY LOBBY DEALER DISCOUNTS ON ALL HOBBY 

LOBBY ITEMS. 
OBECHI VENEER, SELECT AND STANDARD GRADES. 

CALL OH SASE FOR INFORMATION • 	[-] VISA Matirc itaie 

SAM MEMBERSHIP AND RENEWAL APPLICATION 

Subscriptions to SAM Speaks are not available without member-
ship. Membership rates: 

❑ 1 yr. Residents of Canada and the U.S. - $18.00 
❑ 1 yr. Foreign - US $30.00 (Air Mail only) 
❑ Renewal 0 New Membership 
Name 	  
Address 	  
City 	 State 	Zip_ 
AMA No. 	SAM No 	SAM Chapter No . 	  

Sponsor (New Members Only) 	  

I agree to follow the rules of the Society of Antique Modelers 
and uphold the principles stated in the SAM Preamble. 
Signed: 	  

Note: Membership in the AMA is required toll) ,  in SAM contests. 
Be sure to put your SAM number on your check if renewing. 
Make checks payable to the Society of Antique Modelers. 

Send to: Larry Clark 
P.O. Box 528 

Lucerne Valley, CA 92356 
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ALDRICH imperlit MODELS 

12822 Tarrytown, San Antonio, TX 78233 
(210)656 -2021 (Fax on 6th ring) 

CUSTOM TUNING AND RESTORATION 
OF OLD TIME ENGINES 
Complete Chrome Service 

Superior Accuracy and Quality 
Light Weight ignition Systems 

S.A.S.E. for brochure 

Fine Products From 

2301 Sonata Drive • Rancho Cordova,CA 95670 
ANTIQUE & OLD TIMER MODELS 
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT 

Send $1.00 for catalog of over 300 kits 
Credit cards acceptable 

SHORT KITS 	 (916) 635-4588 

CARBON FIBER-KEVLAR-BORON 
Pulltrusion-Cloth-Filament-Tow-Thread 

WHINGE COVERINGS 
Mylar -.000059 -.00025 -.0005 -.015 

Polyspan,  - polyester tissue paper 
Flourescent Dye Pigments 

Microfilm, Plastic-Stic CA glues 
Special roll quantity pricing for clubs and 

manufacturers with $200 per item min. order 

MODEL RESEARCH LABS 
25108 Marguerite #160 

Mission Viejo, CA 92692, USA 
SEND $1 FOR FULL CATALOG 

NEW ELECTRONIC it;toTloH SHUT-OFF 'THE HOT sm.,— 
Working with a friend who is an electronic engineer and a top scale modeler we have what I 

think is the best and easiest way 10 cut off your ignition for RC exsint. F.anier and heeler than a 

mirco or pull switch. After over a year of flying the Hot Spot is free of the interference picked 
up by most electronic switches. /have over WO fhgIea an rnie resr model. 

The HOT SPOT includes the triinsistoeized ignition system all on the urine pc board.F-asy 

to wire up, just 3 wires + around. about 112 ounce. 
No mini servo or transistorized ignition system needed. Specify servo plug - 

JR (Ftliand) or Airtronit- s. 
Latest model has a shorting plug which will let you rai n your engine at a contest 

without your transmitter. 

PRICE $40.00 Post paid. 

BOB HOLMAN P.O. BOX 741 SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92402 

(909) 885 3959 credit cards OK 

SAM MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION 
Annual dues includes a subscription to SAM Speaks published by the 

Society every other month. 
Dues for U.S. and Canadian members are US $18 per year (6 issues of 

SAM Speaks). For other than U.S. and Canadian members, the individual 
rate is US $30. Special rates for foreign bulk shipments of SAM Speaks are 
available. Contact the Secretary / Treasurer. Dues payments for up to three 
years in advance are accepted. 

Membership expiration dates are shown on SAM Speaks address labels. 
If renewal dues are not received by the expiration date, a "Dues are due" 
notice will be sent. 

New members receive a SAM decal, Rule book, and Approved Gas 
Models Designs Book along with their initial membership card. Addi-
tional SAM decals (small, medium & large) are 3.50 each. Rule books ($2 
+ 5.50 postage), Approved Gas or Rubber Model Design ($4 + $1.00 
postage) are also available. Send checks payable to SAM, c / o Larry Clark, 
Secretary/Treasurer, P.O. Box 528, Lucerne Valley, CA 92356. 
SAM Library, which has all model magazines dating back to early 1930's, 

provides copies of original articles on designs for a small fee. Contact Gene 
Wallock, 220 Leroy Ave., Arcadia, CA 91007. Phone (818)445-5091 

USE THIS SAM MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION TO ("NI_ 
SOMEONE A GIFT MEMBERSHIP IN YOUR FAVORITE 
A EROMODE LING SOCIETY. SIGN YOUR NAME AS 

SPONSOR.. WIN THE RAFFLE PRIZE. YES. 



71444 %dm& 	 Pat o / Seidgete 
Owner 

26014 
Manufacturer of Super Cyclone Engines 

Custom Motor Work. Replacement of All Threads 
Glow to Ignition Conversions 

AMA 458234 SAM 3120 
665 Chaparro Road • Covina, CA 91724 • (818) 332-0023 

ELECTRIC POWER 
Don't Be fooled By Hot Names & High Prices 
LEISURE MOTORS SWEEPS ELECTRIC 
TEXACO 3 YEARS IN A ROW AT THE 

SAM CHAMPS. 
Congratulations Phil Pearce - 1995 winner! 

Leisure Electronics 
2950 Airway Bldg. A-4 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

VISA 
	(714) 435-9218 f= 1  

HIGH V5 U ML M FILM 

LEADING EDGE and 
MULTI PURPOSE USE 

BRILLIANT RAINBOW FLASHES 

MULTI PURPOSE USE 
BRILLIANT 

STROBE FLASHES 

SERVO COVERS 5.75 ea. 
STOM SIZPS AND SHAPES 

PHIL PEARCE 
H1 East Geneva, Tempe, AZ 

85282 
PH: (602) 966-6384. INTERNET; 102165,23250Compuserve.Com  

2" x 48" - $5.00 
1"x 48" - $2.50 
2"x 36" - $4.00 
1" x 36" - $2.00 

3" x 18" -$5.00 
SAMPLES - SASE 
POSTAGE PAID 

FA1 MODEL SUPPLY 
TIN 11 111 -1111E11 * 

1/16, 1/8, 3/16, 1/4 STRIP. 
1/4 LB, 1 LB, 10 LB BOXES. 

CROCKET HOOKS; JAP, AIRSPAN, 
LITESPAN, AND POLYSPAN TISSUE 

CAMPBELL, PECK, R/N KITS. 
TEXAS, KSB, BUTTON/BADGE TIMERS. 

ZONA SAWS AND A WHOLE LOT MORE! 
CATALOG $2.00 

PO BOX 366, SAYRE, PA 18840-0366 
PHONE OR FAX (717) 882-9873 

SUPPLIES FOR THE HOBBIEST 

	NEW PRODUCTS 	 

E.D. 'Hunter' repro $135.00 	Elfin 2.50e rspro $100.00 

Oliver Tio•r MkIll repro $110.00 

Add $3.00 per engine for postage 

Calif. re•. add 8% for sales tax 

1924 E. Edinger: Sante Ana CA 92706 (714)258-0805 
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Everything for the Vintage Modeler 	3229 Dianora Drive 

ARGO - U .S.A. Palos Verdes 
0) 

 Peninsula, CA 90275 
(31 	377-6186 

Eftch  Lone 	ARGO 

iliie-..,, 

MADE FROM Or8GNAL 

-__s__-- 
.----7L'-h-r-:_,-;± 

' . 	_4 1 
r  CP O 

" 

1-(-r 	ea 
.) 

CASTINGS 

-1.61 12-0 	'ELFIN 2.49 cc) 
America's 

outstanding 
DIESEL -7._  \ 

- 	Engine I 	 W9----i 

!lade in the USA 

Nu ll III 

RC PROBLEM ANSWER 
From puzzle on page 11. 

The problem is an old one in RC flying. The fresh battery 
charge, combined with the dose proximity of transmitter to 
receiver during startup had simply swamped the receiver. 
This shows up as control glitching. The glitching servos were 
also hitting the ignition kill switch, making the engine miss. 
Under these conditions, if the transmitter is turned off or 
moved farther away, the control glitching will stop. 

By moving the transmitter 10 feet away, everything settled 
down immediately. The swamping disappeared, controls 
settled down, the engine ran steady, and the flight got under-
way. The problem would have cured itself with time (but 5 
minutes?), because the high surface charge on the batteries 
quickly dissipates. Had the engine initially run well enough 
to launch, the problem would also have disappeared as the 
airplane moved away from the transmitter. RLA 



Foreign 
sales 
write 

TALES OF AN 
ANCIENT MODELER 

Stories about growing up with modeling in those 
"Good 'ol Days." It's a funny, nostalgic and moving 
rendering of how modeling used to be. Entertain-
ing and well documented with over 100 photos of 
modeling, spanning over 60 years. 

$14.95 P.P. USA only 	 Check / M.O. 
Norm Rosenstock 
124 Granada Street 

Royal Palm Beach, Fl 33411 

September ♦ October 1996 	
I In ADVERTISING 

A MANUAL: HOW TO THERMAL 
OLD TIME RC MODELS 

How To: LOCATE THERMALS 
FLY IN THERMALS 
TRIM FOR THERMALS 
BEST OLD TIMERS, ETC. 

Written By TOM WIWAMS 
Send $14.00 (PP.) Money Order to: 

709 Royal Ave. 
Midwest City, OK 73130 

OTT Electric Plans - LAIR/Texaco 

1996 AMA E-NATS WINNERS 'AP 
PLAYBOY SR, Foote WESTERNER, 
ALERT and more! $10.00 each p/p 

Latest Catalog Sent Free on Request 

MODELAIR-TECH 
Bob Aberle 	Tom Hunt 

P.O. Box 12033 
Hauppauge, NY 11788-0818 

POLYSPAN INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO (Non professional) by 
Larry Davidson $20.00. 
Spark Plugs: (I sold over 2500 around the world) V-2 and V-3 
$11.00, V $14.00. 
Modelectric ignition coils $16.50. 
High tension leads for RC $5.00, for FF $3.50. 
Solid state ignition unit $13.00. 
Dual ignition coils $40.00. 
Polyspan covering 19-1/2" x 12' $14.00. 
Texas Timers — I stock the whole line. SASE for list. Add $3.00 
S&H per order. Larry Davidson. 1 Salisbury Drive N., East 
Northport, NY 11731 (516) 261-1265. 

Larry Davidson holds his Foote Westerner. Yellow silk with black 
trim, Super Cyclone. Larry is a multiple SAM Champs Grand 
Champion, as well as Concours winner. 

PLANS - Old Timer and Nostalgia. Scale and Sport. Powered, 
rubber, towline. RC sailplanes, scale, sport and electric. All illus-
trated. Catalog $2.00. CIRRUS AVIATION LTD. P.O. Box 7093, 
Depot 4, Victoria, B.C. V9B 4Z2 Canada. 

JIM O'REILLY'S MODEL PLANS 
4670 N. Battin, Wichita, KS 67220 (316) 744-0856. 

Rubber powered OTs including Lidgard's Eugene. Gas including 
the Swoose .19, LaTorre's Alert in full & .020 sizes. Schoenbrun's 
Theo-radical. Several rubber scale. One OT RC sailplane, several 
Nos gas & modems. Send $2.00 for catalog. 

FLYING SCALE KITS: Aeronca C-3, span 58" $39.95: Fairchild 
51, 51.5" $49.95: Northrop Gamma, 50.8", $44.95: Stinson 108-2, 
55,3" $49.95: Taylor Cub, 53" $44.95. Kits include balsa, ply, 
wire, silkspan. Float kits for above models $19.95. Designed for 3 
ch. RC, can be flown w/elect. power. 300 sq. in. plans available. 
Send SASE for info: Schreyer Model Aircraft, PO Box 132, 
Newfane VT 05345 (prices pp). 

E.M.P.S., Inc. 
(Electric Model Plane Stuff) 

P.O. Box 134, Robesonia, PA 19551 
All your needs for small electric planes 

HAVE WE GOT A MOTOR FOR YOU: The MM I 
Free catalog with your SASE 

FUEL SHUT OFF VALVE - Positive action, servo operated, all 
metal, 8 grams, Glow, gas or diesel fuel. $11.95 each plus 500 
shipping. Three or more, no shipping charge. CLASSIC OLD 
TIME ENGINES, 15731 Five Point Rd, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551. 
Phone/Fax (419) 878-8144 

KEEP-EM-FLYING" Reproduction Parts for your vintage Spark 
Ignition Engines. Send $1.00 for NEW 1996 List of over 100 parts 
available, TO: DAVID WILKE, P.O. BOX 188 IDYLLWILD CA 
92549-0188. 

TITAN 60 - Add a new dimension to your modeling. Build the 
Titan 60 from our kit. Supplies for model engine builders. SASE 
for information. Orven Sales, 2050 Christina Street NW, Salem, 
OR 97304. 



Starline's Polyspan 
Beats silk, silkspan and 

plastic film in every way! 

Polyspan combines the 
lightness and traditional 
appearance of silk and 
silkspan - yet offers the 
strength and puncture-
resistance of plastic films. 

More and more modelers 
are choosing Polyspan. 
Made of non-woven fibers, 

wrinkles work out quickly. 
No blisters. No peeling 

Looks are important and 
Polyspan produces Just the 
right glossy, sandable finish. 
For color, use opaque 
dope or coloring liquids? 

The toughness of 
Polyspan resists punctures 
and tearing. And it's as light 
as silk and waterproof! 

Try Polyspan on your next 
model. See your dealer or 
order from Sal Fruciano at 
Starline International. 

SPERLINIE 
Polyspan applies easily and 	INTE R NATIONAL  

$15 per 12 ft. x 19.5 in. roltspktsS3pustugepeuell. 
*Stollere coloring kquids $5.50 per oz. bole (red, KIK blue, orange, block) 

6146 E. Cactus Wren Rd., Scottsdale, AZ 85253 
Tel: 602-948-5798 • Fax: 602-998-7005 

RCINSPAN IS A TRADEMARK OWNED BY STAR A,* INTERNATIONAl. 

Ede•OY cc,',.,Kfaxnpound curves &mud* seams 
11dnirAl foe. Caps% sand to silky N1107 

Old ANTIQUE-TYPE 
IGNITION 

ENGINES LEGAL 
FOR SAM 

COMPETITION 

All sizes and models 
$225 plus $4.50 ship- 

ping & insurance 
VGA and Mastercard accepted. 

rexos resick3ms maw add 1 25% tax 

Ta order, or for a free 
brochure, call, FAX, 

or write. 

Torpedo .24. .29. .32 

Shilen Old Timer .19 

SHILEN 
AEROSPORTS 

P.O. BOX 1300 
205 METRO PARK BLVD. 

ENNIS, TX 75120 
(214) 875-1442 

FAX (214) 875-5402 

PLEASE SUPPORT YOUR SAM ADVERTISERS - 
THEY SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY! 

TEXAS TIMERS FOR FREE FLIGHT 

tr OLD TIMER B (ignition) - $39.50 
o MAX I tong. + 5 min DT) - 533.00 
rr FUEL OFF (pinchott) - $24.00 
tr ABC (two function) - 531.50 

OLD TIMER A (Wiest DT)- $42.00 
MAX III (eng. + 3 min DT)- $33.00 
DT TIMER (8 min) - $30.50 
MINI (two function) - $31.50 

Add 52.50 for P&H 
SASE for complete Information. 

TEXAS TIMERS, 3317 Pine Timbers Dr., Johnson City. TN 37604 
Phone/FAX (423) 282-8423 

EXPECT THE BEST - FLY THE BEST  -TEXAS TIMERS  

Official Pub ication of the Society of Antique Modelers 
2810 Cowell Blvd. 

Davis CA 95616  

ENGINE RESTORATION & REWORK 
My engines used by winners in SAM contests 
including the SAM Champs. Transistorized 
Ignition Systems, Coils, Hi-Tension Leads. 

NEW: HARD CHROME 
SASE for free list. 

BLACKBURN AERO ENGINEERING 
P.O. Box 15143, Amarillo, TX 79105 

(806) 622-1657 

2ND CLASS POSTAGE 

PAID 
DAVIS, CA 95616 

 

San #13$3 Issue #131 Exp R. U. FRIESTAD 
RR #1 BOX 163 
CAMERON. IL 61423 

LIFE 

Moving? Address changes should be sent to: 
Larry Clark 

P.O. Box 528 

Lucerne Valley, CA 92356 

 



DEDICATED TO OLD TIME MODELERS EVERYWHERE 



ON THE COVER 
Will Nakashima is a physician practicing in Marysville, 
California. His cartoons have appeared in every major 
model airplane publication and many minor ones. He 
was taught to build models at age 8 by his uncle Shuji 
Maruko who was a member of the Fresno Gas Model 
Club, SAM President Bill Booth's club. Will's cartoons 

were first published in 1960 in the Chapparal, humor magazine of Stanford 
University. He was later stationed at March AFB in Riverside, California. 
Will now practices medicine privately, says one similarity between free 
Righters and internists is that they are both endangered species, 

, 1 111#1 
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WELLNESS AND SPORTSMANSHIP 

Wellness is health in mind, body and spirit. It is much 
more than not being sick. Wellness means feeling good; 

taking care of our body, and liking yourself, your family, and 
your friends. Wellness also means making the most of what 
you have, being hopeful in good times and bad, and living 
your life in the most satisfactory way possible." 

This quote comes from the Department of Health, Nutrition 
and Physical Education at California State University at 
Fresno, home of SAM President Bill Booth. Thought you 
might like to see the educational philosophy in the environ-
ment where he grew up and worked in education all his life. 

Last August the European SAM Champs was held at 
Middle Wallop. They held an event never seen at a SAM 
contest in the USA, a free-for-all mass launch. There were 
three hundred and eleven model airplanes in the air at once; 
rubber, glider and gas. The guys who were there said it was 
fun in the extreme. Contest directors, are you listening? 

We recently received the Modelair-Tech catalog from Bob 
Aberle and Tom Hunt. Bob and Tom provide high quality 
plans and kits for RC electric powered old timers. Their kits 
won 2 firsts and 2 seconds at the 1996 E-hats. Also for electric 
fliers are their sailplanes, trainers, accessories and three 
different sized belt drive assemblies, for 500 to 1500 watt 
systems. Send for their free catalog. Address on page 27. 

Ralph Cooney, owner of Fourmost Products sent us a couple 
of his exceptional new building tools, the Miter Cut and the 
Miter Sander. We have been using his previous Miter Master 
sanding device for about ten years, and it has become one of 
the few indispensable devices on the workbench. It is so 
important, that whenever I take workbench photographs for 
magazine construction articles, I always place one in the 
picture. 

The new Miter Sander is an improvement over the Miter 
Master in that it has a built in angle gauge, and an improved 
glass filled nylon pivoting fence. Ralph, whose company 
produces dozens of useful tools and gadgets for aeromodel-
ers is chiefly an F1C and F1A flier and former US Team 
member. Look at the workmanship in his Korda pictured in 
the Fourmost ad on page 9. 

Sometimes we hear chuckles when we refer to 
aeromodeling as a sport. It is a sport by any definition. It 
requires more physical stamina than shuffleboard, croquet, 
shooting or many other sports. Aeromodeling requires a 
wider variety of skills than most sports and even many 
occupations. We need to know carpentry, electrical wiring, 
painting, use of countless tools, engine mechanics & opera-
tion, and here's the tole one, •atience. 

We need good eyesight, too. Free flight in particular takes 
physical conditioning and the skills of a motocross rider 
while looking at the sky. My old pal Wes Funk says free flight 
makes about as much sense as golf; you whack it as far as you 
can then you go look for it. 

Model builders are natural born fixers. They can fix any-
thing, and love to salvage a broken device to make it useful 
for just a little longer. My kids call me the man who can fix 
anything. Maybe it's a generational thing; we grew up in 
wartime, when thrift and resourcefulness were elevated to 
the level of patriotism. The owner's manual for my 1955 
Jaguar had whole a section on how to grind the valves. Now 
you can't even find the recommended tire pressures. 

And we're proud that we haven't succumbed to the throw-
away mentality. Nor do we litter. We pick up our broken 
propellers and crash debris (don't we?) We're responsible 
citizens. We believe in sportsmanship and practice it. We are 
good sportsmen. It is a sport. 

111F 

Larry Jenno, Contest Manager for the 1997 SAM Champs (rt.) with 
(I to r) Herb Kothe, Joe Elgin, Larry Davidson and Joe Kovel. 1997 
SAM Champs information on next page. Photo by Don Bekins. 

The USA Free Flight Team is going to the 1997 World 
Champs in the Czech Republic, home of new SAM Hall of 
Famer Rado Cizek. The team finals were held in Lost Hills 
last month and two time World Champ Randy Archer is on 
the F1C team again, no surprise to anyone. So is Ed Keck and 
Bob Gutai. Randy Weiler is on the Fl A team for the umteenth 
time, along with Don Zinc and the inestimable Martyn 
Cowley, one of the fine glider fliers of all time. 

The F1B team is comprised of Fred Pierce, who competed at 
Lost Hills in 1993, and first timer Blake Jensen, who at 29, is 
close to the youngest ever. Blake was one of the few who built 
and flew his own design. His father Gene and brother Dane 
just missed making the team, flying the same design. Roger 
Morrell is the third team member. It's a fine crew. Congratula-

tions and good air to all of them from SAM Speaks. 

f. ,Y4 

Bill Crovella's 50" Megow P-38. White tissue. Bob Ostan photo. 
From the Wall Street Journal 
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1997 SAM CHAMPS TO BE IN LAS VEGAS 
By Larry Jenno, Contest Manager 

rr he 1997 SAM Champs will be held Sept. 22-29, 1997, 
1. just outside Las Vegas Nevada. Sam's Town Hotel and 

Casino will be the headquarters. 
We have reserved a block of 150 rooms with an arrival date 

of Sept. 22, and departure date of Sept. 29. The rates are 
confirmed at $50.00 Sunday through Thursday plus 8% tax 
and $80.00 Friday & Saturday plus 8% tax, single or double 
occupancy. Additional guests in the room are $5.00 nightly 
plus 8% tax. The hotel requires the first nights deposit, due 7 
days prior to arrival date. 

You may choose either to charge the first night's deposit to a 
credit card or send the deposit to Sam's Town. Once the 
deposit has been received, if you need to cancel, the hotel 
must be notified by 12:00 noon the day of arrival for a full 
refund. 

Eldorado Dry Lake, site of the 1997 SAM Champs 

Please note the hotel does not accept a Saturday arrival. 
Check-in hour is 3:00 pm, and check out is 12:00 noon. There 
will be an additional night's charge for a late check-out, 
prearragned with the front desk. A $25.00 deposit per room is 
required for outgoing phone calls, and a $25 deposit for in-
room movies if desired. For room reservations call (800) 
634-6371, and be sure to mention you are part of the SAM 
group. Any rooms not reserved by Aug. 27th will be released. 

Additional hotels in the same vicinity are: Boulder Station, 
4111 Boulder Hwy (800) 683-7777, and Nevada Palace, 5255 
Boulder Hwy (800) 634-6283. 

Hotel check in and contestant registration is scheduled for 
Monday, September 22. Flying events will begin and the Bean 
Feed will be held Tuesday. The Concours d'Elegance is 
Wednesday, Annual Business Meeting is Thursday, and the 
Collecto is Saturday. The Awards Banquet will be held 
Sunday. 

Earl Stahl has accepted our invitation to be the special 
guest, and there will be a special Stahl event for rubber scale 
models on Sunday. The Champs will be designated the Earl 
Stahl Commemorative. 

Jim Persson of Pleasanton, California will serve as the 
Contest Director for free flight events, and Steve Roselle, of 
Mountain View California will be the CD for Radio Control. 
The MECA Grando Collecto will be administered by Charlie 
Bruce, MECA President and current Swapsheet editor. 

POSTAL RESULTS 
C AM Speaks has received the results of two postal contests. 

SAM 26, The Central Coast Chapter has won the 1/2 A 
Texaco Postal Challenge, which was hosted by last year's 
winner, SAM 27. Contest CD (and SAM Western VP) Ed 
Hamler announced that eleven teams participated, with six of 
the teams flying in California. There was one team each from 
Michigan, Oklahoma, Texas and Kansas, with a single entry 
from SAM 84 in Queensland, Australia. There were 91 pilots 
entered, down somewhat from the previous maximum of 120. 

The winning team was 
comprised of Ken Low, Don 
Bishop, Frank Osborne, Jim 
Bierbauer and Al Lemin, with 
Bob Angel as team manager. 
Their combined score was 
8386 out of a possible 9000. 

The 1/2 A Scale Postal 
Challenge was won by SAM 
51 team of Carmichael, 
California, composed of Bob 
Grice, Eut Tileston and John 
McCrae. Their score was 4338 
out of a possible 5400. Nine 
teams participated, with 
California again being the 
leader with three teams. Other 
entries were from Kansas, 
Missouri, Oklahoma, New 
Zealand, and South Africa. 

SAM SPEAKS MEMBERSHIP RAFFLE 
The 1996 SAM Champs is now history, and although we do 
not yet have contest results, we do have the results of the 
SAM Speaks engine raffle for those who enrolled new SAM 
members during the past twelve months. The winner was 
Chuck Mclaughlin of Mill Hall, PA. The engine, whose 
identity has been a secret up to this point, was a latest version 
Vivell 35, in like-new condition, in the box with all papers. 
About 70 members obtained free raffle tickets by sponsoring 
new members, some having enrolled as many as four. 
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NEW SAM CHAPTER 
on Bekins, Charlie Reich, and Woody Woodman were D instrumental in the establishment of an entire new SAM 

chapter, SAM 110 in Thunder Bay, Ontario. The editor of 
Contact!, the chapter's excellent newsletter, is Steve 
Bachanek, and the club president is Jim Milne. 

The club members like to fly indoor, rubber, CO2, and even 
helicopters. They also fly the large FF and RC events, includ-
ing electric and electric gliders. The emphasis is on Preamble 
type of activities, and loud or aggressive RC flying is frowned 
upon. The purpose of the club is to promote family activities, 
relaxed and quiet. 

Further information may be obtained from Steve Bachanek, 
556 Lansdowne Court, Thunder Bay, Ontario P7C 119 
Canada. 

NEW SAM DIRECTORS 

In the recent SAM election, two new Directors were in- 
stalled. Dick Huang of Dallas replaced resigning Art Hillis 

of Aurora, Colorado as Rocky Mountain VP. Jim Coffin of 
Annadale, Virginia replaced the retiring Jack Bolton of 

Navarre, Florida. 
Dick is well known among 

RC fliers as a fine builder and 
competitor, and also an 
excellent engineer. Dick also 
serves SAM as chairman of 
our Engine Committee, and 
regularly provides SAM 
Speaks with technical data on 
engine performance, and 
comparative performance of 
various airplane-engine 
combinations. 

Jim Coffin is well known in 
OT and Nostalgia free flight 
circles. He is Editor of the 
excellent CAAMA Newslet-
ter, a contributor to SAM 
Speaks, and the designer of 
the successful 1953 design, 

Crazy Checks, which Jim built in two sizes, and for which he 
still has plans available. 

Rocky Mountain VP, 
Dick Huang. 

Eut Tileston of Carmichael, Califiwnia was a member of the winning 
SAM 57 team in the 112 A Scale Postal Challenge, flying this 
Waterman Aerobile. Eut frequently flies scale models in LER 
events, consistently winning with his fleet of Taylor Cubs. Gold 
metallic. 

Eastern VP Jim Coffin and his Carl Hermes designed Hayseed. 

Three other elected officers of SAM chose to remain in their 
posts for another term. Larry Clark continues as Secretary-
Treasurer, Ed Hamler remains Western VP, and Bob Edelstein 
continues as Midwest VP. We thank them for their continued 
service to the Society. 

FLASH - MODEL BUILDER FOLDS 
From Bob Stalick, via email (freefliter@aol.com ) 

Model Builder Magazine has ceased publication. I spoke with editor Phil Bernhardt today and he said that the decision 
was made last Wednesday, Oct. 2. The whole company, Gallant Publications has gone Chapter 7 bankruptcy A last 

minute offer to purchase apparently fell through. 
Those who have had materials published but haven't been paid are intended to be part of the settlement, but the payment 

will be proportional. All the material which has not been published will be returned by Phil. 
The plans service has been bid for by a number of people, including Bill Northrop, so it probably will be available when the 

dust settles. 
Anyone who has an outstanding subscription is pretty much out of luck. The last issue was the October issue, and it is on the 

news stands now. 
So it has been a good run and an enjoyable one. Too bad it couldn't continue. 

Bob Stalk* was the fine MB Free Flight editor for most of the 25 years the magazine was published. Ed. 
More SAM NEWS page 8 
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THE NEW PRESIDENT SPEAKS 

I t would be a great thing for SAM if every member could 
 run for SAM office at least once. It would make the election 

process a bit cumbersome, but we would have members who 
appreciate much more fully what SAM is, what it does, and 
what it can do for its members. As I write this, I have not 
officially taken office, but the process of my education in 
SAM has been a revelation. I have found that past and current 
officers and members will stop everything to help get you up 
to speed. Don Bekins has provided a running account of SAM 
Activities for the past few months, and Larry Clark has spent 
hours trying to acquaint me with financial intricacies. Bruce 
has done the same with the newsletter. Jim Adams has 
provided insights into past SAM accomplishments, Larry 
Jenno has filled me in on SAM Champs plans for next year, 
and countless other members have called or written to 
express their good wishes and willingness to help. By the 
time you read this The Pensacola Champs will be over and 
the new SAM year will be under way... and I am sure my 
education will continue. 

First, I learned about the 
amount of effort expended by 
your officers in making SAM 
run. I think Don Bekins' first 
thought on waking each day has 
been about what SAM needs, 
and what can he do to bring it 
about. Don at times has been 
controversial, but no one can 
fault him for his perseverance, 
enthusiasm, determination and 
dedication. Don deserves the 
free time he will now have to 
build and fly, and I sense his ea-
gerness to get with it. 

Second, if anyone can match Don's dedication to the 
organization or exceed it, it would be our Secretary-Treasurer, 
Larry Clark A recent visit to the SAM master computer in 
Lucerne Valley, California and a 24 hr. period with Larry 
convinced me that Larry's health is crucial to that of SAM . 
Each of his days is oriented about the bundle of mail he 
receives each day, involving memberships new and renewal, 
rule books, decals, publications, and general inquiries, It 
sounds corny, but you would have to see it to believe the 
amount of time he devotes to your association. My experience 
in 1993 as manager of the Taft SAM Champs made it dear to 
me that SAM's financial affairs were adequate to the task at 
the time, but marginal. A few succeeding events allowed 
SAM to slip past the marginal into potential fiscal danger. 
Larry's leadership during the Bekins administration has put 
us on a solid financial footing...but only after a great deal of 
study and effort. Larry, you may know, watches his diet 
carefully, and concentrates on healthy foods. I am glad. 

A third major facet in the Bekins administration has been 
the transition of SAM Speaks from a good organization 
newsletter to the absolutely superior publication it is today. 
With the exception of the NFFS Digest, no current publication 
gives other than lip service to free flight at all, let alone old 
timer free flight. This document is eagerly anticipated by all 
SAM members, and does the organization proud. SAM 
Speaks is a major expense, to be sure, and this must be a 
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concern of all of us, but I have heard no one fault the quality. 
Bruce Augustus has been at the helm during the transition 
and is responsible for its success. It should be noted that 
during Bruce's tenure in the position the advertising and the 
attendant income has increased considerably. Another area of 
my education regards one of SAM's assets that all too few 
know about. 

We have a magnificent library of model magazines ready 
and available for the use of SAM members, a collection that 
includes with very few exceptions every model publication 
ever printed in the USA. (and some from England) that had 
free flight material. Air Trails with its many names. Model 
Airplane News, Aeromodeller, Model Craftsman, and several 
others unknown to me, but probably familiar to some of you 
older fellows. Gene Wallock is master of this impressive stash 
and can index and find almost any article, construction or 
otherwise, in any of the mags. Drop him a line if you have a 
vague recollection of a construction article that excited you as 

a kid and would like to relive 
the memory. It should be 
pointed out that we are 
describing magazine articles 
which may include magazine 
size plans, but not the full 
size construction plans. Just 
think, you can get the original 
flight directions from the 
designer, and even in some 
cases discover the CG...or at 
least the balance point! Gene 
Wallock, 220 Leroy, Arcadia, 
CA 91006. Drop him a line. 

More on my continuing 
education later. Now, a few 

thoughts on directions for SAM in the coming months. I do 
not see SAM as "busted," and in need of a lot of fixing. I am 
uncomfortable, however, with situations in which rules 
issues, for instance, become so personally controversial that 
ill feelings result and relationships among real friends are 
influenced. Competition is crucial to the maintenance of 
interest in SAM, but we need to reread the Preamble regularly 
and place things in perspective. I intend to remind you of this 
in each SAM Speaks issue. 

There is one area in which I intend to expend some real 
effort, and with which I will ask your advice and assistance. 
SAM has worked rather well over the years on a series of 
unwritten rules and procedures in the functioning of its 
committees. I am not talking about the Bylaws necessarily, 
since they have undergone recent revision, nor do I envision 
military type "SOP"s which cannot be violated. I am talking 
about some written guidelines to provide a basis for continu-
ing internal operations, and to provide direction to a person 
new to the job. For instance, what is the function of the FF 
coordinator ? It may seem obvious, but decisions can be made 
which, in the absence of some definition, overlap the function 
of another chairman or officer, and at the very least cause 
confusion. I am not naive about the likelihood of resolving all 
these potential confusions, but we need to move toward a 
clearer set of understandings. 

More in the months to come. 

THE PRESIDENT'S PAGE 

 



'ANDERSON'S BLUE BOOK"1 931 -65 
Antique-collectible American model airplane engines 

Used by Engine Collectors worldwide. 
540 Photos, Illustrations and Line Drawings. 
Oven 300 Listings, 500 Cross- references. 
Includes current engine values acceptable to 
Insurance Adjusters... Recommended by: 
Charlie Bruce/MECA 	Clarence LEE/RCM 
Bruce Augustus /SAM 	Bob Stalick/Model Bldr 
Dick Kidd/RCM 	 Stu Richmond/RCM 

180 Pages compiled by Frank Anderson, 
with 50 years of model engne experience.. 

AmA2001 - MAAC 200L MECA 1806-08 - SAM 3205 
Check or Money Order Payable To: 

Frank Anderson 1200 Eagle Trial Longwood FL 32750-3002 
(Regular Price $34.95) 

$29.95 SAM Introductory Offer 
PLUS 54.00 Shipping & Handling - USA 

($8.00 Europe/Canada...$1 0.00 Pacific Rim) 
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RC FOR BEGINNERS 
By Bob Angel 

El ear not! I'm not trying to 
lure wavering free flighters. 

I know some of you view RC as 
an evil to be avoided like heavy 
drink, gambling, or other forms 
of debauchery. But every year 
we get some crossover fliers 
(from FF only to FF and RC). 
And many of those who 
discover or rediscover SAM 
flying do so through the RC 

route, due mostly to practical considerations of flying space. 
And realistically, as humanity continues to spread over the 
earth, outdoor flying may someday be limited to 1 /2A sized 
electric control liners. But until then, let's put together a little 
primer for those folks fairly new to RC. 

An old timer design makes one of the best RC trainers you 
can find. As with any learning process, the quickest way to 
success is to hang around and learn from those who are doing 
it well. Personally rediscovering every possible mistake will 
make you poor and cut heavily into flying time. 

Radio selection: Most of us use the simplest no frills radios 
with complete success. Fancy or expensive computer radios 
are more of a distraction and a separate hobby of their own, 
rather than a necessity for our use. At minimum, you should 
buy somewhere above the little dry cell powered sets which 
have two sticks (to look like the big boy's radios), but only 
one channel on each stick. A basic 4 channel radio with NiCd 
batteries is a good starting (or ending) place. Discount prices 
range from about $130 to $200 for a complete radio set with 
NiCd batteries and 2 to 4 servos. You'll need 3 servos (and 
radio channels) for most old timers, or just 2 for 1 / 2A Texaco. 

FM radios are the most abundant and probably the most 
used, although many of us still prefer the inexpensive Futaba 
AM sets for their nice little lightweight 114H receiver. These 
sets can also be quickly field charged with a peak detector 
charger without having to first jumper-wire the transmitter 
innards. Incidentally, AM rejects ignition engine noise as well 
or better than FM, despite what the ad men say. The more 
elaborate PCM or PPM radios offer little we really need, 
while many simply drain transmitter batteries faster. 

Take a poll of frequencies most used in your local flying 
group and try to order your set on a little used frequency to 
reduce waiting for a clear radio channel. Due to past FCC 
changes most of the channel numbers in use today are even 
numbers, so if you specify an odd channel number you'll 
often avoid conflicts. 

For 1/ 2 A models, and anything up through class A size, 
micro servos are usually hefty enough to do the job and can 
give much needed weight savings. I even use them on a 
Brown Jr. powered ship, where flight stresses aren't high. But 
where a powerful engine demands stronger rudder and 
elevator servos, a micro can still be used for the engine cutoff 
function. Mini or micro receivers are also nice for weight and 
space savings. Unlike small servos, a mini or micro receiver 
can be used in any airplane without concern for the engine 
size or control stresses. 

Standard receiver batteries supplied with radio sets are 
usually four AA cells rated around 550 mah. These are fine 
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for larger ships, but when you get into a weight problem as 
we tend to do, four smaller cells of about 370 mah rating are 
what we often settle on to save a couple of ounces. Most 
middle-aged receiver batteries in this smaller size will safely 
give us an hour of use after a full charge. This assumes no 
unusual battery drain, such as a stalled servo, and also 
assumes mostly normal thermailing use of only rudder and 
elevator controls. 

A standard control setup for an OT RC model consists of 
one servo operating rudder, one operating elevators, and one 
for engine cutoff. The standard mode for almost every radio 
you can buy is set up as mode II. This simply means that the 
two flight surfaces will be controlled from the right transmit-
ter stick, and the engine cutoff will be on the vertical move-
ment of the left stick (up for on, down for off). All this gener-
ally follows conventional full sized aircraft practice, as well as 
sport RC practice. 

We rig the rudder control as the horizontal movement of the 
right stick The rudder combined with dihedral produces 
right and left turns just as would an aileron control. So this 
means the rudder servo ends up being plugged into the 
receiver in what would be the aileron port on an aileron sport 
or pattern plane Usually this is the #1 control channel as 
marked on most receivers. And usually the #2 channel will be 
the elevators, and #3 the engine cutoff. 

While there are other control modes, the practical thing to 
do is what everyone else is doing. A flight instructor can't be 
expected to do well if handed an oddball setup. Even if you 
plan to go it alone, and not let anyone else fly your airplane, 
sooner or later, there may be a need to fly someone's airplane, 
or let someone fly yours. For example, one of my flying 
buddies used to regularly hand me his transmitter when his 
eyes suddenly started watering. What if you're flying and a 
bumblebee gets inside your pants leg? Stuff happens. 

Next time we'll look at some fine tuning details of control 
setup, and some hints for moving the control sticks. 

RC MATTERS 
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GALEVILLE FIELD ENDANGERED 
By Don Ross 

A s you may know, we are fighting hard to keep Galeville 
Field in Ulster County NY as a model flying site. 

Galeville is probably the last decent field in the NY, NJ, CT 
area that can support free flight events. The property is now 
in the hands of the GSA who will dispose of it. Our main 
competition seems to be the Walkill Fish & Wildlife Sanctuary 
which, as a branch of the Federal Fish & Wildlife Service, by 
statute would get first priority. We are pushing for a hearing 
to present our case, but if the F&W guys get the place, we 
have to prove that birds and model planes get along just fine 
together. We know of several clubs that fly on refuges or 
sanctuaries but we need more evidence. Therefore, we're 
urgently requesting any clubs that fly on any sort of nature 
preserve to contact me by mail or phone. We need the name 
and location of each sanctuary so we can create a body of 
evidence to help our case. Of course, this would also help all 
modelers looking for sites because we may be able to estab-
lish a precedent that can be followed. We have help from the 
AMA attorneys as well as our local senator. Please act as 
quickly as you can because this issue may be decided in the 
next two months. Don Ross 38 Churchill Road, Cresskill, NJ 
07626. (201) 568-5272 

THE AMERICANS IN SCHLEISHEIM 
(—In 16 June 1996, the special interest exhibition Die 

Arnerilcaner in Schleiftheim was officially opened. It will 
remain in the Flugwerft SchleiI3heim to 28 November 1996. 
The exhibits trace the presence of the Americans from 1945 to 
1995. Earlier Munich Reports and the enclosed information 
sheets give more details. (SAM Speaks can provide copies. Ed.) 
There is a tentative possibility that this exhibition, or parts 
thereof, might be made available at Duxford, England, next 
year (1997) to coincide with the opening of the American Air 
Museum being established there. Gerhard Everwyn, EuroSAM, 
Dachsteinstr 12a, 81825 Munchen, Germany 

HANK STUMPF WRITES 
This is the delegation from the Prop Spinners Club of Forest Hills, Queens, NY ready to leave for the 1946 Nationals at Wichita, 
Kansas. From the left are me, Bill Forster, Henri Dubois and Warren Fletcher. The car is a 1933 Pontiac and as you can see, we 
carried some extra tires, 8 spares in all. We used every one and even had to buy one more on the way home. They were all pre 
W.W.II used rayon cord tires, all that was available. On the top of the car is a large black box for the models with "Kilroy was 

*BIG 20th ANNUAL* 
PASADENA RADIO CONTROL 

MODEL SPORT & HOBBY SHOW 
ser st  BEST 	

SHOW OPEN TO PUBLIC 
Friday, January 17, 1997: 12 Noon - 6 p.m. I 
Saturday, January 18, 1997 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Sunday, January 19, 1997: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. • 

in the Lizr-, 

	

'ST, 	
Industry Only: Friday, Jan. 17; 10 a.m - 12 Noon 

	

• 	MARK YOUR CALENDAR! 
ADMISSION: $7.00 Children under six admitted free when accompanied by an adult 

Pasadena Center, Pasadena, California 

4n4  

300 EAST GREEN ST. (CORNER GREEN & MARENGO), PASADENA CALIFORNIA 

BIGGE 
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* INTRODUCING * 
Three 

OUTSTANDING 
NEW CRAFTSMAN'S TOO 

for precision working of 
-.----- balsa, hardwood or soft 

metals: 

MITER SAW 
MITER CUT 

MITER SANDER 
$19.95 Each 

te For perfect miter cuts, accurate every time 
Available from your dealer or order direct. 

(For direct orders, include $3.50 S&H) 

FOURMOST PRODUCTS 
4040-24TH AVENUE, FOREST GROVE, OREGON 97116  

Hank Stumpf, Bill Forster, Henri DuBois and Warren Fletcher of 
the Prop Spinners Club ready to leave for the 1946 Nats at 
Wichita in their 1933 Pontiac. 

here" in white letters on the side. We also carried a 16 x 16 ft 
square surplus Army tent to live in and make repairs at the 
contest. The use of tents at multi-day contests was not 
unusual in those times. Henri Dubois served in France and 
brought the first Diesel engines I had ever seen to the contest. 
They were French Micron Diesels whose displacement I don't 
recall; but they were large enough to fly a Comet Zipper on 
floats in the ROW event. I believe these engines served as the 
basis for Leon Shulman's later Drone Diesel. Hank Stumpf 
1040 SE 43rd St. Cape Coral, FL 33904-536. 

SHULMAN HONORED 

L ast July, at the Celebration of Eagles, the AMA extrava-
ganza at Muncie, Leon Shulman was honored with a 

montage depicting "60 Years of Fun in Model Aviation." It 
was on display at the Celebration, and is destined to become 
a permanent exhibit in the AMA Musuem. 

The montage contains photos and drawings of Leon and his 
many designs, along with reproductions of magazine covers 
on which he was featured, trophies, certificates and plans. 
The display covers the entire 60 year period. 

Leon is known for his very successful 1940s designs, the 
Banshee, Zomby, and Wedgie, as well as the Drone Diesel. 

Leon is a member of the Halls of Fame of SAM, NFFS, and 
AMA, and recipient of the AMA Distinguished Service 
Award. The T shirt says: "The older I get, the better I used to 
fl „ 
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enough to disengage a tiny ring cast 
into the housing, from its groove in the 
main bearing. Be careful! If you pry it 

open too much the timer casting will 
break. There is a thin spacer 

washer on the crank behind the 
cam and in front of the timer. 
This will come off with the 
timer. Keep track of it, you'll 
need it later. There are two 
detent holes in the case, one 
will contain a small spring 
and plunger which engages 

the ratchet teeth on the back 
of the timer casting. These are 

tiny pieces and easily lost. The 
lower detent hole is used for normal 

timer position; the upper is for the 
inverted timer position with the cam 
rotated 180°, not used much. 

Once removed the timer is easily 
disassembled by removal of the moving 
and fixed points. Hold up on the bottom 
of the moving point to ease spring 
tension when removing the pivot screw. 
Note the loose pivot bushing in the 
moving point. The flange end goes 
toward the timer casting. 

Tank: The plastic tank is retained by a 
long 3-48 stud threaded on both ends. A 
brass sleeve nut with gasket screws 
onto one end and the other screws into 
the backplate. There is also a ring gasket 
at the large end of the tank. 01011  

#24 - SUPER CYCLONE 
By Charlie Bruce 

T he Super Cyclone G model (15/16 
bore Sr stroke: .647 cu. in.) was in-

troduced in late 1939 by Aircraft 
Industries, Glendale, California, 
manufacturers of the famed 
Baby Cyclone series. This ma-
jor advance in model engine 
design was the brainchild of 
Mel Anderson. Mel probably 
had plenty of help from two 
fellow employees, Bill 
Atwood and Ira Hassad. No 
wonder the Super Cyke was so 
successful with those three engine 
geniuses working on it. 

In 1940 the GR series was added. This 
reduced displacement (.604 cu. in.) was 
brought out to enter competition in the 
model race car field where the displace-
ment was limited to 10 cc. The change 
was accomplished by decreasing the 
bore by 1 /32 to 29 / 32. Early engines had 
very thin mounting lugs and/or thin 
cylinder flange. There were other minor 
changes (dropping the composite piston 
and changing the rod from die cast H 
section to machined bar stock, for 
example) but the basic design has 
remained a winner for nearly 60 years. 
Except for a gap caused by W.W.II and 
the glow plug doldrums of the early '50s 
the engine has been in production since 
1939. After passing through several 
hands (McCord, Karlson, REMCO and 
Morrison) the Super Cyke is currently 
produced by Walt Huhn at Apollo 
Motors in California. Walt's engines are 
beautiful and excellent runners. Some-
where along the way the original 
casting dies were lost or worn out. 
Current engines are made from lost-wax 
castings using waxes from precision 
dies made by Larry Jenno. Try out one 
of Walt's Cykes, you'll like it. 

Disassembly: 
Timer: The cam is a snug press fit onto 

the crankshaft flats. It is best removed 
with a small gear puller. It can be 
removed after complete disassembly of 
the rest of the engine by pressing (don't 
hammer) the crank out the back of the 
case. With the cam off, remove the timer 
pinch screw and its lock nut completely. 
Fasten the engine down solidly. I trap 
one mount lug between wood blocks in 
a sturdy vise. Now gently pry the timer 
split open with a small screwdriver 
while pulling the timer assembly 
forward. You have to open the split  

asbestos full face gasket, usually stuck 
tight. Heat will help removal. 

This is a good place to mention the 
many aftermarket high compression 
heads available for the Cyke. These vary 
in construction having lobes of different 
lengths extending into the combustion 
chamber. They increase engine perfor-
mance, particularly with alcohol fuel 
but result in rapid wear of the main 
bearing and crank. The stock Cyke head 
is flat. 

Rear Cover: The rear cover is threaded  

and should be removed by a special 
tool, easily made from a 1-3/16 dia. 
hard wood dowel with cross saw cut 
(5/32 wide) in the end of it. The cross 
cut engages the lugs cast into the back 
plate recess. Hold the tool in a vise and 
turn the engine by hand. A little heat 
sometimes helps. There is a fiber ring 
gasket at the joint; save and re-use it. 

Cylinder and Internals: The cylinder is 
retained by four 5-40 screws and there is 
a very thin composition gasket. The 
exhaust stack may be removed first for 
easier access to two of the cylinder 
flange screws, but this is not necessary. 
Incidentally the original engines had a 
rather thick gasket at the exhaust flange, 
It is very easy to over-compress this 
gasket when tightening the screws, 
resulting in breaking off the exhaust 
stack lugs. The gasket is not really 
necessary and I recommend it be left 
out. 

At this point the crank can be turned 
to bottom dead center and the rod 
slipped off the crank pin. The padded 
wrist pin is an easy push fit to remove 
the piston. The crank will now slide out 
the rear. There is a loose 3 piece ball 
thrust bearing on the crank. The caged 
ball race is sandwiched between two 
hardened steel rings. 

The sleeve is a tight shrink fit in the 
cylinder. If you must remove it, 
heat to 350 to 400°F and use a 
press or large vise with proper 
size bushing to push the sleeve 
out the top of the cylinder. Protect 
the gasket surfaces properly. 

The needle valve assembly can 
be removed if desired. Be sure the 
fuel hole points back or down 
when replacing the body. 

Reassembly: Once again, 
lube all the moving parts (I 
use Marvel Mystery Oil) 
and reverse the disassembly 
procedure. Here are a few 

special points to watch. 
If you removed the sleeve be sure it's 

firmly seated on reinstallation and that 
the flat on the sleeve flange fits into the 
cylinder recess. Heat the cylinder to 
removal temperature first. 

Be sure the ball thrust bearing is on 
the crank before inserting it into the 
case. The rod is symmetrical front to 
back. Be sure the wrist pin pads are in 
place. The cylinder can be installed with 
exhaust on right or left, the piston baffle 
must match your choice, wide side to 

Head: The head is retained 

There is an 
by six 4-40 screws. 0111151i 
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the exhaust. Drop the cam spacer 
washer over the end of the crank before 
installing the timer, and don't forget the 
spring and detent plunger. 

To install the cam for normal timer 

13 

position, set the piston at top dead 
center. The cam drive flats should now 
be horizontal. Hold the cam with the 
flat portion (the cut that operates the 
points) up and slip it onto the crank 
being sure that the internal flats engage 
crank flats. This is very important since 
the shaft is soft and the cam very hard, 
any misalignment may result in a 
ruined crank or a mis-timed engine. 
Once you are sure everything is in line, 
put on an old prop, washer and nut and 
with plenty of oil on the threads tighten 
the nut to seat the cam completely. 

Original Super Cyclone bought (well used) 
by the editor in 1950 and almost worn out 
in a control line stunter. Shown here in his 
Rambler. Blue nose, orange fuselage, yellow 
star. Prop is a BY&O 12-6 by Clarence Bull. 

There must be no binding and there 
needs to be .005 to .008 end play in the 
crank. 

Original Cyke instruction booklet calls 
for a spark plug gap (V or V-1, 3/ 8" 
plug) of .012 and a breaker point gap of 
.015 to .020. I believe these are reversed 
in the booklet. Point gap is adjusted by 
moving the fixed point between the lock 

nuts. The fiber insert is threaded. Be 
sure and check gap at both advance 
and retard positions as there is 
sometimes enough eccentricity in 
the parts to vary the gap. 

Recommended fuel is 3/1 gas/ 70 
oil but alcohol/castor works fine. 
Just don't put alcohol in the plastic 
tank. 

Parts: For new engines, parts and 
service: Walt Huhn—Apollo Motors 
665 Chaparro Rd. Covina, CA 
91724, phone (818) 332-0023. 

Test Run: Super Cyclone G turned 
a 13-6 Rev Up prop at 9000 rpm on 
3/1 mix of unleaded gas/70 oil. 
Next Analysis: Vivell 35 

Notice: The Vivell 35 is the last 
engine in the original schedule of the 
Old Engine Analysis Series. Over the 
years I have been asked to analyze the 
following additional engines: 
Super Atom Fox 59 L/S Ignition, Baby 
Cyclone, Pacemaker 59, Drone Diesel, 
Syncro B-30, Mite Diesel, Thunderbird, 
Fleetwind, Wensen 36. 

If you have any other engines you 
would like to see analyzed here please 
drop me a line. I still plan to publish the 
entire series in a book with pictures and 
added information. Thanks for your 
interest. 

Charlie Bruce 
Rt. 1, Box 766, Milano, TX 76556 

Phone (512) 455-9543 
FAX (512)    455-3921 

ERIC CLUTTON ON DIESELS 

I nterest in 
diesels is 

growing in this 
country so we 
really need a 
clearing house 
to deal with 
problems and 
perhaps to 
share experi-
ences, so let 

me have your comments. photos etc. 
One of the main areas for diesels in 

competition is in the RC Texaco events 

where the fuel economy of the diesel is 
hard to beat. 

As an example, I have a scale RC 8-24 
(non Texaco) with two PAW .03 RC die-
sels swinging Cox 5-1 / 2 x 3 props and us-
ing Perfect 1 / 2 ounce fuel tanks. I get con-
sistent 9-1/2 minute engine runs at full 
throttle. Hard to beat that! 

The diesels ability to swing really big 
props can be used to advantage in Texaco 
although some additional drag in the 
glide must be tolerated. 

An .09 diesel will easily handle an 11 x 
4 prop which should give a reasonably 
light model a steady climb. At the 
relatively low rpm achieved on the 
larger size props, the amount of oil 
required in the fuel may be reduced 
quite a bit. I would suggest 10% to 12% 
castor, but only after a good break-in 
period. Try a ground run using this fuel 
and prop combination. If the engine 
seems to be running hotter than normal, 
oil content probably needs increasing, 
although it may be possible to add a 
little ether instead. In any case I would 
recommend at least 35% ether for 
Texaco. 

With large props turning slowly, the 
ignition point needs to be retarded just 
like a sparker. Reducing the compres-
sion setting does this and normal 
compression adjustment procedure 
achieves it without having to think 
about it. 

Shut-offs can be a problem with 
diesels. They will continue to run on the 
slightest smell of fuel and because they 
have very strong induction suction, 
simply squashing the fuel line does not 
always work reliably. A more positive 
fuel shut-off is needed and an RC 
throttle will accomplish this. An RC 
smoke oil valve may also have possibili-
ties. 

Replica engines are almost essential to 
the continuance of SAM and the Chi-
nese are producing a whole range of 
replica diesels. They have even been 
brave enough to tackle the Amco 3.5 cc. 

My honest opinion of these engines is 
that they are, in the main, well made 
and executed; in some cases better than 
the originals. They do tend however 
sometimes to be put up squeaky-tight 
and with other small grievances. 
Basically good engines in the right 
hands but I would not recommend one 
as a first diesel in most cases. Eric 
Clutton, (Dr. Diesel) 913 Cedar Lane, 
Tullahoma, TN 37388. (615) 455-2256. 



Holger Menrad 
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A GERMAN VISIT TO THE SAM CHAMPS 1995 
By Holger Menrad and Leo Bussmeier 

I 19941 had the opportunity to stay for some days at 
'Muncie during the SAM Champs after the MECA Grand 
National Collecto. What an amazing difference to the antique 
flying events in Germany. A wide field, allowing free flight, 
no noise restrictions and so many engine types, my favorite 
interest in antique model flying. Valuable historic spark 
ignition engines like Browns, Atwoods, Super Cyclones, 
Anderson Spitfires, Bantams and many others which in 
Germany are normally kept carefully in the collections were 
to be seen fully in action. And the number of participants, 
sufficient for special classes with Brown Juniors, Ohlssons 
and so on! And last but not least, the impressive AMA model 
museum at Muncie.  

to build the Anthoefer from 1944 with one of the first German 
glow engines, the Webra Mach I for the new Nostalgia Class. 

The tiny model was built quickly by Leo with his compre-
hensive experience. The test flights were satisfactory, in spite 
of the narrow time schedule and poor weather conditions in 
our country. Several engines were tested, several diesels and 
the Mach 1 glo. Finally, we decided on the glo engine which 
was not so powerful as the diesel, but had some advantages 
with respect to the fuel question (could we get a suitable 
diesel fuel in the US?) and its better starting behaviour. 

However, the first test at Colorado Springs was rather 
disappointing. What a weak engine. We did not expect such a 
tremendous power loss at the elevation. Perhaps another 
propeller could reduce the problem? The bad weather on 
Sunday and the scheduled flying already on Monday did not 

leave time for further experiments. But finally 
the second place in the small nostalgia class 
was reached, unexpectedly, we must admit. 
Back at home, on the occasion of a final check 
of the engine, before it got back its place in the 
collection, we found another reason: a defec-
tive cylinder head gasket. 

We stayed the whole week at the competition 
and we were always impressed by the friendly 
atmosphere everywhere. We had a tot of 
questions regarding technique, rules etc. Each 
was answered willingly and in detail. We 
enjoyed also the evening events. Finally, on the 
way home, we had the feeling that we had 
gained a lot of new friends. Many thanks to all 
who had shown this friendly hospitality. All 
that is reason enough to come again. We hope 
to see us again in Florida in 1996. 

Leo Bussmeier performs the first check out of the transport box to make sure 
everything arrived from Germany in good condition. 

Apparently my report in Germany was rather enthusiastic 
and convincing. An article in our SAM Germany 
"Rundschau" and in the "Modellflug international" maga-
zine brought up questions and remarks of interested hobby 
colleagues. Finally, it was decided by my friend Leo 
Bussmeier, the SAM Germany president, and myself that we 
would go together to Colorado Springs in September 1995. Of 
course we intended to bring a German antique model with 
us. A question to Don Bekins gave helpful answers and 
provided us with the rule book, (a rather difficult reading to 
us). Which model should we take, and which engine? The 
transport situation had to be considered also. Airlines have 
luggage restrictions and are not always willing to give 
exceptions for bigger luggage. The first idea, to use a 

Kratzsch Model K3 with a Kratmo 4 cc 
gasoline engine proved to be not 
practicable due to the poor power 
output of the engine. (In the time of 
beginning model flying the Americans 
were far ahead of the German possi-
bilities.) But we wished to take with us 
a German engine also with our Ger-
man model. Both should fit into the 
same time period. Finally, Leo decided 

Loe Bussmeier checks the rudder control on his V-tail Anthoefer 
prior to launch at Colorado Springs SAM Champs. 
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PRINCIPLES OF STABILITY AND PERFORMANCE 
Hi-Speed vs. Low-Speed Forces 

by Ron St. Jean 

The basic idea is that some 
adjustments or offsets are 

mainly effective at low speeds, 
while others have a greater effect at 
high speeds. When we understand 
which is which, and the interaction 
between forces, it not only allows 
us to explain why we may be 
having a problem in flight, but this 
knowledge permits us to take 
effective corrective measures. 

Adjustments and offsets may be categorized into the two 
types. This list is not necessarily all-inclusive: 
High Speed - rudder offset, wing wash, decalage (relative inci-
dence) and wing cocking (changes wash-in/out). 
Low Speed - stab tilt, downthrust, side thrust, spiral prop 
wash effect, CG location, weighted wing tip, drag flap and 
engine torque. 

A few examples should serve to provide the understanding 
needed to utilize this principle of high speed and low speed 
adjustments. Although they are probably most useful in free 
flight power events because of the vast speed difference between 
climb and glide speeds, they should be of equal use in HLG and 
some use in rubber events, as well as in RC. The following il-
lustrations generally assume a power model: 
1. Condition: Model tends to dive when first launched, but 
noses up as speed is gained. 

Explanation: At low air speeds either downthrust or a nose 
heavy condition (low-speed) will nose the model down. 
Incidence, being high-speed, noses the model up, overcoming 
the low-speed factor as speed is gained. 

Uses of Condition: The combination of downthrust and 
incidence produces a stabilizing force in the longitudinal 
mode. Should an under powered model tend to power stall 
(e.g. a 1/2 A Texaco) the downthrust would predominate at 
low speeds approaching the stall, lowering the nose before 
the stall is encountered. The nose lowering would then cause 
speed to increase, and eventually the incidence would take 
over. Oscillations would eventually be replaced by a condi-
tion of constant speed and angle of climb. Once equilibrium is 
established, power changes will mainly change climb angle. 

In the VTO era, vertical takeoffs were facilitated by 
downthrust working against incidence. With 10° down and 
normal incidence on the moderately powered models of the 
era, models could be launched straight up against a moderate 
breeze without looping in. In those days, the model had to 
stand on three pegs for takeoff. The low speed effect of the 
downthrust would cause the nose to pull into the wind while 
speed was increasing. 

Incidence and CG location are balanced for each airplane to 
produce the same kind of longitudinal glide stability dis-
cussed above in regards to a low powered model in the climb 
mode. Here, however, a forward CG is the force opposing 
incidence so as to establish equilibrium. But as the CG is 
moved aft and the incidence simultaneously reduced to 
produce a slower glide and less drag due to incidence, a limit 
is reached where incidence is no longer effective. Stability is 
then totally lost, and the model "zeroes out." For each design,  

then, there is an optimum CG location. At such point, there 
will be sufficient decalage to provide minimum stability and 
maximum performance. Moving the CG farther aft of this 
point will require decalage reductions in order to maintain a 
stall-less glide, and thus increase performance at the sacrifice 
of stability. Conversely, a forward CG shift will require more 
incidence to compensate, and stability will be increased, but 
at a sacrifice of performance. Models that are too nose heavy 
need excess incidence in order to glide, and therefore will 
loop under power. 
2. Condition: Model tends to go strongly to the right when 
launched (perhaps crashing), but assumes normal climb turn 
after picking up speed. 

Explanation: Two Iow-speed factors can cause a model to 
bank sharply to the right upon being launched-right thrust 
and the effects of spiral prop wash. In the case of the latter, 
the rotating prop wash impinges upon forward fuselage areas 
creating both roll and yaw forces to the right. It continues, 
though somewhat diminished, to similarly impinge upon the 
fin, creating a compensating left yaw force. 

Uses of Condition: In some cases a model will loop before 
going into a normal climb turn. When this happens side 
thrust may be added to help establish the turn before the 
model loops. Or the design may be changed to utilize spiral 
prop wash and thus avoid side thrust: 

Assuming single engine tractor models with normal prop 
direction of rotation, a stronger right hand tendency may be 
had by (a) deepening the forward part of the fuselage (or 
raising the pylon), (b) moving the thrust line toward an 
extreme position (either very high or very low), (c) reducing 
fin area, (d) moving the fin forward to make its area less 
effective, (e) moving part or all of the fin area to the stabilizer 
tips to free it from prop wash impingement, and (f) increasing 
dihedral, which works similarly to decreasing fin area. 
Conversely, doing the opposite of any of these will reduce an 
excessive Iow-speed right hand tendency. 

One of the major reasons for the success of the Ramrod 
design in the 50s was its strong natural right-hand tendency. 
It was so strong that left rudder and left wing warp (right 
wing washed in) was required to compensate and cause a 
normal climb turn to the right. This produced what is called 
top rudder by full-scale pilots. That is, the left rudder helps 
hold the tail down in a right turn, thus preventing spiral 
dives. These left offsets then aided longitudinal stability by 
forcing the model into a tight left glide circle at the bottom of 
a stall recovery. The high speed encountered at the bottom of 
the stall makes rudder and wing offsets strong enough to 
result in about a 45°bank to the left. This prevents further 
stalls. At the same time, the stability provided by ample 
dihedral and incidence prevented spiral dives in the glide. 
3. Condition: Glide circle is nearly independent of rudder or 
wing offsets. 

Explanation: A low-speed factor is causing glide circle. 
Use of Condition: Prior to the discovery of low-speed 

adjustments with which to control glide circle, adjusting a 
power model often required much dangerous trial and error 
if there was no natural glide circle. One method of achieving 
the needed circle was to add rudder offset while compensat-
ing with opposite side thrust. Quite often the two adjust-
ments were not balanced, and a crash resulted,Today we can 
control power and glide circles almost independently of each 
Continued next page 



Ron St. Jean in Sun Valley, Idaho with one of 
his experimental Ramrods, to be the subject of a 
future SAM Speaks article on radio control. 
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other. Rudder is typically used for the power pattern, while 
one of several low-speed adjustments may be used for glide, 
stabilizer tilt being the favorite. But drag flaps and weighted 
wing tips will work just as well. 
4. Condition:  A typical full scale light plane requires right 
rudder offsets during climb and left rudder offsets in the 
glide, in order to maintain straight flight. 

Explanation: 
 Torque is an in-

significant factor 
in most FF models 
because it is over-
powered by the 
effects of spiral 
prop wash. But 
because of vast 
airframe differ-
ences, most full 
scale air-craft are 
especially suscep-
tible to the effects 
of engine torque. 

Some manufacturers have compensated for this low-speed 
torque factor by introducing fin offset, a high-speed factor. 
But it is normally only in the cruise mode that the two are 
balanced to produce hands-off straight flight. During climb, 
speed is reduced, but torque is increased due to added RPM. 
In this condition the torque easily overpowers the small fin 
offset, requiring right rudder to compensate. In a similar 
manner, torque disappears in the glide, the fin offset takes 
over, and left rudder is required. 

Problem Solution:  If right thrust were used to compensate 
for torque instead of right fin offset, the effect of one low-
speed factor could be balanced with another. In addition, the 
effect of the thrust offset would grow and diminish with the 
torque, as both are functions of RPM. The Beech Bonanza for 
example has had right and down thrust since 1964, when the 
horsepower was increased from 225 to 285. Ron St. Jean, PO. 
Box 149, Yerrington, NV 89447. 

July 26, 1982. Dear Ron, 
Thought I'd write a few words of appreciation for your article 
on Stability And Performance. It really is the best thing I've 
ever read of its kind. Considering the hazardous nature of a 
high performance free flight in general, and the difficulties of 
obtaining a suitable balance of the forces involved, it seems to 
me that anyone struggling with these forces might well find 
the answers he needs in your article. 

1 gather the article first appeared in the September-October 
issue of Free Flight. I also saw it recently in Bugs Buzz, the 
newsletter of the Thunderbugs club. Ed Lidgard evidently 
recommended the article to Jim Scarborough, the editor. 

If you have any interest in having the article reach a wider 
audience, it seems to me it might well appear in one of the 
model magazines, and preferably with illustrations. In fact, 
that's my single significant criticism - as is, it's a bit cerebral 
and illustrations would greatly relieve that, and increase its 
effectiveness. 

In any case, let me congratulate you on writing it, and also 
for writing the article on why the Sweepette was so success-
ful. Carl Goldberg, president, Carl Goldberg Models, Inc, 

THE FIRST OUT-OF-SIGHT FLIGHT 
By John Valls 

Truth is stranger than fiction. So the saying goes. Well, in 
I Chris's first out-of-sight flight, the saying proved to be 

very true. 
At the age of fifteen, Chris finally considered himself a good 

scratch builder. The model he had just finished was perfect. 
He sat in front of his workbench and looked at his Cloud 
Hunter. He got the plans for the Modelcraft rubber-powered 
model from a magazine. It had taken him two full months to 
build it, but it had been a labor of love. 

His thoughts went back to the inception of the project. He 
was the youngest member of the model club, and all of the 
older members were building and flying radio controlled 
models. He could not afford the expensive radio models and 
was completely happy with his rubber jobs, the purr of the 
propeller when he launched the mode], the climb under 
power, and finally the beautiful glide. You had to adjust a free 
flight perfectly to get a good glide. Sometimes he would get 
in a thermal and get flights of almost two minutes. He loved 
to chase the model through the open fields, staying under it 
almost all the way. 

He had promised himself that he would not hurry on this 
one. He would take his time and do a really good job. This 
would be the best model he had ever built. He had taken a 
full day on each body side, allowing more than enough time 
for the white glue to dry. When both sides were dry, he cut off 
all the excess glue from the joints and sanded the body sides 
very gently. He used triangles to install the top and bottom 
cross braces, making sure it was a perfectly straight fuselage. 
He had taken great care in cutting out the stab, rudder, and 
wing tips. They were exactly as shown in the plan. He was 
extra careful in cutting out the wing ribs, sanding them so 
they were all exactly alike. 

Finally, all the framework was done. He put it all together 
and held it up in a launch position. "This model will fly," he 
thought. He covered the entire model with red Japanese 
tissue, using Duco Cement to put on the tissue. He covered a 
couple of inches of surface at a time, stretching the tissue over 
the framework as he spread the bead of cement with his 
finger before laying the tissue on the balsa. He wet the paper 
with wads of cotton. It dried with a tight stretch over the 
framework. He applied two coats of thin nitrate dope, and 
then one final coat of full strength dope. He cut the wind-
shield from a piece of cellophane and glued it on with Duco 
Cement. 

He had bought a twelve inch twist prop from the hobby 
shop. This prop would be free wheeling; he had not yet 
mastered the art of carving the folding jobs. He was ready to 
fly. 

He woke up early on Saturday and laid out the rubber 
motor. Six loops of 1/8" brown rubber. He lubed it and 
pre-stretched it and put it in the Cloud Hunter. If only he 
could get a really long flight today. He was in for a surprise. 
He had walked to the airport many times before, but today 
was different. He could hardly wait to fly the Cloud Hunter. 

He would test glide it until someone would show up and 
hold the model while he wound the rubber motor with his 
hand drill. A car drove up and parked by the hangar. He had 
never seen that car before. A man got out of the car and 
walked towards him. It wasn't anyone he knew. 
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"Nice model you have there. A Cloud Hunter, isn't it?" the 
man asked. 

"Yes," answered Chris. "Do you build models?" 
"Yes, I do," the stranger answered. "As a matter of fact, I 

was thinking of flying one of my mine here. It looks like a 
good place, do you mind if I fly with you?" 

"No. I was hoping someone would come out to hold my 
model while I wind it." 

"I'll do that for you," said the stranger. "But first let's adjust 
it. I saw you gliding it, and it looks a little tail heavy. Let's 
move the wing back a bit. 

"Now try it," the stranger told Chris. The glide was perfect. 
"I'll hold it for you. Go ahead and try it." 
Chris put in one hundred and fifty turns with the 

four-to-one hand drill winder. 
"Just let it fly out of your hand," advised the stranger. 
Chris wondered if the stranger could hear his heart pound-

ing as he launched the model. It climbed at about a 45 degree 
angle in a wide left turn. It flew beautifully. 

"That is a beautiful climb," said the stranger. 
After about three fifty-foot circles, the propeller started to 

free wheel, and the model settled into a flat glide. 
"I think you are in a good thermal," said the stranger. 
"Wow!" exclaimed Chris. "I've never had one go up that 

high before." 
"From the looks of it, you may be up there a long time," 

said the stranger. "We better start timing it." 
It was a full ten minutes before the model disappeared out 

of sight, straight up in the sky. 
"I'm afraid you've lost that one," said the stranger. 
Chris was smiling. "Wow, my first out-of-sight." 
"I kind of thought it was" the stranger said, smiling. "That's 

what happens when you build them so well." 
"I can't get over it." Chris was excited. "My model went out 

of sight." 
"I know how you feel," said the stranger. "I was going to fly 

mine, but I'm afraid I would lose it, too." He went to the car 
and took out a beautiful model. Chris's eyes lit up. This was 
the most beautiful model he had ever seen. 

"What is it?" Chris asked. 
"It's called the Clodhopper," the stranger answered. "Since I 

would have lost it if I had flown first, I thought I would give 
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it to you to replace the one you lost." 
" Are you serious?" Chris stammered. 
"It's yours. One more thing. Always put your name and 

address on your models. I always put it on mine. Well, I've 
got to be on my way," He got in his car and drove off. 

That afternoon Chris took the model to the hobby shop and 
told the owner about his out of sight flight and the model the 
stranger gave him. 

"The guy who built this model knew what he was doing" 
exclaimed the owner. "This is great work, what was his 
name?" 

"I don't know, he never told me his name." 
"WeIl," said the owner, "this is a Clodhopper, and the only 

one who could build it this well is Jim Cahill, but he passed 
away a few years back. He designed it, you know." 

The owner reached under the counter and brought out an 
old model airplane book. He leafed through it and handed it 
to Chris. 

"Here," he said, pointing to a picture on one of the pages. 
"This is a picture of Jim Cahill with the original Clodhopper." 

Chris studied the picture. This was the man who had 
helped him yesterday. But how could that be? The shop 
owner said he had passed away a few years back. He looked 
at the picture again. It was the same man; even his clothes 
were the same. He handed the magazine back to the owner, 
but said nothing. 

"How could this be?" he thought as he was walking home. 
Then he remembered that the stranger said that he always 
put his name and address on his models. He stopped in the 
middle of the block and took the wing off the model, turned 
the wing over, and saw the writing under the center section. 
It said: 
I'm lost - I did not mean to fly this far from home, but a big 
old thermal took me and two birds very high and far from 
home. When it finally released us, the birds flapped their wings 
and went home. I was out of power, so I got as close to home 
as I could. Please return me to Jim Cahill at 1004 State Street, 
Indianapolis, Indiana. I am sure he will give you a reward. 

Chris was confused. This was Jim Cahill's model, and he 
had been flying with him that same morning. Well, he 
thought, that had to be the nicest ghost he had ever seen. He 
would tell no one about it. 

Author John Valls with his Cloud Hunter, beautifully built in pink 
and yellow with red, blue, and silver stripes. It is the 40" version of 
the popular 30" Pacific Ace. 

HISTORY 
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Li H.W. ALDEN (deceased) 
Perhaps more than any one person the creation and organization of 
the Academy of Model Aeronautics is the responsibility of Lt. H. W. 
Alden, U.S. Navy Ret. 

The publication of Model Aviation (magazine) was initiated by Lt. 
Alden. He timed the first issue so that it would be distributed at the 
1936 Nationals. 

Both issues he published, No. 1 ,and No. 2, were prepared in Zaic's 
10th street loft. Lt. Alden would come in, sit down in front of my 
Underwood portable, and type out the copy. I still marvel at his 
ability to type whatever he had in mind with only one try. His first 
copy was good enough for paste-up. Lt. Alden paid all of the 
expenses, printing and postage. 

Lt. Alden did not originate the Model Aviation title. At one time he 
mentioned that it had been used by someone in Brooklyn, but that 
he obtained permission to use the title. Whatever the origin, he must 
have recognized it as being just what we needed. It got us away 
from the "model airplane" term which tends to have a toy connota-
tion. 

He suggested the name American Academy of Model Aeronautics. 
He realized that we needed a name which would not associate us 
with the juvenile atmosphere which had been nurtured by the 
American Boy Airplane Model League of America. The name was 
long, but it did present us in an adult and dignified manner, and had 
an aura of the technical and educational aspect of model aviation. It 
made it possible for Lt. Alden to invite influential persons to join us. 
The Board members were outstanding leaders in their field. I was 
sure with their help, many doors would open for us to present our 
cause and needs. 

Judging from Lt. Alden's personality and perseverance, and the 
wide range of friends in aviation and elsewhere, l have no doubt 
that he would have helped us achieve the aims we had set forth in 
these two issues of Model Aviation, if his health had allowed him to 
do so. Luckily, by 1936, we were all united in the cause and were 
able to reestablish the communication among ourselves, and do the 
best we could without him. This may account why some us seem so 
possessive about our Academy. Frank Zaic 

WILLIAM E. GOOD 
Both Walter and William Good received 
BA degrees in physics from Kalamazoo 
College in 1937. While students at "K", 
the Good brothers combined the 
comparatively primitive technologies of 
flight and radio transmission into the 
first radio controlled airplane. Their 
model airplane, The Big Guff had its 
first successful flight in the spring of 
1937, with the assistance of the late 
professor of physics, Dr. John 

\ 	 Hornbeck. That airplane is now on 
permanent display at the Smithsonian Institution Air and Space 
Museum in Washington DC. In 1975. the Goods were awarded the 
McEntee Memorial Medal "for their pioneering work in radio 
controlled model airplanes which has led to an international hobby 
and made possible a multi-million dollar industry" William Good 
received an MS from the University of Illinois in 1939 and a Ph.D. 
from the University of Pittsburgh in 1946. During World War II, he 
worked in the radiation laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, studying microwave radar systems for fighter planes. In 
1950, he was hired by General Electric for research on color televi-
sion. He was instrumental in the development of the light valve 
projection system, which made large screen television possible. Dr. 
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Good was named a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electron-
ics Engineering in 1959 for his work in microspectroscopy and color 
television. He was also named a fellow of the Society for Information 
Display in 1974 and in 1977, was a recipient of the Steinmetz Award 
from General Electric for his distinguished career. He holds 18 
patents and has published over 30 articles. Now retired, Dr. Good 
still serves as a consultant to General Electric. 

Nordic to HLG to 9 
more power mod-
and control line 
were kitted), and 4 
models. Rado's de-
appeared on the 
Eastern Block mod-
One of his HLG de-
published in flying 
Nancy is awaiting 
Model Builder. 
has designed 190 models. 

Rado formed SAM 95 Bohemia, located near Prague, in 1993 after 
returning from his trip to the US. He edits a fine newsletter, 
Informacni Listy, which is distributed to their 250 members and 
other SAM chapters worldwide. Rado taught himself to read, write, 
and speak English through his subscriptions to American and British 
model magazines, and carries on a substantial correspondence with 
modelers the world over. 

An extremely talented draftsman, Rado drew the fine plans for the 
Class A Hayseed, discovered as an unpublished three view by Bill 
Vanderbeek from the estate of the late Hall of Famer, Carl Hermes. 

One of Rado's glider designs is so popular in the Czech Republic, 
there is annual national sailplane competition called the Kane Cup, 
based on his design of that name. Another of his well known 
designs, the Zerhrovice H, has been built and flown by several people 
in the US and Australia to compete in the SAM OT Glider Event. 

Few modelers in the world have the diversity of published 
designs, talents, and organizational abilities of Rado Cizek, 75 years 
of age. Dan Bekins 

ROBERT LARSH 
Bob Larsh served SAM as midwest Vice President and Chairman of 
the Design Approval Committee. He has been a tireless worker in 
the task of researching and approving designs that have been 
approved for use in SAM competitions and the rules for flying. Bob, 
in his position as the chairman of the approval process, insisted on 
the utmost authenticity and reliability in the categorizing and listing 
of the old timer and antique designs. He is responsible for the 
revised format of the 1996-1997 SAM approved designs gas model 
handbook. 

In addition to his task of approving designs for SAM, he has been 
the person primarily responsible for approving designs for use in 
what has become known as the Nostalgia period, the models flown 
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RADO CiZEK 
Rado Click, from the Czech Republic, made his first trip to America 
in 1992, when the AMA invited him to be a judge at the FM World 
Scale Control Line Championships held in Muncie. He later visited 
California as the guest of Don Bekins, where he attended the United 
States Free Flight Championships in Lost Hills. There, Rado re-
newed acquaintance with Frank Zak. They had been correspondents 
since 1958, when they met in England. Over the years, Rado 
provided many unique old timer drawings for the Zak Yearbooks. 

The fame of Rado Cizek as a model designer in the countries 
behind the iron Curtain matches that of Sal Taibi and Chet Lanzo in 
America. Rado can recall designing 23 FM ,Wakefield, P-30, stick 
and cabin sport rubber models; some 38 sailplanes of all sizes from 
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ding magazines. 
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  after 1942 and up to 1970. He 
was responsible for getting the 
National Free Flight Society to 
accept the job of maintaining 
the list of Nostalgia designs 
and the publishing of a 
booklet listing all of the 
Nostalgia designs, the rules for 
competition, and the engines 
acceptable for use in these 
classes. 

As Midwest VP, Bob did a 
tremendous job for SAM, 
providing the leadership 

needed during the early formative years of our organization. Under 
his leadership SAM Champs were held at Bong, Wright- Patterson, 
Lawrenceville, and Muncie. 

Bob Lush is truly one of the pioneers in the Society of Antique 
Modelers. 
Jim Adams 

TOM McCOY 
More than any other person Tom McCoy is responsible for obtaining 
the drawings of Chet Lanzo to go into the SAM historical plans 
library. Without his efforts it is possible copies of many of Chet 
Lanzo's early modeling efforts would have been lost. Many of Chet's 
memoirs went to the AMA museum, the results of Tom's efforts. 

Among the very valuable possessions of Chet Lanzo was the 
Edwards Radio Control trophy that was won by Chet as the Na-
tional Champion. This trophy was presented to the Society of 

Antique 
Modelers to 
be pre-
sented 
annually to 
the SAM 
radio 
control 
Champion. 

Tom was 
also 
responsible 
for getting 
Chet to 
attend the 
50th 
Wakefield 
reunion in 

Warwick, England held in 1987. The reunion also brought together 
Albert Judge and Bob Copland, both old time Wakefield champions 
from before W.W.II. This was truly a historic event. Today only Bert 
Judge is a survivor of this reunion. 

Torn is responsible for an excellent article and plans for Chers 
1938-39 Classic Wakefield model that appeared in the National Free 
Flight Society yearbook. 
Bob Bienenstein 

ELMER WASMAN 
Elmer flew in the world's first radio controlled model airplane 
contest held in 1937 at Detroit. He flew a model of his own design 
using a home made radio, with Roy Marquardt as his assistant. 

The model, named the White Mystery, was 11 foot span and weighed 
14 pounds. with a wing area of 16 1/2 square feet. His radio was the 
most complex of the four designs that were entered in the 1937 radio 
event at the old Detroit airport. His system had five functions, up and 
down elevator, right and left rudder and engine cutoff. 

Elmer admitted, because of a lack of 
time he had not been able to test fly the 
plane. On its maiden flight it rose un-
der its own power, stalled and 
crashed. He was awarded the third 
place trophy based on his demonstra-
tion of the control system on the 
ground, prior to the flight attempt. 

At the 1994 SAM Champs Elmer pre-
sented to the AMA museum the third 
place award that he had won that day 
at Detroit. 

He later earned an Industrial Arts 
degree and taught mechanical draw- 
ing and aeronautics in the public schools of Illinois and Florida. 

Prior to W.W.II Elmer served as an Army aircraft engine mechanic 
at Chanute field. He later transferred to the Navy and taught 
mechanical drawing. 

At 87, Elmer is still an active SAM competitor and is usually seen 
at the SAM Champs. 

Walter Good, also a participant at the 1937 RC contest says "I 
strongly agree with the nomination of Elmer Wasman to the hall of 
fame, as an early RC model pioneer. P.S. I knew him well." 
Fred Mulholland 

ROY WRISTON 
Roy Wriston built his first model airplane, a pusher, in 1928. He 
competed successfully in numerous contests in the midwest from 
Oklahoma to Ohio, flying indoor and outdoor rubber and gas. 

Several summers in the 1930s, Roy, and a Hudson Terraplane full 
of Tulsa modelers toured contests in the midwest on their way to 
either the Nationals or the Mississippi Valley Meet in St. Louis 
which rivaled the Nationals at that time. By attending many contests 
each year in several states, he developed a high standard of flying 
and established lasting friendships with standouts such as Light, 
Cahill, Korda, Lanzo, Simmers, Zaic and many others. Zaies review 
of the 1936 Nationals at Detroit says, in part, "The Tulsa boys were 
the outstanding winners in this last Nationals meet." At that contest, 
Roy placed second, some seven seconds behind Albert Judge, 
English winner of the Wakefield Cup. Roy was also a frequent 
winner of Jimmy Allen contests. 

Roy was very active in helping 
other modelers, particularly begin-
ners. tie started Tulsa's first model 
airplane club, the Model Aeronauti-
cal Engineers (MAE), which eventu-
ally had nearly forty members. He 
also taught model building to Boy 
Scouts at summer camps in Tulsa 
and New Mexico, and was instru-
mental in organizing annual con-
tests. 

Roy Wriston along with Frank Zaic 
were members of the AMA Execu-
tive committee the year it was 
formed in 1936. The first year the 
organization was formed it was 
called American Academy for Model Aeronautics. This was later 
changed to Academy of Model Aeronautics. 

Some of his designs were published in model magazines and Zaic 
Year Books. He was best known for his diamond fuselage configura-
tion. 

While Roy Wriston has not been an active modeler in recent years, 
his participation and achievements in the 1930s and early '40s place 
him in the front rank with other top modelers of that period. Allen 
Chapman 



Forster .99 
Ignition 
$289.00 
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RJL 

American Made fill Waling 
Yiefsge Engines from America's. Most Modern Model Engles fsetory. 

Cunningham Bfue Streak .64 7 
The Cunningham Blue Streak .647 is basically an Orwick with a ball bearing crankshaft and cast on mounting 
lugs and veniuri. Produced in the 40's, it is a very rare engine as very few were made. It's actually better than 
the Orwick because it has a more conventional design and a ball bearing crank. 
Like the original, this current production model feature a lapped iron piston, bar stock connecting rod, and ball 
bearing crankshaft. Equipped with Orwick style "break" type timer where the cam opens the contact. Some 
of the originals came with a "make" timer which the cam actually closes the contact point. You can order our 
current production with 'make' style timer for an additional S15.00, but the Orwick style is far superior. 

Differences from the original: Knurled prop drive, Slightly larger crank diameter, and a Better 
looking blue finish. 

Spark Version $269.99 
Spark ignition set not included. 
Glow Version $149.99 

Specifications: 
Ball Bearing Crankshaft. 
Loop Scavenged, Lapped Iron Piston 
Bore 	 .937 
Stroke 	 .937 
Displacement 	  647 
Weight: Ignition version . 12.6 oz. RI! DIESEL NEAR 

CONVERSIONS 
For Cox .0491.051 and .09 

This great looking & Fantastic performing 
RJL Diesel head convorpon usos a two o• 
ring seated contra piston Screws nghl onto 
your Cox Tee Dee. Meciellan and Killer Bee 

engine (awe not included) 

.049/.051 $12.99 
.09 $16.99 

For OS FP.40, FSR.40 and Tower Hobbies .40 
Convert your O.S. FP .40 into a groat 
RC diesel at a very reasonable once 
FLIL'n high precision COMONICII Ut114703 	7.411.02°,/ 
a super reliable o- nng seated contra 
piston and the special design combus-
tion dumber provides superior Idle 
and throhle response wavered to oth-
ers. (Engine Ks not included) Retail 
Win 559.95 

Great Price 
Only $19.99 

CUSTOM HEAD ADAPTERS 
SO YOU CAN USE STANDARD GLOW PLUGS 

COX .049 ADAPTER FOR LONG PLUG ....... . 4.99 
COX .049 ADAPTER FOR SHORT PLUG ..... 4.99 
COX .15 TEE DEE & MEDALLION ADAPTER.... 8.99 
TESTOR MCCOY .049 ADAPTER LONG PLUG . 5.99 

These head adaptors aulto a real conyonom to use standard glow 
pugs end your stow driver. lEnprie & plug not In: Weal 

RJL Conquest .15 
This is the hotlest .15 around. 
It will even keep tip with most 
25's. Double MI bearings, 
rear exhaust and Schnuerte 

porting. USA MADE. 
Compare to retail of $200.00 
RIC or Free Flight 

ABC Version $109.99 
Lapped Version $89.99 

SEND 51.00 FOR CATALOG 
of Engines, Parts, and Technical information. 

included FREE WITH EVERY ORDER, 
ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED - NO C.O.D.'s 

Prices sutsto to change wiled notice. Wilted supply on ogre 
Rites good thru Jan. 30. 1996 or while supply lass on some dams. 
Shipping & Handling in continental U.S. $5.99 any size order 

Alaska. Haws & intarnerconi higher. Cal kola itoodorm adi 825% Was Tas 

Forster .29 
Ignition 
$150.00 

Glow 
$120.00 

These Forster engines are new production from 
RJL. They are made from the original casting dies 
and machined with RJL's modem CNC equipment. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1 
• RJL is the only factory parts source for these engines:  

RJL - German HB --- Forster --- CoxiK&BRIL Conquest .15 --- REMCO .29 •  • U.S. & Austrian made HP (Hirtenberger) -- HGK --- Kraft .61--- Holland Hornet .049 	• 
• Kavan FK-50 --- Taipan .40 --- Testor McCoy Series 21 (Black Head, Finned Case) 	■ 
• Viking Twin .65 -- DEW & Kustom .51--- Hassad Bluestreak .65--- Edco Sky Devil .65 	■ 
• Cunningham .647 (some parts fit Orwick .64) -- Mutunuc .61 --- 	

• 
MECOA engines 	• 

••••••• ••••••••••••1111111111111111111111•IMINU•••••••1111• 

REMCO .29 
IGNITION 

Made from mostly original 
parts. Limited avalfablity. 

$999  

MODELECTRIC COIL 	 19.50 
1/4 - 32 SPARK PLUG 	 15.00 
CONDENSER 	 1.00 
PLUG CLIPS 	 2 FOR 1.00 
HIGH TENSION LEAD PER FOOT.... 1.00 
COMPLETE IGNITION KIT 'INCLUDES ALL ABOVE) 35.00 

Super 111:0 Performance HP .40 £ .61 Rear Intake free flight Enghtss 
The HP .40 is the 
smallest & lightest 
of any 40 made 
today at only 9.5 oz. 

Retail 
Value 

$269.95 Schmerrle Paned 
Double Ball Coatings 

Forged and Nailed con rod. 
ABC Ringed xi/chromed bare 

Extremely high power to weight rap. 

VANTAGE 
FORSTER 
EIVQINES 

RI! Ifigustries P.O. Box 5 Sierra lifoare, CA 91675 
Telephone: (818) 359-0016 FAX: 818 301 0298 ••• Email: RJLENGINESCOaol.com  ado Web Site: http://www.mecoa.com/engmes  
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FRANK TOMASZEWSKI 
Dear Don [Bekins] Enclosed are two of the few remaining 
photographs that I have left which were taken while I was a 
member of the Bridgeport (Connecticut) Aeronuts. It was at 
this time that I had the pleasure of knowing Carl Hermes, Bill 
Wargo, Phil D'Ostillio and other skilled modelers. I have the 
impression that you might be in close association with Carl 
because of your photos in the March and April issue of Carl's 
son Bill and your Hayseed. If 1 remember correctly, these 
photos were taken just after Carl returned home after serving 
with the Air Force during World War II. 

The model was called The Tinian Express and the site was 
Fairfield, Connecticut. I hope that you will be able to get these 
to Carl and maybe publish them in a future issue of SAM 
Speaks. Frank Tomaszewski #3912,504 Douglas Drive, Jupiter, 
Florida 33458. 
(Ed. note: Apparently Frank was unaware that Carl had 
passed away. Don wrote to him and informed him.) 

Peter Scott's all white 
Bowden Low-Wing 

The late Carl Hermes launches his O&R 23 powered Tinian 
Express at Fairfield Connecticut 

PETER SCOTT 
I scaled up the plans of the 8' span 1937 Bowden Low-Wing 
from a book by F.J. Carom; it came out at 8 lbs, resulting in a 
wing loading around 16 oz/sq.ft. Both models have 3 func-
tion RC and 4 stroke motors. The Dolfin has an OS 80 and the 
Bowden a converted Merco 61.. 

The Bowden Low-Wing flies extremely well, with only a 
couple of mods: the cg is now as per plan, and I'm using a 
14x6 prop. Good take-offs, slow flight, gentle turns, no lateral 
instability troubles, and a smooth glide. I hope to send you 
some flying shots later this year. 
Meanwhile, keep up the good work with SAM Speaks. Peter 
Scott, 6 Rubens Close, New Milton, Hampshire BH25 5PG, 
England. 

Peter Scott's all yellow nine foot Petrides Dolfin with OS 80 power. 
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DAVID JANSON 
The fine article by Dan Lutz on Irwin G. Ohlsson in the July / August SAM Speaks reminded me of the enclosed picture. 

have been working on a most interesting history of early modeling in the Rocky Mountain area with emphasis on the 
Denver area. We have a number of very talented and interesting model builders of the pre-W.W.II era. Among them was one 
Ron Sarsfield, who along with his father at that time in 1946 was the owner of Hobby Jobbers, the largest and most active 
wholesaler in the Denver area. Ron dabbled in most phases of the hobby including race cars. I interviewed him in his beautiful 
west Denver home in the summer of 1989 and there hanging on the wall above his desk was the original of the picture en-
closed. 

His explanation was simple: "Ohlsson & Rice were making money hand over fist and had invested in a company DC-3 
wherein they flew their engines all over the USA to the jobbers who ordered from them. This was the initial fly-in to Denver 
and to Hobby Jobbers, and so we arranged the picture for publicity purposes. Harry Rice and Irwin Ohlsson cooperated 
completely. 

"On this first run they brought us 2,500 O&R 60s and 23s which we were to distribute throughout the Rocky Mountain area. 
At $9.00 each wholesale, that was a $22,500 order which was distributed and sold in just over 3 months. The folks in the 
picture were, left to right, Harry Rice, John Davis the pilot, Irwin Ohlsson, Ron Sarsfield, Sarsfield's bookkeeper/accountant, 
Jack Sarsfield, Ron's father, and Mel Semler, designer of the high wing model airplane above near the Denver sign." 

After getting these comments from Ron Sarsfield, I did further study and can add the following details. Mel Semler principal 
in the MarDix Model Company in Denver (ad enclosed) had designed the airplane, The Challenger, specifically for the O&R 60 
engine. In late 1945 and after contacting the O&R company they expressed an interest in a local model airplane company to 
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join them for the publicity shot. Of course Ron Sarsfield set it 
up for them. Interestingly enough, the amphibian model in 
the front of the picture was not built expressly for the picture 
but because it was powered by an inverted Ohlsson 60 
Custom and originally built by a forgotten customer of the 
Sarsfield's, was included for publicity purposes. 

Bob Harvest, a Boulder friend, called me in early 1990 and 
said that Ron Sarsfield wanted him to restore the old amphib-
ian, still hanging in the Hobby Jobbers office after all those 
years. Bob wanted help so I joined him and we worked for 3 
weeks on the plane and I took the engine out and completely 
cleaned it up. It was Serial Number 933, purchased as an 
original inverted Custom, and had never been run. Well, it 
was all I could do after putting it in pristine condition to 
remount it in the airplane and let Mr. Sarsfield hang it up 
once again. The final note is disheartening though. After Bob 
and I had returned the like-new old seaplane, Ron Sarsfield 
remembered the name of the builder who, unknown to us, 
came and got it. As all good model engine collectors do I 
returned some weeks later to try to obtain the plane and 
engine. Of all things Mr. Sarsfield had died some weeks 
before in his Palm Springs condo and the second Mrs. 
Sarsfield couldn't tell me the name of the builder. And so it 
goes. I'm still searching. 

In February of 1993, I wrote to Irwin Ohlsson, sending three 
copies of the photo and asking him to autograph each one. 
Irwin complied most graciously and also answered some 
identification information. The original picture, framed and 
all from behind Ron Sarsfield's desk, is on the wall in my 
study now. A gem. 

And lastly, the MarDix ad from MAN, June 1946 and which 
occurred only three more times in subsequent months into 
early 1947, indicates no real acceptance of the Challenger 
control line high wing model which resembles so many of the 
real airplanes of that era. I can find no trace of the company 
here in Denver nor anyone familiar with the airplane. David 
R. Janson, 2005 Dartmouth Ave., Boulder, CO 80303. 

Bellanca YO-50, now being offerred as a 1/2 A Texaco Scale kit or 
plans by Schreyer Model Aircraft. 

TED SCHREYER 
The other day a fellow who was cleaning out his attic gave 
me a stack of big old scale RC plans from sources like Air 
Trails, M.A.N., C.A.P. Plans, RC Modeler, etc. with guys such 
as Al Novotnik, Jerry Worth, Herb Kohler, et al doing the 

plans - really great draftsmen who put a design on 
paper and made it come alive - got modelers itching 
to build scale. I would have written sooner but we 
were working on the Bellanca YO-50 Texaco 1/2 A 
Scale project and wanted to finish it and send some of 
the info to you. 

The interest in Texaco 1/2 A Scale is apparent from 
the requests for reduced plans to the 300 sq.in . size. 
So we decided to go straight at it and put out some 
kits especially designed for that event. The Bellanca 
YO-50 is the first, but we have some other good ones 
coming along, if I can just find the time to work on 
those projects. The Bellanca is an easy to build, easy 
to fly model, and should offer a good contest perfor-
mance. 

We put an ad in Model Airplane News similar to the 
one in SAM Speaks, but got only a few responses. 
Some letters even said "... saw your ad in RC Mod-
eler, ...AMA Mag, ...Model Builder." Product identifi-

cation seems hazy at best. Your publication and readers are 
the best. Ted Schreyer, Box 132, Newfane, VT 05345. 
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LESCHER DOWLING 
In the caption to the photo of George Joki's airplane in the 
Viking. Here are a few notes about the incident: 

The SACR/C's field in Newark is bordered on two sides 
I was timing George Joki's Viking and we both took our 

point he had about 14 minutes on my watch and after five 
his transmitter. 

We climbed onto the dike to get a view of the salt ponds 
no luck. George was sure it had drifted South with the pre 

We followed the dike and even-
tually spotted something down one 
of the canals that looked like 
George's model. We had to take a 
circuitous route over a dilapidated 
foot bridge to arrive on the dike 
above the airplane. Standing there, 
we marveled at the accuracy with 
which the Viking had made a car-
rier type landing on a mud bar in 
the middle of the canal. I took a 
picture of the scene, knowing no 
one would believe us otherwise. 
George was determined, if neces-
sary, to wade out to the mud island 
to retrieve the plane, but I said he 
would sink in up to his knees in the 
muck. 

We found a pile of wood stacked near an old shed and 
selecting a piece of timber, carried it over to the canal and 

to the West. I expected to see the Viking floating out in a pond, but 
vailing breeze. 

lowered it down its bank. 
George climbed down and 
flopped the timber over to the 
mud bar to make a bridge, then 
walked out to retrieved the dry, 
undamaged airplane. Starting 
back over the timber bridge with 
the plane, George almost slipped 
into the canal. 

George called it quits on that 
event for the day, happy to have 
his Viking back in one piece and 
dry. I maintain that if George 
had been standing on the dike 
above the canal flying his 
electric, he could not have made 
a better landing on the mud bar 
than the Viking did all by itself. 

Lescher Dowling, 1122 Merrimac Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 
94087-1733 

canal I said it was a 1 / 2 A. Actually, it was an Electric Texaco 

by dikes, canals and Morton Salt Co. salt ponds. 
eyes off his airplane at the same time, losing sight of it. At that 
minutes without locating the airplane in the sky, George turned off 

sacii SHEEP um%  
MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND 

Condor Field, Taft 
May 24, 25, 26, 1997 

Similar program as last year. 

There will be a 1K shootout 
but, 

the CO2 RC assist event is deleted. 

CD: CLARENCE AMES 
(818) 238-9934 



HARRY MU 
Your paragrap on the new 1/ 2 A, Cat. III ROW record 
is a bit soggy. Since it was Harry Murphy who has held 
the record for 16 years. I set it at the 1980 Nats at 
Wright-Patterson APB. The wind shifted, taking the 
models over the south fence. The airplane DT'd 2 
seconds early on the last flight for a total of 5:58.1 flew 
a modified Hydro Star with enlarged floats using a Cox 
TD .049. Now you know the rest of the story. Harry 
Murphy, 3824 Oakwood Blvd., Anderson, IN 46011, 

4101.9ka-1 	
WPM 

TALES OF AN 
ANCIENT MODELER 

Stories about growing up with modeling in those 
"Good 'ol Days." It's a funny, nostalgic and moving 
rendering of how modeling used to be. Entertain-
ing and well documented with over 100 photos of 
modeling, spanning over 60 years. 

$14.95 P.P. USA only 	 Check / M.O. 
Norm Rosenstock 
124 Granada Street 

Royal Palm Beach, Fl 33411 
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Name 	  
Address 	  
City 	  
State & ZIP 	  
Dues Are: 	Phone: 
$25 (us & Canada], $40 [for all others, US funds only] 

MEGA # (if renewal] 

New Member? 	 
No PO boxes for New Members 

Make checks payable to Model Engine Collectors Association 

Send Application and Remittance to: 
Bob McClelland 
3007 Travis St. 
West Lake, LA 70669 

MECA Pledge: I. the undersigned, do agree to uphold and practice the 

Model Engine Collectors Association's 
'Code of Fair Practices and Ethics" 

as follows: 1. To Protect the Interest of fellow Members 
2. To be Honest in my Dealings. My Word Is my Bond. 

Signed: 	 Date: 	  

Guess what! 
Buckle's back! C 4 

• 

Wdely ••as a 193B &sir try Joe Bsin. As the 
yews go by we wonders ,f tie goat old brd MI ever be 
surpassed. Easyorstructzn.easy toltyaldenamenng 
gide. Precut to ncludes plans, instiuctions and RC 
ha•dware peck. 

icr 	3 -al 3040 J 4060 
BBS-17 
	

5107.95 

Though designer end de* are ullmen. the 
Demon is a classic. Ideal for hassle free eying *IOW 
tranwatebon prodems Pre-cut kr1 includes pkins. 
Instrucsons and RC hsrdesre pack 

1.3 4 061-00 	NA 

BBS-4 154.95 
Your one stop 900020 fcr at the best Fir. RC end Ct 
products from around the ‘Iodct 

OM Lett, 1=1"ret"  

. actir SiG  

	

i 	frownng 
." 

	

PAFII r 

	

1r *was 
Folly Illuotrated 	$4.00 

. . 

111:9,It 

FALCON 	 u 1, 
A 1937 Bon Sri:raglan (*.In One ct the fi ery best ./xn• Nan 
IclAcog and Itilqg old :mrs Truttgta'tlandrrajostc in  
rivirthssax:kkislargestke. Pre-cut hi unl aces Nara, 
ins,•uctcns plus SC hafdwate pock and 2 pace rang 
compccerts 	 Acworth. GA 30101 USA 

770-974-0843 - 770-974-6243 (fax) 

IC, fl yr 	 rnworier, for thr entrf 	rtiorkle red 	 Aridet iAguirks m 11k4 

Hobby Supply South 
5060 Glade Road 

96" 1 3 4 60•7, 	70-90 	 Avolame Path" BBS•7 	 5219.951 

P.A.W. 
DIESELS 

.09 & .15 TEXACO SPECIALS. 
THE NEW .40 IS PERFECT 

FOR BIG TEXACO. 
Prices and Diesel Info $1.00 

DOCTOR DIESEL 
ERIC CLUTTON 
913 Cedar Lane 

Tullahoma, TN 37388 
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This is an application for membership in MECA 
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10 HUGHES STREET, SUITE A-102, IRVINE, CA 92718. PH: (714) 461-0336 / FAX 461-0340 

USE THIS SAM MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION TO GIVE 
SOMEONE A GIFT MEMBERSHIP IN YOUR FAVORITE 

AEROMODELING SOCIETY. 

REPLICA ENGINES 
C.S. DIESEL ENGINES 
(MADE IN CHINA) 
2010R DEF.711 2 Occ $79.95 
2011R MICRO 2.0cc $79.95 
2112R AMCO 3.5cc $69.95 
2510R 0. TIGER MKIII 2.5cc $84.95 
2511R ELFIN 2.49cc $76.95 
2512R RIVERS 2.5cc $84.95 
3010R E.D. HUNTER 3.1cc $99.95 
351OR E.D. HUNTER 3.46cc $99.95 

OTHER ENGINES 
03010 	MODELA 1.5cc D-R/C $49.95 
03012 	MODELA 2cc G $39.95 
03023 	MVVS 2.5cc D-R/C $64.95 
03046 	MVVS 3.5cc G-R/C $79.95 
01550 	MARZ 2.5cc D $28.95 
01513 	TAIPHOON 2.5cc G-SE $45.95 
03010 	KOMETA 5cc D $45.95 
01585 	METEOR 2.5cc G $38.95 
00950 	MK-17 1.7co D $39.95 
00210 	JOHN 0.35cc D $89.95 

PUMA DIESEL ENGINES 
(MADE IN RUSSIA) 
00951 ELFIN-Steel liner 1.5cc 	$65.95 
00952 ELFIN-ABC liner 1.5cc $65.95 
00455 DOONSIDE MILLS .75cc $74.95 

ims. 
• Sir 

03011 MODEL A 2cc D $39.95 3011R MODELA 2cc D-R/C $59.95 
03012R MOD.2cc G-R/C $59.95 03022 MVVS 2.5cc D $54.95 
03029 MVVS 2 .5cc G $59.95 03030 MVVS 2.5cc G-R/C $64.95 
03066 MVVS 6 .5ccG-RC $99.95 03090 MVVS lOcc G-R/C $139.95 
01551 MARZ 2 .5cc G $28.95 01510 TAIPHOON 2.5cc G $42.95 
00490 AMD O. 8cc D $53.95 00495 AME 0.8cc GLOW $29.95 
03050 KOMET A 5cc G $45.95 01580 METEOR 2.5cc D $38.95 
00960 ISTCAM 1.5cc D $49.95 00970 ISTCAM 1.5cc G $49.95 
01570 KMD 2. 5cc D $59.95 06010 PUMA lOcc G-R/C $79.95 
00350 JOHN 0. 50cc D $84.95 00300 JOHN 0.50cc G-R/C $119.95 

HOBBY CLUB HOBBY CLUB 

SAM MEMBERSHIP AND RENEWAL APPLICATION 

Subscriptions to SAM Speaks are not available without member-
ship. Membership rates: 

1:1 1 yr. Residents of Canada and the U.S. - $18.00 
❑ 1 yr. Foreign - US $30.00 (Air Mail only) 
❑ Renewal ❑ New Membership 
Name 	  
Address 	  
City 	 State 	Zip 
AMA No. 	SAM No. 	SAM Chapter No. 
Sponsor (New Members Only) 	  

I agree to follow the rules of the Society of Antique Modelers 
and uphold the principles stated in the SAM Preamble. 
Signed: 	  

Note: Membership in the AMA is required to fly in SAM contests. 
Be sure to put your SAM number on your check if renewing. 
Make checks payable to the Society of Antique Modelers. 

Send to: Larry Clark 
P.O. Box 528 

Lucerne Valley, CA 92356 

Fine Products From 

2301 Sonata Drive • Rancho Cordova,CA 95670 
ANTIQUE & OLD TIMER MODELS 
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT 

Send $1.00 for catalog of over 300 kits 
Credit cards acceptable 

SHORT KITS 	 (916) 635-4588 

CARBON FIBER-KEVLAR-BORON 
Pulltrusion-Cloth-Filament-Tow-Thread 

LIGHTWEIGHT COVERINGS 
Mylar -.000059 -.00025 -.0005 -.015 
Polyspan. - polyester tissue paper 

Flourescent Dye Pigments 
Microfilm, Plastic-Stic CA glues 

Special roll quantity pricing for clubs and 
manufacturers with $200 per item min. order 

MODEL RESEARCH LABS 
25108 Marguerite #160 

Mission Viejo, CA 92692, USA 
SEND $1 FOR FULL CATALOG 



trC vu.  

DAVE'S WOOD PRODUCTS 
12306 BERGSTRASSE 

LEAVENWORTH, WA 98826 
(509) 548-5201 

CONTACT CEMENT- INDUSTRIAL GRADE, 
HEAT RESITANT, WATER BASED. NON TOXIC. 
• HOBBY LOBBY DEALER DISCOUNTS ON ALL HOBBY 
LOBBY ITEMS. 
• OBECHI VENEER, SELECT AND STANDARD GRADES. 

• CALL OR SASE FOR INFORMATION • VISA 

SAM MEMBERSHIP INFORMA- 
TION  

Annual dues includes a subscription to SAM 
Speaks published by the Society every other 
month. 

Dues for U.S. and Canadian members are US 
$18 per year (6 issues of SAM Speaks). For other 
than U.S. and Canadian members, the indi-
vidual rate is US $30. Special rates for foreign 
bulk shipments of SAM Speaks are available. 
Contact the Secretary/Treasurer. Dues pay-
ments for up to three years in advance are 
accepted. 

Membership expiration dates are shown on 
SAM Speaks address labels. If renewal dues are 
not received by the expiration date, a "Dues are 
due" notice will be sent. 

New members receive a SAM decal, Rule 
book, and Approved Gas Models Designs Book 
along with their initial membership card. Addi-
tional SAM decals (small, medium & large) an. 
5.50 each. Rule books ($2 + $.50 postage), Ap-
proved Gas or Rubber Model Design ($4 + $1,0t) 
postage) are also available. Send checks pay-
able to SAM, c/o Larry Clark, Secretary/Trea-
surer, P.O. Box 528, Lucerne Valley, CA 92356. 

SAM Library, which has all model magazines 
dating back to early 1930's, provides copies of 
original articles on designs for a small fee. Con-
tact Gene Wallock, 220 Leroy Ave., Arcadia, CA 
91007. Phone (818) 445-5091 

PLANS ENLARGED 
OR REDUCED 

3— VIEWS 
OLD TIMERS 

SCALE MODELS 
ANY SCALE 
ANY SIZE 

FROM YOUR PLAN 
OR OUR LIBRARY 

THOUSANDS 
AVAILABLE 

• 

Ni 	
RESEARCH SERVICE 

4111* 
POSTER FOR YOUR 

FULL INFORMATION 
SEND $2.00 FOR 

AND CUSTOMIZED 

SHOP WALL 

CARTOON FROM ROLAND FRIES TAD 
DEC 
AEROMODELLER 2211S 155th Street 1952 

Cameron, Illinois 61423 
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NEW ELECTRONIC IGNITION SHUTOFF "THE HOT SPOT' 
Working with a friend who is an electronic engineer and a top scak modeler we have what I 
think is the best and easiest way to cut off your ignition for RC assist. Easier and boner than a 
min:rim pull switch. After over a year of flying the Hot Spot is free of the interference picked 

up by most electronic switches. /haw over 100flights on one zest model. 

'tile 110T SPOT includes the transistorized ignition system all on the same pc board.Easy 
to wire up, just 3 wires + ground, about 1f2 ounce. 

No mini servo or transistorized ignition system needed. Specify servo plug - 

JR (Futaba) or Airtronics. 
Latest model has a shorting plug which will let you run your engine at a contest 

without your tram matter. 
PRICE $40.00 Post paid. 

BOB HOLMAN P.O. BOX 741 SAN BERNARDINO. CA 92402 
(909) 885 3959 credit cards OK  

FUEL SHUT OFF VALVE - Positive action, servo operated, all 
metal, 8 grams. Glow, gas or diesel fuel. $11.95 each plus 500 
shipping. Three or more, no shipping charge. CLASSIC OLD 
TIME ENGINES, 15731 Five Point Rd, Perrysburg, Ohio 
43551. Phone/Fax (419) 878-8144 

POLYSPAN INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO 
(Non professional) by Larry Davidson 

$20.00. 
Spark Plugs: (1 sold over 2500 around the world) V-2 and V-3 
$11.00. V $14.00. 
Modelectric ignition coils $18.50. 
High tension leads for RC $5.00, for FF $3.50. 
Solid state ignition unit $13.00. 
Dual ignition coils $45.00. 
Polyspan covering, 20" x 12' roll, $14.00. P&H $3.00 for one 
roll, $2.00 for each additional roll. 
Texas Timers - I stock the whole line. SASE for list. 
Add $3.00 S&H per order, USA . Larry Davidson, 1 Salisbury 
Drive, N., East Northport, NY 11731 (516) 261-1265. 



ELECTRIC POWER 
Don't Be fooled By Hot Names & High Prices 
LEISURE MOTORS SWEEPS ELECTRIC 
TEXACO 3 YEARS IN A ROW AT THE 

SAM CHAMPS. 
Congratulations Phil Pearce - 1995 winner! 

Leisure Electronics 
2950 Airway Bldg. A-4 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

(714) 435-9218 M sktCa., 0 

5XAMEN 5XY5,711NE 
al 	 t L4 V IB 

LEADING EDGE and 
MULTI PURPOSE USE 

BRILLIANT RAINBOW FLASHES 

MULTI PURPOSE USE 
BRILLIANT 

STROBE FLASHES 

SERVO COVERS $.75 ea. 
CUSTOM SIZES AND SHAP 

PHIL PEARCE 
111 East Geneva, Tempe, AZ 

85282 
PH: (602) 966-6384. INTERNET; 102165,2325@Compuserve.Com  

2" x 48" - $5.00 
1" x 48" - $2.50 
2" x 36" - $4.00 
1" x 36" - $2.00 

3"x 18" - $5.00 
SAMPLES - SASE 
POSTAGE PAID 

1#414 aart 
Owner 

Pisa / Sewice 

*id& Weadird 
Manufacturer of Super Cyclone Engines 

Custom Motor Work Replacement of All Threads 
Glow to Ignition Conversions 

AMA 458234 SAM 3120 
665 Chaparro Rood • Covina, CA 91724 • (818) 332-0023 

SUPPLIES FOR THE HOBBIEST 

----NEW PRODUCTS 	 

E.D. "Nunt•r• repro $135.00 	Elfin 2.5cc repro $100.00 

011v•r 71g•r MkIII repro $110.00 

Add $3.00 per •nglne for postage 

Calif. r“•. add 8% for sales tax 

1924  E. Edinger: Santa Ana CA 92705 (714)258-0905 

Span - 44", Wing Area = 304 SI. 
Balsa sticks& Printmx)d, Lt. Ply. 
Wire, Silkspan, Model Wt. 17 oz. 
Contest Performance 
Kit $39.95 postpaid 

TEXACO 1/2 A SCALE BELLA NCA YO.50 ARMY LIAISION 1942 

&MIR SOD 121$512 lilC Litt !labs* 
AERONCA C-3 58" .06/.10 3 ch S39.95 $13 
AERONCA "CHIEF' 56.2" .09/.15 3 ch S44.95 516 
FAIRCHILD 51 51.5" .10/.15 3 ch S49.93 S18 
TAYLOR CUB F-2 53" .08/.10 3 ch 544.95 S16 
CURTISS ROBIN 53.4" .09/.13 3 ch S49.95 $16 
CESSNA C-34 50.6" .09/.15 3 ch $49.95 $16 
STINSON 108.2 55.3" .13/.19 3 ch $49.95 $16 
NORTHROP GAMMA 50.13-  .15 3 ch $44.95 $15 
ROSE PARAKEET 37.5" .111/.15 3 ch 349.95 $13 

All prices include postage and handling. *Reduced plans (300 sq.in.) 
available for same price. Send SASE for info. Schreyer Model Aircraft, PO 

Box 132, Newfane, VT 05345 1 (802) 365-7528 
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Fverything for the Vintage Modeler 	3229 Dianora Drive 

ARGO - U.S.A. Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90275 
(310) 377-6186 

'4''''' 	
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MADE FROM ORIGINAL CASTINGS 

s,t. vo- ILO 	ELFIN 2.49 cc 
VA 

America's 
outstanding 

DIESEL 

, 
• 	Engine ! 

f 	Lt` 
,.- ,.. 

Made in the USA 

Ni I 
1:4 

JIM O'REILLY'S MODEL PLANS 
4670 N. Baffin, Wichita, KS 67220 (316) 744.0856. 

Rubber powered 01's including Lidgard's Eugene. Gas including 
the Swoose .19, LaTorre's Alert in full & .020 sizes. Schoenbrun's 
Theo-radical. Several rubber scale. One OT RC sailplane, several 
Nosgas & moderns. Send $2.00 for catalog. 

FM MODEL SUPPLY 
TAN II It1"1111E11 

1/16, 1/8, 3/16, 1/4 STRIP. 
1/4 LB, 1/2 LB, 1 LB, 10 LB BOXES. 
CROCKET HOOKS; JAP, AIRSPAN, 

LITESPAN, AND POLYSPAN TISSUE 
CAMPBELL, PECK, R/N KITS. 

TEXAS, KSB, BUTTON/BADGE TIMERS. 
ZONA SAWS AND A WHOLE LOT MORE! 

CATALOG $2.00 
PO BOX 366, SAYRE, PA 18840-0366 

PHONE OR FAX (717) 882-9873 



"Have we got a motor for you"  
Good stuff fur small electric airplanes 

E.M.P.S., Inc. Dept S, P.O. Box 134, Robesonia, PA 19551 
SASE for free Catalog 

Decals 
Ohlsson & Rice Logo 

Exact replicas 
of decals 

shipped with 
original engines 

Sheet size: r x 7.5" 

Send $2 + SASE 

John Carlson, SAM 27 
353 Las Casitas Ct. 
Sonoma, CA 95476 

O&R Logo T shirts 
available too! 

$12 + $3 Shipping 

or 

A MANUAL: HOW TO THERMAL 
OLD TIME RC MODELS 

How To: LOCATE THERMALS 
FLY IN THERMALS 
TRIM FOR THERMALS 
BEST OLD TIMERS. ETC. 

Written By TOM WILLIAMS 
Send $14.00 (P. P.) Money Order to: 

109 Royal Ave. 
Midwest City, OK 73130 

OCT Electric Plans - LMR/Texaco 

1996 AMA E-NATS WINNERS J 

PLAYBOY SR, Foote WESTERNER. 
ALERT and more! $10.00 each p/p 

Latest Catalog Sent Free on Request 

MODELAIR-TECH 
Bob Aberle 	Tom Hunt 

P.O. Box 12033 
Hauppauge, NY 11788-0818 

"KEEP-EM-FLYING" Reproduction Parts for your vintage 
Spark Ignition Engines. Send $1.00 for NEW 1996 List of over 
100 parts available to: DAVID WILKE, P.O. BOX 188 
IDYLLWILD, CA 92549-0188. 

THE WAKEFIELD INTERNATIONAL CUP 
A HISTORY 1911 to 1995 

This History is about the Wakefield contests that 
have taken place since the dawn of aviation (85 

years) and continue to this day. Each contest is 
chronicled, artist drawings of the Wakefield Cham- 
pion, and the Winning Wakefield are included in all 42 
chapters. Orders may now be placed for this 8/1/96 
publication: $55 bound, $40 unbound, plus $10 ship . 
Charles Rushing, PO 1030 Sutter Creek, CA 95685, 
USA. Prices as of 7/1/96, can change without notice. 

(209) 267-0866 

ALDRICH impala MODELS 

12822 Tarrytown, San Antonio, TX 78233 
(210)656-2021 (Fax on 6th ring) 

CUSTOM TUNING AND RESTORATION 
OF OLD TIME ENGINES 
Complete Chrome Service 

Superior Accuracy and Quality 
Light Weight ignition Systems 

S.A.S.E. for brochure 

SAM PLANS LIBRARY 
The following Lanzo Plans are available, including some 

new drawings. Many other plans are also available: 
Lanzo RC-1 
	

Antique cabin gas 84" span $7.50 
Racer 12 ft. 	Antique gas RC, 2 sheets 

	
12.50 

1/ 2 size Racer 	72" span, 2 sheets 	7.50 
Bomber 
	

Antique gas pylon, 96" span 10.00 
Bomber RC 
	

80" span 	 10.00 
1/2 size Bomber 	48" span RC 

	
7.50 

Baby Burd 
	

37" Bomber 
	

6.50 
Classic 	 1938/39 cabin & Wakefield 7.50 
Duplex 
	

1936 cabin, stick & Wake 	7.50 
1940 Record Holder 300 sq. in. rubber stick 

	
7.50 

1945 Record Holder 350 sq. in. Class E cabin, 64" 7.50 
1940 Cabin 	300 sq. in. rubber 

	
7.50 

1933 Cabin 
	

30" span rubber 	 5.00 
Detroiter 	1947 Wakefield 

	
7.50 

Puss Moth 
	

51" span semi scale 
	

7.50 
1938 Airborne Antique glider, 108" span RC 15.00 

All prices include postage. Send check to Floyd Reck, 
10332 Tristan Drive, Downey, CA 90241, Payable to SAM. 

PLANS - Old Timer and Nostalgia. Scale and Sport. Power, 
rubber, towline. RC sailplanes, scale, sport and electric. All 
illustrated. Catalog $2.00. CIRRUS AVIATION LTD. P.O. Box 
7093, Depot 4, Victoria, B.C. V9B 4Z2 Canada. 
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Starline's Polyspan 
Beats silk, silkspan and 

plastic film in every way! 

Polyspan combines the 
lightness and traditional 
appearance of silk and 
silkspan - yet offers the 
strength and puncture-
resistance of plastic films, 

More and more modelers 
are choosing Polyspan. 
Made of non-woven fibers. 
Polyspan applies easily and 

wrinkles work out quickly. 
No blisters. No peeling 

Looks are important and 
Polyspan produces Just the 
right glow, sandable finish 
For color, use opaque 
dope or coloring liquids.' 

The toughness of 
Polyspan resists punctures 
and tearing. And it's as light 
as silk and waterproof! 

Try Polyspan on your next 
model. See your dealer or 
order from Sal Fruciano at 
Starllne International. 

StARLI  NE NE 
$15 per 12 ft. x 19.5 in.roks phis $3 postoge per rut. 

*Staline cob* *ids $5.50 per 2 oz bottle (rod, Yetow, Nut orone, bladd 
6146 E. Cactus Wren Rd., Scottsdale, AZ 85253 

Tel: 602-948-5798 • Fax: 602-998-7005 
POLYSPAN IS A TRADEMARK OWNED BY STARLATE INTERNATIONAL 

10111.0:0_1N 
tasty commit carp:well cuFvfm ignsOla seams 

Wraisa9-ken.Ewes vim' la sell', NIsh 

TEXAS TIMERS FOR FREE FLIGHT 

THE TIMERS OF CHOICE 

* OLD TIMER B (ignition) - $39.50 
	

OLD TIMER A (wifast DT)- $42.00 
* MAX I (eng. + 5 min DT) - $33.00 

	
MAX III (eng. + 3 min DT)- $33.00 

* FUEL OFF (pi nchoff) - $24.00 
	

DT TIMER (8 min) - $30.50 
* ABC (two function) - 531.50 

	
MINI (two function) - $31.50 

Add $2.50 for P&H 
SASE for complete Information. 

TEXAS TIMERS, 3317 Pine Timbers Dr., Johnson City. TN 37604 

Phone/FAX (423) 202-6423 a Email 4stimeretricon.nel> 

EXPECT THE BEST - FLY THE BEST - TEXAS TIMERS 

Torpedo .24, .29. .32 

Shilen Old Timer .19 

ANTIQUE-TYPE 
IGNITION 

ENGINES LEGAL 
FOR SAM 

COMPETITION 

All sizes and models 
$225 plus $4.50 ship- 

ping & insurance 
VISA and Mastercard accepted. 

Texas rosidonts please add 7.25% tax. 

To order, or for a free 
brochure, call, FAX, 

or write. 

SHILEN 
AEROSPORTS 

P.O. BOX 1300 
205 METRO PARK BLVD. 

ENNIS, TX 75120 
(972) 875-1442 

FAX (972) 875-5402 

Moving? Address changes should be sent to: 
Larry Clark 

P.O. Box 528 

Lucerne Valley, CA 92356 

Official Publication of the Society of Antique Modelers 

2810 Cowell Blvd. 

Davis CA 95616  

PLEASE SUPPORT YOUR SAM ADVERTISERS - 
THEY SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY! 

ENGINE RESTORATION & REWORK 
My engines used by winners in SAM contests 

including the SAM Champs. Transistorized 
Ignition Systems, Coils, Hi-Tension Leads. 

NEW: HARD CHROME 
SASE for free list. 

BLACKBURN AERO ENGINEERING 
P.O. Box 15143, Amarillo, TX 79105 

(806) 622-1657 

2ND CLASS POSTAGE 

PAID 
DAVIS, CA 95616 

Sam #1383 Issue #132 Exp LIFE 
I.W. FRIESTAD 
RR 1 BOX 163 
CAMERON, IL 61923-9783 
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